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Abstract
Thefamilyofdisplays,whichaimstovisualize3Dscenewithrealisticdepth,areknownas“3Ddisplays”. Due to technical limitations and design decisions, such displays create visibledistortions, which are interpreted by the human vision as artefacts. In absence of visualreference(e.g.theoriginalsceneisnotavailableforcomparison)onecanimprovetheperceivedquality of the representations bymaking the distortions less visible. This thesis proposes numberofsignalprocessingtechniquesfordecreasingthevisibilityofartefactson3Ddisplays.Thevisualperceptionofdepthisdiscussed,andtheproperties(depthcuesȌofscenewhichthebrain uses for assessing an image in 3D are identified. Following the physiology of vision, taxonomy of 3D artefacts is proposed. The taxonomy classifies the artefacts based on theiroriginandonthewaytheyareinterpretedbythehumanvisualsystem.Theprinciplesofoperationofthemostpopulartypesof3Ddisplaysareexplained.Basedonthedisplay operation principles, 3D displays aremodelled as  signal processing channel. Themodel isused toexplain theprocessof introducingdistortions. Italsoallowsone to identifywhich optical properties of  display aremost relevant to the creation of artefacts.  set ofopticalproperties fordual-viewandmultiview3Ddisplaysare identified,andmethodologyformeasuring them is introduced. Themeasurementmethodology allows one to derive theangular visibility and crosstalk of each display element without the need for precisionmeasurement equipment.Based on themeasurements, methodology for creating  quality
profileof3Ddisplaysisproposed.Thequalityprofilecanbeeithersimulatedusingtheangularbrightness functionordirectlymeasured from  seriesofphotographs.  comparative studyintroducing themeasurement resultson thevisualqualityandpositionof thesweet-spotsofeleven 3D displays ofdifferent types is presented.Knowing the sweet-spotposition and thequality profile allows for easy comparison between 3D displays. The shape and size of thepassbandallowsdepthandtexturesof3Dcontenttobeoptimizedforgiven3Ddisplay.Basedonknowledgeof3Dartefactvisibilityandanunderstandingofdistortionsintroducedby3D displays,  number of signal processing techniques for artefactmitigation are created. methodology for creating anti-aliasing filters for 3D displays is proposed. For multiviewdisplays, the methodology is extended towards so-called passband optimization whichaddressesMoiré, fixed-pattern-noiseandghostingartefacts,whicharecharacteristic forsuchdisplays. Additionally, design of tuneable anti-aliasing filters is presented, along with frameworkwhichallowstheusertoselecttheso-called3dsharpnessparameteraccordingtohisorherpreferences.Finally,setofreal-timealgorithmsforview-point-basedoptimizationarepresented. These algorithms require active user-tracking, which is implemented as combination of face and eye-tracking.Once the observer position is known, the image on stereoscopicdisplayisoptimisedforthederivedobservationangleanddistance.Formultiviewdisplays,thecombinationofpreciselightre-directionandless-preciseface-trackingisusedforextending the head parallax. For some user-tracking algorithms, implementation details aregiven, regardingexecutionof thealgorithmon mobiledeviceorondesktopcomputerwithgraphicalaccelerator.
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1 Introduction
Thepurposeof display is to convey visualmessage.Naturally,oneof thedesigngoals indisplay development is to achieve more convincing and easier for the eye image output.Stereoscopic 3D displays are the current technological advance aiming at  better 3D scenerepresentation.
 real three-dimensional scene radiates  complexwaveform.However,not allpropertiesofthatwaveformarevisuallysignificant.Someof them,suchas lightphaseandpolarizationarenot perceivable.Other scene information, for examplewavelength and luminance’ is crudelyencoded by the visual system, which makes the exact replica of that property visuallyindistinguishablefromitsroughapproximation.For the purpose of simplified design, stereoscopic displays aremeant to recreate only thevisually important properties of the scene, while omitting the “unnecessary” ones. This
decreases the amount of data which needs to be processed, while keeping the reductionunperceivable.However,duetotechnicallimitations,additionalsceneinformationislost.Sincethere is perceptual difference, the scene is seen as being unnatural and the differences areinterpretedbythehumanvisualsystem(HVS)asartefacts.DuetothewaytheHVSworks,somestructuraldistortions aremorevisible thanothers.Once lost, themissingvisual informationcannotbefullyreconstructed.However,insituationwheretheintendedrepresentationisnotavailableasvisualreference,someartefactsaremoreobjectionablethanothers.Ifonecanmakeartefacts lessnoticeable, the scenewillbeperceived as morepleasant representationwithhighersubjectivequality. In nutshell, thisdissertationdiscusses techniques todecrease thevisibilityofartefactson3Ddisplay.
1.1 ObjectiveTheprocessofartefactcreationandmitigationcanberegardedashavingfourconceptualstagesas show in Figure 1.  The overall visual information of  scene can be described using theamountof light ineverydirectionand througheverypoint the3Dvolume encompassing the

Figure1.Theprocessofartefactcreationandmitigation.
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scene.Suchdescription isalsoknownasthe lightfieldofscene[1]. However,humanvisionutilizesonlyfractionofthisinformation.Somescenefeaturesaredisregardedintheprocessofvisual perception. If  visual representation of  scene contains only the informationwhichmatters for the HVS, the resultwould be visually indistinguishable from the light field theoriginalscene.Suchrepresentationissometimesreferredtoasstereogram[2].The ideal 3D display should be able to create  perfect stereogram of  scene. In reality,important scene features are misrepresented, which leads to perceivable distortions. Suchdistortionsare recognizedasartefacts.By introducingartefactmitigation techniquesonecanimprove the subjectivelyperceivedvisualqualityof thedisplay.Visualoptimization requiresunderstandingof two factorsȂ the importantvisualpropertiesof3Dsceneand therelevant
displaypropertiesthatallowthescenetobeshownin3D.Visualoptimizationof3Dsceneaimstomaximizethe“important”3Dfeatures,whilesuppressingthe“annoying”ones.Theresultingsceneisnottruetotheoriginal.Instead,theaimistoachievethemostvisuallypleasantoutputpossibleforgivendisplay.
1.2 OutlineThedissertationconsistsoftwoparts.Thefirstpartcontainssummary,whichintroducestheproblem,presents thestate-of-the-art,anddescribes thescientificapproach.Thesecondpartcontainslistoforiginalpublications.TheoutlineofthesummaryisgiveninFigure2.Section2.1discusseswhich3Dfeaturesarevisuallyimportant,andhowthesefeaturescanbeincludedin  3D scene representation. In Section 2.2,  3D display classification is presented. The

Figure2.Outlineoftheapproach.
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
classificationisdonebasedonthemethodeachdisplayusestorecreatethestereoscopicimage.In Section 3.1, knowledge of display specifics and HVS properties is used to explain theappearance and visibility of artefacts on 3D displays. Section 3.2 discusses which opticalproperties of  3D display are important from visual quality point of view, and presents methodology tomeasure these properties.Thesemeasurements allow one to derive the so-calledqualityprofileofgiven3Ddisplay.InSection4,theunderstandingofartefactvisibilityandknowledgeofopticalqualityisusedforsetofsignalprocessingalgorithmswhichaimatvisualoptimizationof3Dscene.Sectionͷgivestheconclusions.Anoverviewofhow3Dartefactsaffectperceptualquality ispresented in [P02]and [P08]. In[P08],classificationofartefactsandframeworkforsimulationisalsopresented.Measuringofcrosstalk and angular visibility of  3D display is started in [P11]. The measurementmethodologyisfurtherdevelopedin[P04]whereitincludesderivingtheinterleavingtopologyand independentper-pixel angular visibilitywithout the need of precise camera positioning.Comparative studyof theopticalqualityof3Ddisplays isdone in [P02] and [P05]. In [P01],opticalmeasurementsareused toderiveso-calleddisplaypassbandǡwhichcanbeusedasanindicatoroftheperceptualqualityofgiven3Ddisplay.Thedesignofanti-aliasingfiltersfor3Ddisplaysisdiscussedin[P07]andisextendedtowardssimultaneousremovalofmoiréartefactsandmitigationof fixed-patternnoise in [P03].Furthermore,designof tuneable and content-aware image filterswhere theusercanselect thepreferred levelofso-called3dsharpnessǡ isdescribed in[P06].Additionalvisualoptimizationalgorithmsfor3Ddisplaysarepresented in[P09](extendedhead-parallax)and[P10](crosstalkmitigation).

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2 Principles of 3D visualization
2.1 3D scene characteristicsAn example of  real 3D display is the window display shown in Figure 3. It allows thepedestrians tosee3Dscene from widerangeofanglesanddistancesor takephotoswitharbitraryfocallength.Theycaninteractwiththelightofthescenebypointingflashlightandmakingobjectschangecolourorcastshadows.Thestoredisplayemitscomplexlightradiationwithwidespectrum,andtheresolutionofthesceneislimitedonlybythesizeofitsatoms.The ideal 3D displaywould allow the store owner to replace the objects on displaywith specialwindowsurfacewhichcontainstheperfectvisualreplicaofthescene.However,notallvisualpropertiesofthesceneareequallyimportant.Thereal-lifescenariodoesnotrequirethewindowtoreacttoflashlightorallowtheobservertowalkthroughthescene.Theultraviolet
spectrumor lightpolarization isnotseenby thenakedeye,and thus, theydonotneed tobevisualized. Removing this information produces  redundancy-free replica of the scene. In typicalusecase,redundancy-freereplicaisalsovisuallyindistinguishablerepresentationofthescene.Failureincreatingredundancy-freeandvisually-indistinguishablereplicaleadstovisibledistortions.Inordertoavoidthis,oneneedstoknowwhichlightpropertiesareimportant,andwhichscenefeaturesarerelevantforperceivingthescenein3D.
2.1.1 Binocular visionThestudyoftheHVScouldbeseparatedintotwopartsǦvisualperceptionandvisualcognition.Theprimaryvisualperceptionandthephenomenaknownasearlyvisionarestudiedinanatomy[3] [4]. Visual cognition as  higher level processing function of the brain is  subject ofpsychology[3][5].

Figure3.Real3Dsceneondisplayinshopwindow
 
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Visualperception is resultof ˃numberofopticalandneural transformations.The structuralmodeloftheHVSisshowninFigure4a.First,thelightpassesthroughtheeye'scorneaandlens,bywhichitisfocusedintheretina.Notably,only6%ofearthspecieshavesuchaneyestructure,whilemorethan77%havecompoundeyessimilartothoseoffly[5].Theretinaisconsideredtobepartof thebrain,sequestered inearlystagesofembryonicdevelopment [6].The imageprojectedontheretinaistransformedtoneuralimpulsesbytwotypesofphotoreceptorsǦconeandrodcells.TheconecellsareofthreetypesȂL-cones,M-conesandS-cones.Eachconetypecan be thought (to  crude approximation) as sensitive to red, green and blue colourcomponentsof theprojected light. In fact,eachphotoreceptor type reacts to wide rangeof
spectral frequencies, with the peak sensitivity at approximately 440nm (blue) for S-cones,550nm(green)forM-conesand580nm(yellow-green)forL-cones.Theabilityofthebraintodeduce thecolourspectrumusingthreecolourcomponents isknownas trichromaticismǤThisability allows one to construct  full-colour display using  set of monochromatic colourcomponents.Therodsareresponsibleforthelow-lightvisionandaregenerallyignoredintheHVSmodelling[3]. The photoreceptors are not uniformly distributed. Their density on the retina has itsmaximumatthefovea(centralpointoftheprojectedimage),anddropsrapidlywithincreasingdistancefromit.Theretinalareaatthespotwheretheopticnerveleavestheeyedoesnothave

a)

b)
Figure4.Humanvisualsystem:a)structuralmodel,b)functionalmodel
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
any photoreceptors, resulting in  visual gap commonly known as the blind spotǤ There issensitivity adaptationmechanism in the retinal cellswhichworks togetherwith the opticalsystem of the eye (the iris controlling the amount of light entering through the pupil).As result, eyeswork over wide range of luminance values but are sensitive only to relativeluminance changes (i.e. contrast), rather than absolute luminance values.ThisHVSpropertyallows displays with limited luminance output to faithfully represent scenery lit by brightdaylight(however,thedynamicluminancerangeofsuchdisplaysislimited).Thevisualinformationleavestheeyethroughtheopticnerve,formedbythelongaxonsoftheretinalganglioncells.Thereareaboutonemillion fibrespereye [7].The fibresofeachretinaarereorganizedinthelateralgeniculatenucleus(LGN)beforebeingfedtothevisualcortexǤThestructure of the LGN suggests two separate visual processing subsystems; one with hightemporal and low spatial resolution (localization) and anotherwhich has slow response buthighresolution inspace(identification)[7].Suchseparationallowsthemotion informationtobeencodedusingtemporalresolutionofaslittleas15frames-per-second.The functionalmodel of the binocular vision is shown in Figure 4b.The eye can change itsrefractive power in order to focus on objects at various distances.The process is known as
accommodationǡ and the refractive power ismeasured in dioptres.The imperfections of theopticalsystemscauseblurtotheprojected image,which istypicallymodelledas low-passfiltercharacterizedbypointspreadfunction(PSF)[8].Thecombinationoftheiris,controllingtheamountoflightenteringtheeye,andthesensitivityadaptationoftheretinaallowtheeyetoworkover wide range of intensities (between10ି଺and10଼cd/m2).The eye is sensitive toluminancedifference(i.e.contrast),ratherthanabsoluteluminancevalues.Thisvisualpropertyisknownaslightadaptationandismodelledby localcontrastnormalization[9].Theregionofthe visual fixation point isperceivedwith the highest spatial resolution; this is called foveal
visionǤThesurroundingvision,withrapidlydecreasingresolutionisknownasperipheralvisionǤThiseffectisusuallymodelledbyre-samplingtheimagewithnon-regulargrid(denserinthefixationpointandsparserawayfromit),inprocess,knownasfoveation[10].Thetrichromaticcolour vision ismodelled using  perceptual colour space [3] [11]. Due to the way visualinformation isprocessed, theHVShasdifferent sensitivity topatternswithdifferentdensity.Theminimum contrast necessary for an observer to detect  change in intensity is called threshold contrast, and it dependence on pattern density is described by so-called contrast
sensitivity function (CSF) [3] [8].The neurons in the visual cortex are sensitive to particularcombinationsofspatialandtemporalfrequencies,spatialorientationanddirectionsofmotion.Thisiswell-approximatedbytwo-dimensionalGaborfunctions[3][8].ThespatiallydependentCSFisusedforperceptuallyoptimizedcompressionofimages[12].Thevisual information iscollectedby thephotoreceptors intheretinaofeacheyeseparately.The luminance, colour and contrast adaptationoccur in each eye separately.After that,bothopticnervesarriveattheLGN.TheLGNisthoughttode-correlatethevisualinformation,greatlyreducing the visual information Ȃ the number of outgoing visual nerves is only 1% of thenumber of neurons going to the LGN.The processes of binocularmasking and extraction ofbinoculardepthcueshappensatthatstage.TheoutputoftheLGNisfusedrepresentationofthescenewhichappearsas ifobserved frompointbetween theeyes.Thisrepresentation iscalledcyclopeanimageǤThecyclopeanimageisfedtotheV1visualbraincentre.TheprocessesinV1aremodelledasmulti-channeldecomposition,maskingbetweenchannelswithdifferentspatialfrequencyandorientation,andfinally,temporalsensitivityandmasking.Thebinocular
 
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suppression theory and also anatomical evidence suggest that  small part of the visualinformationdeliveredfromeacheyemightbefeddirectlytoV1withoutbeingprocessedbytheLGN.Theabilitytoperceivevisualinformationthroughtwodistincteyesisknownasbinocularvision.Compared toother typesofvisualperception,binocularvisionappeared late inevolution. Innature the hunting animals tend to have broader field of binocular vision,while the huntedanimalshave broader,butmonocular fieldofview [5].Theeyesof humanareseparatedhorizontallybydistanceofapproximately6.3cmonaverage[4].Suchpositioningallowseacheyetoperceivetheworldfromdifferentperspective,asshowninFigure5.Theobservercancontrol thevisual fixationpoint though theextraocularmusclesystemǤgroupofsixmusclessurroundeacheye,andtheyworktogethertomoveandcoordinatetheeyes.Theeyesareable
tofixontoanobject,andtoholdthefixationastheobjectmoves(tracking).Theyturninwardfor near viewing, and are parallel for  distant object. Since eyes perceive the scene fromdifferentperspectives, the projections of an object around the point of convergence are notidentical. The existence of two different retinal images is called binoculardisparity [4]. ThisdifferenceisusedbytheHVStodeduceinformationabouttherelativedepthbetweendifferentpointsofinterest.TheabilityoftheHVStoperceivedepthusingbinoculardisparityisknownas
stereovisionǤAllpoints thatareprojectedonto identicalplaces ineachretina(relative to the fovea)canbefusedbytheHVS.Forgivenpointofconvergence,therearepointswhichareprojectedwithidenticaloffsetrelativetoeachfovea;theseareshownforpoints“A”and“B”inFigure5a.Theset of all pointswhich are projected ontomatching retinal positions is called horopterǤ Thetheoreticalhoroptercoincideswith thecirclewhichpasses through thepointofconvergenceandthecentreofeacheye’slensasshowninFigure5a.ThatcircleisalsoknownasVieth-Müller
circleǤ However, the horopter derived trough subjective experiments (also called empirical
horopter),doesnotfullycoincidewiththetheoreticalone[13].Aroundthehoropter,thereisregionofpoints,whichprojectionscanbefusedbytheHVS.Thatregion isknownasPanum’s
areaǤOutsideofthePanum’sareabinoculardepthisstillperceived,buttheobjectsareseenas

Figure5.Binoculargeometry:a)horopterforgivenpointofconvergence,b)zoneofclear
visionforgivenpointoffocus
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
doubled.Theexperienceofseeingdoubleobjects isknownasdiplopia.Wheneyes focuson pointtherefractivepowerofeacheyechangesinorderthattheprojectionsofthatpointappearin focus ineachretina,asseen inFigure5b.Close to thepointof focus there is largerarea,where objects are perceived in focus. The area is known as zoneofclearvision and its sizedependsonthedistancetothepointoffocus,andalsoonthesizeoftheiris.Inordertospeed-uptheaccommodationprocesstheconvergenceandfocusoftheeyesaresimultaneouslydrivenby the so calledaccommodation-convergencereflexǤThedistance to thepointof convergenceinfluencesthefocaldistance,andviceversa.Innatural3Dscene,suchcouplingincreasesthespeedofaccommodationandhelpstheconvergenceprocessbyblurringtheobjectsinfrontandbehindtheconvergencepoint.Furtherdetailsabout thephysiologyandmodellingof thebinocularHVScanbe found in thefollowingbooks[6][3][8][14].
2.1.2 Visually important features of a 3D sceneTheHVSissetofseparatesubsystems,whichoperatetogetherinsingleprocess.Itisknown
that spatial, colour and motion information is transmitted to the brain using largelyindependent neural paths [3].Vision in 3D, in turn, also consists of different “layers”whichprovideseparate informationaboutdepthof theobserverscene [3] [5].This is trueboth forperception(separatevisualmechanismsandneuralpaths)andcognition(variouspropertiesofthe scene areused forperceiving thedepth).Thevisual featuresusedby theHVS fordepthperceptionarealsoknownasdepthcuesǤThereareseparatefamiliesofdepthcues,withvaryingimportancefromobservertoobserver[4][15][16].Itispossiblethatmaskingandfacilitationeffects exist between depth cues. The presence and strength of one depth cue typemightsuppressorenhancetheperceptibilityofanother.TheimportanceofdifferentdepthcuesvarieswiththedistanceasshowninFigure6.Therearethefollowinggroupsofdepthcues:
x FocaldepthȂ theHVScanuse therefractivepowerof theeyeasdepthcue. Inshortdistances,accommodationistheprimarydepthcue,sincecloselypositionedobjectsarehardlyvisiblewith twoeyes.With increasingobservationdistance, the importanceofthisdepthcuequicklydrops.

Figure6.Depthperceptionassetofseparatevisual“layers”.Appearsin[P08],publishedby
SPIE.̹2009SPIE,reprintedwithpermission.
 
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x Binoculardepth Ȃ retinaldisparity isused as depth cueproviding relativedistance.Binocular depth cues are the ones most often associated with “3D cinema”.Approximately 5% of all people are “stereoscopically latent” and have difficultiesassessingbinoculardepthcues [3] [5].Suchpeople relyondepth informationcomingfromothercues.
x PictorialcuesȂforlongerdistances,binoculardepthcuesbecomelessimportantandtheHVSreliesonpictorialcuessuchasshadows,perspective linesandtexturescaling fordepthassessment.Pictorialdepthcuescanbeperceivedbysingleeye.
x Head parallax (also known as motion parallaxȌ Ȃ this is the process in which thechanging parallax of moving object is used for estimating its depth and 3D shape.Observersnaturally expect tobe able tosee thescene fromdifferentperspectivesbychangingtheirheadposition.Thesamemechanismisusedbyinsects,andiscommonlyknownas“insectnavigation”[17].Moredetailedinformationaboutthebinoculardepthperceptioncanbefoundin[4][5]and[18].
2.1.3 3D scene sensing and representation
3Dscenesensing techniqueattempts tosolve the ill-posedproblemof reconstructing 3Dscenefrom limitednumberofremoteobservations.Anoverviewof3Dsensingtechniquesisavailable in[19].Onegroupofmethodsworkson3Dscenecapturedbysinglecamera.Suchmethodsworkbyanalysingmonoculardepthcues.Inthiscategoryareshape-from-shading[20],
shape-from-texture [21], shape-from-defocus [22] and shape-from-motion [23]. Another singlecamera3Dsensingapproachinvolvesfitting3Dmodeloverknown3Dshapes,e.g.face[24]orbody [25]. This is equivalent to processes inwhich theHVS assumes size and 3D shape ofknownobjects.Thesecondgroupoftechniquesattemptstoreconstructscenecapturedbytwoormorecameras.Themainproblems in thatapproach are findingcorresponding features ineachobservation,andreconstructionofoccludedpixels [26].The thirdgroupofmethodsuseactive camera sensing, and capture 3D data by projectingstructuredpatterns or coded lightǤAnother active 3D sensing approach is time-of-flight imaging,where the camera emits lightsignalandmeasuresthetime ittakesforthesignaltoreachthesceneandbouncebacktothecamera [27]. Finally, there are holographic 3D scene capture methods which record theinterferencepattern,createdbysuperimposingreferencebeamwithbeamscatteredbythescene.IftheinterferencepatterniscapturedbyCCDcamerainsteadofholographicmaterial,thetechniqueisknownasdigitalholography[28].Selectionof3DscenerepresentationformatiscompromisebetweentwogoalsȂfirst,tohaveof an accurate description of the “important” visual features, and second, to have compactdescription,whichissuitableforstoringandtransmission.Mostformatsforrepresentingvisualdata descend from the human understanding of  natural scene in terms of geometry andtexture.However,scenedescription formatsarealsogreatly influencedbypeculiaritiesof thecontentcreationprocessȂ3Dcapturefornaturalscenesand3Drenderingforsyntheticones.While the concrete details in encoding, compression or file structuremight differ, there arethreemajorgroupsofabstract3Dscenerepresentation[29].Thefirst isso-calledspatio-perspectivevolumeǡwheremultipleviewpointsofthesamesceneare recorded [30]. Such volume is created by capturing or rendering images from differentcameraperspectives.Thecameracanmove in 2Dplane,andcapture fullsceneparallax,oralonglineandcapturehorizontalparallaxonly.Duetothesimilaritybetweentheimagesseenfromneighbouringlocations(whichiscalledperspectivecoherencein[30]),thespatio-temporal
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volume isdescriptionwhichcontainsgreatamountofredundancy. Observationsofobjectscapturedbylinearlymovingcameraappearwithlinearshifts(apropertyof3Dsceneknownasepipolarconstraint[31]).Asconsequence,sliceofthespatio-temporalvolumeparalleltotheperspectivedimensioncontainsmanystraight lines,asshown inFigure7a.The linesareknownasepipolarlines[31]andthesliceisknownasepipolarplaneimage(EPI)[30].When sliced across the perspective dimension, the volume contains  number of sceneobservations from different perspectives (known as views).  scene representation whichcontainslimitednumberoftheseobservations(typically2-30)isknownasmultiviewimage[29].  relatively simpleway to store multiview image is to combine allobservations in singlebitmap,andtostoremultiview imageorstereoscopicpair inso-calledside-by-sidefashion as shown in Figure 7b. more sophisticated approach is to encode the differencesbetweentheobservationssimilarlytothewaytemporalsimilaritiesareencodedinvideofileas done in MPEG-4 MVC [32]. Multiview images are one of the most common 3D  scenedescriptionformatsastheyarestraightforwardtocaptureorrender.Thesecondgroupofscenerepresentations isvideo-plus-depthǡwhereeachpixel isaugmentedwith informationof itsdistance from the camera.  straightforwardway to representvideo-plus-depth istoencodethedepthmapasgreyscalepicture,andplacethe2D imageand itsdepthmapside-by-side.Theintensityofeachpixelfromthedepthmaprepresentsthedepthofthecorrespondingpixelfromthe2Dimage.Suchformatissometimesreferredtoas2D+ZǤAnexampleof2D+Z representationof  scene isshown inFigure8a.Video-plus-depth format issuitableformultiviewdisplaysasitcanbeusedregardlessofthenumberofviewsparticularscreen provides [33] [34]. Furthermore, video-plus-depth can be efficiently compressed.Recently,MPEGspecifiedcontainerformatforvideo-plus-depthdata,knownasMPEG-4Part-
͵[32].Onthedownside,video-plus-depthrenderingrequiresdisocclusionfilling,whichcanbe
sourceofartefacts.This isbeingaddressedbyusing layereddepth images(LDI) [29]orby
 
 a) b)
Figure7.Spatio-perspectiverepresentationsof3Dscene:a)epipolarimageǡb)side-by-side
stereosopicpair
 
 a) b)
Figure8.Representationsof3Dscene:a)2D+Z,b)Mesh
 
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multi-video-plus-depth encoding [35]. Visualization of 2D+Z video on  multiview displayrequires additional computation.Based on the depthmapprovidedwith the scene,multipleobservationsshouldberenderedandthepixelsfromtheseobservationsshouldbeinterleavedin theway required for thedisplay.Thedensedepthmap isnot captureddirectly. It canbederived frommultiview images(usingdepthestimationalgorithms)or frompointclouddatacapturedbyrangesensors.Inthecaseofsynthetic3Dscene,obtainingdensedepthmapisstraightforwardprocess,assolvingtheocclusionsduringrenderingrequirescalculationofthedistancebetweencameraandeachpixeloftheimage[36].Thethirdgroupofrepresentationsstorethescenegeometryinvectorizedform.Oneexampleis the dynamic 3D mesh [32]. Such representation is suitable for synthetic content, sincesynthetic3Dscenesareoriginallydescribedasform.ExamplesofmeshrepresentationisshowninFigure8b.Modedetailson3Dscenerepresentationformatscanbefoundin[29]and[32].
2.2 3D displaysThree-dimensionaldisplaysareoneswhichcanshowvisuallyindistinguishablecopyofreal3D scene.The ideal 3D displaywould recreate all depth cues of  scene, regardless of theirimportanceorapplicability in theusagescenario.Due todesignconstraints,real3Ddisplaycan showonly  sub-setof the requireddepth cues, and the cues that arepresent areoften
partiallyrecreated.Thename“3Ddisplay”isoftenusedasmarketingtermfordisplaywhichcangenerateanyadditionaldepthcuesincomparisontotheoldergenerationof“2Ddisplays”.InFigureͻonecansee listofdepthcuescreatedbyvariousmoderndisplays.Mostoften,display earns its “3D” label by being able to provide  separate image for each eye of theobserver.Due to scene parallax, objects appear on different coordinates in each image.Theoffset between the observations is known as imagedisparityǤ In  stereoscopic pair, imagedisparityleadstobinoculardisparityandcreatestheillusionofdepth.Inthisthesis,theillusorydistance to the object created by the stereoscopic effect is called apparent depthǤ Positivedisparity creates apparent depth behind the screen plane, and negative disparity createsapparentdepthinfrontofthescreen.Mostcontemporary3Ddisplaysdonotrecreateheadparallax.Somemodelscanpresentlimitedheadparallaxbycastingdifferentimagestowardssetofobservationangles,usuallylimitedto
 horizontal head parallax only.Note, that by using head-tracking it ispossible topresent scene from different perspectives on  monoscopic display, thus generating head parallaxwithoutbinoculardepthcues [37].Focaldepthcuesareveryrarelyrecreatedby3Ddisplays.Oneexception is thestereodisplayprototypewithmultiple focaldistancesdescribed in [38].Finally,pictorialdepthcuescanberecreatedbymost2Dand3Ddisplays(volumetricLEDcube

Figure9.Depthcues,recreatedby3Ddisplays.
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displays[39]beinganexception).Moreinformationaboutvarioustypesof3Ddisplayscanbefoundin[40][41][42][43].
2.2.1 ClassificationTherearenumberoftaxonomiesof3Ddisplays.generalonedividesthem intothreebasictypes:holographic,volumetricandmultiple-imagescreens[41][44].Holographicdisplaysuseholographicmethods to reconstruct the light fieldof  scene,volumetricdisplays attempt toapproximate3Dsceneby lightelements(voxels)positioned in3Dspaceandmultiple imagescreenscastnumberofdifferentimages,eachoneseenfromdifferentangle.Therearetwotypes ofmultiple-image screens. The first typeworks by tracking the observer’s eyes, andutilizessteerableopticstobeamdifferentimagestowardseacheye.Thesecondtypeusesfixedoptics,andbeamsnumberofviewsindifferentdirections;thedirectionsareselectedinsuchway, that theeyesofanobserverstanding in frontof thescreenperceivedifferent images. In
[40], these two types are said to create eye-gaze-related images and fixed-plane imagescorrespondingly.Thetaxonomy in[41] isdifferentȂdisplayswithsteerableopticsarenamed“headposition trackingdisplays”,while the ones with fixed optics are designated simply as“multiview displays”Ǥ This dissertation follows the terminology in [41], and uses multiview
display to designate autostereoscopic displaywhich generatesmultiple images bymeans offixedoptics.TheclassificationusedinthisthesisisshowninFigure10.Insteadoffollowingthemethodsforimagecreation,itclassifiesthe3Ddisplaystakingtheobserver’sperspective.Fortheuserpointofview,themaindifferentiationfactoriswhetherthedisplayrequiresglassesornot.Thus,thetaxonomy in this thesis has “glasses-based” or” glasses-free” as major display types. Thepredominantshareof3DdisplaysinthemarketisbinocularstereoscopicTVsets,whichusethin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD) for image formation, and require theobservers to wear glasses. Colour multiplexed anaglyph glasses are rare, though some 3D

Figure10.Classificationof3Ddisplays
 
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cinemas still usewavelengthmultiplexed glasses [45]. The 3D TV sets are sold eitherwith
polarizedglasses(marketedas“passive”)ortemporally-multiplexedones(marketedas“active”).ThedisplayswithoutglassesareseparatedintotwogroupsȂbinocularautostereoscopicones,mostlyusedinmobiledevices,andmultiviewdisplays,usedforoutdooradvertisingor(rarely)in computer setups. As an exception, Toshiba announced  3D TV model which uses combinationofmultiviewdisplayandobserver-tracking[46].Allothertypesof3Ddisplays,for example volumetric or holographic, are rare. Notably, most 3D displays marketed as“digitally holographic” do not use holographic visualization techniques, but are, in fact,multiviewdisplays.
2.2.2 Glasses-enabled stereoscopic displaysGlasses-enabled3Ddisplaysuseonedisplaysurfacetobeamtwoviews(oneforeacheye).Eachview can be seen from  range of observation directions. Glasses worn by each observerseparate the lightbeams,soeacheyereceivesonly the intendedview,asshown inFigure11.Temporally-interleaved3Ddisplaysbeambothviews,alternatingthemovertime.Theobserverwearsactiveglasses,whichworksynchronouslywiththedisplayandblockthe lighttooneortheothereyeatthecorrecttime.Whenthedisplayisbeamingtheleftimage,thelighttowardstherighteye isblocked(seeFigure11b),andwhentheright imageisbeamed,the lighttotheright eye isblocked (seeFigure11c).At any instantof timeonlyone of the observer’s eyesperceives the image, however due to the high speed of the process (120-240 frames persecond),theuserisunawareofthetemporalinterleaving.Anotherapproachistobeambothimagesusingdifferentlypolarizedlight,andusepolarizationfiltersinfrontofeacheye.Inthiscase,eacheyereceivesdifferentlypolarizedlight,butsincetheHVS is not sensitive to light polarization, the observer is unaware of the polarization-basedseparation.More frequently,circularpolarization isused(clockwise foroneeyeandcounter-clockwise for theother)whichallows thebeamseparation towork for wide rangeofheadorientations (e.g. head tilt). Passive polarizing glasses are usedwith both light-emitting TVdisplays (see Figure 12a) and light-reflecting projector-based displays (see Figure 12b).Projector-basedsetupsusetwoprojectorsequippedwithpolarizingfiltersandrequirespecialreflecting surface in order to preserve the polarization of the reflected light. Since twoprojectors are used, each eye receives image with the same resolution. The light emittingstereoscopic displays with passive glasses (hereafter abbreviated as SDPGȌ use spatialinterleaving. In such displays, the available TFT elements are divided into two groupswithdifferentpolarization,asshowninFigure12c.Eachgroupisvisibletooneoftheeyesonly.Asin
 
 a) b) c)
Figure11.Glasses-based3Ddisplays:a)generalprincipleofoperation,b)-c)operation
principleoftemporarlyinterleavedglasses,b)leftviewvisible,c)rightviewvisible.
Left image Right image
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
binocular displays horizontal resolution ismore important that the vertical.The groups areusuallyrow-interleavedȂtherowswithoddnumbersarevisiblebyoneeyeandtherowswithevennumbersbytheother.EacheyeseestheotherhalfoftherowsdarkȂforexamplethelefteyemayseetheimageintheoddrows,andblackstripesintheplaceoftheevenrows.
2.2.3  Dual-view autostereoscopic displaysDual-view autostereoscopic displays beam two imageswith each one seen from  differentperspective.Usually,eachimagecanbeseenfromnumberofobservationanglesasshowninFigure13a.Thisallowsnumberofobserverstousesuchdisplay,providedthateachobserveris correctlypositioned.  practical example ofpositionswhereoneof theviews isvisible isshown in Figure 13b. The figure is  photograph of  dual-view autostereoscopic display,beaming two images Ȃone ”white” imagewhereallpixelsareat fullbrightness,andanother“black”,whereallpixelsareoff.Onthefigureonecanseewherethe“white”imageisvisible.Therearenumberofdesignswhichallowonedisplaytobeamtwodifferentimages.Themostcommon approach is to put an additional layer in front of theTFT-LCD [40] [41] [47]. TFTdisplays recreate the full-colour rangeby emitting light though red, green andblue colouredcomponents(sub-pixels),usuallyarranged inrepetitiveverticalstripesasshown inFigure14.Thelayeraltersthevisibilityofeachpixel,andmakesonlyhalfofthesub-pixelsvisiblefromgivendirection.The layer iscalled“opticallayerǳ[48],“lensplateǳ[40]and“opticalfilterǳ[49].Thedesign,whereonlypartofthesub-pixelsisvisiblefromgivendirectionisalsoknownas

 a) b) c)
Figure12.3Ddisplayswithpassiveglasses:a)light-emittingdisplay,b)light-reflectingdisplay
andc)row-interleaving,usedwithlight-emittingdisplays
  
 a) b)
Figure13.Dualviewautostereoscopicdisplays:a)generalprinciple,b)positions,whereoneof
theviewsisvisible.(b)appearsin[P05],reprintedwithpermission.
 
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spatially-multiplexedautostereoscopicdisplay[40].Thereare twocommon typesofoptical filters; lenticularsheetandparallaxbarrierǤLenticularsheetsarecomposedbysmalllenseswhichrefractthelighttodifferentdirectionsasshowninFigure14a[48].parallaxbarrierisessentiallymaskwithopeningsandclosingsthatblocksthelightincertaindirectionsshowninFigure14b[47].Inbothcasestheintensityofthe lightrayspassingthroughthefilterchangesasfunctionoftheangle,asifthelightisdirectionallyprojected. Also, as only half of the available sub-pixels belong to each of the views, theresolutionofeachviewislowerthanthefull2Dresolutionofthedisplay.One way to provide each view with the full resolution of the display is to use temporalinterleaving.Oneexampleisthe3Ddisplaywiththepatternedretardationfilmproducedby3M.Itdistributes the light into twoperspectiveviews insequentialmanner,asshown inFigure14c.Thedisplayuses  standardTFTpanel and two separatebacklighting sources.The twobacklightsareturnedonandoff incounter-phasesothateachbacklight illuminatesoneview.The switching is synchronizedwith the LCD,which displays different-perspective images ateach backlit switch-on time. The role of the 3-D film is to direct the light coming from the
activatedbacklight to the corresponding eye.More informationon autostereoscopicdisplayscanbefoundin[43][50]andalsoin[P02],includedinthisthesis.
2.2.4 Multiview displaysMostmultiview 3D displayswork in  similar fashion to the spatially-multiplexed dual-viewones. However, in contrast to having their sub-pixels separated into two views,multiviewdisplayshavemoreviews,typicallyͺto24.ThecurrentgenerationofmultiviewdisplaysusesthesamebasicprinciplesforlightdistributionǦlenticularsheets[51]orslantedparallaxbarrier[49].ThelenticularsheetworksbyrefractingthelightasshowninFigure15a,andtheparallaxbarrierwhichworksbyblockingthelightincertaindirectionsasshowninFigure15b.Inbothcasestheintensityofthelightrayspassingthroughthefilterchangesasfunctionoftheangle[48].Sincesub-pixelsappeardisplaced in respect to theoptical filter their light is redirectedtowardsdifferentpositions.Asresult,differentlycolouredcomponentsofonepixelbelongtodifferent views. Respectively, the image formed by one viewwill be combination of colourcomponents(sub-pixels)ofvariouspixelsacrosstheTFTscreen.Whenred,greenandbluesub-

 a) b) c)
Figure14.Opticalfiltersforautosereoscopicdisplays:a)Lenticularsheet,b)parallaxbarrier
andc)temporalyinterleavedpatternedretarder.Appearsin[P02],̹2010IEEE,reprinted
withpermission.
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
pixelsarevisiblefromthesamedirectionandappearclosetoeachother,thetripletisperceivedasonefull-colourpixel.Suchpixelisbuildingblockoftheviewseenfromthatdirection.Asresultofapplyingtheopticalfilter,foreverysub-pixelthereiscertainanglefromwhichitisperceivedwithmaximalbrightnessȂthatangleiscalledtheoptimalobservationangleforthesub-pixel.Thevector,whichstartsfromthesub-pixelandfollowstheoptimalobservationangle,istheoptimalobservationvectorforthesub-pixel.Theoptimalobservationvectorsforallsub-pixelsofthesameviewaredesignedtointersectintightspotinfrontofthemultiviewdisplay.Fromthisspot,theviewwillbeperceivedwithitsmaximalbrightness.Inthisthesis,thatspotisreferredtoasbeingtheoptimalobservationspotoftheview.Outsideoftheoptimalobservationspotthereisrangeofobservationangles,fromwhichgivenviewisstillvisible,eventhoughwithdiminishedbrightness.Inthistextsuchrangeiscalledthevisibilityzoneofview.Formostmultiviewdisplaysvisibilityzonesof theviewsareordered inhorizontaldirection.notableexception istheSynthaGramdisplayproducedbyStereoGraphics[52]whichhasͻviewswithvisibilityzonesorderedin3-by-3grid.AstheamountofthepixelsprovidedbytheunderlyingTFTislimited,thereistrade-offbetweenthenumberofviewscastedby3Ddisplayandtheresolutionofeachview.Asstereoscopicdepthcuesaregenerallyperceived in thehorizontal
direction,mostmultiview display designs do not allocate pixels for extra views in verticaldirection[41][49][50][51].Whenhorizontallyordered,thevisibilityzonesappearinfan-shapedconfigurationasdepictedinFigure15c.Therepetitivestructureoftheopticalfiltercreatesseveralobservationzonesforanyview,whichfollowthefan-shapedconfigurationaswell.Afterthevisibilityzoneofthelastview,thefirstviewbecomesvisibleagain.Thiscreatesonecentralsetofvisibilityzonesdirectlyin frontof thescreen,and numberof identicalsets to thesideasshown inFigure15c.Anexamplefortwoobservationanglesfromwhichthesamesetofsub-pixelsisvisibleisshowninFigure15a.Theobservationanglesmarkedas“1”and“1R”areoptimalobservationanglesofthesameview.
2.2.5 Autostereoscopic displays modelled as signal processing channelOneoriginal ideaproposed in thisdissertation isgeneralmodelofspatially-multiplexed3Ddisplays,whichconsidersitassignalprocessingchannel.Suchmodelallowsonetorelatetheopticalpropertiesof3Ddisplay to itsvisualquality. Italsohelps todescribeartefacts in3Ddisplays in terms of signal processing,which allows one to address artefactmitigationwith

 a) b) c)
Figure15.Multiviewdisplays:a)lenticularsheet,b)parallaxbarrier,andc)visibilityzonesof
theviews.(a)appearsin[P10],(b)(c)appearin[P03],reprintedwithpermission.
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
signal processingmethods. Themodel, proposed in this dissertation, extends the ideas fortopological description of the interdigitation map proposed in [52], and for describingindividualhorizontallinesintermsofray-spacesamplesproposedin[53].
model,describingspatially-multiplexeddual-view3DdisplayispresentedinFigure16.ThemodelisapplicabletoSDPGdisplaysanddual-viewautostereoscopicdisplays.Themodelstartswithtwocontinuoussignals thatrepresent inputtoeachof the twochannels. InStage I,eachsignalissampledatthefullresolutionofthedisplay.InStageII,eachchannelisdecimatedbyfactoroftwo,whichmodelsthefactthatonlyhalfofthesub-pixelsarevisibletoeacheye.ForthecaseofSDPGdisplay,thedecimationisinverticaldirectionwhichmodelsthefactthatonlyhalfoftherowsarevisibletoeacheye.Fordual-viewautostereoscopicdisplay,thedecimationwould be in horizontal direction as these displays are column interleaved. In Stage III anupsamplingblockrepresentsthefactthathalfoftherowsareseenasdarkstripes.Thesamplingrate is increased two times and zeroes are inserted between the samples. In Stage IV thesamples from both channels are interleaved, which is equivalent to the sum of the twoupsampledchannelswhereonechannel isdelayedbyonesample.The finalstagemodels the
effect of the optical filter. Half of the samples (the ones supposed to be visible) are leftunchanged, and the other half (the ones that should be suppressed) are multiplied by coefficientbetweenͲand1,whichrepresentstheeffectoftheopticalfilter.It ispossiblethatpartofthelightintendedforoneeyeisvisibletotheother.Thiseffectcanbeduetonon-ideallight separation in the optical filter (for autostereoscopic displays) or less-than-idealpolarizationfilters(inSDPGs).Similarstagesarepresentinthemodelofmultiviewdisplay,asshowninFigure17.Thefirstpart of themodel is the processwhere the sub-pixels of the views are rearranged into onecompound bitmap. Such process is also known as interdigitationǤ The input comes from݊images,andeachimageiswiththefull(“2D”)resolutionofthedisplay.Fromeachinputimageonly sub-pixelswhichbelong toone of theviews are used.This ismodelledby  2Ddown-samplingoperation. Since theviews are spatially-multiplexed, each image gets sampledwithdifferenthorizontalandverticaloffset.Theimageoffsetismodelledassignaldelay.Asthegridofeachviewhasitsownoffset,eachoffsetisrepresentedbydifferentdelayblockwithsignaldelay of ݖି௡ೡ ǡ whereݒis the view number. On the display the sub-sampled image is

Figure16.Modelofspatially-multiplexed3Ddisplaywithpassiveglassesasanimage
processingchannel.
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
representedinitsoriginalsize.Thevisiblesub-pixelsappeareithersurroundedbyblackstripesby theparallaxbarrier,or enlargedby the lenticular sheet.This effect ismodelled as anup-sampling stagewhere the introduced samples are either set to zero,or are repetitionof thesamesamplevalue.Theopticallayerofmultiviewdisplayactsasdirectionallyselectivefilterandappliesangularluminancefunctiontoeachsub-pixelofthedisplay.Theangleatwhichtheangular luminancehasitspeakvaluedeterminestheoptimalobservationdirectionofthesub-pixel.Thisangle isdifferent for eachsub-sampled image.Thecompoundbitmapmapcanberepresentedassetofnon-overlapping latticeswhereeach latticecontainssub-pixels fromsingle view only [52].On an imagewith the full resolution of the LCDmatrix, each of theselatticesactsasrectangularsub-samplingpatternwithdifferentoffset.AnexampleisshowninthebottomofFigure17wheretheintersectingdottedlinesmarkthepositionoftheLCDsub-pixels:onelatticeismarkedwithcirclesandanotherismarkedwithcrosses.Thelastpartofthemodelrepresentstheeffectoftheopticallayer.Theimpactofthelayeronthebrightnessoftheunderlyingsub-pixels ismodelledasvisibility Ǧ the ratiobetween the relativebrightnessof viewandthemaximumbrightnessofthedisplayasseenfromthesameangle.Thevisibilityofeachviewisfunctionoftheobservationangle.ThefunctiongivesthevisibilityofgivenviewfromobservationangleߠǤThemodelusestheassumptionthatthefunction isthesameforallviews,with thepeakvisibilityofeachviewoccurringatdifferentobservationangle. InFigure17,݇௩ isusedtodenotetheangularoffsetinthevisibilityfunctionforviewݒǤMore informationonmodellingofautostereoscopicdisplaysassignalprocessingchannelscanbefoundin[52][54][55],andalsoin[P02]includedinthiscompoundthesis.

Figure17.Modelofmultiviewdisplayasanimageprocessingchannel.
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3 Visual quality of stereoscopic displays
The visual quality of 3D display is defined by its capability to visualize 3D scenewithoutvisible distortions.Most often, the display is used in  so-called no-reference setup Ȃ i.e. theobservercannotseetheoriginalscenetocompareitwithits(possibly)distortedreplicashownon the display. In the general case of no reference, the visual quality is determined by thepresenceofrecognizabledistortions(e.g.artefacts)andthesubjective levelofannoyancetheycause.Inthisworkthedistortionsarestudiedaccordingtotheirorigin.Theyareseparatedintothreelargegroups,asshowninFigure18.The visibility of viewpoint-related distortions depends on the position of the observerwithrespect to the 3D display. Examples of such distortions are ghosting, pseudoscopy andaccommodation-convergence rivalry. Viewpoint-related artefacts are common forautostereoscopic displays since the image generated by such displays is  function of theobservation angle. However, SDPG displays are also affected by viewpoint-related artefactssinceperformanceofthepolarizationfilterdependsontheobservationangle.Accommodation-
relatedartefactsaffectall3Ddisplayswhichcannotcreateimageswithvaryingfocus.
Multiplexing-relateddistortionsaregeneratedduringtheprocessofcombiningmultipleimagesfor presenting onto one display. Sub-optimal channel separation results in some minimalcrosstalkregardlessoftheobservationposition.Minimalcrosstalkaffectsbothtemporallyandspatially multiplexed 3D displays. Incorrectly prepared images for spatially-multiplexeddisplays could exhibitMoiré artefactsdue to aliasing.Visible gapsbetween the sub-pixelsornon-rectangularpixelshapemanifests itselfasmaskingartefacts(alsoknownasfixed-patternnoise).Finally,someartefactsarecausedintheprocessofcontentpreparation.Itispossiblethatpartsof the stereoscopic image are not fuseable. There are two reasons for this; one is that thedisparity istoo largeand theother is thatregionsof thesceneareclose to the frameandarepresentinonechannelonly.Iftheobservertriestofocusonsuchanarea,heorsheexperiences
diplopiaǤ If that happens for objects with an apparent position in front of the screen it isperceived as frameviolation artefact.Frameviolation ismore annoying thandiplopicobjectsbehindthescreen.

Figure18.Classificationofthemostcommonvisualdistortionsin3Ddisplays.
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3.1 Visibility of image distortionsWebster’sEncyclopaedicDictionarydescribesartefactas“[…]anyfeaturethat isnotnaturallypresentbutisproductofanextrinsicagentormethod”[56].Non-naturalprocesses,asisthecase of capturing, coding and recreating  3D scene, are  source of artefacts. Artefacts arecognitivephenomena.visualartefact isdeviation from thenaturalexpectation forscenewhichislargeenoughtobeperceived.However,itisthecognitiveprocesswhichrecognizedthedistortion as being an artefact. In absence of reference, the observer cannot estimate theperceptualdifferencesbetweentheoriginalandalteredimage.Instead,theobservergradesthe
cognitive differences between visible objects and expectation of their “natural” appearancerecordedinthevisualmemory.Experiments with so-called “random dot stereograms” show that binocular andmonoculardepthcuesare independentlyperceived [18].Furthermore, the firstbinocularcells(cells thatreacttostimuluspresentedtoeitheroftheeyes)appearatlatestageofthevisualpathways,[3].Thisobservation leads to theassumption that“2D”(monoscopic)and“3D”(stereoscopic)artefacts would be independently perceived [57]. The planar “2D” artefacts, such as noise,ringing,etc.,are thoroughlystudied in the literature [58] [59].Theclassification inFigure19

Figure19.Polardiagramofartefactsin3Dcontent,orderedbyprocessingstage(angle)and
HVSsubsystem(distance).Appearsin[P08],publishedbySPIE.̹2009SPIE,reprintedwith
permission.
 
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focuses on artefacts which affect stereoscopic perception. However, due to the “layered”structureoftheHVS,binocularartefactsmightbeinheritedfromothervisualsubsystemsȂforexample,blockinessismonoscopicartefact,whichstillcandestroybinoculardepthcue.In this thesis, the taxonomy of stereoscopic artefacts is based on  top-down approach; theprocessingstages in3Dcontentdeliveryare identified,andforeachstageonetriestopredicttheseartefactsare interpretedby theHVSsubsystems.The taxonomy ispresentedaspolardiagram in Figure 19. The vector angle represents the processing stages Ȃ capture,representation, coding, transmission and visualization. The vector length represents visualsubsystems arranged as concentric discs Ȃ structure, colour, motion and stereopsis. Theselayersroughlyrepresentthevisualpathwaysastheyappearedduringthesuccessivestagesofevolution.Thespatial,colour-lessvision is labelledasstructureǤ It isassumed thatduring theevolutionhumanvisionadaptedforassessingthe“structure”(contoursandtexture)ofimages[9], and some artefactsmanifest themselves as affecting image structure. Colour andmotionrowsrepresentthecolourandmotionvisionaccordingly.Allartefactsinthediagramaffectthebinocular depth perception, however, the row designated with binocular contains artefactswhichhavemeaningonlywhenperceivedasstereo-pair.Inotherwords,theseareartefactsthatcannotbeperceivedwithsingleeye(e.g.verticaldisparity).Moreinformationon3Dartefactsandtheirtaxonomycanbefoundin[15][60][57]andalsoin[P01][P02][P08]andP10includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.1.1 Viewpoint-related distortionsIf two views are simultaneously visible by the same eye the effect is regarded as crosstalkbetweentheviews.Ifanobjectofthesceneismeanttohaveapparentdepth,itsrepresentationsineachchannelhavehorizontaldisparity.Thecombinationofcrosstalkanddisparitycreateshorizontally-shifted,semi-visiblereplicaoftheobject.ThecombinationofdoublecontoursandtransparencyisinterpretedbytheHVSasghostimagesǡorghostingartefacts[60].Anexampleofghost images isshown inFigure20a. If theamountofcrosstalk isdifferent foreachcolourchannel,theshiftedreplicashavedifferentcolours.Thiseffectisreferredtoascolour-bleedingǤAn example of colour bleeding can be seen in Appendix I, Figure 47. In autostereoscopicdisplaysthevisibilityofview isfunctionoftheobservationangle,asshown inFigure20b.Thepositionwhereoneviewhasmaximumvisibility,andtheotherismaximallysuppressedisknownasthesweetspotofthatview(markedwith“I”and“III” inthefigure).Theobservation
  
 a) b)
Figure20.Ghostingartefacts:a)photographof3Ddisplayexhibitingghostingartefacts
(detail),b)crosstalkasfunctionoftheobservationangleinautosterescopicdisplays.Adapted
from[P05].
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zonesof the twoviewsareseparatedbyzonewhereneitherof theviews ispredominantlyvisible.Thatzoneisalsoknownasthestereo-edgeandislabelledas“II”inthefigure.Fordual-view autostereoscopic display the visibility of the ghosting artefacts is proportional to thecrosstalk and has its minimum in the sweet spots and its maximum in the stereo-edge.Subjective visual quality experiments described by Kooi [61] and Pastoor [15] suggest thatinter-channelcrosstalkof20%isthemaximumacceptableinstereoscopicimages.
Anotherviewpoint-relateddistortionistheso-calledaccommodation-convergence(A/C)rivalryǤOnstereoscopicdisplaythedistancetotheconvergencepointcanbedifferentfromthefocaldistance, as shown in Figure 21a. This difference is known as accommodation-convergence
mismatch.Theaccommodation-convergencereflexdrivestheeyestofocusatwrongdistance,whichcausestheobjectswithpronouncedapparentdepthtobeperceivedout-of-focus.Largediscrepancybetween focalandconvergencedistancepreventseyes fromconverging,causing
diplopiaǤStereoscopicfusionispossibleonlyforsomecombinationsbetweenfocaldistanceandconvergencedistance.Thesetoffocalandconvergencedistanceswhichallowfusiondefineso-called zonesofclearsinglevisionǡ as seen inFigure21b [62]. Inside the zonesof clear single
vision resides  narrower area, known as Percival’s zone of comfortǡ where the differencebetweentheapparentandactuallyfocaldistanceislessthan0.5dioptres.WithinthePercival’szoneofcomfortA/Crivalryisnegligible[4][62].
Pseudoscopy(reversestereoȌisthesituationinwhichtheeyesseetheoppositeviews,i.e.thelefteyeseestherightview,andviceversa.Forexample,thetwo leftmostobservers inFigure22asee proper stereo image while the observer in the right experiences pseudoscopy. In pseudoscopic image the binocular depth cues contradict the pictorial ones,which results inperceptuallydisturbingimage[60].Anotherfactorwhichnarrowsthesizeofthesweet-spotsisthe stereo-edge.Between the stereoscopic andpseudoscopic areas there are there are zoneswithhighcrosstalkwhere3Deffectisnotvisible;thesearemarkedwith“X”inFigure22b.
 
 a) b)
Figure21.Acommodation-convergencerivalry:a)focalandconvergencedistancemismatch,
andb)zonesofclearsinglevisionandPercival’szonesofcomfort(adaptedfrom[54]).Appears
in[P05],publishedbySPIE.̹2009SPIE,reprintedwithpermission.
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Inaddition,someartefactsaremostobvious formovingobserver: forexample theMoiré-likepatternseenonanautostereoscopicdisplayexhibitingpicketfenceeffectǡorbanding[60][48]ǤUnnatural representationof imageparallax causes sheardistortion indual-viewdisplays,and
imageflippinginmultiviewdisplays[60].Moreinformationaboutviewpoint-relateddistortionsisavailablein[15][60][61][62]andalsoin[P01][P02][P05][P08]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.1.2 Distortions, related to spatial view multiplexingIn spatially-multiplexeddisplays theoptical filter introduces selectivemaskingover the sub-pixelsof thedisplay, thusseparatingthem intodifferentvisualchannels.Thismaskingcanbemodelledassub-samplingonnon-orthogonalgrid.Withoutpre-filteringthisprocesscreatesaliasingartefactswhichareperceivedasMoiréartefacts.InmultiviewdisplaysMoiréisvisibleinalltypesofscenes,butisespeciallypronouncedin2Dcontent,asin3Dimagesaliasingissomewhatmaskedbymoresevereartefactssuchasghosting[63].VisualexamplesofMoiréartefactsareshowninFigure23.Figure23ashowstestimagewhichcontainsvarious imagedetails thataresusceptible toaliasing.Byknowingwhichsub-pixelsaregoingtobemaskedbytheopticallayeronecansimulatetheoutputofmultiview3Ddisplay.SuchsimulationispresentedinFigure23b.Finally,Figure23cisanactualphotographof 3Ddisplayshowing the test image fromFigure23a.Thedesignof thedisplay includes 
 
 a) b)
Figure22.Prseudoscopy:a)stereoscopicandpseudoscopicobservationzonesviewedfrom
above;b)observationzonesyieldingclearstereoscopicimages.
  
 a) b) c)
Figure23.Moiréartefactscausedbyirregularsubsampling:a)testimage,b)simulatedeffect
oftheopticallayersandc)actualphotographofmultiviewdisplay,showingthetestimagein
(a).
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light diffusing layerwhich slightly blurs to the image [49],with the aim of decreasing thevisibilityofMoiréartefacts.AnotherexampleofMoiréartefactsexhibitedbymultiviewdisplaycanbeseeninAppendixI,Figure47.Inmanyautostereoscopicdisplays,evenatthesweet-spotofoneview,thecontoursofoneormoreotherviewsarestillvisible.Thecrosstalklevelatthebestobservationpositionisknownasminimalcrosstalk.Theeffectoftheminimalcrosstalk isespeciallypronounced inmultiviewdisplayswhere thevisibilityzonesofdifferentviewsare interspersedand fromgivenanglemultipleviewsaresimultaneouslyvisible[40][50][64].AnexampleimageexhibitingmultipleghostingartefactsisshowninFigure24a.Presenceofghostingartefactsdegradethequalityof2Dimage,butareespeciallydamagingforstereoscopicimage.Thepresenceofrepeatededgesinhorizontaldirectionintroducesambiguityinbinoculardisparityandcancompletelydestroythebinoculardepthcues[61][15][65].IndisplayswithparallaxbarrierthebarriercreatesvisiblegapsbetweenthepixelsasseeninFigure 24b. These gaps are seen as masking artefacts, similar to the fixed-pattern noise
exhibited by some digital projectors [66]. The perceptibility of masking is limited byphysiologicalfactorssuchastheopticalpropertiesoftheeye,thedensityofphotoreceptorsandthe contrast sensitivity function [14]. However, even if separate elements of themask arevisible,thebrainhaslimitedcognitiveabilitytoreconstructtheunderlyingshape.Thatabilityisknown as the visualGestaltprinciple [3] and the interdependentvisibilityofpatternswithdifferentpropertiesismodelledaspatternmasking[14].More informationaboutdistortions related tospatialviewmultiplexingcanbe found in [60][52][63][64],andalsoin[P01][P03][P05][P06]and[P08]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.1.3 Content-related distortionsForsceneon3Ddisplaythereislimitedspacewhereanobjectshouldappearinorderthattheobjectisvisibleinbotheyes.Thisspaceisknownasstereoscopicfrustumǡandisdefinedbythepositionsof theeyes and thesizeof thedisplay, asshown inFigure25a.Thesizeof thefrustumdefinesthemaximumabsolutedisparity forobjectsas functionof theirpositiononthedisplay.
    
 a) b)
Figure24.Distortionsindisplayswithspatialmultiplexing:a)multipleghostsofanimage,and
b)imaging,orfixed-patternnoise.ReprintedfromDisplays,Vol33,no.2,ǡA.Boev,R.Bregovic
andA.Gotchev,"Visual-qualityevaluationmethodologyformultiviewdisplays,".pp.103-112.
Copyright(2012),withpermissionfromElsevier.
 
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Insidethefrustumthereislimitedrangeofdisparityvaluesthatcanbepresentinstereoscopiccontentinorderforthatcontenttobecomfortablyobservedongivenstereoscopicdisplay.Inthis thesissuch range iscalledcomfortdisparityrangeǤAnexampleof factorswhich limit thecomfort disparity range is shown in Figure 25b.One of the limitations to comfort disparityrangecomesfromA/Crivalry.Eyescanconvergeatdistancesrangingfromabout5cminfrontoftheheadtoinfinity.Theeyemusclesdonotallowtheeyestolookindivergentdirections.Themaximumdisparitythatcanbeperceived is limitedby theobserver’s inter-pupillarydistance(IPD). If the disparity is larger divergentparallax occurs; this is  disturbing, or potentiallypainfulexperience[60].Thislimitationissomewhatlesspronouncedinmobile3Ddisplays,asthemean IPD of 65mm corresponds to substantial part of the displaywidth and the limitsimposedbyA/Crivalryoccurformuchlowervalues.Thesubjectiveexperienceofcontentwithexcessivedisparityisknownashyperstereopsis[4],andisconsideredtobeverydisturbingartefact,possiblyoutweighingallothervisualartefacts
in3Dcontent [15] [61].Bycalculating thecombined influenceofallobjective factors,suchasA/Crivalry,divergentparallaxandvisibilityofminimalcrosstalk,onecanattempttoobtainthe
objectivecomfortdisparityrangeǤHowever, such calculationmight not predict the subjectiveexperiencewell.Therearemanyadditionalfactorsthatinfluencethecomfortdisparityrangeof
mobile3DdisplayȂsuchasangularcrosstalk,screenreflection,brightnessandlocalcontrastofthevisualizedcontentandtheabilityoftheobservertolocatethesweet-spotofthedisplay.Thisthesismakestheassumptionthatthereisanother,subjectivecomfortdisparityrangeǡwhichisnarrowerthantheobjectiveoneandrepresentsthesubjectiveexperienceoftheuserandhisorheracceptanceof3Dcontentwithgivendisparity.More informationaboutcontent-relateddistortionscanbe found in [61] [65] [67]andalso in[P05]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
 a) b)
Figure25.Disparityrangeofcomfortableperceivedcontent:a)stereosopicfrustrum,andb)
factorslimitingthecomfortabledisparityrange.
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3.2 Visually important properties of stereoscopic displaysOneofthemainaspectsofthisthesisistoaddressvisuallyimportantpropertiesof3Ddisplays.An original idea presented in thiswork is to relate optical characteristics of 3D displays tovisibility of distortions introduced by such displays. This approach allows one to study andmeasure only these characteristics which are directly related to the subjectively perceivedvisualquality.Thedesignofstereoscopicdisplayistrade-offbetweenobservationconvenienceandvisualquality.There aremanyopticalparameters, such as resolution,brightness,3D-crosstalk, etc.whichinfluencethequalityofsuchdisplay.Therearenumberofpreviousworksthatdealwithestimation of display optical quality, ranging from theoretical considerations regarding theinterleavingmap[4][5][6]throughmeasuringoftheopticalparametersofthedisplay[3][7][8]to subjective tests with different multiview displays [9][10][11]. However, using opticalparametersof multiviewdisplay toevaluate itsqualityhas twomaindisadvantagesȂsomeparameters,e.g.brightnessuniformityarenot directly related to theperceivedquality;also,
visibilityof3Dartefactsdependsonscenecontent,observationconditionsandHVSproperties.Gainingknowledgeof3Ddisplayparametersservestwogoals.Oneistoallowtheconsumerorcontentproducertocomparethevisualqualityoftwodisplaysorjudgeifgiven3Dcontentissuitable for certaindisplay.Theother is tousesignalprocessing techniques tomitigate theartefactsingiven3Ddisplay,thusoptimizingthevisualqualityoftheoutput.Thissectionaimsto identify thevisual characteristics significant from the signalprocessingpointofview andthenrelatethemtovisualquality.Visualparametersof3Ddisplaysarestudiedaccordingtotheirpotentialtocreate3Dartefacts.Byknowingtheangularvisibilityofeachsub-pixelin3Ddisplayonecanpredictthebehaviourofmostviewpoint-relateddistortions,suchascrosstalkorcolour-bleeding.InordertocalculatetheinfluenceofA/Crivalryoneneedstoknowtheoptimalobservationpositionandtheviewingrangeofthedisplay.Knowingtheprecisepositionofthesweet-spotscanhelpinestimationofthenumberofsimultaneousobserversandpotentialpseudoscopic regions.Estimationof thecomfortabledisparityrangeandtheperceivedresolutionofgivenstereoscopicdisplayallowsforoptimalrepurposingof3Dcontent.



Figure26.Visuallyimportantpropertiesof3Ddisplays.
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For predicting the influence of multiplexing related distortions one needs to know themultiplexing topology and the angular visibility of each display element. Knowledge of thetopology allows for optimal antialiasing filters to be designed. This dissertation proposesoriginalmethodsfor:1)derivingtheinterdigitationtopologyof3Ddisplay,2)measurementofthe angularvisibility for eachTFT element and3)methodology that combines topology andangular visibility into  displaypassbandwhich quantifies theperceived visual quality of 3Ddisplays.Additionally,thedissertationpresentscomparativestudyonsweet-spotpositionandcomfortabledisparityrange,measuredoverwiderangeof3Ddisplays.
3.2.1 Position and size of the sweet spotsIn stereoscopic displays the optimalobservation region is the observation positionwhere stereoscopic image is perceivedwith sufficient quality. In passive autostereoscopic displaysthese regions are small and distinct areas also known as sweet spotsǤ However, optimalobservationregionsalsoexist inglasses-enabled3DdisplaysȂ forexample, thecrosstalk inSDPGdependsontheobserver’selevation.Accordingto[61],20%crosstalkis large,butstillacceptablefor3Ddisplaysandcrosstalkbeyond25%isnotacceptable.Inthisthesis,thesweet-
spot isdefinedasanobservationpositionwhereeacheyeperceives theproperviewand thecrosstalkbetweentheviewsislessthan25%.Sincethedisplayisflat,fromgivenobservationpositiondifferentpartsofthescreensurfaceareseenfromslightlydifferentobservationangles,asshowninFigure27a.Theviewingzoneof
viewisformedbytheunionofthevisibilityzonesofeachpixelthatbelongstothatviewandhascharacteristicdiamond-likeshape,sometimesreferredtoastheviewingdiamond[64].Forcomfortablestereopsisbotheyesneedtobeinthecorrespondingsweet-spotasseeninFigure27b.Thisrequirementimposeslimitontherangeofobservationdistancessuitableforgivendisplay. The size of the sweet-spots can be derived from the angular visibility function, ordirectly measured using  pair of cameras separated at the chosen IPD. For  giveninterpupillarydistance(IPD) therewouldbeminimumandmaximumdistanceatwhichbotheyesontheobserverappearinsidethecorrespondingsweet-spot.Theseviewingdistancesaremarked in Figure 27b as VDmax (maximum viewing distanceȌ and VDmin (minimum viewing
distance).For  given IPD therewould be an optimal viewingdistance atwhich there is anoptimalopticalseparationand lowercrosstalkvisibleacross thewholesurfaceof thedisplay.
   
 a) b)
Figure27.Sweet-spotsofanautostereoscopicdisplay:a)leftandrightsweet-spots,b)optimal,
minimalandmaximalobservationdistances.Adaptedfrom[P05].
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Theoptimalviewingdistances is labelledasOVD inFigure27b.UsuallyOVD,VDmaxandVDminarecalculatedusingthemeanIPDof65mm.Naturally, the size and position of the sweet spots is related to the perceived quality. Asdiscussedin[P09],3Ddisplaywithfew,largersweetspotsisconsideredeasiertousethananotheronewithmultiplesweet-spotsofsmallersize.More informationaboutmeasuringandmodellingof3Ddisplaysweetspotscanbefound in[48][68][64]andalso[P02][P05][P09]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.2.2 Interdigitation mapThemapindicatingtherelationbetweenthepositionofsub-pixelandtheviewitbelongstoisknown as interdigitation mapǤ Since both TFT-LCD and the optical filter have repetitivestructures,theinterdigitationmapisbuiltfromsmaller,repetitiveinterdigitationpatternǤThepattern is spatially independent Ȃangularvisibilityof  sub-pixeldependson itsposition inrespect to the pattern, but not on its absolute position in respect to the display. Theinterdigitationmapsrangefromsimpleonesfordual-viewdisplays(seeFigure28)tocomplexonesformultiviewdisplays(seeFigure29).MostSDPGshaverow-interleavedtopologyastheones shown in Figure 28a as such topology ensures higher horizontal resolution.

Figure29.Interdigitationpatternofmultiviewdisplay.
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
 a) b) c)
Figure28.Interdigitationmapsofdual-viewautostereosopicdisplays:a)row-interleaved,b)
column-interleavedatpixellevel,c)columninterleavedatsub-pixellevel.
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Autostereoscopicdisplayshavecolumn-interleavedtopologysincetheyrelyonparallax-basedlight redirection and views should be separated in horizontal plane. Pixel-based column-interleaving as shown in Figure 28b results in imbalanced colour separation and producescolour-bleeding artefacts. Sub-pixel-based interleaving (shown inFigure28c)doesnot sufferfromcolour-bleedingbutthesmallerinterleavingsteplimitsthesizeoftheviewingzones.Notethatautostereoscopicdisplayscanhaverow-basedinterleavingaswell,providedthattheTFT-LCDmatrixisrotatedat90degrees,soitspixelcolumnsappearhorizontal[69].Multiview displays have slanted interdigitation topology where sub-pixels from one viewappear along  slanted (in respect to theTFT) line. In order to prevent colour-bleeding thehorizontalsizeof the interdigitationpattern isnotdivisibleby3,e.g.neighbouringsub-pixelsfromthesameviewandonthesamerowhavedifferentcolour,ascanbeseeninFigure29.As
result,pixelsfromoneviewappearonnon-rectangulargrid.Inordertodesignpropersub-samplingfilterforthatgridoneneedstoknowthepreciseinterleavingtopologyofthedisplay[48][52][55].Inthisworkanoriginalmethodologyforderivingtheinterdigitationpatternsofmultiview3D
displayisproposed.Ideallytheviewshouldbevisiblewithfullbrightnessfromlimitedrangeofobservationangles(markedwith“V”onFigure30a)andbeinvisiblefromanywhereelse(asmarkedwith“N”inthesamefigure).groupofsub-pixelswithsimilarangularvisibilityhavehigherN/Vratiothangroupofsub-pixelswithvaryingoptimalobservationvectors.The straightforwardmethod for finding sub-pixelswhichbelong tooneview is to turnon groupofsub-pixelsandtostudytheangularvisibilityoftheresultingimage.Onewaytodoitistophotographthedisplayfromcloserthantheoptimalobservationdistance,asshowninFigure30b. In the proposedmethod such photograph is referred to as  close shotǤ Following theassumption for spatial independence of angular visibility, the visibility points along thehorizontalaxiswouldcorrespondtothevisibilityofonepointasseenfromdifferentangles.AsexemplifiedinFigure30b,point“A”asseenfromthecamerashouldbethesameasthevisibilityofpointasseenfromobservationangleߠଶǡandpoint“C”asseenfromthecamerashouldbethesameasthevisibilityofpointasseenfromobservationangleߠଵǤInthecloseshottheratiobetweenvisibleandinvisiblepartsisproportionaltotheN/Vratioofthepixelgroupundertest,asshowninFigure30c.Thegroupofsub-pixelswiththehighestN/Vratiobelongstothesameview.closeshotofrowsofsub-pixelswithvariousN/VratiocanbeseeninAppendixI,Figure

 a) b) c)
Figure30.Angularvisibilityofmultiviewdisplay:a)visibilityseparation,b)observationangles
whentakingcloseshotandc)closeobservationofangularvisibility.Appearsin[P04],
̹2010SocietyforInformationDisplay,reprintedwithpermission.
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49.Moredetailsabouttheprocedureforfindingtheinterdigitationtopologyof3Ddisplaycanbefoundin[P04],includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.2.3 Angular visibilityKnowing the angular visibility function of each display element allows one to predict thepositionofthesweet-spotsandthecrosstalkfordifferentobservationpositions.Measuringthebrightnessofsinglepixelbyphotographingthedisplaywouldbe tediousandnoise-pronetask.Instead,sincesub-pixelsinoneviewaresupposedtohavethesameangularvisibility,onecouldmeasurethemeanbrightnessofviewandassign ittoeachpixelofthatview.Anotherproblem ismeasuring the view brightness as  function of the angle Ȃ inaccurate cameraplacementwouldresult in theangularvisibility functionbeingsampledat irregular intervals.Thiscanbesolvedbymeasuringthevisibilityofeachviewatsomeselectedpointsandsearchforsinglefunctionthatgivesthebestfitforallmeasurementsregardlessoftheangle.This thesis introducesmethodology formeasuring theangularvisibilitywithouttheneedofprecisemeasurementequipment.Thefirststepistopreparetwogroupsoftestimages.Thefirst
groupconsistsofso-calledsingleviewimages,whereonlythesub-pixelsfromoneviewarelit.These images are used formeasuring the angular visibility. The second group contains testimageswhere all pixels are set to different levels of grey in order to linearize the cameraresponsefunction[70].Eachtestimageisshownonthetestdisplayandisphotographedfromnumberofobservationpositions.Theobservationpositionsareselectedonlineparalleltothedisplaysurfaceandattheoptimalviewingdistance.Ifthemeasurementpointisdisplacedfromthe center of  visibility zone, the visibility function gets sampled with an offset and themaximum value of that function falls in between two samples. However, judging bymeasurementresultsintheliterature[64][68][71]onecanassumethatthevisibilityfunctionforallobservationpointscanbecloselyapproximatedbythesamefunction,whichhasitspeakoccurringintheoptimalobservationspotforthecorrespondingview.Basedonthisassumption,onecansearchforsinglefunctionthatcloselyfitsmeasurementsforallpositionsregardlessofpossible offset. An example of such  function is shown in Figure 31a.Once the function isderived,itcanbeusedtoapproximatethevisibilityofeachelementforanarbitraryobservationangle,asshowninFigure31b.

 a) b)
Figure31.Modelingangularvisibilityformultiviewdisplay:a)shapeofderivedGaussian
curve(G)withmeasurementsforoneobservationpoint(S12),b)predictedvisibilityofall
elementsbetweentwoobservationpoints,vs.withmeasurementsdoneinthatlocation(Sz).
Appearsin[P04],reprintedwithpermission.
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Moredetailsaboutmeasuringtheangularvisibilityfunctionof3Ddisplaycanbefoundin[48][64][68][72],andalsoin[P04][P11]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.2.4 Display passbandSpatially-multiplexed 3D displays suffer from masking distortions and fixed-pattern noisecausedbyvisiblegapsbetweenthepixelsorbyapparentnon-rectangularshapeofpixel.Thevisibilityofsuchdistortionsdependsonthefrequencycomponentsofthevisualisedcontent.Inordertoassessthevisibilityofmaskingoneneedstostudytheperformanceofthedisplayinthefrequencydomain.methodologyforfindingthepassbandofspatiallymultiplexed3Ddisplayisproposedinthisdissertation.Itcontainsfivesteps,asshowninFigure32.The firststep is topreparenumberof testsignalswhichcontain2Dsinusoidalpatternwithvaryinghorizontal andvertical frequency components, as theones shown inFigure33a andFigure 33b.Then each test signal is used to prepare  number of test imageswithdifferent

Figure32.Blockdiagramofthemethodologyforderivingthedisplaypassband.Adaptedfrom
[P01].
   
 a) b) c) d)
Figure33,Derivingthepassband:a)testimagewithhorizontalfrequencycomponent,b)test
imagewithhorizontalandverticalfrequcencycomponent,c)observationofthefirsttest
image,wheretheintendedfrequecyisstilltominant,d)observationofthesecondtestimage,
wheretheintendedfrequencyismaskedbyimagingdistortions.
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apparent depth.Apparent depth is created bymapping the same signal to each view of thedisplay, introducingdifferentamountofdisparity toeachviewand interleavingall theviews.Thethirdstep involvesautomatedvisualizationofalltest imagesonthedisplayandmakingsnapshotofeachonewithhighresolutioncamera.Theoutputofthatstepiscollectionoftest
shotsǡsimilartotheonesshowninFigure33candFigure33d.Inthenextstepthespectrumofeachtestshotisanalysedandtheamplitudesoftwocomponentsaremeasured.ThecomponentiscreatedbytheintendedsignalǤItappearsaspeakonthesameplaceinthespectrumsofthetest signal and the test shot. The position of that peak also determines the circleof interestwhichiscentredatthepointoforiginandpassesthroughtheintendedsignalpeak.Thesecondcomponent in themeasurements is themost visibledistortionǤ Display distortions introducemultiplepeaks in the frequencydomain.The largestpeakwhich appears inside the circle ofinterest ismarkedas themostvisibledistortioncomponent.The ratiobetween the intendedsignal amplitude and the most visible distortion amplitude is used to derive the display
passbandǤ
Testshots, forwhich thisratio issmaller than threshold,aremarkedasbeing insideof thepassbandandallothertestshots,asbeingoutside.Forexample,thetestpairshowninFigure33a (test signal) and Figure 33c (test shot) belong to the display passband, as the intendedsignalfrequencyisdominantinthetestshot.AstheHVScanreconstructmissingelementsofstructure, theverticalbars inFigure33aarestillvisible inFigure33c.The testpairshown inFigure33bandFigure33ddoesnotbelongtothepassbandsincethedominantfrequencyinthetest image is masked by the imaging distortion. By scanning the frequency domain usingmultiple test images one can sample the passband, as shown in Figure 34a. In step ͷ allfrequency componentswhich passed the threshold are combined into the display passbandarea. The passband area represents the ability of the display to faithfully reproduce imagesignalswithspatialfrequencieswithingivenarea.Theoutputismeasurementforthedisplaypassbandfortestsignalswithgivendisparity.Finally,theallpassbandsmeasuredfordifferentdisparitiesarecollectedinto3Dpassbandarea,asshowninFigure34b.Theshapeandthesizeof thedisplayallow forqualitycomparisonbetween3Ddisplays.displaywith  largerandmoreuniformpassband isassumedtobeofhighervisualqualityas itcanfaithfullyrepresent

 a) b)
Figure34.Passbandof3Ddisplay:a)samplesinsidethepassband;b)passbandsfordifferent
disparities.(a)appearsin[P04],reprintedwithpermissionfromElsevier,(b)appearsin[P01],
reprintedwithpermissionfromtheSocietyforInformationDisplay.
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larger rangeof imagedetails.Additionally,byknowing the frequency characteristicsof 3Dscene, content producers can judge if the scenewould “fit” the passband of  givendisplay,resultinginfaithfulrepresentation.Moredetailsaboutderivingthepassbandof3Ddisplaycanbefoundin[P01][P04]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
3.2.5 Equivalent perceptual resolutionAlthough the display passband allows comparison of quality between displays, it is notstraightforwardtouseitforjudgingthequalityofsingledisplay.However,mostdisplayusershave an intuitive idea about the image quality of  display with  given resolution. Thisdissertation proposes  method of calculating the equivalent perceptual resolution of spatially-multiplexed3Ddisplay.Inordertorelatethe3Dpassbandto2Ddisplayresolution,onecanapproximatethepassbandfor eachdisparitywith  rectangular shape.Themain idea is tohave  rectangle centred atoriginthatwillhavethesamearea(insize)astheoriginalpassbandandoverlappingasmanypassband points as possible. Another requirement is to keep the aspect ratio between the
maximumvaluesinhorizontalandverticaldirections.Byobservingthesetwoconstrains(areaandaspect ratio)onecan find the rectanglewhich is  “best fit” to givenpassbandarea,asshowninFigure35a.Inorder to represent this figure in moreunderstandableway,onecan convert rectangularpassband sizes to equivalent resolution in pixels. This is done bymultiplying the passbandwidth(orheight)bytheoverallresolutioninhorizontal(orvertical)direction.Anexampleforequivalent resolution derived for  24-view 3D display, plotted as  function of the objectdisparity, can be seen in Figure 35b. Notably, the function is notmonotonic but has localmaximumsforsomedisparities.Knowingtheequivalentresolutionof3Ddisplayfordifferentdisparitiescanhelpcontentproducerstorearrangeplacementofobjectsin3Dsceneinorderthateachobjectisseenwithoptimalquality.
3.2.6 Comfortable disparity rangeTherearenumberofparameterswhichdeterminethemaximumdisparityrangewhichcanbecomfortablyobservedon3Ddisplay.Someof them, likedivergentparallax,A/Crivalryand
 
 a) b)
Figure35.Equivallentresolutionof3Ddisplay:a)approximationofthepassbandwith
rectangle;b)equivallentresolutionfordifferentdisparities.Adaptedfrom[P01].
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
frameviolationcanbecalculated,providedthatoneknowsthedisplayresolution,pixeldensity,observationdistanceandIPDoftheobserver.However,other(andlessstudied)parametersareprobablyinvolvedaswellȂforexamplesubjectivelyperceivedcontrast,screenreflectionindex,roomillumination,etc.Theunambiguouswaytodeterminethecomfortabledisparityrangeof3Ddisplayistoperformsubjectivetestswheretheacceptanceof3Dcontentisrated.Naturally,themainvariableintheexperimentisdisparityrange.Sincelocalcontrastofthecontentgreatlyinfluencestheperceptibilityofghostingartefacts[15][60][61],thecontentunderstudyshouldcontainsceneswithvarious levelsofcontrast.Ascontrastperception is frequencydependant[8],acceptanceof3Dcontentispossiblyaffectedbyfrequencycharacteristicsoftheimage.Oneofthegoalsofthisdissertationwastocharacterizeandcomparecomfortdisparityrangeofdifferent3Ddisplays.Inordertoassesssubjectiveinfluenceofdisparityrangeover3Dqualitysmall-scalesubjectiveexperimentwasdesignedandcarriedout.groupof10observerswasasked torate theacceptanceofnumberof test images.The imagescontain twopatterns,asshown inFigure36.Onepatterncontainstext(sharp imagewithhighcontract),andtheotherhasnaturalcontent(smooth imagewith lowcontrast).Witheachpatternnumberof imageswithvaryinglocalcontrastarecreated.Thecontrastisalteredbychangingthebrightnessofthepatch and that of the background. Finally, each test image is used to generate  number ofstereoscopicpairswithvaryingdisparity.Observerswereaskedtorateeachstereoscopicpair.Thetestwasrepeatedforͻdifferent3Ddisplays.
 
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Thecomfortdisparity range foreachdisplaywascalculatedusingobjectiveparameters.ThegroupofrangesisshowninFigure37a.Basedonthetestresultsthesubjectivedisparityrangewasderived foreachdisplay, asshown inFigure37b.From the figuresonecansee that thesubjectivecomfortdisparityrange isͶ toͷ timessmaller than theobjectivelycalculatedone.Apparently, the influenceofdisplayproperties influences therangemore than theviewpoint-relatedparameters.Moreinformationaboutcomparingvariousparametersof3Ddisplaycanbefoundin[50][43]andin[P05]includedinthiscompoundthesis.
 
 a) b)
Figure37.Comfortabledisparityrangeofvarious3Ddisplays:a)calculatedusingobjective
parameters,b)derivedfromsubjectivetest.
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Figure36.Testimages,usedforestimationofthesubjectivedisparitycomfortzone:a)high
contrastimage,b)lowcontrastimage.
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4 Visual optimization
Oneof themajorgoalsof thisdissertation is todevelop  setofsignalprocessingalgorithmswhich allow3D content tobevisuallyoptimized for  given spatially-interleaved3Ddisplay.Thissectionproposesnumberoforiginalalgorithmsfor1)view-pointoptimization,whichuseobserver-tracking and adapt the content in real-time for the position of the observer, 2)passband optimization which filters the scene texture tomatch the throughput of  givendisplay and 3) content optimization which adjusts the scene geometry according to thecrosstalkandcomfortdisparityzoneof3Ddisplay.Signalprocessing techniquescanbeused for improving thevisualquality in threeways. If distortion introducedby thedisplay canbedescribed as an invertible function,one canpre-processtheimageusingtheinversefunction.Insuchcasethechangescausedbypre-processingwouldundodisplaydistortions,resultingincleansignalrepresentationwithoutartefacts.Thisprocessisknownaspre-compensationandcanbeusedtoimprovesomecasesofpseudoscopy,hyperstereopsisandghosting.Incaseofdistortionswhichcannotbepre-compensated,signal
processing algorithm can decrease their visibility, thus helping mitigate the perceivedannoyanceofartefactsand improving thequality.Artefactmitigationalgorithmsarepossiblefor imaging,aliasingandcasesofpronouncedcrosstalk.Finally,thevisibilityofsomeartefactsdoes not depend purely on the content, but also on observer position, motion and headorientation.Suchcasesneedreal-timealgorithmswhichactivelytracktheobserverandprocessthevisualsignalaccordingly.
listofartefactsandappropriateartefactmitigationtechniquescanbeseeninTable1.Inordertomitigatedistortionscausedbyobservationangleoneneedstoknowthepositionofobserverin respect to thedisplay.Generally this isachievedusingcamera-based trackingand face-oreye-trackingalgorithms.Once theobservationposition isknown, the imagecanbeoptimizedfor thecalculatedangleanddistance.Algorithms forviewpointoptimizationusuallywork forone observer only; however there are solutions which allow 3D display to adapt to theobservationpositionofmultipleobserverssimultaneously[43][46][73].Ghostingartefactscanbeeitherpre-compensatedormitigated.Fordual-viewdisplays,wherecrosstalk levels are low, pre-compensation is possible, but limits the dynamic range of thedisplay [74]. Crosstalk pre-compensation is possible both for time-sequential and spatially-
TableͳȂVisualoptimization:distortions,artefactsandmitigationalgorithms
Distortionsource Artefacttype
Artefactmitigationalgorithm
Dual-viewdisplays Multiviewdisplays
Observationangle Pseudoscopy,ghosting Pseudoscopycorrection Extendedheadparallax,extendedviewingdistanceCrosstalk Ghosting Pre-compensation CrosstalkmitigationAliasing Moire Antialiasingfilters(1D) Antialiasingfilters(2D)Passband Moire+ghosting+masking Pass-bandoptimization(2D/3D)Excessivedisparity Hyperstereopsis Contentre-purposing

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multiplexeddual-view3Ddisplays.similarapproachcanbeusedformultiviewdisplayifsingleobserver istracked.However,thepossibilityofmultipleobservers,andthepronouncedcrosstalkbetweenneighbouringviews,make crosstalkmitigation thepreferred approach formultiview3Ddisplays.Suchalgorithmsaimtoreducethevisibilityofghostimagesbyfilteringhorizontalhigh-frequencycomponentsoftheimageattheexpenseoflosingimagedetails.Therangeofartefacts,whicharecausedbytheopticalseparationlayerofmultiviewdisplaycanbemitigatedbyantialiasing filters [52] [53] [55],orbyderivingthepassbandof thedisplayandpreparingfilterwithremovesimagedatawithfrequencycomponentsoutsideofthepassband[P03][P06][P07].Suchpassbandfilteringcanbedoneeitherbysingle2-Dfilter(asproposedin [P07]),orby bankof2-D filters, eachoneoptimized for different imagedisparity (asproposedin[P03][P06]).Ifthesceneisrepresentedasanepipolarvolume,onecanimplementpass-bandoptimizationas3-Dfilter[53].Finally,excessivedisparitycanbecompensatedbytransformation which alters the disparity range of  scene. Such transformation can be combination of image rescaling and cropping, or, if more processing power is available, combinationofdensedepthestimationandimagewarpingalgorithmscanbeused[75].
4.1 View-point optimizationIn order adapt the display to the observation position of the user, an artefact mitigationalgorithmshoulddetectandtrackthepositionofobserver’seyes.Theeye-trackingshouldworkinreal-timebecausetrackingdelaymightoptimizetheimageforwrongobservationpositionandintroducevisibleartefacts.User-tracking algorithms for 3D displays are usually designed for  single observer only. Indual-view 3D displays user-tracking is used to avoid pseudoscopy. In displayswith passiveopticsthis isdonebyre-arrangingthecontentandflippingthechannels.Onealgorithmwhichcanaddressbothpositionandposeofobservershead isproposed inthis thesis. Indual-viewdisplayswith active optics (for example, Free2C [76]) user-tracking is used to dynamicallyadapttheirsweet-spotstothepositionoftheviewer.Inmultiview3Ddisplaysuser-trackingisused to avoid the stereo-edge.One algorithm that re-addresses the content on multiviewdisplay and provides extended head parallax is introduced in this dissertation. However,solutionswhichinvolvetrackingofmultipleusersdoexist.Toshibaannounced3DTVmodelwhichusescombinationofmultiviewdisplaywithpassiveoptics,and trackingofmultipleusers [46].  hybrid approachwhich combines activeoptics andmultiuserhead trackerhas
  
 a) b)
Figure38.Headandeye-tracking:a)faceandeyetrackingb)positionoftheuserinrespectto
thefrontfacingcamera.(b)appearsin[P12],publishedbyEURASIP.
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beenunderdevelopment[43][77].Suchcombinationtheoreticallyallowsdisplaytoprovideanextendedheadparallaxprovidedtonumberofobservers.Multiuserobserver-trackingalgorithmshavebeendiscussed in[78](usinghead-tracking)and[79] (using eye-tracking).  real-time face- and eye tracking algorithmworking on mobileplatform ispresented in [P12].The implementationallowssplitting theprocessesof faceandeyedetectionbetweentheARMandDSPcoresofanOMAP3430.Inordertoincreasethefacedetectionspeed,thealgorithmsearchesforsubsetofallpossiblefacesizesasthevisiblefacesize is limited by the requirement to the user to staywithin the visual comfort zone. Facedetection isperformedby  two-stagehybrid algorithmwhich combines skindetectionwithfeature-basedfacedetection[80].It is implementedontheARMcore.Ifface ispresent,eye-detectionisperformedonlyinthetophalfofthedetectedregion,asshowninFigure38a.Theeyedetection is implementedon theDSPcore. Itdetects theeyesusing Bayesianclassifierworking on Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) features [81] [82]. Thecombinationofbothalgorithmsallowsprecisedetectionofthepositionoftheeyesinrespecttothecamera,asshowninFigure38b.
4.1.1 Optimization for observation angleVisualoptimizationforobservationangle issolveddifferentlyfordual-viewandformultiview3D displays. In dual-view displays the most pronounced viewpoint related distortions arepseudoscopyandghosting.Ghostingartefactsareseenifanyofobserver’seyesappearsinsideof thestereo-edge (between thevisibilityzonesof twoviews).Pseudoscopy isexperienced ifbotheyesappearinthevisibilityzonesoftheoppositeview.Inallothercases,botheyesappearin thevisibility zoneof the sameview and2D image isperceived.One interesting featureofdual-viewautostereoscopicdisplays is thatsomemodelsallowswitchingbetween2Dand3Dmodeswhichenablesthedisplayto“fallback”to2Dimageandregaindisplayresolution.Analgorithmforobservationangle-basedoptimizationfordual-view3Ddisplayisproposedin[P12]. Based on the horizontal coordinate of the pupil, three tracking zones are defined:visibilityzoneoftheleftview(markedwith“L”onFigure22b),visibilityzoneoftherightview(marked with “R” on the same figure) and zone with high crosstalk (marked with “X”).Pseudoscopy isavoidedbyflippingthe leftandrightchannel ifaneye isdetectedtobe intheoppositeviewingzone.Ghostingartefactsareavoidedbyswitchingtheparallaxbarrieroffandswitching thecontent to“2D” ifanyof theobserver’seyesappears insideofan“X”area.Therationale for this rule is that if one eye of the observer perceives excessive crosstalk,stereoscopicperception isnotpossible,and it ispreferablethattheobserverdoesnotseetheghostartefactsaswell.In multiview displays, the observation zones of neighbouring views are interspersed andghosting artefacts can hardly be compensated in real-time. In these displays, the mostpronounced view-point artefact is the limited area, where head-parallax is visible and thesevereghostingvisibleat theedgesof thatarea.“semi-active”approach forextendingheadparallax and removing the ghosting in the stereo-edge isproposed in [P09]. It combines theprecise lightredirectionofmultiviewdisplay,singlecameraand less-precisesub-real-timehead-tracking. The software part of the system that takes care that the observer’s head is“surrounded” by  group of properly rendered views.Once the approximate position of theobserver’shead isfound,theprecisedeliveryofdifferent imagestotheeyes ishandledbythe(passive) multiview optics. As shown in Figure 15c, each view is seen from  number ofobservationspotsandthewholesetofzonesisrepeatedonthesides.Foranobservermoving
 
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laterally infrontofthedisplay,thestereo-edgebetweenthefirstandthe lastviewproducescharacteristic“jump”ofthe3Dimage[71].However,onecanprovidecontinuousparallaxbyreplacing theviewswhich arenotvisiblewithobservationsof the same3D scene fromnewangles.Forexample,whentheuser’sheadispositionedasseeninFigure39a,theactiveviewsarefromͳto6,andviewsͳandͷareseenbytheleftandrighteyescorrespondingly.WhentheusermovestothepositionshowninFigure39b,viewsͷand͸showthe3Dsceneatthesameanglesasbeforeandviewͳisupdatedtoshowthesceneatnewangle.Inreality,theeyesofthe user fall into neighbouring views and the view update happenswell outside of the eyeposition.Thehead-trackinghasonlytoensuretheheadoftheobserverisapproximatelyatthecentreofthesetofupdatedviews.Unlikethe“active”eye-trackingapproach,estimationofthedistancebetweentheobserverandthedisplayisnotneededassetofproperlyrenderedviewscan provide proper parallax to the eyes in  wide range of head positions. Also, real-timeperformanceofthesystemisnotnecessarilycriticalastheuserisalways“surrounded”bysafemarginofproperlyrenderedviews.
4.1.2 Optimization for viewing distanceBoth dual-view and multiview autostereoscopic displays are designed to be viewed at particulardistance.Attheoptimalviewingdistancetheintendedviewisseenacrossthewholesurfaceofthedisplay,asmarkedwith“1”onFigure40a.Atdistancecloserthantheoptimaltheobserverseesdifferentvisibilityzonesattheleftandrightedgesofthedisplay,asmarkedwith“2”onthesamefigure.Ifthedistancetotheobserverisknown,thecontentonthedisplay

 a) b)
Figure39.Selectiveviewupdatingforcontinuousparallax:activeviewsandvisualizedscene
percepcivefora)oneobserverposition,b)anotherobserverpostion.Adaptedfrom[P09].
   
 a) b) c)
Figure40.Distance-basedcontentoptimization:a)re-routingofviewsforobservation
distance,shorterthantheoptimal,b)examplere-routingtableforstereoscopicdisplay,c)
examplereroutingtableforstereoscopicdisplay.
2 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 -1
2 1 0 0 0 -1
2 1 0 0 -1 -2
1 0 0 0 -1 -2
1 0 0 0 -1 -2
1 0 0 0 -1 -3
F X 0 0 X F
F X 0 0 X F
F X 0 0 X F
F X 0 0 X F
F X 0 0 X F
F X 0 0 X F
40

canbere-renderedaccordingly.Inordertomeasurethedistancetotheobserver,eyeandface-trackingisperformedbytwocamerassimultaneously.Formoreinformationonthealgorithm,thereadercanreferto[83].InthecaseofmultiviewdisplaytheinformationisshiftedbetweentheviewsȂforexample,theimagealongtherightedgeofthedisplayintendedforthecentralview(markedwithredontheFigure40a)canberenderedinthepreviousview(asshownbythecurvedarrow).Theoppositeis done along the left edge. This procedure can be expressed as  re-routing table whichoptimizes the image for  given observation distance. The re-routing table should be re-calculated for any given distance to the observer. In the case of multiview display, pixelsintended for certain view would be re-routed to other views. An example of  multiviewreroutingtableisgiveninFigure40b.Thesurfaceofthedisplayisseparatedintosub-sections,and thenumber in each subsection indicates the reroutingoperation tobeperformed in thecorrespondingareaofthedisplay.Inthecaseofstereoscopicdisplaysthere-routingtablelooksliketheonegiveninFigure40c.Inthistable“0”meansthatthepixelsinthecorrespondingareaareleftunaltered.Thepixelsinthe“F”areasshouldbe“flipped”,effectivelyswappingthepixelsintendedfortheleftandrightview.Theareasmarkedwith“X”wouldbeperceivedwithexcessivecrosstalkbecausefortheseareastheobserverappearsbetweentheviewingzonesoftheleftandrightviews.Inthe“X”areas,monoscopicimageshouldbeprojectedbycopyingallpixelsfromoneviewtotheother.
4.1.3 Optimization for observation poseSomedual-viewautostereoscopic3Ddisplayswithparallaxbarrierhavetheabilitytoswitchbetweenhorizontal3Dandvertical3Dmodes.Theycanprovide3Deffectbothinlandscapeandportraitorientation.Forsuchdisplaysvisualoptimizationalgorithmcanselectthe3Dmodeandsceneorientationbasedon theorientationof theobserver’seyesas illustrated inFigure41a.Forobservationanglesatwhich3Deffect isnotpossible,thesystemswitchesthedisplay
   
 a) b)
Figure41.Selectionofdisplaymodeandsceneorientation,accordingtotheorientationofthe
eyesoftheobserver:a)modeandorientationaccordingtorotationangle,b)blockdiagramm
ofthealgorithm.Appearsin[P12],publishedbyEURASIP.
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
into2Dmode.Aneye-trackingalgorithm forselectingsceneorientation isproposed in [P12].Theblockdiagramofthatalgorithm isshown inFigure41b.First,facedetection isattemptedfourtimes,eachtimerotatingtheinputimageby90degrees.Ifdetectionfails,thepresumptionisthateitherthefaceoftheobserveristoofarfromthedisplayoritisatwrongangle.Inbothcases3Dperception isnotpossibleand thesystemswitches thedisplay into2Dmode. If facedetection issuccessful,eye-tracking isperformedaccording to theorientationof thedetectedface.Thepositionoftheeyesismatchedagainstthemapofobservationzonesofeachview(seealsoFigure22b).Ifbotheyesarefoundinthecorrespondingregions,thesystemswitchesinto3Dmode.Ifbotheyesappearintheregionsoftheoppositeviewthesystemflipsthechannelsandswitched into3Dmode.Ifbotheyesfall intotheobservationzoneofthesameview,oratleastoneeyefallsinaninter-zonecrosstalkarea,thesystemswitchesinto2Dmode.
4.2 Display passband optimizationWhenvisualizing imagesonspatially-multiplexeddisplays there are twopotentialsourcesofdistortions;aliasingdue to thepickingupofsub-pixelsonnon-rectangulargridand imaging,due to the presence of gaps. While various antialiasing filters for 3D displays have beenproposed,pre-filtersaddressing imagingartefactsof3Ddisplayarenovel idea introducedinthisthesis.In[63]JainandKonradintroducedmethodfordesigning2Dnon-separableantialiasingfiltersforanarbitrarysub-samplingpattern.Theydevised2D filterwithpassbandthatspansallfrequenciesatwhichthecontributionofallaliastermsissmallerthantheoriginalsignalitself.In[55],MollerandTravisusedsimplifiedopticalfiltermodeltoanalysedisplaybandwidthandderivedspatially-varying2Dfilterwhichrequiresknowledgeofsceneper-pixeldepth.In[53]ZwickeretalǤproposed  low-pass filter tobeappliedon thesamplinggridof themultiviewdisplay expressed in ray-space which aims at preventing both intra- and inter-perspectivealiasing.However,theirmodeldoesnottake intoaccountthedirectionallydependantaliasingcausedbytheslantedopticalfilter.Usually, imaging is tackled by an anti-imaging post-filter. As the imaging is created by thephysicalstructureofthedisplay,itisimpossibletoimposepost-filter.However,theeffectcanbepartiallymitigatedbypre-filter. Inorder todetermine thepropertiesof therequired2Dfilter, and consequently have the best possible representation of images on the display(minimizingaliasing,imagingandghosting),itisnecessarytodeterminetheperformanceofthedisplay inthefrequencydomain;that is,onehastoknowwhichfrequencycomponents intheimagecanbekept(onesthatwillbeproperlyrepresentedonthescreen),andwhichoneshavetobeattenuatedaspotentialcausesofdistortions.Themethodproposedinthisdissertationaimstoderivethefrequencyresponseofthedisplay,anddevisefilterwhichremovesimagecomponentswhichwouldcausevisibledistortions.Theregioncontaining frequencies thatareproperly representedon thescreen is thepassbandofthedisplay,andallotherregionsare itsstopband.Inorderto improve the imagequality,oneshould design  filterwhichmitigates frequency components in the stopband. Such  filterwouldaddressbothaliasingandimagingartefacts.
4.2.1 Passband approximation with a non-separable filterThedesignofnon-separablepassband-optimizing filter isdiscussed in [P03] and [P07].As practicalexample,suchfilterisdesignedfor24-view3Ddisplay,whichhaspassbandastheone inFigure34a.For thatdisplay, theshapeofan ideal2Dantialiasing filter isasshown in
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Figure42a. In this figure, thecurveshowsthe idealcut-off frequency, that is, thepassbandofthefiltershouldbeinsidethecontour,anditsstopbandeverywhereelse.Fordesigningnon-separable 2D filter approximating this ideal one, thewindowing design techniquewith theKaiserwindowof length24hasbeenused [84].Thedesigned filter is2Dnon-separable,withsizeof24by24and impulseresponseasshown inFigure42a.Thecorrespondingmagnituderesponse(contour)ofthedesignedfilter isshowninFigure42b.TheKaiserwindowhasbeenselected as  good candidatedue to itsnarrow transitionband and flexible attenuation.ThevariableparameteroftheKaiserwindowcontrollingthestopbandattenuationhasbeensetto
E=2.2.Suchselectionwillensurestopbandattenuationofat least30dBthat isgoodenoughforthedisplayunderconsideration.The-6dBlineinFigure42aapproximatestheidealcut-offfrequency.Duetothefinitetransitionbandwidthofthedesignedfilter,evenafterapplyingittotheinputimage,somealiasingerrorswilloccuronthedisplay.Howeverthealiasedfrequencieswillbeattenuatedbythefilter(eitherfiltertransitionbandorstopband)andassuchtheywillnotbevisible.Thefiltersizeof24by24hasbeenchosenasgoodcompromisebetweentheimplementationcomplexity,transitionbandwidthandapproximationoftheidealfilter.
4.2.2 Passband approximation with a separable filter
Thecomputationalcomplexityof2Dfilterisratherhigh.Considerablecomputationalsavingsareachievedifthe2Dfiltercanbeseparatedintotwo1Dfilters,onefilteringinthehorizontal

 a) b)
Figure42.2Dnon-separablefilter:a)magnituderesponseȂcontourplotfor-3,-6,and-30dB,
b)impulseresponse.Appearsin[P04],̹2010IET,reproducedwithpermission.
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 a) b) c)
Figure43.2Dseparablefilter:a)spectrumofsub-samplingpatternforoneview,b)possible
solutionsforoptimalantialiasingfilters,c)magnituderesponsesofthesefilters,-6dBcontour
plots.Adaptedfrom[P03].
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directionandoneintheverticaldirection.Thedesignofseparablepassband-optimizingfilterisdiscussedin[P03]and[P07].Byknowingtheinterdigitationpatternandangularvisibilityofeachelementonecanderivethepatternofvisiblepixelsasseenfromthesweet-spotofoneview.AsdiscussedinSection2.2.5,thispatternbehavesassub-samplingmask.Asanexample,themaskspectrumof24-view3Ddisplay isshown inFigure43a.Eachofthepeaks inthisspectrumcorrespondstosourceofaliasing. In order to avoidMoiré artefacts,  filter has to be designed in such way that itspassbanddoesnotoverlapwithanyofitscopiesgeneratedbymovingitscentretoanyofthosealiasingsources.Itispossiblethatthereareseveraldifferentseparablefiltersthatcanbeusedasantialiasingfiltersforthisdisplay,asshowninFigure43b.Eachofthosefilterswillperformproperantialiasing,butdue todifferentshapes thevisualqualityofdisplayed imageswillbedifferent.Which separable filterwouldyieldbest visual resultsdependson the content.Theexperimentspresented in [P07] suggest that for textual information such as subtitles, filterswhosepassband isclose tosquareperformbetter than filterswithelongatedpassbands.Fordesigning 1D filterswith the desired cut-off frequencies, thewindowing techniquewith theKaiserwindowoflength24canbeused.Asanexample,themagnituderesponses(contour)oftheseparable2Dfiltersoptimalforthesaid24-viewdisplayareshowninFigure43c.
4.2.3 Passband approximation with a tuneable filterTheresultsin[P07]suggestthatthefilterthatfullysuppressesaliasingdoesnotalwaysgivethebest perceptual quality. Some people prefer sharper-looking images at the expense of someMoiré artefacts. In order to allow the user to control the antialiasing process according tohis/her own preferences, one can design  set of tuneable filters which depend on twoparametersȂapparentdepthanddesiredsharpness.Thesharpnessparameterisexpressedinterms of signal-to-distortion ratio; this is expected to affect the visibility of aliasing inperceptuallylinearfashion,regardlessoftheapparentdepth.
Anartefactmitigationframeworkusingtuneablefiltersisproposedin[P06].Itallowstheusertospecifythepercentageofvisibledistortionovertheoriginalsignal.Theframeworkdoesthe

Figure44.Passband-optimizationframeworkwithtunable“3Dsharpness”level.Appearsin
[P06],̹2011SPIE,reprintedwithpermission.
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necessaryprocessing tomaintain thedistortionswithin theselected limit,taking intoaccountthe display passband for different disparity values. It consists of twomodules as shown inFigure 44. The firstmodule consists of off-line displaymeasurements. The secondmoduleperforms real-time image filtering, in accordancewith scene content and user preferences.Duringtheofflinemeasurementsthepassbandofthedisplayisderivedforrangeofdisparityvalues.Eachpassbandisapproximatedbyrectangle.Theresultingpassbandareasarestoredastableofhorizontalandverticalcut-offfrequencies.Thereal-timeprocessingmoduleusesthesevaluestodesigntheoptimalfilterfortheinputimage.Thesystemexpectsthatthecontentisstored in image-plus-depth format.Thedisparityvalue isused toselect the correspondingcolumn ineachpassbandtable.Theusercansetthevalueofthedesireddistortion level.Thisparameteriscalled“3D-sharpness”sinceitcontrolsthetrade-offbetweenvisibilitiesofdetailsversus visibility of Moiré artefacts. The value of “3D-sharpness” is used to select thecorrespondingrowofeachtable.Thevalues intheselectedcellsgivethedesiredverticalandhorizontal cut-off frequenciesof an anti-aliasing filter.These cut-off frequencies areused fordesigningthefilters.Moredetailsoftheframeworkcanbefoundin[P06].
4.3 Content optimization
4.3.1 Crosstalk mitigationIn [74], Konrad et al. propose  pre-compensation algorithm for reducing the crosstalk instereoscopicdisplays.However,theirapproachisnotsuitableformultiviewdisplays;forthese,pre-compensationmitigatestheeffectforcertainobservationangleonly,whileamplifying itfor other angles. As multiview display is intended formany observers, it is desirable tomitigate theghostingartefacts forallobservationanglessimultaneously.Thestraightforwardapproach to mitigate the crosstalk is to smooth the scene observations in the horizontaldirection,where the levelofsmoothingdependson theamountof theparallax(i.e.disparity)[2].Forsceneinimage-plus-depthformatthiscorrespondstosmoothingofthe2Dimage,withlevelofsmoothingdependentontheabsolutedepthvaluesofthepixels.Twoalgorithms forcrosstalkmitigation formultiviewdisplays,whichcanbe implemented inGPU,arediscussed in [P10].The firstalgorithmemployspre-filteringof the2D imagebeforeusingitastextureonthemesh.Ituseseightfiltersforthewholerangeofdepthvalues.Eight

Figure45,Crosstalkmitigationwithpre-filtering:a)positionoftheextraobservationpointsin
respecttotheoriginalonesandb)blockdiagramofthealgorithm.Appearsin[P10],̹2008
SPIE,reprintedwithpermission.
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masksareprepared,passingdifferentrangesofdepthvalues,accordingtothedistancefromthescreenlevel.Eachmaskisappliedtothecorrespondingfilteredimageandtheresultisblendedtogetherintheaccumulationbuffer.ThealgorithmisimplementedusingtheCUDAlibrary[85].Thesecondalgorithmusesan imagescatteringtechniqueforcrosstalkmitigation.Itworksbyblending extra observations with the ones needed for the multiview display. Around eachobservationpointusedinthepreviousapproach,observationpointsareaddedatequalangles.TheobservationpointsaregroupedasshowninFigure45a.Theimagesrenderedfromgroupofobservationpointsareblendedtogetherinsingleimagewhichismappedtothesub-pixelsbelongingtooneviewofthescreen.Thealgorithmworksinsimilarwaytothepreviousone,withtheexceptionthatinsteadofpre-filteringthetexture,additionalobservationsarerenderedasillustratedinFigure45b.Additionalinformationandvisualexamplescanbefoundin[P10],includedinthiscompoundthesis.
4.3.2 Re-purposingExcessivedisparityisproblemmostoftenfoundin3Dcontentwhichiscreatedforonedisplaysizeandisobservedinanother.Adaptingthesizeanddisparityof3Dcontenttofitgiven3DdisplayisknownascontentrepurposingǤIn [86] an algorithm for content repurposing on mobile device is discussed.An important
requirement for such an algorithm is that it can be used for real time repurposing.Unfortunately,commonlyusedrepurposingalgorithmssuchasvirtualviewgenerationofnon-liner disparity correction [75] are too computationally expensive to be used for real-timeconversion on  contemporary portable device. In order to simplify the computation thealgorithmuseshorizontalimagetranslation(H.I.T)whichinvolvesfindingthesizeandpositionofscalingwindow.IntheH.I.T.-basedrepurposingalgorithmonefirstfindsthedisparityofthesourcevideo, then finds theoptimalcroppingandscalingparameters,and thenperforms theactual image resampling. Having  dense disparity map is not critically important forperformingH.I.T. Ȃ it is sufficient to know parameters of the disparity distribution, such asminimum,maximumandmeandisparity.ThealgorithmconsistsoffivestagesasshowninFigure46.First,thecomfortdisparityrangeofthedisplayisderived.Thenthedisparityrangeoftheinputcontentiscalculated.Basedontheestimatedinputanddesiredoutputdisparityranges,thealgorithmderivestheoptimalscaleofthecroppingwindow,whichwould thenyield the targeteddisparity rangeandminimize thearea of cropped and letterboxed content. Once the rescaling and cropping parameters areknown, the framework performs resampling procedurewith  desired, perceptually optimalperformanceinthefrequencydomain.Moredetailsonthealgorithmperformancecanbefoundin[86].

Figure46,Blockdiagramofanalgorithmforfast3Dcontentre-purposing.
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5 Conclusion
Stereoscopicdisplays are intended to recreate  scene in threedimensions.Due to technicallimitationssomevisualfeaturesofthescenearelost.ThedifferencesareinterpretedbytheHVSasartefacts.Themissinginformationcannotbefullyreconstructed,howeverduetotheabsenceofvisualreferenceitispossibletomakethedistortionslessvisible.Thisdissertationdiscussessignalprocessingtechniquestodecreasethevisibilityofartefactson3Ddisplay.Visualoptimizationtechniquesrequireknowledgeofbothhumanvisionanddisplaydesign.Oneneedstoknowtheimportantvisualpropertiesof3Dsceneandtherelevantdisplaypropertiesthat allow the scene to be shown in 3D.This dissertation proposesmethods for 1)derivingvisual properties of 3D displays, 2) predicting the visibility of artefacts and 3) visualoptimization of 3D content. Visual quality estimation methods cover large glasses-enableddisplays,smallautostereoscopicdisplays,anddual-viewandmultiviewdisplays.Theproposedmethods for visual optimization over distortions related to 1) observation position, 2) headpose,3)viewmultiplexingand4)excessivedisparityrange.The dissertation is  compound of summary and original publications. In the summary, theproblem was introduced, properties of the HVS and 3D displays were discussed and thescientific approach toward visual optimization of 3D contentwas presented alongwith thecurrent stateof the art.The secondpartofdissertation contains Ͷ journal and ͺ conferencepublications on 3D artefact classifications, visual quality evaluation and various artefactmitigationtechniques.
5.1 ResultsThescientificresultsarepresentedinthepublicationsattachedtothisthesis.classificationofartefacts in 3D content is proposed in [P02] and [P08]. The classification is based on thecreationofdistortions fromvariousstages in3D content transitionand the interpretationofthese distortions by processing subsystems in theHVS.  generalizedmodel of multiviewdisplay is proposed in [P01], [P04] and [P06]. Themodel is used to explain the reason forvarious3Dartefactsoccurring.Visibilityofartefactsisstudiedin[P01](formultiviewdisplays)and [P05] (for mobile 3D displays).  method for measuring the optical parameters of multiviewdisplay is introduced in[P01],[P04]and[P11].methodforderivingtheso-calleddisplaypassbandisproposedin[P01]and[P06].Thepassbandallowseasycomparisonofthevisualqualityofmultiviewdisplaysandalsoallowscontentproducerstooptimizecontentforgivendisplay(or,selectdisplayoptimal forgivencontent). In [P02], [P03], [P06]and [P07]variousmethods for building pass-band optimizing filters are proposed. The filters addressvisibility ofMoiré,masking and some ghosting artefacts. In [P06]  tuneable systemwhichallows theobserver toselecthisorherpreferred levelof filtering isgiven.Resultsofopticalmeasurementsformobiledisplaysarepresentedin[P02]and[P05].Finally,variousalgorithmsfor real-timevisualoptimization areproposed in [P07] (antialiasing formultiviewdisplays),[P09](extendingheadparallaxformultiviewdisplays),[P10](GPUbasedcrosstalkmitigationformultiviewdisplays)and[P12](viewpointoptimizationformobiledisplays).Thealgorithmsdescribed in [P09] and [P12] use real-time observer-tracking, which is implemented as combinationoffaceandeye-tracking,andisdescribedin[P12].
 
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5.2 Future workFutureworkincludesdeeperstudyoftemporalHVSpropertiesandtheireffectontheperceivedquality. Even though temporal masking is studied for 2D vision, its effects on binocularperceptionarenotwellknown. Inanotherstudy, theauthorandcolleagues initiatedresearchon temporalpropertiesofbinoculargaze [87]but it isstill in veryearlystage.As  result,temporal distortions and the corresponding artefacts in temporally-multiplexed 3D displayswith activeglasses arenot studied.Effectsonprolonged exposureof theHVS to temporally-interleaved are unknown.  stereoscopic image which flickers in anti-phase is potentiallyoverloadingtheLGNandcouldhaveunpredictableresultsovertime.Anotherinterestingaspectof the quality that needs further study is the link between globalmotion and frame rate instereoscopicsetting(eitherspatiallyortemporallyinterleaved).The research presented in this thesis covers ͵ differentmodels ofmultiview displays, twomodelsof3Ddisplayswithpassive glasses, and11modelsof autostereoscopicdisplays.Theresults of passband optimization need to be validated using additionalmodels ofmultiviewdisplays. Passband optimization works best if different filters are applied for contentwithdifferentdisparity levels.The algorithms,presented in this thesis relyon theavailabilityof dense disparitymap (or, assume average passband for all disparity levels). Deriving densedisparitymapiscomputationallyintensive.Onealternativeapproachthatneedstobestudiedistheuseof3-Dfiltersovertheepipolarvolumerepresentationof3Dscene.Finally, while this thesis was focused on measuring display parameters and mitigation ofdisplay-specificartefacts,generalstudyonqualityofstereoscopiccontentismissing.Thereisanobviousneedforgeneral-purpose3Dqualitymetricwhichcanbeappliedtoallstagesin3Dcontenttransmission,insteadofbeingusedforstudyingthequalityof3Ddisplaysonly.

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Appendix I: Test content, visualised on 3D displays
Thepurposeof thisappendix is toprovidedetailed, full-colour reproductionofsome images,which are meant for visual comparison. Most of these are test images, visualized andphotographedonvarious3Ddisplays.InFigure47onecanseeanexampleofsimulatedmultiviewdisplayoutput.Theoriginal testimage is shown inFigure 47a. Simulated display output of the same test image is shown inFigure 47b. The simulation is based on the measurement methodology for finding theinterleaving pattern andderiving the angular brightness function of  sub-pixel proposed in[P04].Theactualdisplayoutputobtainedbyphotographingthedisplay isgiven inFigure47c.MoreinformationcanbefoundinSection3.1.
a)
 
 b) c)
Figure47.Simulationofdisplayoutput:a)origintaltestimage,b)simulatedscreenoutput,c)
actualscreenoutput,photographed
 
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AnexampleofghostingartefactsisshowninFigure48.Bothimagesinthefigurearepreparedby photographing  3D display with  camera placed in its stereo-edge. Figure 48a is photographofanautostereoscopicdisplaywithsub-pixelinterleavingandgivesanexampleforcolour-balancedghostingartefacts.Figure48a is photographofanautostereoscopicdisplaywith pixel interleaving, and gives an example for ghosting artefacts, combinedwith colour-bleeding.MoreinformationcanbefoundinSection3.1.
  
 a) b)
Figure48.Ghostingartefactsandcolourbleeding:a)ghostingartefactswithnocolourbleeding,b)
ghostingartefactswithcolourbleedingExamplecloseshotforpixelgroupswithvariousN/VratiosisshowninFigure49.EachlineinFigure49ahasitseveryn-thsub-pixelturnedon,wherenvariesfromͳto17.InFigure49bonecanseetheN/Vregions,obtainedbyfilteringeach linewithmedianfilterwith lengthnǤMoreinformationcanbefoundinSection3.2.

 a) b)
Figure49.CloseshotofpixelgroupswithvariousN/Vratio:a)lineswithveryn-thsub-pixel
turnedon,forn=1..17,b)N/Vregionsforthislines.
 
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Anexampleofanti-aliasingfiltersfornaturalimagescanbeseeninFigure50.InFigure50aonecan see the original test image (Lighthouse, taken from Kodak Image Database [88]).Photographs of multiviewdisplay showing the same test image are given inFigure 50b-d.Figure50bshows the imagewithoutpre-processing.Figure50cshowsan image,pre-filteredwithsubsampling-pattern-awarefilter,basedonthemethodologyproposedin[52].Figure50dshowstheimagepre-filteredwith2Dpassbandfilter,asdescribedinSection4.2.1.
  
 a) b)
  
 c) d)
Figure50.Antialiasingfilteringofnaturalimagesforautostereoscopicdisplays:a)originaltest
image,b)-d)photographsofmultiviewdisplay,b)unprocessedimage,c)pre-filteredwith
subsampling-pattern-awarefilter(porposedin[52]),d)pre-filteredwith2Dpassbandfilter
(proposedin[P07])
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Anexampleofanti-aliasingfiltersoptimizedfortextisgiveninFigure51.InFigure51aonecanseetheoriginaltestimagePhotographsofmultiviewdisplayshowingthesametestimagearegiveninFigure51b-d.Figure51bshowstheimagewithoutpre-processing.Figure51cshowsanimage,pre-filteredwithsubsampling-pattern-awarefilter,basedonthemethodologyproposedin [52]. Figure 51d shows the image pre-filteredwith  2D passband filter, as described inSection 4.2.1. Figure 51e shows the image pre-filteredwith  non-separable filterwith non-squarepassband.Figure51fshowstheimagepre-filteredwithnon-separablefilterwithnon-squarepassband.MoreinformationcanbefoundinSection4.2.1andSection4.2.2.
 
 a) b)
 
 c) d)
 
 e) f)
Figure51.Antialiasingfilteringoftextforautostereoscopicdisplays:a)originaltestimage,b)-f)
photographsofmultiviewdisplay,b)unprocessedimage,c)pre-filteredwithsubsampling-
pattern-awarefilter(porposedin[52]),d)pre-filteredwith2Dpassbandfilter(proposedin
[P07]),e)pre-filteredwithseparablefilterwithnon-squarepassband(discussedin[P03]),f)
pre-filteredwithseparablefilterwithsquarepassband(proposedin[P03]).
 
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ABSTRACT
Multiview displays are characterized by a multitude of parameters such as spatial resolution, brightness, 3D-crosstalk,
etc., which individually and in their combination influence the visual quality of the displayed 3D scene. These
parameters are specified by values, precisely measured by optical means. However, it is difficult for an average
consumer or content producer to compare the visual quality of two displays or judge if a given 3D content is suitable for
a certain display only by this set of parameter values. In this paper, we propose a quality measurement methodology,
which aims at measuring the visibility of structural distortions, introduced by a multiview display, to a number of test
signals with different frequency content and apparent depth. We use these measurements to derive what we call display
passband for signals at different disparity levels. The passband determines the frequency components for which the
intended signal is predominantly visible, with respect to the distortion introduced by the display. Additionally, we
propose a method to determine the approximate effective resolution of the display for signals with a given apparent
depth. The result of the measurements can be used to compare the perceived visual quality of different multiview
displays.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiview displays can create visual illusion of objects floating in 3D space without requiring the observer to wear 3D
glasses. Typically, multiview displays combine a pixel-addressable matrix, such as in plasma, LED, or LCD panels,
with additional optical layer mounted on top [1]. The optical layer redirects the light generated by the pixel matrix,
making the visibility of each pixel element a function of the observation angle. The set of elements visible from certain
angle forms an image, also called a view [1][2]. A multiview display can simultaneously show a number of different
views, each one visible from different direction. The process of combining multiple images in one compound bitmap is
referred to as interleaving, and the map that links the position of TFT elements with the view number they belong to is
referred to as interleaving map. If the views are properly selected observations of the same scene, the display recreates
the scene in 3D. Even though all objects of the scene are projected on the display, they might appear as they are at
different distances to the observer. The apparent distance to an object is referred to as its apparent depth. If the object
2appears  at  the  display  level,  all  its  observations  appear  on  the  same  display  coordinates.  If  the  object  has  different
apparent depth, it appears on different horizontal coordinates in each view. The distance between the positions of an
object in different views is referred to as disparity. The objects with positive disparity appear behind the display level,
and those with negative disparity appear in front of the display.
The downside of the optical layer is that it introduces a number of multiview display specific artifacts [1]. In addition to
monoscopic display parameters, such as 2D resolution or refresh rate, the visual quality of a 3D monitor is influenced
by variables such as 3D-contrast and 3D-crosstalk [3]. The multitude of parameters hinders the comparison of the visual
quality of different multiview displays. A number of previous works have addressed the estimation of display optical
quality, ranging from theoretical considerations about the interleaving map [4][5][6] trough measuring of the optical
parameters of the display [3][7][8] to subjective tests with different multiview displays [9][10][11]. However,
evaluating the quality of a multiview display based on its optical parameters only, has two main disadvantages – first,
some parameters, e.g. luminance uniformity across different observation angles, are not directly related to the perceived
quality; and second, visibility of 3D artifacts depends also on scene content, observation conditions and properties of
the human visual system. Having human observers to rate the visibility of artifacts in all scenes would be an optimal
quality assessment approach; however it is expensive and time-consuming.
In this article we propose a methodology aimed at evaluating the level of signal distortion introduced by a given
multiview display. We use multiple test signals with various frequency components and disparity levels to derive the
display passband regions for planes with different apparent depth. The passband regions are estimated for two levels of
distortion visibility. The shapes of the passband regions can be used to estimate the expected visual quality for different
types of 3D content. Additionally, we devise a method aimed at approximating the equivalent resolution of the display
for given disparity range and distortion level. The equivalent resolution of a multiview display can be directly used as a
perceptually-relevant indicator of its visual quality. In a previous work, we have proposed passband evaluation
methodology, which did not consider disparity [12]. Here, we extend our previous approach for a range of disparities
and multiple distortion levels. In another work [13], we have estimated the distortion levels based on knowledge of
interleaving pattern and angular visibility function. However, we noticed that non-linear optical effects are introducing
significant differences in passband regions in measured versus simulated data. The results in the current article are
based solely on measurements, and do not require knowledge of the angular visibility.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the concept of distortion visibility to be used as indicator
of perceptual quality. We introduce a model of multiview display, use it to explain the most common artifacts, and give
a general methodology for measuring and evaluating visual distortions. In Section 3, we give details about the
measurement procedure, like test image preparation and experimental setup. We give a practical example with
measurements of a 24-view display. In Section 4, we explain how the measured data is evaluated in order to obtain the
3passband  regions  of  the  display  for  a  given  distortion  level.  In  Section  5  we  show  how  using  these  regions  one  can
approximate the equivalent resolution of the display for different depth planes and different distortion levels. In the last
section we give concluding remarks.
2. VISIBILITY OF DISTORTIONS AS INDICATOR OF VISUAL QUALITY
2.1 Artifacts in 3D displays
The most pronounced artifacts in a multiview display are moiré and ghosting artifacts [16]. Typically, the visible pixels
of a view appear on a non-orthogonal grid [1][4]. Mapping the input images, which are usually sampled on rectangular
grid, to the visible pixels of a view requires special anti-aliasing filters [5][6][17]. Direct mapping of multiple images to
the views of a multiview display produces moiré and color aliasing artifacts similar to the ones shown in Figure 1a. The
design of a multiview display involves a trade-off between number of views, spatial resolution of a view, and visibility
artifacts such as image flipping and banding [4][11]. Often, the visibility zones of different views are interspersed and
from a given angle multiple views are simultaneously visible, albeit with different brightness [1][2][3]. When
visualizing 3D objects with pronounced depth the combination of disparity and simultaneous visibility is perceived as
ghosting artifacts [5][10]. An example for ghosting artifacts is given in Figure 1b. Often, the process responsible for
ghosting is modeled as crosstalk, and the term crosstalk is used as a synonym for ghosting artifacts [3][5][10][11][16].
For displays with parallax barrier, the barrier creates visible gaps between the pixels, as seen in Figure 1c. These gaps
are seen as masking artifacts [12], similar to the fixed-pattern noise exhibited by some digital projectors [18].
a) b) c)
Figure 1  Typical artifacts exhibited by multiview displays: a) moiré, b) ghosting and c) masking
2.2 Multiview display as an image processing channel
In order to assess perceptual differences between intended (input) and visualized (output) signal, we propose a model,
which considers the multiview display as an image processing channel. The model follows the steps of content
4preparation and visualization, and has five stages as shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, the examples in the figure are
given for single row of a dual-view display, however, the general signal transformations hold true for any multiview
display. The channel input is an image, which is meant to be seen at a particular depth. It can be regarded as a
continuous  signal,  as  it  is  shown  in  Figure  2a.  The  second  stage  models  the  preparation  of  the  views.  From  the
interleaving map one can derive a binary mask defining the position of the samples in one view. The input signal is
sampled using the binary mask of the first view. For example, let these samples appear of positions with odd number as
horizontal  coordinate,  as  shown in  Figure  2b.  The  third  stage  models  the  presence  of  disparity.  If  the  input  image is
meant  to  be  seen  on  the  level  of  the  display,  it  appears  on  the  same place  in  each view.  In  that  case,  the  same input
signal is sampled using the binary mask of the second view. For example, positions with even number as horizontal
coordinate, as seen in Figure 2c. If the input image should appear at different depth, it has disparity between the views,
and an offset version of the input signal is sampled, as exemplified in Figure 2f. The fourth stage models the process of
interleaving. Following the interleaving map, observations of the same object with different disparity are combined
together. In our model, this corresponds to a combination of multiple versions of the same input signal, sampled with
different offset. For example, an interleaved version of the input signal with zero disparity is shown in Figure 2d. It is
made by alternating the samples in Figure 2b (odd positions) and the ones in Figure 2c (even positions). Alternatively,
an example for the same input signal interleaved with disparity 20 is given in Figure 2g, which is a combination of the
samples in Figure 2b and Figure 2f. The last stage models the influence of the optical layer. The layer changes the
visibility of the individual display elements depending on the observation angle. In our example, from certain
observation position the odd samples are seen with full brightness, while the even samples are seen with one quarter of
the brightness (Figure 2e and Figure 2h).
It should be noted, that for objects with zero disparity the interleaved image (Figure 2d) is a good representation of the
input signal (Figure 2a). In that case, a multiview display can be modeled as a 2D display where parts of the image have
partial visibility, as suggested by Jain and Konrad in [14]. The less the impact of the optical layer is, the closer the
visual output to the input signal is (Figure 2e), and – as Jain and Konrad have proven – the bigger the frequency
throughput of the display is. Lower visibility of the masked pixels results in alternating bright and dark pixels (Figure
2e), which can be modeled as fixed-pattern noise. However, if disparity is introduced, the interleaved signal (Figure 2g)
is quite different than the input signal. In that case, the masking effect of the optical layer makes the output (Figure 2g)
better representation of the input signal. The shifted version of the input signal is meant to be fully visible from another
observation angle. If it is partially present in the current observation angle, as shown in Figure 2h, it is modeled either
as crosstalk between the views [7], or as interperspective aliasing [15].
The sampling stage in Figure 2 imposes an anti-aliasing filter before it. We deliberately do not include it into the model.
In a multiview display, beside aliasing one has to simultaneously deal with other sources of distortions, such as imaging
5and crosstalk. In order to simplify the evaluation methodology we do not apply any anti-aliasing filter to the images
displayed for measurements. Thus, we would see clearly the aliasing artifacts along with other artifacts as well as their
interaction. From a pre-processing filter implementation point of view, this would allow addressing most of distortions
by a single filter. In other words, we deal with distortions according to their visibility regardless of their origin. As seen
from the model, the only place one can influence the signal is before the sampling stage as this is the only place where
aliasing can be eliminated. Filters designed by the proposed methodology would generally act as anti-aliasing filters but
also cancel some other frequency being source of imaging and cross-talk artifacts. Note that by measuring the artifacts
in this way one can design more-restrictive or less-restrictive filters depending on the interaction between artifacts. Also
the measurements can quantify in a better way the limits in changing the filter parameters for providing subjectively
more pleasant visualization.
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Figure 2 Generalized model of a multiview display as an image processing channel: a) input signal, b) input signal sampled
in the positions which belong to view “1”, c) input signal sampled in positions, which belong to view “2”, d)
interleaved signal, containing samples from views “1” and “2” and no disparity between the views, e) interleaved
signal from “d)”, after being masked by the optical layer, f) input signal, sampled in positions which belong to view
“2”, with an offset of 20 samples, g) interleaved signal, containing samples from views “1” and “2” and 20 samples
disparity between the views, and f) interleaved signal from “g)”, after being masked by the optical layer.
2.3 Properties of the human visual system
Most visual quality metrics work by assessing the perceptual difference between two images – one is the reference
image and the other is the processed one. The reference is assumed to be of highest quality and the bigger the perceptual
difference between the images is, the lower the quality of the processed image is deemed to be [20]. In the general case,
however, the observer does not have the reference image available for comparison, and predicting the visibility of an
artifact becomes a more complex task.
6The act of seeing an object is a product of two phenomena – visual perception, which is the ability of the eye to collect
visual data, and visual cognition, which is the ability of the brain to interpret visual information. The visual perception
is limited by physiological factors, and these are modeled as contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [21]. The visibility of an
image detail is influenced both by parameters of the vision and observation conditions [21]. In a stereoscopic image, the
presence of crosstalk is additional factor which affects visibility of image details [10],[11]. According to the Weber-
Fechner law the perceptibility of a change in stimuli is proportional to the amplitude of the stimuli. This fact also holds
true for perception of brightness [19]. Following the Weber-Fechner law, the crosstalk is measured as percentage of the
intended signal (intended signal is the input signal as perceived on the display). Crosstalk of less than 5% is considered
under the visibility threshold and crosstalk of 25% or more is considered unacceptable [10]. The threshold level of
barely acceptable crosstalk depends on the local contrast of the content and on the white-to-black contrast ratio of the
display. This level has been reported as 10% [23], 15% [24] and 25% [10]. Typically, the level is measured with high-
contrast, black-and-white patterns, but for natural images, a higher crosstalk level might be acceptable [23], [24]. In our
paper, we use 20% as the value for barely acceptable crosstalk.
On the other hand, HVS is able to reconstruct the underlying structure even if it is partially obscured. The ability of the
brain  to  recover  occluded  shapes  and  repetitive  patterns  is  known  as  the visual Gestalt principle [19] , and the
interdependent visibility of patterns with different properties is modeled as pattern masking [21]. According to the
Gestalt principle, closely positioned shapes are grouped according to their proximity.
2.4 Criteria for visibility of distortions in multiview displays
In order to estimate the visibility of distortions, we model three HVS properties – brightness perception, contrast
sensitivity function and Gestalt principle. This is done by a three-step procedure in frequency domain. First, we model
the  contrast  sensitivity  function  by  applying  a  circular  weighting  window.  The  weights  in  the  window  change  as  a
function of the distance to the center of the coordinate system, and the shape of the function follows the shape of the
spatial CSF at photopic level as described in [22]. Then, according to the Gestalt principle, we identify the visually
dominant pattern by searching for the lowest spatial frequency regardless of the orientation. In frequency domain this is
expressed as proximity of the peak of the signal to the center of the coordinate system (DC). Finally, according to the
Weber-Fechner law, the eye senses brightness approximately logarithmically for typical observation conditions. Thus,
we  measure  the  visibility  as  the  ratio  between  the  amplitude  of  the  distortion  introduced  by  the  display  and  the
amplitude of the intended signal.
%100
signal theofamplitude
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7In the rest of paper this is referred to as the distortion to signal ratio.  Since the display behaves differently for different
frequencies, the display distortion will depend on the horizontal, xf , and vertical, yf , signal frequency.
In this work we analyze the distortion by applying threshold at two different levels – 5% distortion level, which
represents unnoticeable levels of distortion, and 20% which represents visible, but still acceptable artifact levels.
2.5 Evaluation methodology
In order to assess the visual quality of a multiview display, we prepared test images with varying spatial frequency,
orientation and depth, and for each test image we measured the relative distortion introduced by the display. Our
measurement methodology has six steps, which are shown in Figure 3.
The first step is to prepare number of test signals, which contain a 2D sinusoidal pattern with varying horizontal and
vertical frequency components. Then, each test signal is extended to a number of test images each one with different
apparent depth. This is done by mapping the same signal to each view of the display, adding different amount of
disparity to each view and interleaving all views in a test image. The third step involves automated visualization of all
test images on the display and making a snapshot of each one with a high resolution camera. The output of that step is a
collection of test shots of all test images. In the next step the spectra of  each  test  shots  are  analyzed,  in  order  to
determine the distortion to signal ratio, that is, the ratio between the magnitude of the distortion frequency component
introduced by the display and the magnitude of the intended frequency component in the test signal. The distortion
frequency component is selected as the largest peak in the spectra, which is positioned closer to the center than the
intended frequency component of the input signal. Based on the selected threshold (distortion level), the intended
frequency of the test image is marked as being inside of the display passband (if the distortion to signal ratio is smaller
than the threshold) or being outside of the display passband (otherwise). At step five, we group all images with a given
disparity level. For each group, we find all frequencies with the distortion to signal ratio smaller than the threshold. We
combine these frequencies into a passband region for the given disparity level. In the final step, each passband is
approximated by a rectangle. Each of these rectangles has the area and the horizontal to vertical ratio of the
corresponding passband region. The horizontal and vertical sizes of that rectangle are used for estimating the equivalent
resolution of the display for the corresponding disparity. The output of the last step is a list of equivalent display
resolutions for multiple disparity levels and different thresholds. In this paper the analysis is done for two thresholds,
5% and 20%.
Step two of the quality evaluation methodology requires knowledge of the interleaving pattern of the measured display.
Note, that it is possible that the interleaving pattern, if provided by the display manufacturer, is a simplified version of
the actual one and does not accurately identify the groups of display elements with similar angular visibility functions.
8Since the interleaving pattern is an important part in the described quality evaluation method, it has to be known (or
evaluated) as correctly as possible. In a previous work, we have described an approach for deriving number of views
and interleaving pattern of a given display [12].
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Figure 3  Block diagram of the proposed quality evaluation methodology.
3. MEASUREMENTS
3.1 Generation of test images
The aim of the test image generation procedure is to create a collection of images containing various frequency
components, with different apparent depth. The first step is to generate a number of 2D test signals where the brightness
of each pixel is calculated by using
2
1)sin(
2
1  yx fyfxI SS ,
where I is the brightness, x , y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pixel and xf , yf are the horizontal and
vertical frequency components, correspondingly. Furthermore, max,...,2,1 xx  , where maxx  is  the  width  of  the  test
signal, max,...,2,1 yy  , where maxy  is the height of the test signal, > @1,0xf  where  1  is  normalized  to  be  half  the
horizontal sampling rate and > @1,1yf  where 1 is normalized to be half the vertical sampling rate. Although it is
beneficial to have as many as possible frequency pairs ( xf , yf ), in order to keep the number of test images reasonably
small, in our experiments we increase xf  and yf  with step of 0.025. It should be pointed out that in order to generate
signals with all possible frequencies that can be displayed we have to use > @1,1, yx ff . However, due to the
symmetrical properties of the 2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) when applied on real-valued signals it is enough to
9use only half of the frequency space as selected above – the magnitude response for a signal with frequency ),( yx ff  is
identical to the one for signal with frequency ),( yx ff  [25].
The next step is to render a number of test images from each test signal, by adding different disparity to each view.
First, one should take v copies of the test image, where v  equals the total number of views for the measured display
and assign them to the views of the display. Then, the contents of each view are shifted horizontally with an
offset ndsn  , where ns  is the offset for the n -th view, n  is the view number and d  is the targeted disparity. In our
experiments d varies between -10 and 10. Finally, the n  views are interleaved into a test image, according to the
interleaving map of the display. Test images with negative d  have apparent depth in front of the screen and test images
with positive d  have apparent depth further away than the screen plane. Note that in this case disparity refers to the
disparity between the views, and not the perceived disparity. The former is the offset in pixels between images in
neighboring views and the latter is the offset between the images seen by each eye. The artifacts caused by the optical
layer are visible by a single eye, and can be measured by a single camera. Such artifacts do not affect the perceived
disparity; therefore second camera is not necessary.
In our experiments, we used 23” 3D-display manufactured by X3D-Technnologies, hereafter referred to as X3D-
display. The display is marketed as an 8-view display, has TFT-LCD matrix with resolution of 1920x1200 and
wavelength-selective optical layer which acts as parallax barrier [26]. Since we had a rough estimate of the passband of
the display from previous measurements, our test signals did not include all frequency combinations. We prepared 441
tests signals with 21 disparity steps, which resulted in 9261 test images. Three of our test images are shown in Figure 4.
Each of them is generated using 2.0 xf  and 1.0 yf , the test image in Figure 4a has disparity 0 d  and the test
images in Figure 4b and Figure 4c have 1 d  and 5 d , respectively.
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a) b) c)
Figure 4 Example of test images with 2.0 xf , 1.0 yf  and different disparity (enlarged details): a) 0 d , b) 1 d ,
c) 5 d
3.2 Experimental setup
The  next  step  is  to  visualize  each  test  image  on  the  display  and  photograph  it.  In  our  experiments,  we  used  an  HD
resolution camera with GigE interface and custom software which automates the visualization-capture-store cycle. The
camera was positioned at a distance of 70cm from the display, which is within the nominal observation distance of the
X3D-display [26]. In order to avoid aliasing and minimize the influence of the camera, one should use zoom factor that
gives the highest possible ratio between the number of photographed display pixels and the number of pixels in the test
shot. In our measurement the ratio was 2.24 pixels in the test shot for each pixel in the test image.
The brightness and contrast settings of the display can affect the visibility of image details and thus – the perceptibility
of artifacts. Naturally, the visual quality of any display is influenced by its calibration. Our suggestion is to measure the
display in typical observation conditions, with values for contrast, brightness and gamma perceptually calibrated to
ensure the largest amount of distinguishable levels of gray. In our measurements, the contrast of the display was set to
50%, brightness to 100% and the gamma was set using the visual gamma calibration procedure provided by the drivers
of the video card. In order to avoid measurement noise, one should select the lowest ISO sensitivity of the camera and
choose exposure time that gives sufficient dynamic range without saturation. We used ISO 50 and exposure time of
1.5sec. The images were captured and converted to gray scale with intensity range between 0 and 217. The three test
shots shown in Figure 5 are photographs of the corresponding test images in Figure 4. By comparing images in Figure
4b and Figure 5b, one can see that for the selected xf  and yf  the optical layer of the display works well for 1 d ,
leaving the intended signal predominantly visible. The comparison between images in Figure 4c and Figure 5c, shows
that for 5 d , the optical layer has undesirable effect on the same combination of xf  and yf .
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Figure 5  Example of test shots with 2.0 xf , 1.0 yf , and various disparity, acquired during the experiment (enlarged
details): a) 0 d , b) 1 d , c) 5 d .
4. DISPLAY PERFORMANCE IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
In this section we describe the procedure for evaluating the performance of the display in the frequency domain by
processing the test shots obtained as described in the previous section. We do all processing in the frequency domain in
order to simplify dealing with various problems that might occur during measurement, for example, camera position,
difference in pixel size in the camera and pixels on the display, etc. [12].
4.1 Analysis of frequency components
In an ideal case, a test shot should be visually identical to the test image. However, as discussed in Section 2.1, this is
not the case in practice due to the various distortion introduced by a multiview display. For a viewer, when looking at
the display, it is obvious if an image is properly represented on the display (see Figure 5a, Figure 5b) and when it is not
(see Figure 5c). Such clear identification of visible pattern, as can be done by a human, is not straightforward to obtain
by using a signal processing algorithm. Moreover, some of the introduced distortions are more disturbing for a viewer
than others. For example, as seen in Figure 5a and Figure 5b, there are many high frequency distortions (dark gaps in
the lines). However, HVS is trained to find underlying patterns by grouping features together (Gestalt principle) and is
sensitive to the predominant frequency components (pattern masking) [19]. Therefore, the distortions seen in Figure 5a
and Figure 5b, do not hinder the visibility of the original texture. In this figure we still easily see the diagonal lines that
we rendered on the display. On the other hand, in the case of low frequency distortions as seen in Figure 5c our original
signal is lost. In some cases we will even see signals that did not exist in the test signal but were created by the display
and became dominant. Based on the above discussion, we determined criteria in the frequency domain for estimating if
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a signal of a particular frequency will or will not be properly represented on the display. The overall procedure
implementing the criteria can be summarized in the following four steps1:
First, we calculate the spectrum (magnitude of the 2D DFT) of a test shot. Due to various properties of the display, the
spectrum of the test shot is very different from the spectrum of the input image. As an example, the spectra for shots
shown in Figure 5b and Figure 5c are shown in Figure 6c and Figure 6d, respectively. For comparison, the spectra of
the corresponding input signals are shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b. Since disparity corresponds to shifts in the spatial
domain  and  the  magnitude  of  the  DFT  is  shift  invariant,  the  spectrum  (magnitude  of  DFT)  does  not  depend  on  the
disparity. Therefore, Figure 6a and Figure 6b are identical. On the other side, in both spectra of test shots, Figure 6c and
Figure 6d, there are many dominant components. They appear due to the optical effects of the display (optical layer) as
it was discussed in Section 2. However, as mentioned before, most of those are high frequency distortions that we can
ignore since they will be partially masked by the contrast sensitivity function of the HVS. Moreover, we are not able to
do anything about them since they are always present in a multiview display.
a) b)
1 This procedure has been originally introduced in [12] for evaluating the frequency behavior of an autostereoscopic
display at zero disparity. Here we will repeat it for completeness together with some additional clarifications and
observations
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c) d)
Figure 6  Spectra of signal fx = 0.2, fy = 0.1 at various stages. a) input signal for d = 1, a) input signal for d = 5, c) test shot
for d = 1, d) test shot d = 5.
Second, based on the observation discussed at the beginning of this section, from the distortion viewpoint, we are only
interested in the region containing frequencies lower than the frequency of the input signal. These frequencies lie inside
a circle with the center at DC and radius 220 00 yx ffr   with 0xf  and 0yf  being the frequencies of the input signal in
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Zoomed detail of the spectra given in Figure 6c and Figure 6d is shown
in Figure 7a and Figure 7b, respectively.
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Figure 7  Zoomed spectra of test shots for fx = 0.2, fy = 0.1 in the region of interest. a) d = 1, b) d = 5.
Third, as seen in Figure 7, there are many different signal components present in both test shots. In practice, many of
those will not be visible because the amplitude is too small. Therefore, we have to threshold the spectra, that is,
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determine when a component is significant and when not. This is directly related to the visibility of various distortions
as discussed in Section 2.3. Although, in Section 2.3 the distortion criteria were stated in the time domain, due to the
fact that the DFT is a linear transform we can directly apply the same thresholds in the spectral domain. Moreover, if
the magnitude of the intended signal is scaled to one, then no additional scaling is required.  In the evaluation, we
assume that every component that is below the threshold does not contribute to the output signal (will not be visible
based on the desired criteria) and therefore we ignore it. This is illustrated by means of a simple 1D example in Figure
8. In this figure, fx is the sampling frequency in one direction,  xfM  is the magnitude of the 1D DFT, t is the threshold
and f0 is the frequency of the intended signal with magnitude scaled to 1. After applying the threshold, the original
spectra  in  Figure  8a  becomes  as  shown  in  Figure  8b.  As  seen  from  the  figures,  all  frequency  components  with
magnitude less than t are removed from future analysis. Similarly, after applying the threshold of 5% on the spectra of
Figure 7 the thresholded spectra are shown in Figure 9. In this figures, for a better visualization, only the centers of the
peaks are shown.
1 xf0
)( xfM
1
t
0f 1 xf0
)( xfM
1
t
0f
a) b)
Figure 8  A simplified 1D example of tresholding in the spectral domain. a) Spectra before tresholding. b) Spectra after
tresholding (all components below the threshold level t have been removed).
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Figure 9  Spectra of test shots for fx = 0.2, fy = 0.1 in the region of interest represented by the circle after a 5% threshold has
been applied. a) d = 1, b) d = 5.
Fourth,  if  after  applying the  threshold  there  are  no  signals  left  with  frequencies  lower  than  the  input  signal,  then  we
assume that signal of this frequency is represented properly on the screen. Consequently, we declare that this frequency
is in the passband of the display. This is illustrated in Figure 9a. Since after tresholding, there are not any components
left inside the region of interest (marked by circle with radius r0),  this  signal  (fx = 0.2, fy = 0.1 and d = 1) will be
properly represented on the display. On the other hand, if there are one or more signal components left, the image on the
display will be considerably distorted. Those frequencies we declare as stopband. This is illustrated in Figure 9b. Since
after tresholding, there are several components left inside the region of interest, this signal (fx = 0.2, fy = 0.1 and d = 5)
will not be properly represented on the display.
4.2 Calculation of display passband
We repeat the above procedure for all shots (for all input frequencies and all disparities). This results in data describing
the passband regions at different apparent depths. Furthermore, for each disparity level, we applied a 3x3 median filter
in order to smooth the passband region and remove possible gaps caused by non-ideal measurements. The effect of the
median filter is rather positive in filling in gaps and the errors it might introduce are negligible with respect to the
subsequent approximation of the filter passband. A filter approximating the measured passband region being of
reasonable size will always have quite wide transition band, that is, it will be far away from an ideal one and as such the
errors introduced by the filter around the edges of the passband will be bigger than the ones introduced by the median
filter.
The passband regions for disparities (d = -10, -5, 0, 5 ,10) and thresholds 5% and 20% are given in Figure 10a) and
Figure 10b), respectively. The dots show the evaluated data and the solid line around shows the passband edge after
median filtering.
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Figure 10  Display passband for different disparities d = -10, -5, 0, 5 ,10. a) distortion threshold t = 5%, b) distortion
tresholdt = 20%.
Three observations can be made based on the presented figures. First, the passband form is clearly disparity-dependent.
Having the measured pass-bands for different disparities, one can more accurately prepare 3D content to be shown on
the display. Second, the passband is dependent on the chosen distortion threshold. The level of 5% corresponds to the
visibility threshold and the level of 20% corresponds to a high, but still acceptable, amount of distortions. Thus,
measurements at those two levels set up the  quantitative compromise between allowing more frequency content to pass
versus increasing the amount of visible distortions. In other words, one can design a set of filters ranging from more-
restrictive to less-restrictive ones and corresponding to different amount of visible distortions. It can be left to the user’s
preference to select which filter is to be applied to the watched content. Third, this figure can be used as quality profile.
By comparing the passbands of two displays one can judge which of them is better in representing 3D content within
given disparity range. The bigger the area of a passband is, and the closer it is to a square, the better suited the display is
for visualizing natural content.
5. EQUIVALENT RESOLUTION
In this section we introduce the notation of equivalent resolution. The equivalent resolution is a simplified way to
interpret the measured passband for a given threshold and given disparity. Referring to the quality profile of the display
given in Figure 10, we note that it might be a bit difficult to use it when comparing this display with other displays. In
an attempt to find a simplified yet reasonable representation of the shapes, we approximate the passband for each
disparity level with a rectangular shape. The approximating rectangle is centered at the origin, has the same area (in
size) as the original passband and overlap as many as possible passband points, while keeping the aspect ratio between
maximum values in horizontal and vertical direction. In order to do this, the following set of equations has to be solved:
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where a and b are the horizontal and vertical width of the rectangle, respectively, xm and ym are the maximum width and
height of the original shape, respectively, and A is the area of the original shape. These parameters are illustrated in
Figure 11. After some trivial mathematical operations, a and b, can be evaluated as follows:
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As an example, Figure 11 shows the approximation for zero disparity and 5% threshold.
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Figure 11  Fitting rectangle to the passband. Example for t = 5% and d = 0.
By fitting rectangles for all disparities, for the X3D-display, the equivalent passbands for t = 5% and t = 20% are
shown, in Figure 12a) and Figure 12b), respectively.
xm
a
bym
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Figure 12  Display passbands approximated with rectangles for different disparities d = -10, -5, 0, 5 ,10. a) distortion
t = 5%, b) distortion t = 20%.
In order to represent this figure in a more understandable way, we transfer the pasbands in the equivalent resolutions (in
number of pixels) in horizontal and vertical direction and plot them with respect to disparity. The equivalent resolution
is obtained by multiplying the passband width (height) with the resolution of the display’s TFT-LCD matrix in
horizontal (vertical) direction. In the case of X3D-display, the TFT-LCD resolution is 1920 by 1200. The equivalent
resolution for the X3D-display for the t = 5% and t = 20% is shown in Figure 13a) and Figure 13b), respectively.
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Figure 13  Equivalent resolution in horizontal (circle) and vertical (star) direction as a function of disparity. a) t = 5%, b)
t = 20%.
The equivalent resolution given in Figure 13 is a simplified representation of the true bandwidth in terms of spatial
resolution (number of pixels in horizontal and vertical direction for each disparity level). It is calculated to serve two
main purposes. First, it enables a fast and easy comparison between different displays. A display that has a higher
equivalent resolution at a given disparity will pass more data and as such will be better. Second, the equivalent
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resolution is useful when preparing content to be represented on the display. It suggests in an immediate way what the
limits in terms of spatial and frequency resolutions are so to avoid preparing images which will be shown improperly on
the display. We choose to express the equivalent resolution in pixels, because most users know what visual quality to
expect for an image with a resolution given in these units.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have drawn a generalized model of a multiview display and used it to explain the reason behind
common artifacts, such as aliasing and crosstalk. We have proposed a measurement methodology, which can assess the
visibility of these artifacts in patches with different spatial frequency, orientation and disparity. Using these
measurements, we have shown how one can derive the display passband for images with different apparent depth. The
measurements for display passband versus object disparity can be used for comparing the visual quality of different
multiview displays. Additionally, we have given an example about how the display passband can be used to
approximate the effective (equivalent) resolution of a multiview display for 3D content with given disparity.
Other comparative studies focus on characterizing the optical quality of a multiview display. In these studies, a large
number of parameters of each display are measured and analyzed - e.g. twelve display parameters in [3], six parameters
in [8] and four parameters in [7]. Such large variety of parameters allows displays to be characterized in different ways;
however it also makes the comparison and choice of a display complex and rather non-intuitive task for display users.
In our work, we propose that the display passband is used as (an additional) indicator of perceptual quality of a
multiview display. The advantage over other approaches is twofold: first, it is easier to compare two displays - larger
and more uniform passband corresponds to a 3D display capable of visualizing a wider range of spatial frequencies;
second, it is easier to judge the expected quality for 3D content with given resolution and disparity range - by analyzing
the frequency components of a 3D content one can judge if it is suitable for a given display. The measurement results
for equivalent resolution versus disparity can be used to optimize content resolution for a given multiview display.
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3D Media for Mobile Devices 
Atanas Gotchev, Gozde Bozdagi Akar, Tolga Capin, Dominik Strohmeier, Atanas Boev 
ABSTRACT 
This paper aims at providing an overview of the core technologies enabling the delivery of 3D Media to next-generation 
mobile devices. To succeed in the design of the corresponding system, a profound knowledge about the human visual 
system and the visual cues which form the perception of depth, combined with understanding of the user requirements 
for designing user experience for mobile 3D media, are required. These aspects are addressed first and related with the 
critical parts of the generic system within a novel user-centered research framework. Next-generation mobile devices 
are characterized through their portable 3D displays, as those are considered critical for enabling a genuine 3D 
experience on mobiles. Quality of 3D content is emphasized as the most important factor for the adoption of the new 
technology. Quality is characterized through the most typical, 3D-specific visual artifacts on portable 3D displays and 
through subjective tests addressing the acceptance and satisfaction of different 3D video representation, coding and 
transmission methods. An emphasis is put on 3D video broadcast over DVB-H in order to illustrate the importance of 
the joint source-channel optimization of 3D video for its efficient compression and robust transmission over error-prone 
channels. The comparative results obtained identify the best coding and transmission approaches and enlighten the 
interaction between video quality and depth perception along with the influence of the context of media use. Finally, the 
paper speculates on the role and place of 3D multimedia mobile devices in the future internet continuum involving the 
users in co-creation and refining of rich 3D media content.  
Keywords: 3D visual artifacts, auto-stereoscopic displays, graphical user interface, multi-view coding, MPE-FEC, open 
profiling of quality, user-centric design  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
3D media is an emerging set of technologies and related content in the area of audio-video entertainment and 
multimedia. It is expected to bring realistic presentation of third dimension of audio and video and to offer immersive 
experience to the users consuming such content. While emerging in areas such as 3D cinema and 3D television, 3D 
media has also been actively researched for its delivery to mobile devices.  
The general concept of 3D media assumes that the content is to be viewed on big screens and simultaneously by 
multiple users. Glasses-enabled stereoscopic display technologies have matured sufficiently to back the success of 3D 
cinema and have also been enabling the introduction of first generation 3DTV. Autostereoscopic displays have been 
developed as an alternative display technology offering glasses-free 3D experience for the next generation 3DTV. 
Advanced light-field and holographic displays have been anticipated in the mid-term future. On the research side, 
various aspects of 3D content creation, coding, delivery and system integration have been addressed by numerous 
projects and standardization activities [1], [2], [3]. At a first sight, these developments position 3D Media as a rather 
diverging technology with respect to mobile multimedia as the former relies on big screens and realistic visualization 
and the latter relies on portable displays. Still, a symbiosis between 3D and mobile media has been considered rather 
attractive. 3D would benefit from being introduced also to the more dynamic and novel technology-receptive mobile 
tech market. Mobile TV and video and the corresponding broadcasting standards would benefit from the rich content 
leading to new business models. The research challenge of achieving this symbiosis is to adapt, modify and advance the 
3D video technology, originally targeted for large screen experience, for the small displays of handhelds.  
The introduction of 3D media to handhelds is supported by the current trend of developing novel multicore processors 
as an effective way to reduce the power consumption while maintaining or increasing the performance [4]. Increasing 
the number of cores and thus offering parallel engines is perfectly suitable for 3D data, which naturally call for parallel 
processing. New multicore platforms for mobile applications offer balanced architectures to support both data-
dominated and control-dominated applications [5]. Examples are the Texas instruments’ OMAP 4 [6], NXP’s LH7A400 
[7], Marvell’s PXA320 [8], NVIDIA Tegra APX 2500/2600 Series, Next Generation NVIDIA Tegra [9], [10], 
Qualcomm Snapdragon Series [11], and ST Ericsson’s U8500 [145]. The aim in designing such multicore processors 
has been to achieve high system clock rate, optimize the memory use and interconnections between cores and provide 
functionality for new rich multimedia applications by more powerful graphical accelerators and digital signal 
processors. Support of 3D graphics for 3D user interfaces and 3D gaming as well as existing and future multimedia 
encoders has been targeted. Specifically, 3D rendering has been considered to be implemented primary on a dedicated 
hardware accelerator than on a general-purpose CPU, allowing both faster execution and lower power consumption, 
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which are crucial for mobile devices. In addition, modern APIs, such as OpenGL ES 2.0, emphasize parallel processing 
design, making it also possible to support more advanced and data-intensive 3D applications on a mobile device. One of 
the research challenges is to design efficient 3D processing algorithms, which reduce the internal traffic between the 
processing elements and the memory, while maintaining low power consumption [12]. While modern multicore 
development platforms are available for integrating 3D video decoding, processing and playing algorithms, it is the new 
portable 3D displays which should make the difference in delivering new user experience.  
This paper analyses the process of bringing 3D media to mobiles. Section I analyzes what is important to know before 
beginning the design of a 3D media system for mobiles. The section starts with a brief overview of the basics of depth 
perception by the human visual system (HVS) and the relative importance of various 3D visual cues. Along with 
psychophysical factors, novel user studies are presented which help to understand the user expectations and 
requirements concerning 3D Media for mobiles. The introduction of new media requires also novel research approaches 
regarding users and new, user-centric, approaches in designing critical parts of the whole system. Those are presented 
next, just before the overview of the 3D video delivery chain with its main blocks. Emphasizing 3D video is important, 
as it illustrates the entertainment value of 3D for mobile users. Optimal content formats and coding approaches, as well 
as streaming and channel coding approaches especially tailored to 3D are reviewed as to make a link to the other papers 
in this special issue. Thus, Section II connects the user with the system through psychophysical and psychological 
aspects and the ways those have to be investigated.  
Section III is all devoted to portable 3D displays, as the main part of the next-generation 3D-enabled mobile devices 
playing a decisive role in the adoption of the new technology. Related display technologies are overviewed. Display 
optical parameters which determine the quality of 3D perception are summarized and measurement results are presented 
to characterize and compare various displays.  
The knowledge about portable 3D displays forms the basics to proceed further with Section IV, where user experience 
of 3D mobile media is explored in details. 3D-specific artifacts are reviewed and put against the stages of the delivery 
chain being responsible for their generation and to the specifics of the human visual system. Furthermore, novel studies 
aimed at identifying best accepted 3D video representation formats, and source and channel coding methods are 
presented. Objective comparisons are complemented by results from extensive subjective tests based on novel design 
methodologies. The studies on 3D video are completed at the end of the section with an overview of recent advances in 
3D graphical user interfaces.  
Section V presents a foreseeing of more futuristic usage scenarios of 3D-enabled handhelds where 3D media is not only 
delivered to users but also co-created by them using the tools as envisaged by Future Internet. Such concept poses even 
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more challenging research questions addressing the way 3D audio and video content is captured and processed by 
mobiles to contribute to a collaborative creation of rich 3D media content and corresponding services.   
II. INTERDISCIPLINARY ASPECTS OF 3D MOBILE MEDIA SYSTEM DESIGN   
A. Perception of depth 
The human visual system can be considered as a set of separate sub-systems operating together in a unified manner. 
There are largely independent neural paths responsible for transmitting the spatial, color and motion information to the 
brain [28]. On perceptual level there are separate visual mechanisms and neural paths, while on cognitive level there are 
separate depth cues contributing to the formation of 3D spatial vision [28], [29]. These depth cues are with varying 
importance for an individual observer [30], [31], [32]. The depth cues used for assessing the depth by different layers in 
human vision are shown in Figure 1 and are as follows: 
? Accommodation – This is the ability of the eye to optically focus on objects at various distances.  
? Binocular depth cues – These result from the position of the two eyes observing the scene from slightly 
different angles. The eyes tend to take a position which minimizes the difference of the visual information 
projected in both retinae. The process is called vergence and can be characterized by the angle between the 
eyes used as a depth cue. With the eyes converged on a point, stereopsis is the subsequent process which uses 
the residual disparity of the surrounding area for depth estimation relative to the point of convergence. 
? Pictorial cues – These include shadows, perspective lines, texture scaling and can be perceived even with a 
single eye.  
? Motion parallax – this is the process in which the changing parallax of a moving object is used for estimating 
its depth and 3D shape. Similar mechanism has been observed to be used by insects and is commonly referred 
to as “insect navigation” [38].  
A 3D media system has to maintain adequate 3D visual cues. Accommodation is the primary depth cue for very short 
distances, where an object is hardly visible with two eyes. Its importance decreases sharply with increasing the distance. 
HVS tends to combine accommodation with convergence, using the information from the latter to correct the refraction 
power and to ensure clear image of the object being tracked. In the real world accommodation and convergence points 
coincides, however on stereoscopic displays they may differ as eyes focus on the screen and try to converge according 
to the binocular difference. This discrepancy leads to so-called “accommodation-convergence rivalry”, which is a major 
limiting factor for such displays. Binocular depth cues have been the most used in “3D cinema”, and subsequently in 3D 
TV and 3D for mobiles, by presenting different-perspective images to the two eyes. Binocular vision is quite vulnerable 
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to artefacts: an “unnatural” stereo-pair presented to the eyes can lead to nausea and “simulator sickness”, as the HVS is 
not prepared to handle such information [37]. About 5% of all people are “stereoscopically latent” and have difficulties 
assessing binocular depth cues [28], [29]. Such people perceive depth, relying only on depth cues coming from other 
visual layers. Pictorial cues work for longer distances, where binocular depth cues become less important. At medium 
distances, pictorial and binocular cues are combined and for such distance the perception can be ruined by missing 
subtle pictorial details, even if stereoscopy is well presented. It is said that the scene exhibits “puppet theatre” or 
“cardboard effect” artifacts.  The motion parallax depth cues might be affected primarily by artifacts appearing in 
temporal domain such as motion blur and display persistence.   
Focal depth
Binocular disparity
Pictorial cues
Motion parallax
10-1m 101m 102m 103m +inf
 
Figure 1. Depth perception as a set of separate visual “layers” (photo by Ard vd Leeuw).  
An interesting suggestion is that binocular and monocular depth cues are independently perceived. It has been supported 
by both subjective experiments (e.g. the famous experiments with so-called “random dot stereograms” [33]) and 
anatomical findings. The latter have shown that first cells that react to a stimulus presented to either of the eyes 
(binocular cells) appear at a late stage of the visual pathways, more specifically in the V1 area of brain cortex. At this 
stage, only the information extracted separately for each eye, is available to the brain for deduction of image disparity 
[28]. A practical implication of the above suggestion concerns the modeling, assessment and mitigation of visual 
artifacts building on the hypothesis that “2D” (monoscopic) and “3D” (stereoscopic) artifacts would be perceived 
independently [34].  Planar “2D” artifacts, such as noise, ringing, etc, are thoroughly studied in the literature [35], [36], 
while artifacts which affect stereoscopic perception have been addressed more recently [39]. We present more details on 
3D visual artifacts in Section IV, after presenting the main blocks of a 3D media system and the specifics of portable 
3D displays.  
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B. User issues at the beginning of 3D media system design 
The perception of depth is an important aspect in the development of 3D media on mobile devices. However, an 
optimized development of such systems must take into account further requirements. Like in every product 
development process, the goal is that the prospective end product as a whole will satisfy the end users. This satisfaction 
is a key requirement for the success of the product. To describe users’ needs and expectations about the product under 
development, user requirements are commonly specified before and verified, and if necessary redefined, cyclically 
during the development process [118]. By definition, user requirements describe any externally visible function, 
constraint, or other property that a product must provide to reach user satisfaction [139]. However, this product-oriented 
definition is limited as it overlooks the characteristics of the end users. User experience (UX) tries to understand end 
users’ needs, concerns, and expectations more broadly. It has been defined as being about technology that fulfils more 
than just instrumental needs in a way that acknowledges its use as a subjective, situated, complex and dynamic 
encounter [43].  According to Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [43], UX is “a consequence of a user’s internal state […], 
characteristics of designed system […] and the context […] within the interaction occurs”. 
User requirements for designing user experience for mobile 3D media 
In the development of 3D media systems and services, the identification of user requirements plays a crucial role. 3D 
mobile media combines the technologies of 3D media and mobile devices. Each of these technologies has its own user 
requirements that need to be fused into a new system providing a seamless UX. Mobile media research has identified 
three building blocks for UX. Roto [44] describes them as (1) user, (2) system and services, and (3) context. Following 
these building blocks of mobile UX, a large study of a methodological triangulation has been conducted to target the 
explicit and implicit user requirements for mobile 3D video [116], [117]. In that study, an online survey, focus groups, 
and a probe study are combined to be able to holistically elicit user requirements. The survey has been used first to 
identify and verify needs and practices towards the new system. It has been then extended with the results of focus 
groups. The focus group studies have been conducted to overcome the weakness of online surveys to generate new 
ideas. More specifically, focus groups aimed at collecting possible use scenarios for mobile 3D media as well as an 
imaginary design of the device and the relating services. However, both online survey and focus groups only cover the 
explicit user requirements. Especially focus groups do not take into account individual, implicit requirements as those 
are often overwhelmed by the group effect. To complete the user requirements, the probe study as the third method has 
been applied to collect those personal needs and concerns. In this probe study, test participants played with a probe 
package that contained a disposable camera, a small booklet and material for a collage, as illustrated in Figure 2. Their 
task was to log their thoughts and ideas about mobile 3D media in different daily situations and therewith in different 
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contexts with help of the diary and the disposable camera. At the end, test participants set up a collage in a reflective 
task about their own opinion on mobile 3D video. Examples are shown in Figure 3 [116], [117].  
 
Figure 2. Probe package provided to participants during user requirement elicitation studies [117] . 
 
    
Figure 3. Examples of two collages from probe study on user requirements for mobile 3DTV [117]. 
 
The above referred studies [116], [117] have framed the user requirements for mobile 3D video with respect to all three 
building blocks of UX: the user, the system and service, and the context. The results show that the prospective users of 
mobile 3D television and video systems want to satisfy entertainment and information needs. Participants outline the 
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importance of the added value given through increased realism and  a  closer emotional relation to the content. It is 
noteworthy that these expectations about added value differ from the common ideas about added value of 3D. For large 
screens or immersive environments, the added value is commonly expressed as presence, the users’ feeling of being 
there [119]. Related to system and services, users expect devices with a display of the size of 3-5”. The display must 
provide possibilities to shift content-dependently between monoscopic and stereoscopic presentation. The expected 
content relates to the entertainment and information needs. TV contents like sports, documentaries, or even news are 
mentioned by the test participants. However, the requirements also show that non-television content has high potential 
for  the  services.  Applications  like  interactive  navigation  or  games  are  of  high  interest  for  the  users.  To  access  the  
different services, users can image both on-demand and push services that will be paid by monthly payment or pay-per-
view.  The expected use (the context) is mainly in public transports, cafes, or waiting situations and in private viewing, 
when concentrating on the content. Especially young people have told also about a need for shared viewing. However, 
interaction  with  the  context  (as  e.g.  defined in  Sub-section  IV.C)  or  with  other  users  on  one  display  is  not  expected  
regularly. As mobile 3D media is well-suited for waiting situations and short transport trips, the expected viewing time 
is about 15 minutes. In exceptional cases like journeys also longer duration up to half an hour may occur. 
A holistic user-centered research framework for mobile 3D television and video 
The elicited user requirements for mobile 3D video show what people expect from this new technology. A challenge 
during the development process is now how to include these requirements into the technology. The user-centered design 
process is defined in ISO 13407 [118] as a cyclic process within a product development, as exemplified in Figure 4. It is 
especially useful at an early stage of the development as it can show opportunities to improve the quality of the system 
related to the requirements of the prospective end users. However, user-centered design can be used during the whole 
development process. 
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Figure 4. Cyclic process of user-centered design according to ISO 13407 [118]. 
Current work on mobile 3D media has been conducted under the framework of User-centered Quality of Experience 
(UC-QoE) [106], [108]. In general, QoE is defined as “the overall acceptability of an application or service, as 
perceived subjectively by the end-user” [129]. Quality of Experience takes into account the cognitive processes of 
human perception that relate to interpretation of perceived stimuli with regard to emotions, knowledge and motivation. 
More broadly, QoE can be regarded as a “multidimensional construct of user perception and behavior” [132].  The UC-
QoE approach represents a holistic framework for subjective quality optimization of mobile 3D video. It takes into 
account prospective users and their requirements, evaluation of system characteristics, and evaluation of quality in the 
actual context of use [108]. The framework provides a set of evaluation methods to be able to study the different aspects 
of Quality of Experience. Especially two challenges have been identified along with shortcomings of currently existing 
quality evaluation methods. Commonly, subjective quality is measured using psychoperceptual evaluation methods that 
are provided mainly in ITU recommendations [114], [115]  (see [106] for a review). First, these methods target a 
quantitative analysis of the excellence of overall quality disregarding users’ quality interpretations, descriptions and 
evaluation criteria that underline a quantitative quality preference. Second, these methods have been designed for 
quality evaluations in controlled, homogenous environments. However, mobile applications are meant specifically for 
use in extremely heterogeneous environments as the user requirements show [109], [116]. To get a higher external 
validity of the results, these systems must be evaluated additionally in their actual context of use.  
There has been a gap between quantitative evaluation of the user satisfaction with the overall quality and the underlying 
components of quality in multimedia quality evaluation [123]. To address this gap, an approach referred to as Open 
Profiling of Quality (OPQ) has been developed and successfully applied in mobile 3D media research [120], [121], 
[123]. Open Profiling of Quality is a mixed method that combines evaluation of quality preferences and the elicitation 
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of individual experienced quality factors [123]. Sensory profiling, originally used in food sciences  as a research method 
“to evoke, measure, analyze and interpret reactions to those characteristics of food and materials as they are perceived 
by senses of light, smell, taste, touch and hearing...“ [125] has been adapted for 3D media studies. Final outcome of 
OPQ is a combination of quantitative and sensory data sets connecting users’ quality preferences with perceptual 
quality factors. In its sensory profiling task, test participants develop their own idiosyncratic quality attributes. These 
attributes are then used to evaluate overall quality [122]. The sensory data can be analyzed using multivariate analysis 
methods [113], [130] and the results show a perceptual model of the experienced quality factors. 
To overcome the limitations of a controlled laboratory environment, the second evaluation tool within the UC-QoE 
framework is a hybrid method for quality evaluation in the Context of Use [131]. Context of use is defined as the entity 
of physical and temporal contexts, task and social contexts as well as technical and informational contexts [107], [131]. 
The extension of quality evaluation to the context of use aims at extending the external validity of results gained in 
controlled environments. Concrete results of applying the two evaluation tools to characterize UC-QoE of mobile 3D 
media are given in Section IV.B.  
C. 3D media delivery chain for mobiles 
A system for delivery of 3D media to mobile devices is conceptualized in Figure 5. On a general level, its building 
blocks do not differ much from the blocks of a general 3DTV system. The system includes stages of content creation, 
format conversion to a compression- and delivery-friendly format, compression with subsequent transmission over 
some wireless channel, decoding and displaying on a mobile terminal.  
 
3D representation 
and compression
Wireless 
transmission
Decoding, rendering 
display
Video plus depth
Simulcast / MVC
3D graphics
DVB-H
3GPP MBMS
DMB
MediaFLO
T-DMB
Standard 2D
3D
 
Figure 5. End-to-end 3D video transmission chain. 
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The specifics of this general system are determined by the foreseen mobile applications such as video conferencing, 
online interactive gaming, and mobile 3DTV; the characteristics of the wireless networks such as DVB-H, DMB, 
MediaFlo, 3G and the computational power of the terminal device. For real-time video communication such as video 
conferencing, real-time encoding and decoding is necessary simultaneously at both terminal devices with low delay. 
The transmission bandwidth is restricted to the capabilities of the mobile phone line which makes the bitrate for the 3D 
video signal very limited. For mobile 3DTV, the decoding is only done at the receiver side with some possible 
buffering.  However,  in  this  case,  rendering  and  display  at  full  frame  rate  and  with  minimum  artifacts  is  needed.  In  
addition, due to the characteristics of the wireless channel, the quality cannot be guaranteed which brings the necessity 
of robustness to channel errors.  For online interactive gaming, again fluent decoding, rendering and possible content 
adaptation is needed at the terminal devices with low delay.  In addition to all these specific requirements and 
limitations, low power consumption and low complexity is a must for mobile video applications.  
3D video representation and coding 
Considering the above limitations, the first issue to look at is the format to be used for the delivery of 3D video and 3D 
graphics. If the latter is to be transmitted as a polygon mesh, formed by collection of vertices and polygons to define the 
shape of an object in 3D, then MPEG4 AFX is a well known compression method to be used. 3D video offers more 
diverse alternatives for its representation and coding and we will concentrate on these other than the 3D graphics. The 
first research attempts and related standardization efforts regard 3D video represented either by single video channel 
augmented by depth information (view+depth (V+D)) or by parallel video streams coming from synchronous cameras. 
In the latter representation approach, the video streams can be compressed jointly (multi-view) or independently 
(simulcast).  
V+D coding: ISO/IEC 23002-3 Auxiliary Video Data Representations (MPEG-C part 3) is meant for applications 
where 3D video is represented in the format of single view + associated depth (V+D), where the single channel video is 
augmented by the per-pixel depth attached as auxiliary data [135].  The presence of depth data allows for synthesizing 
desired views at the receiver side and adjusting the view parallax, which is beneficial for applications where the display 
size might vary, which is the case of mobile devices. V+D coding does not require any specific coding algorithms. It is 
only necessary to specify high-level syntax that allows a decoder to interpret two incoming video streams correctly as 
color and depth. Additionally, it is backward compatible and its compression efficiency is high as the side depth 
channel is represented by a gray-scale image sequence. Few studies have reported algorithms and prototypes for view 
synthesis based on V+D (ISO/IEC 23002-3) on mobile devices [142], [143]. Contrary to their compression efficiency, 
such systems have high complexity for both sender and receiver sides. Before encoding, the depth data has to be 
precisely generated. For real scenes, this is done by depth/disparity estimation from captured stereo or multi-camera 
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videos using extensive computer vision algorithms plus possibly involving range sensors. For synthetic scenes, this is 
done by converting the z-buffer data resulting from rendering based on 3D models. V+D representation is only capable 
of rendering a limited depth range and additional tools are needed to handle occlusions. Recent advances to this 
approach suggest using so-called depth-enhanced stereo or multi-layer depth [86], which successfully tackle the 
occlusion issue for the price of increased complexity. At the receiver side, view synthesis has to be performed after 
decoding to generate the stereo pair which is not very trivial for mobile devices to achieve in real time especially for 
high resolutions.  
Multiview Video Coding (MVC, ISO/IEC 14496-10:2008 Amendment 1 ITU-T H.264): It is an extension of the 
Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard [134]. It targets coding of video captured by multiple cameras. The video 
representation format is based on N views. MVC exploits temporal and inter-view redundancy by interleaving camera 
views and coding in a hierarchical manner. There are two profiles currently defined by MVC: Multiview High profile 
and Stereo High profile which are both based on the ITU-T H.264 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) with a few 
differences  [88].   Stereo  High  profile  is  also  chosen  as  the  supported  format  for  the  3D  Blu-ray  discs.  The  main  
prediction structure of MVC is quite complex introducing a lot of dependencies between images and views. In order to 
decrease the complexity, an alternative simplified structure is presented in [101] and shown to be very close to the main 
prediction structure in terms of overall coding efficiency. In this simplified prediction structure, the temporal prediction 
remains unchanged when compared to original MVC prediction structure, but spatial references are only limited to 
anchor frames, such that spatial references are only allowed at the beginning of a group of pictures (GOP) between I 
and P pictures. This simplified version is shown in Figure 6 for stereoscopic video where only two views (left and right 
views- S0 and S1) exist.  
 
 
Figure 6. Simplified IPP… prediction structure of MVC codec with inter-view references in anchor frames.  
It should be emphasized that this coding is also backward-compatible meaning that the only mono-capable receivers 
will still be able to decode and watch left view, which is nothing but a 2D conventional video, and simply discard the 
other view, since left view is encoded independent of the right view. 
Research on coding of multi-view video and view plus depth has reached a good level of maturity and the related 
international standards are perfectly applicable for mobile 3D video systems and services. However, there are inferior 
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points which prompt for further research. While the approach based on coding of single view plus dense depth seems to 
be preferred for its scalability, it might be too computationally demanding for the terminal device as it requires view 
rendering and hence make the device less power efficient. MVC, i.e. compressing the two views by joint temporal and 
disparity prediction techniques is not always efficient for compression. Researchers have hypothesized that in a mobile 
device the stereo perception can be based on reduced cues and suggested approaches based on reduced spatial 
resolution, so-called mixed resolution stereo coding (MRSC) [127]. In this approach, one of the views is kept intact 
while the other is properly spatially decimated to a suitable resolution where the stereo is still well perceived [127]. 
Though subjective studies have not proved the MRSC coding hypothesis and such compression has been evaluated 
inferior to MVC and V+D [122], the approach bears a research potential especially when combined also with MVC-
type of motion/disparity prediction [128].  
Simulcast coding/Interleaved coding: Another  way  to  code  3D  video  is  to  use  existing  video  codecs  to  stereoscopic  
video with/without an interleaving approach. If no interleaving is used, one achieves simulcast coding that is not any 
different than coding a conventional 2D video with a video encoder in the sense that both of the views are coded as two 
completely independent 2D videos [87]. This method allocates the highest bitrate for a video compared to the other 
solutions, but is the least complex. On the other hand interleaving [89] can be used as (a) time multiplexing, (b) spatial 
multiplexing as over/under, (c) spatial multiplexing as side-by-side as shown in Figure 7 ((b) and (c) are also called as 
frame-compatible modes). This method is currently used by the broadcasters doing initial 3D trials since both the 
encoding and decoding can be done with any existing equipment. The losses of either temporal or spatial resolution as 
well as the reduced robustness to errors position this kind of representation as an inferior with respect the other 3D 
video representation approaches.  
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Figure 7. Interleaving of left and right channels (a) Time multiplexing, (b) Spatial multiplexing (up-down), (c) Spatial 
multiplexing (side-by-side). 
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Recent activities of the 3DV Video group at MPEG have been focused on combining the benefits of V+D and MVC in 
a new 3D video coding format so to allow for efficient compression and rendering of multiple views on various auto-
stereoscopic displays [144]. Extensions denoted as ‘depth-enhanced stereo’ and ‘multi-view multi-depth’ have been 
considered (as also described in this special issue). 
Wireless channels 
After the coding format selection, the next issue to investigate is the channels to be used for delivery of 3D video to 
mobile devices. The delivery channels to be used depend heavily on the targeted application. Video-on demand 
services, both for news and for entertainment applications, are already being offered over the Internet which can be 
extended to 3D. Also, 3G and 4G mobile network operators use IP successfully to offer wireless video services.  
On the other hand, when the same video needs to be distributed to many users, collaboration between the users may 
significantly enhance the overall network performance. Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming refers to methods where each user 
allocates some of its resources to forward received streams to other users; hence, each receiving user acts partly as a 
sending user.  
At the same time, Mobile TV has recently received a lot of attention worldwide with the advances in broadcasting 
technologies such as Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB), Digital Video Broadcasting - Handheld (DVB-H) and 
MediaFLO [90] from one side and the 3GPP’s multimedia broadcast and multicast services (MBMS) [141] from 
another.  
Currently, there are a number of projects conducting research on transmitting 3D video over such existing 
infrastructures such as the Korean 3D T-DMB [91], the European 3D Phone [92] , Mobile3DTV [93] addressing the 
delivery of 3DTV to mobile users over DVB-H system and DIOMEDES [94] addressing 3D Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 
distribution and broadcasting systems . Recently, DVB has also established 3D TV group (CM-3DTV) to identify "what 
kind of 3D-TV solution does the market want and need, and how can DVB play an active part in the creation of that 
solution?” [98]. 
As summarized in this section, there is a significant amount of work done in the various standards organizations  in the 
area of representation, coding and transmission of 3D data. The most critical part is to find the optimized solution to 
deliver content with satisfactory quality and give the user a  realistic 3D viewing experience on a 3D portable display. 
These issues will be addressed in the subsequent sections. 
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III. PORTABLE 3D DISPLAYS  
3D display is the most critical part of a 3D-enabled mobile device. It is expected to create lively and realistic 3D 
sensation, meeting at the same time quite harsh limitations of screen size, spatial resolution, CPU power and battery 
life. Among the wide range of state-of-the-art 3D display technologies [13], not all are appropriate for mobile use. For 
mobile phones or personal media players, wearing glasses or head-mounted displays to aid the 3D perception would be 
rather inconvenient. Volumetric and holographic displays are far from mature for mobile use due to required size and 
power. Another important factor is backward compatibility – a mobile 3D display should support both 2D and 3D 
modes and switch to the correct mode when the respective content is presented.  
While selecting the enabling display technology suitable for 3D media handhelds, autostereoscopic displays seem the 
most adequate choice. These displays create 3D effect requiring no special glasses. Instead, additional optical elements 
are aligned on the surface of the screen (normally an LCD), to redirect the light rays and ensure that the observer sees 
different images with each eye [13], [15]. Typically, autostereoscopic displays present multiple views to the observer, 
each one seen from a particular viewing angle along the horizontal direction. The number of different views comes at 
the price of reduced spatial resolution and lowered brightness. In the case of small-screen, battery-driven mobile device 
the trade-off between number of views and spatial resolution is of critical importance. As mobile devices are normally 
watched by single observer only, two independent views are considered sufficient for satisfactory 3D perception and 
good compromise with respect to spatial resolution.   
A. An overview of portable autostereoscopic displays 
Basically, an autostereoscopic display operates by “casting” different images towards each eye of the observer in order 
to create binocular cues through binocular disparity. This is done by a special optical layer, additionally mounted on the 
screen surface which controls the light passing through it. The additional layer optically selects different pixels of the 
conventional LCD or OLED behind it to be included in left or right view. A composite image combining the two views 
is rendered on the display pixels but only the (sub-) pixels which belong to the correct view are visible to the 
corresponding eye. There are two common types of optical filters – lenticular sheet and parallax barrier.  
Lenticular sheets are composed by small lenses with special shape, which refract the light to different directions [15]. 
The shapes are formed as cylindrical or spherical in order to enable the proper light redirection. Parallax barrier is 
essentially  a  mask  with  openings  and  closings  which  blocks  the  light  in  certain  directions  [16].  In  both  cases,  the  
intensity of the light rays passing through the filter changes as a function of the angle, as if the light is directionally 
projected. Each eye sees the display from different angle and thus sees only a fraction of all pixels, precisely those 
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meant to convey the correct (left or right) view, otherwise combined in the rendered image. The two technologies are 
illustrated in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Light redirecting in auto-stereoscopic displays: lenticular sheet (left) and parallax barrier (right). 
Both technologies have certain limitations. The viewer should be placed within a restricted area, called a sweet spot, in 
order to perceive 3D image. Moving outside this proper area, the user might catch the opposite views and experience 
so-called pseudoscopy. Non-ideal separation between views creates inter-view cross-talk manifested in ghost-like 
images. This effect occurs especially if the viewer is not in the optimal viewing position. As different sub-pixels are 
responsible for different-perspective images, the spatial resolution is decreased and the discrete structure of views 
becomes more visible. Parallax barriers block part of the light and thus decrease the overall brightness. In order to 
compensate for this limitation, one needs extra bright backlight, which would decrease the battery life if used in a 
portable device. Nevertheless, auto-stereoscopic displays have been the main candidates for 3D-enabled mobile devices. 
Amazingly enough, some of the drawbacks of auto-stereoscopic displays in bigger sizes, such as lack of continuous 
parallax, limited number of different views and inability to serve multiple users, are reduced in their mobile counterpart 
versions, since typical use scenario assumes single user and no multiple views. In addition, the user can easily adjust the 
device so to find the correct observation angle.  
TFT displays recreate the full color range by emitting light though red, green and blue colored components (sub-pixels). 
Sub-pixels are usually arranged in repetitive vertical stripes as seen in Figure 9. Since sub-pixels appear displaced in 
respect to the optical filter, their light is redirected towards different positions. One group will provide the image for the 
left eye, another – for the right. In order to be shown on a stereoscopic display, the images intended for each eye should 
be spatially multiplexed. This process is referred to as interleaving [1] or interzigging [27] and depends on the 
parameters on the optical filter used. Two topologies are most commonly used. One interleaves on pixel level, where 
odd and even pixel columns belong to alternative views. The other interleaves on a sub-pixel level – where sub-pixel 
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columns belong to alternative views. In the second case, different-color components of one pixel belong to different 
views.  
Pixel 1 Pixel 2 Pixel 3
Row R G B R G B R G B
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3 L L L R R R L L L
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Figure 9. Interleaving of image for  stereoscopic display on pixel level (left) and sub-pixel level (right). 
The first display for a mobile phone was announced by Sharp Laboratories of Europe in 2002 [17]. Since then a few 
vendors announced prototypes of 3D displays, targeted for mobile devices [18], [19], [20]. All of them are two-view, 
TFT-based autostereoscopic displays. The display produced by Sharp uses electronically switchable reconfigurable 
parallax barrier, working on sub-pixel basis [17]. The interzigging topology is similar to the one of Figure 9 left. Each 
view is visible from multiple angles, and the angle of visibility of one view is rather narrow, making the visual quality 
of the 3D scene quite sensitive to the observation angle.  
Another 3D-LCD module based on switchable parallax barrier technology has been produced by Masterimage [20]. It is 
4.3” WVGA autostereoscopic display which can operate in 2D or 3D mode. The parallax barrier of the 3D LCD module 
can be switched between “3D horizontal” and “3D vertical” mode, allowing it to operate in landscape 3D or portrait 3D 
mode. The barrier operates on pixel level.  
From the group of displays based on lenticular lenses, we refer to two prototypes, delivered by Ocuity Ltd. and NEC 
LCD respectively. The reconfigurable 2D/3D technology by Ocuity Ltd. uses a Polarization Activated Microlens array 
[19]. The microlens array is made from a birefringent material such that at the surface of the lens there is a refractive 
index step for only one of the polarizations.  
The WVGA 3D LCD module with HDDP (Horizontal Double-Density Pixel) structure as developed by NEC Central 
Research Laboratories uses NEC’s proprietary pixel array for stereoscopic displays [18]. The HDDP structure is 
composed of horizontally striped RGB colour sub-pixels; each pixel consists of three sub-pixels that are striped 
horizontally and split in half lengthwise. As a result, horizontal resolution is doubled compared to 3D LCD modules 
constructed with vertically striped pixels, and 3D images are produced through data for the right eye and data for the 
left eye being alternately displayed horizontally by pixel. Moreover, 2D images may also be displayed when the same 
data is presented for adjacent pixels. Since the LCD module can display both 3D and 2D images at the same resolution, 
it can display a mixture of 2D and 3D images simultaneously on the same screen without causing discomfort to viewers. 
The pixel arrangement is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. HDDP pixel arrangement. 
Last display we overview is produced by 3M. It is based on patterned retardation film, which distributes the light into 
two perspective views in a sequential manner. The display uses a standard TFT panel operating at 120Hz with special 
type of backlight. It is composed of two sources of light, a lightguide and 3D film between the LCD and the lightguide. 
The construction is shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. 3D film-based display. 
The two backlights are turned on and off in counter phase so that each backlight illuminates one view. The switching is 
synchronized with LCD, which displays different-perspective images at each backlit switch-on time.  The role of the 3D 
film is to direct the light coming from the activated backlight to the corresponding eye.  
B. Optical parameters of portable autostereoscopic displays 
Various optical parameters can be used for characterizing the quality of autostereoscopic 3D displays. The set of 
parameters includes angular luminance profile [21], 3D-crosstalk and luminance uniformity [22], viewing freedom, 
pixel ‘blockiness’ and ‘stripiness’ [23] as well as angular measurements in Fourier domain [24]. Visual appearance of a 
3D scene also depends on external factors, such as observation distance, ambient light and scene content. Therefore, for 
comparing the visual quality of autostereoscopic displays, one should select the subset of perceptually important optical 
characteristics. 
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Crosstalk is perhaps the single most important parameter affecting the 3D quality of autostereosopic displays. For 
autostereoscopic displays, crosstalk can be calculated as the ratio ?3D of visibility of one view to the visibility to all 
other views [22]. A number of studies investigated how the level of crosstalk affect the perceptibility of stereoscopic 3D 
scenes [25][31][40]. According to [25], crosstalk of less than 5% is undistinguishable and crosstalk over 25% severely 
reduces the perceptual quality. To characterize the influence of cross-talk, one can regard the visibility on the horizontal 
plane passing through the center of the display, the so-called transverse plane [24]. For autostereoscopic 3D displays 
with no eye tracking, both the luminance of a view and crosstalk between views are functions of the observation angle 
with respect to that plane, as shown in Figure 12a. For each point on the display surface, there are certain observation 
angles, where the crosstalk is low enough to allow 3D perception with sufficient quality. The positions, at which one 
view is seen across the whole display surface have diamond-like shapes on the transverse plane and are called viewing 
diamonds [22][23]. The areas inside the viewing diamonds where the crosstalk is sufficiently low are the sweet spots of 
the views [23]. In Figure 12, areas marked with “I” and “III” are the sweet spots of the left and right views 
correspondingly. A cross-talk level ?3D<25% can be used to define the sweet spots of the views. 
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Figure 12. a) Angular luminance profile of two-view autostereoscopic display and b) its viewing diamonds.  
A set of mobile 3D displays is listed in Table I. The HDDP device uses display with HDDP pixel arrangement [18]. The 
MI(P) and MI(L) devices use switchable parallax barrier display interleaved on pixel level, operating in portrait and 
landscape modes correspondingly [20]. The FF [26] and SL [17] devices use switchable parallax barrier interleaved on 
sub-pixel level. The FinePix camera, designated as FC uses time-sequential 3D-film -based display [26]. As an 
alternative, measurement results for a row-interleaved, polarization-multiplexed 3D display with glasses (AL) are 
presented in the last row of the table.  
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Table 1. Devices with 3D displays used in the measurement tests. 
Label Model Type OVD, cm 
HDDP NEC HDDP prototype 3.2" display based on the lenticular HDDP technology by NEC 40 
MI(L) MB403M0117135 – landscape mode Mobile 3D display with parallax barrier, 
switchable between landscape and portrait mode 37 MI(P) MB403M0117135 – portrait mode 
FF FinePix REAL 3D V1 2D Photo Frame with parallax barrier 46 
FC FinePix REAL 3D W1 Consumer 3D Camera with 3D display 40 
SL Sharp AL3DU 3D laptop with parallax barrier 58 
AL Acer AS5738DG-6165 3D laptop with polarized glasses 60 (nominal) 
 
Due to imperfect display optics the views are never fully separated, and even in the sweet spots some residual crosstalk 
exists. This effect is referred to as minimal crosstalk, and its value determines the visual quality of the display for the 
optimal viewing angle and distance. The minimal crosstalk for all measured devices is given in Figure 13. The HDDP 
display has the lowest crosstalk (?3D=4%), and thus has the best overall quality among the compared displays. On the 
FinePix 3D display (FC) the crosstalk measurements consistently reached over 30%., manifested in double edges visible 
at all times, though stereoscopic perception was still possible. Notably, the AL display performs better when watched 
with its original glasses (?3D=24%) than when watched with another pair of general purpose polarized glasses 
??3D=29%). 
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Figure 13. Minimal crosstalk for various mobile 3D displays. 
For most autostereoscopic 3D displays the stereoscopic effect can be seen within a limited range of observation 
distances. The visibility range of a 3D display is defined as the range, for which both eyes of the observer would fall 
into view sweet spot simultaneously. It is limited by the minimum and maximum viewing distances, VDmin and VDmax 
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(cf. Figure 14a) while at the OVD the sweet spot has typically the largest width. Usually at this distance the display has 
the lowest overall crosstalk as well. Since the sweetspots have non-symmetric shape, the interpupilar distance (IP) of 
the observer affects the VDmin and VDmax values. Comparative results for IP=65mm and ?3D<25% are given in Figure 14 
(see also the measured OVD values in Table I). Since the minimal crosstalk of FC display is always over 30%, from 
herein it is represented with dashed line, for distances where 30%<?3D<50%. The AL display does not have neither 
optimal nor maximal viewing distance in terms of crosstalk. For that display, the OVD is the nominal observation 
distance as suggested in the display manual.  
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  a) b) 
Figure 14. a) Definition of OVD, VDmin and VDmax values; b) measured values for various 3D displays. 
We define the width of sweet spot as all angles on the transversal plane, where each eye of the observer perceives the 
correct view (i.e. not reverse stereo) with crosstalk ?3D<25%. The lateral sweet spot width can be measured in distances, 
as  in  [22]  and  [23].  However,  assuming  that  the  observer  is  always  at  the  optimal  distance  from  the  center  of  the  
display, the ranges can be measured also in angles, as illustrated in Figure 15a. This is done as it is more likely that the 
user of a mobile display is holding it at a constant distance, and is turning it in order to get the best view. Typical results 
for IP=65mm are given in Figure 15b. Among all autostereoscopic displays tested, HDDP has the widest sweet spots, 
which makes it the easiest for the user to find a correct observation angle. On contrary, the MI display has narrow sweet 
spots and users must hold it at a precise angle to be able to perceive stereoscopic effect. The AL display used with 
glasses delivers continuous 3D effect over a wide range of observation angles.  
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Figure 15. a) Measurement of  sweet spot width and b) sweet spot widths for various mobile 3D displays. 
The sweet spot height is measured as the range of observation angles in the plane passing through the center of the 
display (also known as sagittal plane), where observers’ eyes perceive correct stereo with ?3D<25%. The user is assumed 
to be at the display’s OVD, as shown in Figure 16a. The measurement results for IP=65mm are given in Figure 16b. 
Most autosteoscopic displays have vertical observation range of -30 to 30 degrees. Interestingly enough, the AL display 
is very sensitive to the vertical angle, and has a sweet spot height of -2 to 2 degrees. In fact, this is the limiting factor 
defining the minimum observation distance for that display. 
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Figure 16. a) Measurement of sweet spot height and b) sweet spot heights for various mobile 3D displays. 
 
In contrast to 2D displays, where the user is free to choose the observation distance, autostereoscopic 3D displays 
deliver best results when observed at their OVDs. Since OVD varies from display to display, it is more suitable to 
compare angle-of-view (AOV) and angular resolution, rather than the absolute size and resolution of such displays. The 
area, which each display occupies in the visual field, when observed from its optimal observation distance is given in 
Figure 17a. Next to each display is given its OVD. The angular size of all displays, observed at their OVD is given in 
Figure 17b. For MI, FF and SL displays, both results for 2D and 3D modes are given as the resolutions are different. 
For comparison, the angular resolutions for the displays of two popular handhelds, Nokia N900 and Apple iPhone4, at 
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40cm observation distance are given. The theoretical angular resolution of the human retina (50CPD) is calculated for 
perfect 20/20 eyesight. Figure 17 is instructive about the fact that 2D and 3D displays have comparable AOV but 
different angular resolution. Especially the horizontal angular resolution of mobile 3D displays is much lower than the 
one of a typical mobile 2D display. 
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Figure 17. Angular size and angular resolution of various mobile 3D displays: a) angular size observed from OVD, in 
degrees; b) angular resolution observed from OVD, in cycles per degree. Note: N900 and iPhone4 are 2D displays 
given for comparison, as they appear at 40cm observation distance. 
IV. USER EXPERIENCE OF 3D MEDIA FOR MOBILES 
User experience seems to be the key factor for the adoption of the mobile 3D media technology, as having a 
perceptually acceptable and high-quality 3D scene on a small display is a challenging task. According the holistic user-
centered research framework, as formulated in Section II.B, research efforts have focused on optimizing the technology 
components, such as content creation and coding techniques, delivery channels, portable 3D displays and media-rich 
embedded platforms to deliver the best possible visual output. In this section, the 3D media user experience is addressed 
methodologically by an interdisciplinary approach having three-fold goals. First, the artifacts, which arise in various 
usage scenarios involving stereoscopic content, are analyzed and categorized so to put them against the peculiarities of 
the  human  visual  system  and  the  way  users  perceive  depth.  Then,  critical  parts  of  the  system,  such  as  coding  and  
transmission approaches, are studied for their performance both through objective comparisons and subjective tests so 
to reveal the levels of acceptance and satisfaction of the new content and services. Eventually, 3D graphical user 
interfaces complement the experience of 3D media content.  
A. 3D-specific artifacts 
Stereoscopic artifacts can be described with respect to the stage in the 3D media delivery chain, as exemplified in 
Figure  5  and  how  they  affect  different  “layers”  of  human  3D  vision.  In  this  way,  artifacts  can  be  clustered  in  a  
multidimensional space according their source and structure, color, motion and binocular “layers” of HVS, interpreting 
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them. These layers roughly represent the visual pathways as they appeared during the successive stages of evolution. 
The structure layer denotes the spatial and colorless vision. It is assumed that during the evolution human vision 
adapted for assessing the “structure” (contours and texture) of images [35], and some artifacts manifest themselves as 
affecting image structure. Color and motion layers represent the color and motion vision, correspondingly. The 
binocular layer denotes artifacts meaningful only when perceived in a stereo-pair, and not by a single eye (e.g. vertical 
disparity). The result of multidimensional clustering is well illustrated by a circular diagram in polar coordinates given 
in Figure 18, [39]. Such a wide nomenclature of clustered artifacts helps in identifying the stages at which they should 
be properly tackled. While some of the artifacts are less important in mobile context, some are quite typical and 
influential for the acceptance of the technology. 
Artifacts caused at creation/capture stage 
The most common and annoying artifact introduced in the process of capture or rendering a stereoscopic image is 
unnatural disparity between the images in the stereo-pair. Special care should be taken when positioning cameras or 
when selecting rendering parameters and rectification is a standard pre-processing stage. However, often a perfectly 
rectified stereoscopic image needs to be visualized at different size than the originally captured one. Changing the size 
or resolution of stereoscopic pair can also introduce unnatural disparity. When resizing a stereoscopic pair, the relative 
disparity is scaled proportionally to the image size. However, as the interocular distance remains the same, observing a 
closely-positioned mobile 3D display would require different relative disparity range compared to when observing large 
3D display placed further away. The effect is illustrated in Figure 19. Even if the mobile and large 3D displays have the 
same visual size, stereoscopic images on them have different disparity.  
Two-channel stereo video, and video plus dense depth are the likely contenders for 3D video representation for mobiles 
[1]. If the representation format is different from the one the scene has been originally captured, converting between the 
formats is a source of artifacts. A typical example is the occlusions areas in depth-from-stereo type of conversion.    
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Figure 18. Artifacts, caused by various stages of content delivery and affecting various “layers” of human depth perception. 
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Figure 19. Change of relative disparity while rescaling stereoscopic image pair. 
Coding artifacts  
 Various coding schemes, utilize temporal, spatial or inter-channel similarities of a 3D video [2]. Algorithms originally 
designed for single-channel video, might be improperly applied for stereo-video, and important binocular depth-cues 
might be lost in the process. Using block-based DCT compression is a source of blocking artifacts, which are 
thoroughly studied for 2D video, but their effect on stereoscopic quality is yet to be determined. Some authors propose 
that blocking might be considered as several, visually separate artifacts – block-edge discontinuities, color bleeding, 
blur and staircase artifacts [35], [36]. Each of these artifacts introduces different amount of impairments to object edges 
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and texture. The human brain has the ability to perceive single image by combining the images from left and right eye 
(so-called cyclopean image) [33]. As result, the same level of DCT quantization might result in different perceptual 
quality, based on the depth cues present in a stereo image. In Figure 20, both channels of a stereo-pair are compressed 
with the same quality factor. When an object appears on the same place in both frames, it is equally affected by 
blocking in each frame, and the perceived cyclopean image is similar to the one shown in Figure 20a. When the object 
has different horizontal position in each frame, the blocking artifacts will affect differently the object in each frame, 
which results in a cyclopean image similar to the one in Figure 20b.  
a) b) c) d)  
Figure 20. The impact of blocking on stereopairs with different disparity: a) q=15, disparity=0; b) q=15, disparity=4; c) 
zoomed detail of a); d) zoomed detail of b).  
Transmission artifacts  
In the case of digital wireless transmission a common problem is packet losses. Related artifacts are sparse, and highly 
variant in terms of occurrence, duration and intensity. At very low bit rates they may be masked by compression 
impairments. The presence of artifacts depends very much on the coding algorithms used and how the decoder copes 
with the channel errors. In DVB-H transmission most common are burst errors, which results in packet losses 
distributed in tight groups [66]. In MPEG-4 based encoders packet losses might result in propagating or non-
propagating errors, depending on where the error occurs in respect to key frames, and the ratio between key- and 
predicted frames. Error patterns of wireless channels can be obtained with field measurements, and then used for 
simulation of channel losses [66], [67]. In multiview video encoding, where one channel is predicted from the other, 
usually error burst is long enough to affect both channels [68]. In that case, packet loss artifacts appear on the same 
absolute position in both images even though the appearance in one channel is mitigated due to the prediction. Figure 
21 illustrates the effect for the case of TU6 channel with channel SNR=18 dB [68]. In the format V+D using a separate 
depth channel, usually depth is encoded in much lower bitrate than the video. In that case burst errors affect mainly the 
video channel, and the relative perceptual contribution of depth map degradation alone is very small.  
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Figure 21. Packet loss artifacts affecting multi-view encoded stereoscopic video [68]. 
One common artifact introduced during receiving and decoding of 3D video, is temporal mismatch, where one channel 
gets delayed in respect to the other. It might be caused by insufficient memory or CPU, or error concealment in one 
channel. The outcome is that the image from one channel do not appear with simultaneously taken image from the other 
channel, but with an image which is taken a few frames later. Even temporal mismatch of as low as two frames can 
result in a stereoscopically inadequate image pair. For comparison, two images are shown in Figure 22 - the left is done 
by superimposing the frame 112 from left and right channels of a movie; the right is done by superimposing a frame 
112 from the left channel and frame 115 from the right channel of the same movie. 
 
Figure 22. Temporal mismatch in stereo-video. Left: superimposed images of temporally-synchronized stereopair, right: 
superimposed images of stereopair with 3 frames temporal mismatch. 
Visualization and display artifacts  
Even a perfectly captured, transmitted and received stereoscopic pair can exhibit artifacts due to various technical 
limitations of the autostereoscopic display in use [69], [70], [71]. The most pronounced artifact in autostereoscopic 
displays is cross-talk, caused by imperfect separation of the “left” and “right” images and is perceived as ghosting 
artifacts [27]. Two factors affect the amount of crosstalk introduced by the display – position of the observer and 
quality of the optical filter in front of the LCD, as discussed in Section III.B. Due to the size of the sub-pixels, there is a 
range of observation positions, from where some sub-pixels appear partially covered by the parallax barrier, or are 
partially in the focal field of the corresponding lenticular lens. This creates certain optimal observation spots in the 
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centers of the sweet spots, where the two views are optimally separated (the areas marked with “I” and “III” in Figure 
12b),  and  transitional  zone  (marked  with  “II”)  where  a  mixture  of  the  two  is  seen.  However,  even  in  the  optimal  
observation  spot  one  of  the  views  is  not  fully  suppressed  –  for  example  part  of  the  light  might  “leak”  through  the  
parallax barrier as shown in Figure 23a and create the minimal crosstalk effect discussed in Section III.B.  
 
Figure 23. Effect of crosstalk in portable 3D displays; from left to right - photographs taken of a 3D display from positions 
I, II and III. 
The effect is well illustrated by a special test stereoscopic pair, where the “left” image contains vertical bars, and the 
“right” image contains horizontal bars. This stereo pair has been visualized on a parallax-barrier based 3D display, and 
photographed from observation angles as marked with “I”, “II” and “III” in Figure 12a. The resulting photos are shown 
in Figure 23c, d and e. Both position-dependent and minimal crosstalk effects can be seen. By knowing the observation 
position and the amount of crosstalk introduced by the display, the effect of crosstalk can be mitigated by pre-
compensation [146]. 
There are darker gaps between sub-pixels of an autostereoscopic display. They are more visible from certain angles than 
from others. When an observer moves laterally in front of the screen, he perceives this as luminance changes creating 
brighter and darker vertical stripes over the image. Such effect is known as banding artifacts or picket fence effect and is 
illustrated in Figure 24. The effect can be reduced by introducing a slant of the optical filter in respect to the pixels on 
the screen [15]. Tracking of the user position in respect to the screen also can help reducing these artifacts.  
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Figure 24. Banding / picked fence artifacts.  
Parallax-barrier and lenticular based 3D displays with vertical lenses arrangement have horizontal resolution twice 
lower than vertical one as only half of the sub-pixels of a row form one view. This arrangement requires spatial sub-
sampling of each view, before both views are multiplexed, thus risking introducing aliasing artifacts. In 3D displays, 
aliasing might cause false color or Moiré artifacts (illustrated in Figure 25) depending on the properties of optical filter 
used.  Properly designed pre-filters should be used, in order to avoid aliasing artifacts. 
  
Figure 25.  Aliasing in autostereoscopic displays: left: false color; right: Moiré artifacts. 
Autostereoscopic displays which use parallax barrier usually have a number of interleaved “left channel” and “right 
channel” visibility zones, as shown in Figure 26. Such display can be used by multiple observers looking at the screen at 
different angles, for example positions marked with “1” and “2” in the figure. However, an observer in position “3” will 
perceive pseudoscopic (also  known  as  reversed stereo)  image.  For  one  observer,  this  can  be  avoided  by  using  face  
tracking and algorithm which swaps the “left” and “right” images on the display appropriately to accommodate to the 
observers viewing angle. 
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Figure 26. True stereoscopic (1 and 2) and pseudoscopic (3) observation positions. 
 
B. Optimized delivery channel 
Evaluation of coding methods 
The methods for 3D video coding described in Section II.C contain a multitude of parameters which vary their 
performance in different scenarios. As all methods are based on H.264 AVC, the profiles of the latter (i.e. Baseline, 
Main, Extended, and High Profiles), its picture type (I, P and B) and entropy coding methods (CABAC or CAVLC) 
determine the varying settings to be tested for mobile use [83].  
In [84], candidate stereoscopic encoding schemes for mobile devices have been investigated for both encoding and 
decoding performance. Rate-distortion curves have been used to assess the coding efficiency and decoding speed tests 
have been performed to quantify the decoder complexity. It has been concluded that, depending on the processing 
power and memory of the mobile device the following two schemes can be favored: H.264/AVC MVC extension with 
simplified referencing structure and H.264/AVC monoscopic codec with IPP+CABAC settings over interleaved 
stereoscopic content.  
In [85], H.264/AVC simulcast, H.264 Stereo SEI message, H.264/MVC, MPEG-C Part 3 using H.264 for both video 
and depth and H.264 auxiliary picture syntax for video plus depth have been compared for their performance in mobile 
setting. A set of test videos with varying type of content and complexity has been used. The material has been coded at 
different bitrates using optimum settings for each of the above mentioned encoders. The quality has been evaluated by 
means of PSNR over bitrate. The results show that the overall RD-performance of MVC is better than simulcast coding. 
It has also been shown that the overall RD-performance of video plus depth is better than stereo video with simulcast 
coding.  
The selection of an optimum coding method has recently been addressed in two publications by Strohmeier and Tech 
[121], [124] based on the results from subjective tests. Four different coding methods that had been adapted for 3D 
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mobile television and video were evaluated. H.264/AVC Simulcast [133], H.264/MVC [134], and Mixed Resolution 
Stereo Coding (MRSC) [127], [128] using H.264/AVC were chosen as coding methods for a Video + Video approach. 
Video plus Depth Coding using MPEG-C Part 3 [135] and H.264/AVC as a Video + Depth approach completed the 
coding methods under assessment. The depth maps of the test sequences were obtained using the hybrid-recursive-
matching algorithm, described in [147]. The virtual views were rendered following the approach described in [148]. To 
further decrease the coding complexity with regard to limited calculation power of current mobile devices, the baseline 
profile was used for encoding. This includes a simplified coding structure of IPPP and the use of CAVLC. Six different 
contents were encoded at two different quality levels. To determine the different quality levels, the quantization 
parameters (QP) of the encoder for Simulcast Coding were set to 30 for the high quality and 37 for the low quality. 
From these sequences, target bit rates for the other methods were derived and used in the test set creation, respectively. 
Table 2 presents the target bitrates for different quality levels and contents.  
Table 2 Target bitrates for different quality levels and test contents 
Profile Quality Bullinger Butterfly Car Horse Mountain Soccer2 
Baseline 
Low 74 143 130 160 104 100 
High 160 318 378 450 367 452 
High 
low 46 94 112 104 78 134 
High 99 212 323 284 208 381 
 
The test items were evaluated by 47 test participants. The evaluation followed the Absolute Category Rating (ACR) 
[115] and test participants evaluated acceptance of (yes/no) and satisfaction with (11-point-scale) perceived overall 
quality. The test items were presented using a NEC HDDP 3.5” mobile display [136] with a resolution of 428 x 240 px.  
All coding methods under test provided a highly acceptable quality at the high quality level of 80% and higher. At low 
quality level, MVC and V+D still got an acceptance score of 60% and higher. Strohmeier and Tech [121] showed in 
their study that MVC and the Video + Depth provide the best overall quality satisfaction for both quality levels (see 
Figure 27). These coding methods significantly outperform MRSC and Simulcast. With respect to the different test 
contents the results show that coding methods show content-dependent performance. Video + Depth gets the highest 
overall satisfaction scores for Car, Mountain, and Soccer2. MVC outperforms all other coding methods for content 
Butterfly. 
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Figure 27. Mean satisfaction scores for different coding methods at baseline profile averaged over contents (All) and 
content-by-content given at high and low quality levels. Error bars show 95% confidence interval (CI) of mean. 
 
The results of this study were extended in a follow-up study by Strohmeier and Tech [124]. While the first study was 
limited to the use of low coding complexity, the second study used the complex high profile which enables hierarchical 
B-frames and CABAC. The other parameters, quality levels, test contents, and device were the same so that the follow-
up study [124] allowed a direct comparison of the results of baseline and high profile. 40 participants evaluated the test 
set of high profile. 
The results of the overall quality evaluation for the high profile sequences confirmed the findings of the baseline 
sequences. As seen in Figure 28, the test items at high quality level got an overall quality acceptance score of at least 
75%. For low quality level, MVC and Video + Depth reach an acceptance level of 55% and more. Like in the baseline 
case, MVC and Video + Depth also outperform the other coding methods in terms of satisfaction with overall quality. 
The content-dependent results for the provided overall quality for all coding methods were shown in the results as well. 
 
Figure 28. Mean satisfaction scores for different coding methods at high profile averaged over contents (All) and content-
by-content given at high and low quality levels. Error bars show 95% CI of mean. 
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Finally, the results of both studies allowed to directly comparing the performance of baseline and high profiles (see 
Figure 29). Although the results show small differences for baseline and high codec profiles for some settings, the 
overall view on the results shows no differences among the two profiles. However, significantly lower bit rates can be 
realized for the high profile due to more efficient, though more complex, coding structures. Altogether, Strohmeier and 
Tech [124] showed that the use of high coding profile, i.e. hierarchical b-frames and CABAC, can provide the same 
experienced quality than baseline profile using lower bit rates. This can result in advantages for the transmission of 
these sequences in terms of better error resilience [137]. 
 
Figure 29. Comparison of the mean satisfaction scores for coding methods used in two studies [121], [124] for baseline and 
high profile. Error bars show 95% CI of mean. 
Evaluation of transmission approaches 
In order to illustrate the effects of channel characteristics on the received video quality, a typical 3D broadcasting 
system is simulated as shown in Figure 30 [96]. In this study DVB-H is used as the underlying transmission channel. 
DVB-H is the extension of DVB Project for the mobile reception of digital terrestrial TV. It is based on the existing DVB-T physical 
layer with introduction of two new elements for mobility: MPE-FEC and time slicing. Time slicing enables the transmission of data 
in bursts rather than a continuous transmission; explicitly signaling the arrival time of the next burst in it so that the receiver can turn 
on between and wake up before the next burst arrives. By this way the power consumption of the receiver is reduced. Multi-Protocol 
Encapsulation is used for the carriage of IP datagrams in MPEG2-TS. IP packets are encapsulated to MPE sections each of which 
consisting of a header, the IP datagram as a payload, and a 32-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for the verification of payload 
integrity. On the level of the MPE, an additional stage of forward error correction (FEC) can also be added.This technique is called 
MPE-FEC and improves the C/N and Doppler performance in mobile channels. To compute MPE-FEC, IP packets are filled into an 
N x 191 matrix where each square of the matrix has one byte of information and N denotes the number of rows in the matrix. The 
standard  defines  the  value  of  N  to  be  one  of  256,  512,  768  or  1024.  The  datagrams  are  filled  into  the  matrix  column-wise.  Error  
correction codes (RS codes) are computed for each row and concatenated such that the final size of the matrix is of size Nx255. To 
adjust the effective MPE-FEC code rate, padding or puncturing can be used. Padding refers to filling the application data table 
partially with the data and the rest with zero whereas puncturing refers to discarding some of the rightmost columns of the RS-data 
table. 
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Figure 30. Block diagram of 3D broadcasting system over DVB-H. 
In the simulated system, 3D video content is first compressed with a 3D video encoder, operating in one of the modes: 
MVC, V+D or simulcast. Resulting Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) units (NALU) are fed to the stereo video 
streamer. The packetizer encapsulates the NAL units into Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [95] mono-compatible 
only, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and finally Internet Protocol (IP) datagram for each view separately. The resulting 
IP datagram are encapsulated in the DVB-H link layer where the Multi Protocol Encapsulation Forward Error 
Correction (MPE-FEC) and time slicing occurs [97]. Through the MPE-FEC mechanism, IP datagrams are protected by 
adding additional bytes for a variable-length Reed-Salomon (RS) coding. MPE-FER rate refers to the ration between 
application and total data. Time slicing allows sending the packets into time slices (bursts) for better power 
consumption at the receiver site. Different views are assigned different PIDs and encapsulated as different elementary 
streams. Therefore, they are transmitted in different time slices or bursts. The link layer output MPEG-2 Transport 
Stream (TS) packets are passed to the physical layer where the transmission signal is generated with a DVB-T 
modulator. After the transmission over a wireless channel, the receiver receives distorted signal and possibly erroneous 
TS packets are generated by the DVB-T modulator. The received stream is decoded using the section erasure method, 
i.e. the MPE-FEC frame is filled with contents of the error-free MPE and MPE-FEC sections and the empty bytes in the 
frame are marked as erasures, RS decoding is performed to reconstruct the lost data, and finally, the received and 
correctly reconstructed IP datagram are passed to the video client. IP datagram are handled in the depacketizer and 
resulting NAL units are decoded with the stereo video decoder to generate right and left views. Finally, these views are 
combined with a special interleaving pattern to be displayed in stereo 3D on an auto-stereoscopic display.  
Within the Mobile3DTV project, extensive sets of tests have been performed in order to find an effective compromise 
between compression efficiency, FEC-code rates and robustness with respect to typical channel conditions [99]. 
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Simulations have been carried out involving 3D video content with different characteristics as described in Table 3 and 
coded as simulcast, V+D and MVC simplified structure. For all the tests, JMVC 5.05 (in monoscopic mode for 
simulcast) is used with a GOP size of 8. The quantization parameters (QP) of the encoder are adjusted such that the total 
bitrate does not exceed 300kbs. For each coding structure, equal error protection (EEP) and unequal error protection 
(UEP)  is  applied  at  the  link  layer.  For  EEP,  the  left  and right  or  video and depth  bursts  are  protected  with  the  same 
FEC-rate. On the other hand, UEP requires the video bit streams to be partitioned into different segments with different 
priorities. Segments are then protected with unequal amount of FEC data. For partitioning the video bit streams, there 
are several methods such as data partitioning and spatial-temporal-quality layering [100]. In the referred study, a 
partitioning based on the views only is performed, i.e. left/ right views in different segments or left/depth data in 
different segments. More complex partitioning can also be applied to the stereo data. Once segmented, several unequal 
protection schemes (UEP) are derived where the channel coding ratio among the streams is determined according to the 
priority level of the streams.  
Table 3 Spatial and temporal characteristics of test contents used in transmission tests 
Content Characteristics Width Height Fps 
HeidelbergAlleys Low camera motion, Low Motion, High Detail  432 240 12.5 
KnightsQuest Computer – Generated,  432 240 12.5 
RhineValleyMoving High Camera and Object Motion, Low Detail 432 240 12.5 
RollerBlade Stationary camera, High Object Motion 320 240 15 
 
In the transmission experiments conducted, a constant typical FEC rate (3/4) is chosen to protect the left and right bursts 
in the EEP mode since applying an MPE-FEC code rate below R=3/4 at a medium frame size is not recommended 
without further measures [102]. Then several unequal protection schemes are derived using this EEP structure. Using 
the FEC rate chosen, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 1 % of the RS columns of right burst (right view or depth) are transferred to the 
left burst (left view) respectively corresponding to the UEP1, UEP2, UEP3 and UEP4. 
For simulating the physical transmission channel, a MATLAB/Simulink tool that models the DVB-T/H modulation and 
demodulation processes and the physical transmission channel has been used [101]. The channel is modeled as multi-
path Rayleigh fading channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise. A mobile use case with Cost 207 radio channel 
model TU6, having maximum Doppler frequency of 24 Hz is used to obtain the channel specific error patterns. These 
patterns are then used for modeling the TS packet loss due to channel conditions. 
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In all the simulations, PSNR values have been used as the distortion metric. First, mean squared errors (MSE) are 
calculated individually for the left and right channel. They are used to calculate the PSNR for the left and right channel 
and the average of the two MSEs is used to calculate the average PSNR. At this point we would like to mention that 
perceptually-driven objective quality metric for stereo images would be more appropriate for comparison than PSNR. 
There has been an active research toward developing such metrics however they are still deficient in delivering simple, 
interpretable and reliable results for the mobile case of interest [149]. 
 
In case of V+D sequences, since even for the lossless case there is an existing distortion (for PSNR metric) due to 
imperfections during depth estimation and rendering, original right view is not taken as the reference sequence. Instead , 
the distortion of the V+D transmissions are given as the PSNR of the received left sequence using original left view as 
reference; and the PSNR of the right sequence rendered from the received left and depth views using the right view 
rendered from original left and original depth.  
 
Figure 31and Figure 32 show the PSNR results for different coding and protection methods and for the RollerBlade and 
KnightsQuest videos. The results show that MVC performs better than simulcast because of the compression efficiency 
(bitrate of MVC coded video is chosen to be equal to that of simulcast coded video). UEP in general results in rather 
marginal improvement over EEP especially under low channel SNR. Also it has been shown that the results depend 
heavily on the content. If the depth map is accurate as seen in the RollerBlade video, V+D representation outperforms 
the other methods. If the depth map is not accurate, MVC outperforms V+D representation for high SNR cases, 
however due to the compression efficiency of V+D representation it yields better results for low SNR. On the other 
hand, at the receiver side, view synthesis has to be performed after decoding to generate the second view of the stereo 
pair which is rather challenging for mobile devices to achieve in real time. 
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Figure 31 Average PSNR results for coding method comparison in EEP mode. 
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Figure 32. Average PSNR results for protection method comparison in MVC mode. 
Subjectively, transmission parameters for mobile 3D media have been evaluated by Strohmeier et al. [122] under the 
constraint of the studies on coding methods for mobile 3D video by Strohmeier and Tech [121], [124]. This large-scale 
study has targeted channel transmission parameters taking into account different error resilience methods at the link 
layer (equal and unequal MPE-FEC) of the DVB-H channel. Regarding the transmission channel, equal (EEP) and 
unequal (UEP) error protections have been assessed at two different error rates of 10% and 20% corresponding to low 
and high channel SNRs. According to the results of the coding methods evaluation study, only MVC and the Video + 
Depth approach were evaluated for all parameters. Four different contents chosen to match the user requirements of 
mobile 3DTV [116], [117] have been used. 77 test participants took part in the subjective quality evaluation. Absolute 
Category Rating was chosen as test method and test participants again evaluated acceptance of (yes/no) and satisfaction 
with (11-point-scale) perceived overall quality. 
The results of the study (see Figure 33) [122] confirm the findings of Strohmeier and Tech [121], [124]. At low error 
rates, the acceptance rate for all test items was at least 60%. The results of the acceptance rate are promising that the 
current state-of-the-art in mobile 3D media encoding and transmission can already reach a good quality acceptance at 
the end user. Genuinely 3D coding methods, MVC and Video+Depth, have outperformed Simulcast at all settings. 
While for low error rates, MVC and Simulcast provided the same quality, MVC has been rated better at higher error 
rates. Regarding the transmission parameters for low error rates, the results show that MVC performs best at equal error 
protection, while Video + Depth is significantly better at unequal error protection. The error protection did not show 
any impact on the perceived quality at high error rates. An explanation for these results can be found in the fact that 
UEP allows for better protecting the video view in the Video + Depth approach. The better performance for MVC at 
EEP can be explained with the additional interview dependencies of left and right view. Taking together the results of 
the study, Strohmeier et al. conclude that MVC is the strongest coding method contender for mobile 3D media due to its 
higher error robustness in time-varying wireless channels [122]. 
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Figure 33. Results of transmission study [122] given as overall results (All) as well as content-per-content. Error bars show 
95% CI of mean. 
C. User-centered evaluation studies on mobile 3D media  
Beyond the quantitative analysis of satisfaction with the overall quality of mobile 3D media systems, the User-Centered 
Quality of Experience approach [108] targeted a deeper evaluation of the different components that contribute to QoE 
for mobile 3D media. The application of the Open Profiling of Quality approach [123] resulted in deeper knowledge 
about the interaction of video quality and depth perception on forming 3D Quality of Experience. In sensory profiling, 
test participants, in addition to a quantitative profiling, develop their individual quality attributes. These attributes are 
then used individually to describe the perceived quality. The data is then analyzed using Generalized Procrustes 
Analysis [113] which results in a low-dimensional and a perceptual model of the experienced quality factors. Two 
studies by Strohmeier et al. [120], [121] have shown that the video quality and artifact-free video perception is still the 
key factor for high subjective quality of mobile 3D video. The results, as illustrated in Figure 34, demonstrate that 
quality mainly depends on one component that has been identified as ‘video quality’ as its polarities are described with 
attributes like mosaic, fuzzy, or grainy on the negative polarity and with sharp, high in contrast, and clear on the 
positive polarity. Surprisingly enough, a depth-related component has not been identified. Attributes describing depth 
like 3D reality or 3dimensional are included on the positive polarity. These results are in line with previous studies 
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[110]. The artifact free perception of 3D video is also important in the comparison of mobile 2D vs. 3D video. The 
added value of 3D is only positively attributed to quality perception if the artifact levels of 2D and 3D stimuli are 
comparable [120]. According to the findings, subjective quality of current mobile 3D devices is still limited by the 
quality of the applied displays. 
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Figure 34. Correlation plot of descriptive study on different coding methods for mobile 3D television and video [121], 
[123]. Inner circle and outer circle mark 50% and 100% explained variance, respectively. 
The collection of individual quality factors from several descriptive studies on mobile 3D media was used by Jumisko-
Pyykkö et al. [138] to derive a general set of components of Quality of Experience for mobile 3D video and television 
systems. The results generalize the individual attributes into four main components of Quality of Experience, namely 
Visual Quality, Viewing Experience, Content, and Other Modalities Interactions. The component of Visual Quality is 
further divided into subcomponents of Depth, Spatial, and Motion. Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. [138] provide definitions for 
each of the components and the underlying factors that contribute to each of these components. Jumisko-Pyykkö et al.’s 
study transformed the content-dependent findings of the descriptive quality studies [120], [121], [131] into a 
generalized set of components that can be used in further system developments to guide the design for user-centered 
quality optimization.  
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Another main focus in the User-centered Quality of Experience evaluation has been set to the QoE evaluation in the 
context of use [107] , [131]. It aimed at extending the external validity of the results gained in controlled environments. 
A recent work on the evaluation of mobile 3D media in the context of use has compared perceived quality in laboratory 
and different mobile contexts [109], [111], [131]. The work combined quantitative and qualitative evaluation tasks as 
well as in-depth analysis of contexts and task effort [131]. The results confirm the findings of the user requirements in 
terms of heterogeneity of the different contexts [116]. Further, the studies have revealed that the results of the quality 
evaluation differ between controlled environments and the contextual settings. Test participants were less critical in the 
contextual environments [111]. The studies also showed that quality in the context is depending on the contextual 
circumstances. Body movements to adjust the viewing distance as well as gaze shifts due to shared attention were 
significantly higher in the context in comparison to the controlled environment. The strong conclusion is that mobile 3D 
media systems, beside the 3D experience, need to guarantee ease of viewing as well as a high viewing comfort to 
provide a high viewing experience in heterogeneous usage contexts [107], [116], [131]. 
D. 3D graphical user interfaces 
It is desirable that the user engage with 3D content actively instead of just being a passive consumer. In addition, the 
users should also be able to search, browse, and annotate 3D media content, using 3D input modalities. 3D media will 
benefit from interactivity on mobile devices more than on desktops, because of the limitations of the mobile context, 
including small physical screen size and limited input modalities. With users demanding ever larger screens and 
attractive interfaces from mobile devices, the graphical user interface is becoming the most prominent feature of a 
mobile device.  
Several works have studied the creation of 3D interaction techniques that approach the richness of reality, particularly 
for desktop and large-scale interaction. Shneiderman et al. [58] have examined the features for increasing the usability 
of 3D user interfaces primarily for desktop and near-to-eye displays, and have proposed general guidelines for 3D UI 
developers. These guidelines include: better use of occlusion, shadows, and perspective; minimizing the number of 
steps in navigation in the UI; and improving text readability with better rendering, limited angle to the view position, 
contrast with the background, and so on. Bowman et al. have analyzed the interaction techniques that are common to 
applications in 3D User interfaces, and have developed a taxonomy of universal tasks for interacting with 3D 
environments [59]. These tasks include: selection and manipulation of virtual objects, travel and wayfinding within a 
3D environment, issuing commands via 3D menus, and symbolic input such as text, labels, and legends. Defining 
appropriate 3D interaction techniques is still an active field in itself [59]. 
3D Widgets 
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For 3D graphics, however, there is a lack of standardized 3D UI widgets. This is partially due to the lack of commonly 
accepted list of UI metaphors, and partially due to the lack of an effort to structure a comprehensive and flexible set of 
existing widgets into a common 3D UI library. Also, when designing 3D user interfaces, new challenges emerge 
compared to traditional 2D UI design. A major difference between 2D and 3D UIs is how the possibility to position 
objects in depth (along the z-axis) affects information density. Recent efforts have attempted to standardize a list of 3D 
widgets [60], [61], [62]. The most popular 3D widgets are based on metaphors that can be listed as tree, card, elevator, 
gallery, mirror, book, and hinged metaphors [62]. For example, Apple’s Coverflow interface that is used in iPhone and 
Mac OSX Finder applications makes use of the card metaphor.  
According to the application and the targeted task, different layout techniques can be selected. Undeniably, depth 
positioning adds complexity to the design of UIs since more layout options emerge. A stereoscopic 3D UI looks quite 
different than a 3D UI rendered on a 2D screen. To designers without a lot of prior experience of the characteristics of 
stereoscopic design, guessing the visual effects of positioning UI elements in depth can be difficult.  In Figure 35, 3D 
graphics is used to display a number of media content for a media browser in a circle seen in different layouts. In Figure 
36, another UI example by TAT Inc., called SocialRiver, is shown, where photos, videos, and applications are dropping 
down in  at  the  far  end,  and move towards  the  front.  The  user  can  “catch”  a  photo,  video,  or  application  and make it  
active. This includes showing the video or photo in higher resolution, or activating the application, as shown in the 
figure. Programmable vertex and pixel shaders are used to render depth-of-field effect and motion blur to direct the 
focus to the front-most icons, as well as to animate “wobbly” windows using vertex skinning.  
      , 
Figure 35. Three alternatives for 3D media browser layout [65]. 
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Figure 36. TAT’s SocialRiver application. 
3D UI performance 
In 3D UIs, it is essential to optimize the graphics rendering for power consumption. In stereoscopic rendering, the 
images for the left and right eyes are very similar, and there is an opportunity to exploit this inherent coherency. With a 
brute-force implementation, the scene is first rendered to the left eye, and then to the right eye. In general, however, it 
makes sense to render a single triangle to both views before proceeding with the next triangle [63]. Kalaiah and Capin 
[64] use this rendering order to reduce the number of vertex shader computations. By splitting the vertex shader into 
parts that are view-independent (and hence only computed once) and view-dependent, vertex shader computations can 
be greatly reduced. In the per-pixel processing stage that follows, a simple sorting procedure in a generalized texture 
space greatly improves the texture cache hit ratio [63], keeping the texture bandwidth very close to that of monoscopic 
rendering. In addition, Hasselgren and Akenine-Möller [63] introduce approximate rendering in the multi-view pipeline, 
so that fragment colors in all neighboring views can be approximated from a central view when possible. Otherwise the 
pipeline reverts to full pixel shader evaluation. When approximate rendering is acceptable, this technique can save a lot 
of per-pixel shader instructions executions. 
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To achieve good graphical performance and low power consumption, it is necessary to reduce the internal traffic 
between the processing elements and the memory. Therefore, mobile graphics solutions make use of data and texture 
compression to decrease that traffic. This is made even more important with the trend that computation power increases 
at a faster rate than memory bandwidth. For example, in a recent work, based on the International Technology Roadmap 
for Semiconductors (ITRS), Owens [12] reports that the processing capability growth is about 71%, while DRAM 
bandwidth only grows by 25%.  
One of the most viable approaches for reducing memory traffic to GPU is compression of textures and buffers [126]. 
Textures can be considered as read-only images which are attached to graphical data. The main requirements of a 
texture compression/decompression algorithm include fast random access to the texture data, very fast decompression, 
and inexpensive hardware implementation. The requirement of random access usually implies that a block of pixels is 
compressed to a ?xed size. These requirements have given rise to codecs, such as ETC (Ericsson Texture Compression) 
and PVRTC (PowerVR Texture Compression), which allow developers to compress textures down to 4 bits per pixel or 
more without any perceived loss of quality. Buffers are different from textures in that they are symmetric: both 
processes must be performed on hardware in real time. For example, the color buffer can be compressed, and so when a 
triangle is being rendered to a block of pixels (say, 4×4) in the color buffer, the hardware attempts to compress this 
block. 
Another approach for reducing memory traffic is based on tiling architectures. Tiling architectures are built on the goal 
to reduce the memory traffic related to frame buffer accesses, which may be one of the costly parts of an application. 
Instead of storing the full frame buffer in memory, thus transmitting it to the CPU repeatedly during rendering for 
different objects, only a small tile of the frame buffer is stored on the graphics chip, and the rendering is performed one 
tile at a time. This approach allows many possibilities for optimization and culling techniques, avoiding processing of 
data that will not contribute to the final image. Commercially, both Imagination Technologies and ARM provide a 
mobile 3D accelerator using a tiling architecture. 
 
3D User Input 
Utilizing 3D input techniques with autostereoscopic displays provides additional challenges related to the finger 
occluding the stereo information and virtual buttons being at different depth levels compared to the physical display, as 
well as problems related to the limited viewing area of the autostereoscopic display. A number of alternatives currently 
exist on mobile devices for 3D interaction, including the use of touchscreen-based input, inertial trackers, camera-based 
tracking, GPS tracking – each with its own advantages and disadvantages. 
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? With touchscreen-based input, efficient use of screen space is essential. For single- or multi-touch screen UIs, 
the main limitation is that interactive elements should be presented in at least 1 x 1 cm square on the touch 
surface to be picked by an average finger [30]. In return, this limits how many UI elements can be rendered on 
display. A possible solution is to layer the 3D UI elements, such that the elements in the top layer are large 
enough to support finger touch input, while rendering can be denser in the underlying layers. 
? With inertial tracker (accelerometer or gyroscope) based input, there is an advantage that there is no limit on 
the size of the UI elements. On the other hand, a major problem with inertial trackers is that they suffer from 
error accumulation due to sensor biases, noise, and drift [47]. In addition, because mobile devices are assumed 
to be used while on the move, mechanisms are necessary to filter out the jitter created by user’s movement 
(e.g. acceleration due to walking, user in a car) from the user’s actual input to the application. Thus, recent 
research studies have attempted to detect the context from accelerometer input [48].  
? Camera-based input solutions have also been proposed. Face tracking allows enhancing the depth effect in the 
applications by supplying motion parallax for enhancing human-computer interaction [48]. In addition, eye-
position  tracking  allows  adapting  the  stereo  views  to  compensate  for  the  zones  with  high  cross-talk  and  to  
prevent pseudostereo [140]. Camera input can also be used for tracking the self movement of the device, which 
can be used for controlling scroll and view direction in an application [50]. Researchers have also proposed a 
finger tracking system, which allows the user to interact with 3D scenes floating in 3D [55]. 
 
V. USE SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 3D MOBILE 
DEVICES 
3D media-enabled mobile devices are part of a bigger revolution bringing the next generation networked media devices, 
services and applications where Internet is expected to play the central role. In the incoming years Internet is expected 
to  become  larger,  faster  and  more  reliable.  Its  use  shall  grow  beyond  simple  tasks  such  as  searching  for  movies  or  
buying food online. The web will evolve from a place for sharing content (Web 2.0) to a common environment where 
content is co-created (Web 3.0) [72]. The media, occupying most of the today’s internet – images and video – will 
evolve to the more realistic, 3D images and 3D video. Consumer electronics will transform from digital (CE 2.0) to 
connected (CE 3.0) [73] and will support 3D media as well [74]. Today, most of the 2D media exists in the flat world of 
web 1.0 and web 2.0 pages. Naturally, the 3D media of tomorrow will “live” on a 3D canvas – the 3D media internet. 
Instead of a proprietary 3D virtual world created by a single organization (such as Second Life [75] or Google Lively 
[76]), the 3D internet of the future shall be created by its users.    
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The vision for 3D internet is not brand new. However, earlier attempts – like VRML, X3D and numerous other 
standards – were not widely accepted by the public. One of the reasons is that creating a VRML model requires too 
much time and skills compared to shooting a photo and sharing it on Picasa [77] or Flickr [78]. The future 3D internet 
should allow people to co-create contents and knowledge, and key factor for its success is that the users have tools to 
create 3D media as simply as it is for making a photo or video today. 
We foresee a universal, scalable, user-centric service which will allow 3D media to be co-created and positioned on the 
3D continuum of the Future Internet. Such service will combine 3D audio-video data and 3D models both anchored to 
position in 3D space. In the 3D media cloud the data will be continuously updated in a recursive manner, as illustrated 
in Figure 37. Incoming 3D video streams will be used to update the models; the models will be used to register positions 
in space, which will refine the coordinates of the video streams as well as their 3D quality. 
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Figure 37. 3D Media Internet concept.  
A key element of such service is what we call next-generation 3D-enabled mobile device or Mobile Multimedia Device 
3.0 (MMD3.0). It is a portable wireless network terminal, capable of capturing images and video in 3D, recording 3D 
audio, and being aware of its position and orientation in 3D world. It can capture 3D data, tag it with 3D location and 
send it to the cloud. It can browse through 3D audio-video streams and 3D models, and visualize them on a 3D display. 
Many MMD3.0 devices will record data from the 3D world, and sharing this data will create the canvas of the 3D media 
internet.  
The construction of the virtual world will gradually evolve through three stages. At the beginning, user-created content 
will be roughly positioned on a 2D map. Such services already exist – one example is Google Maps, which relies on 
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volunteers to create 3D models and position them manually on the map space [79]. Another service, soon to appear is 
Nokia Image Space [80] where 2D photos are automatically Geo-positioned based on GPS and compass data. Our 
vision combines both concepts – media will be in 3D and will be automatically Geo-located on a 3D map.  
In the second stage, the collected 3D audio-video data will be used to create 3D models – in the form of point clouds – 
of the real world. One example for such paradigm is Microsoft Photosynth [81], where 2D photos are used for building 
rough  point-cloud  of  a  scene.  The  downside  of  Photosynth  is  that  it  requires  many  2D  images  to  reconstruct  a  3D  
model, and expects the images to be manually tagged as belonging to a certain place. On the contrary, the 3D audio-
visual data gathered by an MMD3.0 type of device will allow reconstruction using much fewer sources. As a result, 
more precise 3D models will appear at a faster rate in the 3D media internet.  
In the third stage, most of the geographic locations in the world will be presented as 3D models. Naturally, the 
important landmarks will be reconstructed first. As new audio-video streams are available, the 3D models will be 
continuously updated. The 3D media will appear on the map, and will be available for browsing by location or 
following hyperlinks. The users might volunteer to improve the quality of the virtual map, since adding new data will be 
easy “point-and-click” operation. Or, they might contribute by simply sharing their holiday 3D videos. In the 3D media 
internet, a MMD3.0 compatible device will serve both as distributed sensor network and a terminal. By aiming the 
device towards a landmark in the real world, it will “know” a) what is in front of the camera and b) the direction of the 
camera. This will enable services such as 3D location search, 3D position and time-shifting and 3D content browsing 
and creation.  
Challenges 
The current architecture of the Internet is progressively reaching a saturation point in meeting increasing user’s 
expectations [72]. Future Internet should be able to grow both in size and throughput to accommodate tomorrow’s 
communication requirements. In order to identify the key research challenges of 3D Media for mobiles we will follow 
the information flow between users of 3D media and services providing it. Figure 38 illustrates the path of 3D media as 
it is being captured by and reconstructed on an MMD3.0 device, transmitted over the network, stored in the “cloud”, 
forwarded on request, enhanced and played back on a MMD3.0 network terminal.  
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Figure 38. 3D Media path from/to device.  
A main research challenge is to make MMD3.0 truly personal. This includes understanding the features and limitations 
of user-created 3D audio-video content and addressing the quality of experience as perceived by subscribers of 3D 
media services.  
Another research challenge is to seamlessly integrate different sensors for capturing 3D audiovisual information – 
stereo-microphones, stereo-camera, range sensor, GPS and acceleration sensor along with auto-stereoscopic 3D display 
and 3D audio output. Sensor fusion and 3D data reconstruction shall be performed in the MMD3.0 terminal. This will 
require powerful algorithms for converting multisensory data into 3D media content, i.e. video, augmented with dense 
depth and location information.  
Next challenge is to enable network standards and protocols for representing 3D media as interconnected network 
objects or in other words, “3D things”. Format in which 3D audio-video data, enriched with geographic coordinates, 
3D orientation and time-stamps should be defined. On the way back to the MMD3.0 device, it should provide 
descriptions of 3D scene augmented with 3D objects, as well as 3D media streams. Location, geographic information, 
and other services provided by the 3D media internet should be requested by and delivered to an MMD3.0 in a scalable 
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manner.  It  is  also  expected  that  geo-information  will  become  core  service  of  the  Future  Internet,  as  search  is  core  
service today. 
The last challenge in our concept is to deliver 3D media service which contains 3D maps of the real world, libraries of 
3D models and 3D audio-video streams located on the maps. This is precisely the stage, when user-created content 
shall become co-created. The following functionalities should be supported by such service: 3D models (“point 
clouds”) reconstructed from available 3D streams; position (point-of-view) of MMD3.0 device registered with respect 
to the models. The “point-of-view localization” and “point cloud reconstruction” tasks shall be re-executed as new 3D 
media is available, yielding better 3D models and better localization of the 3D media available in the library. According 
to the “Network tussle” principle [82] several 3D media services in various stages of precision can co-exist in the Future 
Internet being compatible and standardized. Further research challenges are related with distributed network storage and 
“cloud computing”. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, specifics of delivery of 3D media to mobile devices have been addressed. Recent studies have confirmed 
that the users of such media expect higher realism of and closer emotional relation with the new content. Achieving 
such realism and emotional effect on a portable device is a challenge both for the optical quality of the display and the 
methods  for  creation  and  delivery  of  3D  content.  To  address  this  challenge  in  a  proper  way,  the  studies  of  user  
experience have to be scheduled already at the beginning of the design of the overall system. Furthermore, new 
methodologies for user studies have to be developed to tackle the complexity of the problems with content, formats, 
delivery and consumption. Two such methodologies, namely the OPQ and user-centered QoE evaluation in the context 
of use have been developed and successfully applied with the aim of optimizing new technology components and 
gathering new knowledge about how users tend to consume 3D content on mobiles. The studies have especially 
emphasized the importance of visual quality of 3D content for the acceptance of the new technology. The results of 
these studies have strong implications to the choice of displays, 3D video formats, and coding and transmission methods 
as well as the receiver-side processing and GUIs.  
In the successive stages of development and deployment of 3D services and applications for mobiles, new high quality 
3D displays shall be available at first. Portable auto-stereoscopic displays have been the main contender for delivery of 
3D visual experience on mobiles. The user studies have elicited the principal characteristics of such displays. They need 
to be switchable in order to provide the freedom of choosing between 2D and 3D contents and their combination. They 
need to provide the same quality in 2D and 3D as 3D with decreasing quality is immediately discarded by the user. For 
such displays the spatial resolution does matter and it should not be compromised for the price of delivering the 3D 
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effect. Portable 3D displays should guarantee the ease of viewing and ensure high viewing comfort in heterogeneous 
usage contexts.  
After displays, it is the content to be delivered. It is highly determined by the dynamism of mobile users. It should be 
content for ‘fast’ consumption: sport events, short documentary, and news. No long watching is expected but 15 to 30 
min of use. In addition to television-like content, mobile applications to be used in heterogeneous environments such as 
interactive navigation and 3D games are highly expected.  
3D Video seems the most mature content for mobile delivery. Again, the quality issue is of primary importance, as the 
user studies revealed that 3D video is accepted as superior to 2D video only if artefact-free.  This determines the 
research challenges for the format and coding and transmission methods. Among coding methods, MVC has 
demonstrated the best rate-distortion performance and robustness in varying channel conditions. These results are 
consistent with the choice of MVC as the coding format for Blu-Ray. However, this consistency specifies also the next 
research challenge: how to effectively repurpose high definition 3D content for its mobile visualization as it is expected 
that 3D video will be mainly created in HD. Simple resizing of stereo video effects in changing the 3D geometry of the 
scene and diminishing the 3D effect.  It seems that there is a need of a genuine master format for 3D video where the 
depth map of the scene is explicitly presented so to allow a realistic rendering in different perspectives and spatial 
resolutions.    
Precisely because of the demand for high-quality, error protection for robust transmission of 3D video over wireless 
channels is a must. Optimal combinations of effective coding and effective error protection have been studied especially 
for the case of DVB-H broadcast and the results have favoured the combination of MVC with application-layer slice-
mode error protection and MPE-FEC EEP. Still, UEP approaches bear the potential to achieve higher performance 
especially if combined with cross-layer optimization.  
Along with the quality of 3D content, it is the attractive graphical user interface which must appeal to the mobile users. 
In contract to content delivery where scalable solutions are likely (i.e. repurposing of HD content, rendering of mobile 
stereo from multi-view plus multi-depth representations), the graphical user interfaces should be unique and scalable 
solutions are not possible. Instead, GUIs have to be especially designed for the portable 3D platforms addressing the 
issue of realism, emotion exploiting the main difference between 2D and 3D – the availability of depth to be used for 
increasing and enriching the information density.  
The first stage of deployment of 3D media to mobiles will be mainly related with media consumption, i.e. delivery of 
video, GUIs, games. The next stage is to turn the mobile user from a consumer to a creator of 3D content. This would 
require substantial research efforts, as to make capture in 3D a trivial task. Current state-of-the-art dictates that 3D 
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capture is highly professional work related with the 3D-specific visual artifacts, which requires a professional planning 
and shooting combined with post-processing. For mobile 3D capture, these things should be made automatic. In the 
beginning, mobile 3D camera devices will be with limited quality yet being able to contribute to co-creation of high-
quality 3D models and 3D environments, where 3D audio and video, augmented with positioning information will be a 
basis of novel services and applications.   
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ABSTRACT
Multi-view autostereoscopic displays can be considered as a kind of a multirate system due to the construction
compromise between the number of different views and spatial resolution adopted for such displays. Images to be
visualized on these displays are prone to aliasing errors. Careful antialiasing requires knowledge about the display
frequency response, which is determined mainly by the view sub-sampling topology but it is also influenced by some
other, generally nonlinear, aliasing-causing display effects. In this work, a methodology for designing antialiasing filters
for autostereoscopic displays is proposed. It includes the following three steps: 1) measuring aliasing effects by a set of
test images – displayed on the screen, then photographed and then analyzed in Fourier domain; 2) estimating the display
passband based on the set of measurements; and 3) designing filters confined to the so-estimated band. Using this
methodology, one non-separable and three separable antialiasing filters have been designed. The non-separable filter
cancels the aliasing terms completely, while the separable approximations allow for some small amount of aliasing for
the sake of perceptually-favored sharpness preservation. The advantage of the methodology with respect to previously
suggested antialiasing filter design approaches is demonstrated by objective comparisons of filter performance and
computational efficiency and by visual inspection on a set of test images.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, a new group of 3D displays, referred to as autostereoscopic displays, has emerged. Such displays
create illusion of depth by delivering separate images to each observer’s eye without a need for special glasses. Instead,
they operate by redirecting the light coming from pixels of a conventional TFT-LCD to different directions thus
forming two or multiple views. The effect of redirecting the light is achieved by an optical filter, mounted on top of the
LCD surface [1], [2], [3].  There are two common types of optical filters – lenticular sheet [1] which works by
refracting the light, and parallax barrier [3] which works by blocking the light in certain directions.
Conventional TFT displays recreate full colour range by emitting light though red, green and blue coloured components
(sub-pixels). In autostereoscopic mode, sub-pixels appear displaced in respect to the optical filter, and their light is
redirected towards different positions. The effect is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The image, formed by the set of sub-
pixels, visible from given direction is said to form a view [1], [2]. For each view, there is an optimal observation spot,
where the view is perceived with maximum brightness. The range of angles from which a view can be seen, even
though with diminished brightness, is known as the visibility zone of that view. Usually, the visibility zones of all views
2appear in horizontal direction in front of the display, as depicted in Figure 1(b). In order to visualize a scene in 3D, each
view should represent different observation of that scene. The process of mapping an image to the sub-pixels
corresponding to one view is called view interleaving [1], [4]. The map of correspondences between addressable sub-
pixels of the display and the view they belong to is called interleaving map. Usually the interleaving map has repetitive
structure, which can be represented by an interleaving pattern copied multiple times over the display surface. In order
to balance horizontal versus vertical resolution of each view, the optical filter is mounted at a slant to the TFT matrix.
As a result, the sub-pixels visible from certain observation appear on a non-rectangular grid, which follows the slant of
the optical filter. An example of such grid is given by the sub-pixels marked with “F” in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 1, Operation principles of multi-view displays: a) Light redirection by optical filter, b) visibility zones
By moving laterally in front of a multi-view display, one can notice the discrete structure of the views seeing particular
types of artefacts. One is image flipping, caused by the noticeable transition between the viewing zones, and the other is
picket fence effect, caused by the gaps between sub-pixels being predominantly visible for some observation angles. The
common practice to mitigate these effects is to broaden the visibility angle of each view, thus interspersing the visibility
zones [1]. Thus, for any observation angle, a number of views are simultaneously visible, as exemplified in Figure 2(b).
To the view originally intended to be visible with full brightness (“F” sub-pixels), views in the neighbouring zones seen
with partial brightness are added, as denoted by “P”. This effect can be regarded as inter-channel crosstalk [1], or
interperspective aliasing [4].
When a 3D object is visualized on a multi-view display with n views, n different observations are interleaved into one
compound  3D  image.  A  flat  2D  object,  which  is  meant  to  appear  floating  in  front  or  behind  the  screen  surface,  is
represented by n identical observations. In this case, the optical filter can be regarded as a mask, which partially covers
the underlying 2D image, or equivalently as a sub-sampling function applied to it. The slanted optical barrier introduces
artefacts to the underlying image, which are modelled as aliasing. These artefacts are especially pronounced in flat, two-
dimensional parts of the image. Graphical elements of the user interface, movie subtitles and 2D photographs are some
3examples of objects, prone to aliasing. Furthermore, aliasing artefacts are most pronounced for a static observer, since
the group of visible pixels remains unchanged.
The effect of viewing simultaneously sub-pixels intended to be visible (those marked “F” in Figure 2(a)) with those,
which belong to adjacent views (marked “P” in the same figure) has to been taken into account when modelling the
sampling pattern. It is not a perfect binary mask but a more comprehensive masking function, where the visibility of
each sub-pixel is affected by its relative position in respect to the optical filter.
R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B R
ROW 1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1
ROW 2 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092
ROW 3 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103
ROW 4 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126
ROW 5 F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P
ROW 6 F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P
ROW 7 P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F
ROW 8 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P
ROW 9 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P
ROW 10 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139 0.103 0.1 0.099 0.126 P F P 0.139
ROW 11 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106 0.098 0.092 0.11 P F P 0.193 0.106
ROW 12 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1 0.097 0.103 0.163 P F P 0.117 0.1
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5
F
PP
(a) (b)
Figure 2, Aliasing on multi-view displays: a) visibility of sub-pixels, b) interspersing of visibility zones
Research on antialiasing filters for multi-view displays is rather scarce. Jain and Konrad [5] introduced a method for
designing 2D non-separable antialiasing filters for an arbitrary sub-sampling pattern. They devised an optimization
procedure targeting 2D filter with passband that spans all frequencies at which the contribution of all alias terms is
smaller than the original signal itself. In [6], Moller and Travis used simplified optical filter model to analyse display
bandwidth, and derive a spatially-varying 2D filter which requires knowledge of scene per-pixel depth. Zwicker et al.
[4] proposed a low-pass filter to be applied on the sampling grid of the multi-view display expressed in ray-space. Their
approach aims at preventing both intra- and inter-perspective aliasing. However, their model assumes constant (i.e.
vertical) masking pattern for each image row, which does not take into account the directionally dependant aliasing
caused by slanted optical filter. In [7] the authors have proposed a methodology for designing optimal antialiasing
filters, based on subjective preferences of the observer.
This paper presents an approach for designing optimal antialiasing filters based on objective criteria. Ideally, a precise
model of the optical filter would allow optimal design. However, such model depends on optical parameters of the
display which are rarely provided to the owner. An alternative approach, described in this paper, is to directly measure
the relevant optical properties of a multi-view display, and use the measurement results for designing the optimal
antialiasing filter.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives insights about the way optical parameters of a multi-view display can
be estimated, and presents measurement results for a particular multi-view display, regarded as a case study. In Section
43, two different methodologies for designing antialiasing filters optimized for a specific 3D display are presented. First,
the measurement results are used for creating a model and designing non-separable 2D antialiasing filter for the
considered display. Then, an attempt is done to reproduce comparable results using less-computationally demanding
separable filters. Section 4 presents objective results based on numerical comparison, as well as subjective results for
visual inspection.
2. MEASUREMENT OF DISPLAY PROPERTIES
A multi-view autostereoscopic display is a nonlinear system that transforms, depending on the observation angle, a
digital image into several, somehow distinct, images or views. As described in the previous section, this is achieved by
the display architecture i.e. LCD matrix combined with an optical filter. An observer staying within one view (looking
at the display from a particular direction) will see only a fraction of the original image, that is, he/she will see a
downsampled version of the image. In order to represent the image correctly and foremost to avoid alias errors caused
by downsampling it is necessary to filter the image with an antialiasing filter before it is sent to the display. The design
of the antialiasing filter requires the knowledge about the frequency properties of the display. A detailed procedure for
measuring various properties of autostereoscopic displays is given in [9]. For convenience of the reader, some material
from [9] is given in this section with the emphasis put on the frequency properties of the display.
2.1 Sub-pixel visibility versus observation angle
The optical filter of a multi-view display is directionally selective. The apparent brightness of each pixel depends on its
intensity, its position in respect to the optical filter, and the position of the observer (distance and observation angle) in
respect to the display. The brightness of a sub-pixel can be measured by photographing the display at various angles. In
this work, the effect of the optical filter is modelled as visibility of each sub-pixel. Visibility of a sub-pixel is the ratio
between the assigned intensity and the measured brightness of that pixel. For gamma corrected and normalized images,
visibility is a scaling coefficient between 0 and 1. It is assumed, that all sub-pixels, which belong to one view are
equally affected by the optical filter, and have maximum visibility for the optimal observation spot of that view. The
visibility of each sub-pixel as a function of the observation angle is measured by the following general measurement
methodology of five steps. As a case study, this paper presents measurement results for 23" 3D Display AD built by
X3D-Technologies GmbH, which is hereafter referred to as X3D display. Further details about the measurements can be
found in [8] and [9].
The first step is to derive the size of interleaving pattern by observing the behavior of various test patterns. Such test
pattern is an image where every n-th sub-pixel in a row and every m-th sub-pixel in a column are fully lit, and the rest
are black. The test pattern with the correct size is fully invisible for most observation angles. The interleaving pattern of
X3D display is found to be 8 sub-pixels wide and 12 rows high. The next step is to prepare a group of test images,
5where only one sub-pixel per pattern with that size is lit, and to find the optimal observation spot of each group. The
sub-pixels which have the same optimal observation spot belong to a single view. The views are numbered by order of
appearance of their optimal observation spot. For X3D display there are 24 such groups, which results in an interleaving
pattern  as  shown in  Figure  3(a).  Finally,  test  images  are  generated  where  only  sub-pixels  belonging to  one  view are
fully lit. The brightness of each test image is measured from each optimal observation spot. The mean brightness
measured on an area of the screen gives the visibility of the sub-pixels, which belong to the same view, as seen from the
chosen observation spot. For X3D display, the brightness of each view as seen in front of the centre of the display is
given in Figure 3(b). The measurements for other observation spots produce similar curves, with peaks (maximum
visibility) shifted to the corresponding view.
R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B R
ROW 1 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23
ROW 2 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 1
ROW 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3
ROW 4 8 11 14 17 20 23 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 2 5
ROW 5 10 13 16 19 22 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 1 4 7
ROW 6 12 15 18 21 24 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3 6 9
ROW 7 14 17 20 23 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 2 5 8 11
ROW 8 16 19 22 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 1 4 7 10 13
ROW 9 18 21 24 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3 6 9 12 15
ROW 10 20 23 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 2 5 8 11 14 17
ROW 11 22 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 1 4 7 10 13 16 19
ROW 12 24 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3 6 9 12 15 18 21
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Figure 3, Measurement results a) derived interleaving pattern of X3D display, b) sub-pixel visibility versus view number,
from the optimal observation spot of view 14
2.2  Frequency response of multi-view displays
An elegant way for deriving the frequency response of the display, especially when not all display specifications are
available, is by using measurements. The main idea in this approach is to generate a set of test images containing
signals with various known frequencies, visualize them on the display, and then analyze the output of the display. This
procedure is described in the following three subsections. Whereas the approach is illustrated for the X3D display, it is
perfectly applicable for any other multiview displays.
2.2.1 Test images
For the purpose of measuring the frequency response of the display, numerous test images (hereafter referred to as input
images) have been generated. Each of them is a pattern of a known frequency. Two of those images for frequencies1 (fx,
fy) = (0.2, 0) and (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3) are shown in Figure 4 with the corresponding spectra shown in Figure 5. Here, fx
and fy refer to frequencies along the x and y axis, respectively. The idea behind generating these images lies in the fact
that their frequency behaviour is well known, that is, they have well defined, known, distinct frequency components as
1 In this paper all frequencies are normalized to fs/2=1 with fs being the sampling frequency.
6it can be seen in Figure 5. In both cases, in Figure 5, the central peak at (fx, fy) = (0, 0) is the DC component and should
be ignored.
(a) (b)
Figure 4, Example of input (test) images. (a) (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0). (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
(a) (b)
Figure 5, Example of input images – Spectra. (a) (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0). (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
Several hundreds of those images were generated for sets of frequencies fx and fy belonging to the intervals fx  [0, 1]
and fy  [–1, 1] (the signals for fx  [–1, 0) and fy  [–1, 1] can be easily reconstructed by taking into account symmetry
properties of spectra of real signals). By selecting, on the above intervals, a dense grid of frequencies (e.g. 'f 0.01), all
possible combinations for input images are taken into consideration. It should be pointed out that a denser grid results in
a more precise estimation (better resolution) of the frequency response but it also considerably increases the number of
required measurements. Therefore, a proper compromise between the required resolution and the number of
measurements has to be made. In this paper the step 'f = 0.025 has been used. This has turned out to be a good choice
for designing antialiasing filters for the display under consideration.
2.2.2 Measurements
The input images, described in the previous section, have been visualized on the display and, by using a high resolution
digital camera, photos of the screen have been taken (hereafter referred to as output images). As an example, for the
7input images shown in Figure 4 the output images are given in Figure 6 (images have been enhanced for clarity). The
spectra of these images are shown in Figure 7.
Three observations can be made based on these measurements. First, although each of the input images contains only a
single frequency component, the output images contain numerous different frequency components. This is mainly due
to the aliasing and imaging effects of the display. As already discussed before, aliasing is the consequence of having
multiple views, that is, from one observation angle only part of pixels is visible. This corresponds to downsampling of
the original image. Aliasing effects can be removed by a proper antialiasing filter. On the other hand, imaging occurs
due to the gaps between visible sub-pixels (See Figure 3(a)). In the spectral domain, imaging can be seen as high
frequency components. Unfortunately imaging cannot be avoided or compensated by any filtering as it occurs in the
display. Fortunately, as long as no aliasing occurs, it has been experimentally shown that those imaging components are
partially suppressed by human visual system (e.g in Figure 6(a) the vertically lines are still seen even if they are heavily
broken).
Second, if the frequency of the signal is low, then the signals can be correctly represented on the display (e.g. it is easy
to  identify  vertical  lines  in  Figure  6(a)).  However,  if  the  signal  frequency  is  too  high  then  due  to  the  aliasing  and
imaging effects the image on the display would differ from the original one (e.g. in Figure 6(b), beside the barely visible
diagonal lines from Figure 4(b) many other lines are also seen).
(a) (b)
Figure 6, Example of output images (photos taken from the display). (a) (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0). (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
8(a) (b)
Figure 7, Example of output images – Spectra. (a) (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0). (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
Third, the monitor introduces nonlinear distortions as illustrated by Figure 8. Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) show the
spectra along the x-axis for the input signal (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0) and the corresponding output signal, respectively. Although
the input signal has only one spectral component (at fx = 0.2), the output signal also contains some higher harmonics (at
fx = 0.4) approximately 6-8 dB lower than the main spectral component.
(a) (b)
Figure 8, Nonlinear distortions – Spectra along x-axis for signal (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0). (a) Input image. (b) Output image.
2.2.3 Frequency characteristics of the ideal antialiasing filter
In order to analyze the performance of the display in the frequency domain, the spectra of the input and output images
derived in the previous two sections were compared. In order to eliminate measurement errors (noise) the spectrum of
the output image has been thresholded to -30dB below the strongest frequency component.
The criteria for determining if a given frequency component passes through the system properly or it is distorted by
aliasing and imaging errors was the following: For every input signal of frequency ),(
00 yx ff  it  was  checked if  the
contributing aliasing / imaging components contain frequency components that are inside a circle with radius
22
0 00 yx ffr  ,
that is, if they are of a smaller frequency than the original one (in all cases the DC component is ignored). If there are
frequency components smaller than the one present in the input signals, this means that the system aliased some of the
9frequencies and as a consequence, there will be visible distortions on the display. By removing such frequencies from
the input image, aliasing effects can be avoided. Hence, the stopband of the antialiasing filter should suppress all those
frequencies.
Two examples of spectra (represented as contour plots) of output images are shown in Figure 9. This corresponds to the
two examples used in the previous sections. Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) are magnified (contour) version of figures
Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b), respectively. In these figures only the part containing frequencies smaller than r0
(represented by the red circle) is shown. As seen from the figures, in the first example, there are no spectral components
that are of a lower frequency than the one used for generating the input image and therefore the image is properly
represented  on  the  display.  In  the  second  example,  the  output  image  considerably  differs  from  the  one  sent  to  the
display due to the aliasing errors. In the spectral domain this can be noticed by presence of several frequency
components that are inside the circle with radius r0.  There is no point in trying to represent this image on the display
under consideration, that is, this frequency should be suppressed before visualizing the image on the display.
(a) (b)
Figure 9, Spectra of output images. (a) (fx0, fy0) = (0.2, 0), r0=0.2. (b) (fx0, fy0) = (0.2, – 0.3), r0=0.36.
By applying the above criteria to all output images, the passband (frequencies that do not cause aliasing) and stopband
(frequencies that do cause aliasing) can be classified as given in Figure 10(a). In this figure, the passband is represented
by dots. In order to get a smoother filter characteristic that can be used in the filter design, a 5 by 5 median filter has
been applied resulting in the desired ideal cut-off frequency of an antialiasing filter shown in Figure 10(b). Such ideal
filter would suppress all undesired frequency components in the image resulting in an alias-free image.
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(a) (b)
Figure 10, Ideal 2D filter. (a) Passband region estimation based on measurements. (b) Contour of the ideal filter.
3. DESIGN OF ANTIALIASING FILTERS
The discussion in previous sections argued why it is important to filter an image before visualizing it on an
autostereoscopic display. In an earlier paper [7], it has been shown that visually good results can be achieved with
separable 2D antialiasing filters that were optimized by subjective experiments. However, in practice it is better to have
an objective design method that does not depend on subjective testing. Therefore, based on the results of the
measurements described in the previous sections, in the following two sections separable and non-separable 2D filters
are designed for the display under consideration.
3.1 Non-separable antialiasing filters
For the display under consideration, the shape of an ideal 2D antialiasing filter is shown in Figure 10(b). In this figure,
the  curve  shows  the  ideal  cut-off  frequency,  that  is,  the  passband  of  the  filter  should  be  inside  the  contour,  and  its
stopband everywhere else. For designing a non-separable 2D filter approximating this ideal one, the windowing design
technique with the Kaiser window of length 24 has been used (e.g. see fwind2 function in Matlab) [10]. The design
results  in  the  24  by  24  2D  non-separable  filter  with  impulse  response  shown  in  Figure  11(a).  The  corresponding
magnitude response (contour) of the designed filter is shown in Figure 11(b). The Kaiser window has been selected as a
good candidate due to its narrow transition band and flexible attenuation. The variable parameter of the Kaiser window
controlling the stopband attenuation has been set to E=2.2. Such selection will ensure a stopband attenuation of at least
30dB that is good enough for the display under consideration.
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(a) (b)
Figure 11, 2D non-separable filter. (a) Impulse response. (b) Magnitude response – contour for -3 (innermost line), -6, and -
30 dB (outermost line).
The -6dB line in Figure 11(b) approximates the ideal cut-off frequency. Due to the finite transition bandwidth of the
designed filter, even after applying it to the input image, some aliasing errors will occur on the display. However the
aliased frequencies will be attenuated by the filter (either filter transition band or stopband) and as such they will not be
visible. A sharper filter can be generated by increasing the filter order, which in turn, increases the number of
multiplication required for filtering the image. On the other hand, filters of a smaller size will approximate the edge of
the ideal filter with lower precision. Moreover, sharper filters have also a tendency to cause edge artifacts in filtered
images. Therefore, filter size of 24 by 24 has been chosen as a good compromise between the implementation
complexity, transition bandwidth, and approximation of the ideal filter.
3.2 Separable filters
The 2D non-separable filter proposed in the previous section is a very good approximation of the ideal one given by
Figure 10(b). However, the computational complexity of a 2D filter is rather high. Considerable computational savings
are achieved if the 2D filter can be separated into two 1D filters, one filtering in the horizontal direction and one in the
vertical direction. As long as similar performances are achieved by separable and non-separable filters, for a similar
filter size, the separable filters will be considerably faster.
For  deriving  a  separable  2D antialiasing  filter,  the  24-view model  described in  Section  2.1  is  utilized.  Based on this
model, a pattern of visible pixels that can be seen from one observation point has been derived as seen in Figure 3. The
Spectrum of this pattern is shown in Figure 12. Due to downsampling/upsampling behaviour of the display, each of the
peaks in this spectrum corresponds to a source of aliasing. In order to avoid aliasing, a filter has to be designed in such a
way that its passband does not overlap with any of its copies generated by moving its centre to any of those aliasing
sources.
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Figure 12, Spectrum of sub-sampling pattern for one view based on the 24-view model.
Additional restriction when using separable filters is that only rectangular-shaped 2D filters can be designed that are
symmetrical along the x and y axis. By following basic downsampling principles, it is obvious that there are several
different separable filters that can be used as antialiasing filters for this display. This is illustrated in Figure 13. In this
figure centres of aliasing terms are marked by red dots with the exact coordinates (frequencies) of each component
given  in  parenthesis  as  (fx, fy)  pairs.  Moreover  only  the  aliasing  terms  from  Figure  12  pertinent  for  the  design  of
antialiasing  filters  are  shown.  In  the  figure,  three  possible  ideal  filters  are  drawn (marked as  F1,  F2 and  F3). Each of
those filters will perform proper antialiasing, but due to different shapes the visual quality of displayed images will be
different. The numerical data for these filters is given in Table I. In the table, fcx and fcy stand for the ideal filter cut-off
frequencies in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.
fx
fy
1-1
-1
1
(1/4, 1/2)
(0, 2/3)
(3/4, 1/6)
(1/2, 1/3)
(0, 2/3)
(1/4, 1/2)
(3/4, 1/6)
(1/2, 1/3)
F1
F2
F3
Figure 13, Various ideal separable antialiasing filters.
Table I  Horizontal (fcx) and vertical (fcy) cut-off frequencies for ideal separable antialiasing filters
Filter F1 F2 F3
fcx 3/8 1/4 1/8
fcy 1/6 1/4 1/3
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For designing 1D filters with cut-off frequencies given in Table I, as in the case of non-separable design, the windowing
technique with the Kaiser window of length 24 has been used. The variable parameter of the Kaiser window has been
set to E= 2.2. The magnitude responses of the designed filters are given in Figure 14. Solid and dashed lines represent
the horizontal and vertical filters, respectively. The magnitude responses (contour) of the corresponding 2D filters are
given in Figure 15.
Figure 14, Various ideal, horizontal (solid line) and vertical (dashed line), antialiasing filters of order N = 23 for F1 (green,
solid line), F2 (magenta, dotted line), and F3 (blue, dashed line). The horizontal and vertical components of F2 overlap.
Figure 15, Magnitude responses: – 6dB contour for F1 (green, solid line), F2 (magenta, dotted line), and F3 (blue, dashed
line).
4. RESULTS
In this section, the advantage of the proposed methodology with respect to previously suggested antialiasing filter
design approaches is demonstrated by objective comparisons of filter performance and computational efficiency and by
visual inspection on a set of test images.
4.1 Numerical comparison between filters
The passband size was evaluated as the passband area of the 2D filter or in the case of separable filter, passband area of
the corresponding 2D filter, shown in Figure 15. The implementation complexity is given as the number of
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multiplications per pixel and is denoted by C. The results of both comparisons are given in Table II. Moreover, for
completeness of the results, the filters designed in this paper are also compared with the ones presented in [7]. In that
work two filters have been suggested, denoted as ‘smooth’ ad ‘sharp’ due to their effect on the processed image. The
‘smooth’ one was aimed at total alias terms suppression while the ‘sharp’ one was optimized visually to allow for some
small amount o aliasing for the sake of better sharpness.
Table II Numerical comparison of various antialiasing filters
Proposed in this work Presented in [7]
Filter 2D F1 F2 F3 JK ‘smooth’ ‘sharp’
size (length) 24 by 24 24 24 24 48 by 48 15, 18 23, 23
Passband area .048 0.063 0.063 0.042 0.068 0.033 0.107
C 576 48 48 48 2304 33 46
Several observations can be made based on Table II. First, it is obvious that non-separable filters require considerable
higher number of multiplications than the separable ones. Furthermore, the separable filters proposed in this paper are
of higher order than the ones denoted as ‘smooth’ in [7]. This was caused mainly by attempting to widen the passband
(e.g. in filter F2 ). A wider passband suppress less amount of frequencies in the information part of the signal. However,
it imposes also a narrower transition band, and thus a higher filter order, so to ensure effective alias suppression around
the passband edge.
Second, when comparing the proposed 2D filters and the one designed by the Jain and Konrad [1], it can be seen that
the passband area of the proposed filters is smaller. This is due to the nonlinear distortions (see Section 2.2.2) that exist
in  the  display  but  are  not  taken  into  account  by  the  model  used  by  Jain  and  Konrad.  Moreover,  because  of  these
distortions, the filters used in [1] had to be of a higher order to provide shorter transition bandwidths thereby
eliminating the alias components caused by the nonlinear distortions.
Third, from the three 1D filters (F1, F2 and F3) proposed in previous section, F2 has the best approximation of the ideal
shape given by Figure 10(b). It will be demonstrated in Section 4.2 that it also performs best in visual inspections.
Forth, when using separable filters some minor aliasing errors are to be expected, because with separable filters it is
impossible  to  get  the  ideal  2D  shape  shown  in  Figure  10(b).  Nevertheless,  it  can  be  claimed,  based  on  numerous
experiments, that this aliasing is tolerable and does not compromise the image quality.
Fifth, the complexity evaluation in the table assumes direct implementation of every filter because in this way it is easy
to have a relative comparison between filters. If in the implementation the coefficient symmetry is utilized and/or some
other algorithms for fast implementation of a filter are used then the implementation complexity, for all filters in the
table, can be further reduced.
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4.2 Visual inspection
The performance of different antialiasing filtering is illustrated by presenting the filtering effect on three test images.
Each image has been filtered with the set of filters, visualized on X3D display and then photographed.
The first image, denoted as ‘Patterns’ contains straight lines and patterns with high contrast and varying spatial
frequencies. As a use case, it represents 2D geometric content found in a graphical user interface and it is particularly
suitable for demonstrating aliasing effects. For example, the slanted lines in the image are at angles, which are most
affected by the optical filter of the X3D display. The original test image is presented in Figure 16(a). The same image
photographed as visualized on X3D display is shown in Figure 16(b). Structural and colour artefacts due to aliasing are
clearly visible. Photographs of the test image, pre-processed with two different filters are given in Figure 16 (c) and (d).
Figure 16(c) shows the image as pre-filtered by 2D non separable filter. Figure 16 (d) shows the image as pre-filtered by
separable filter F2. One can see that the image filtered by the non-separable filter exhibits no aliasing artefacts, while the
image filtered by F2 preserves more details, but some elements are still aliased.
The second test image consists of 2D text with variable font size, created by Wordle [11]. The original test image is
given in Figure 17(a). The images in Figure 17 (b), (c) and (d) are photographs of the test image, pre-filtered by 2D
filter, F1 and  F2 respectively. Visual inspection shows that 2D filter and F2 produce comparable results in terms of
perceptual quality. Even though filters F1 and F2 have equal size of the passband area, images filtered by F2 are easier to
read due to the fact that F2 has the same throughput in horizontal and vertical direction.
Finally, the filters are visually compared using full-colour, natural 2D image. The image is “Lighthouse” from the
Kodak Image Database [12]. The results produced by the non-separable and separable (F2) filters are quite similar for
that image. One can conclude that for natural images containing low or no amount of slanted patterns at ‘critical’ angles
(determined by the topology of the optical filter slant) the performance of the F2 filter is quite competitive to that of the
non-separable filter being closest to the ideal antialiasing filter for the given sampling topology.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have proposed a methodology for designing antialiasing filters for autostereoscopic displays. Such
displays are characterized by additional optical layer (filter) on top of conventional LCD to create different views for
different directions. The attempt to create a number of different views reduces the spatial resolution and in order to cope
with this problem, the optical layer is mounted in a slanted manner. While this design offers a good compromise
between spatial resolution and number of views, it also specifies a more complex non-rectangular sub-sampling pattern
on a sub-pixel level. Our methodology is based on simple, yet precise enough measurements of the aliasing effects on
the display. Only basic knowledge about the display, e.g. resolution is required to design and conduct the
measurements. This is in contrast with previous approaches proposed in the literature which require more detailed
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knowledge about the construction of the displays. Other previous approaches suggested modelling (and sometimes
simplifying) the view sub-sampling topology. Such models however cannot predict possible nonlinearity in the optical
system which is also source of aliasing artefacts. However, it is well revealed by our measurement methodology and
subsequently taken into account in the filter design.
The form of the measured passband is such that requires a 2D non-separable filter with certain order. While designing
such a filter, alternatively we have designed also a separable approximation which competed favourably in terms of
visual performance and computational cost. The design is fairly automatic and little interaction with the user is required
(e.g. selection of filter orders). The design is robust to variations of the input parameters so even a not so precise choice
by the user will lead to satisfactory results.
We have considered the case where images are placed at the screen surface (images for the left and right eye having
zero disparity). Our future work will consider the case of changing disparity and its influence on the antialiasing
filtering.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 16, Test image with geometric lines: a) original image, (b-d) images, photographed on X3D display, as follows – b)
unprocessed image, exhibiting aliasing, c) filtered with 2D filter, d), filtered with F2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 17, Test image with text: a) original image, (b-d) images, pre-filtered and photographed on X3D display, as follows
– b) pre-filtered with 2D filter, c) pre-filtered with F1, d) pre-filtered with F2. Note: unprocessed image with aliased
text is clearly with the worst quality, but is not shown here because of space limitations.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 18, 2D full-colour test image: a) original image, (b-d) images, photographed on X3D display, as follows – b)
unprocessed image, exhibiting crosstalk, c) pre-filtered with 2D filter, d) pre-filtered with F2.
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Measuring and modeling per-element angular visibility in multi-view displays
Atanas Boev
Robert Bregovic
Atanas Gotchev
Abstract — Multi-view displays employ an optical layer which distributes the light of an underlying
TFT-LCD panel in different directions. Certain properties of the layer create specific artifacts, such as
ghost images, moiré patterns, and masking. The layer was modeled as an image-processing channel,
and the display parameters related with the model were identified, which are important for the design
of image-processing algorithms for artifact mitigation. The identified parameters are interleaving pat-
tern, angular visibility, and frequency throughput of the display. A methodology for deriving these
parameters for an arbitrary LCD-based multi-view display are presented, which does not require pre-
cisely positioned measurement equipment. As a case study, measurement and modeling results for a
particular multi-view display are also presented.
Keywords — Multi-view displays, angular visibility, cross-talk measurement, optical measurements,
3-D displays, visual quality.
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1 Introduction
Multi-view displays are a class of autostereoscopic displays,
which can be used without the need of special glasses and
can be watched by multiple users simultaneously.1–7 Multi-
view displays generate multiple observations of a scene,
each one seen from a different angle. Usually, the image is
formed on a TFT-LCD. An additional directionally selective
optical layer mounted on top of the LCD redirects the light
of the subpixels in different directions.1,4,7,18 The layer is
either a parallax barrier, which blocks the light in some
directions7 or lenticular sheet, which works by refracting the
light.8 The apparent brightness of each subpixel is a func-
tion of the angle. The group of subpixels which is visible
from one direction forms an image, known as view.1,7,9
From a certain spot in front of the display, all subpixels that
belong to a view are seen with maximal brightness. Such a
spot is referred to as an optimal observation spot for the
corresponding view. Outside of that spot, there is a larger
view visibility zone, in which the view is still visible, albeit
with diminished brightness. In LCD-based multi-view dis-
plays, views are spatially multiplexed.1,2,9 The process of
mapping multiple images to the views of one display is
called interdigitation,9 view multiplexing,1 interlacing,3,5 or
view interleaving.14 The latter term is adopted in this paper.
The relation between the position of a subpixel and the view
it belongs to is given by an interleaving map. Since both the
LCD and the optical layer have a repetitive structure, the
interleaving map can be described by a periodic interleaving
pattern.7,9 The pattern is spatially independent – the angu-
lar visibility of a subpixel depends on its position in respect
to the pattern, but not on its absolute position in respect to
the display.
The design of a multi-view display is a trade-off
between observation convenience and visual quality. The
added convenience in using multi-view display comes at the
expense of limited brightness, contrast, and resolution.1,9,10
The optical layer is a source of specific visual artifacts.1
These are moiré patterns caused by aliasing,9,11,13 ghost
images caused by cross-talk,7,10,19 and masking artifacts
caused by the optical layer behaving like an up-sampling
block. The masking artifacts manifest themselves as a fine
mesh superimposed over the image, an effect that can be
regarded as imaging, as discussed in Sec. 5. The influence of
these artifacts on the visual quality of a 3-D scene depends
both on image content and optical parameters of the display.
It is possible to use image-processing methods to mitigate
these artifacts5,9,13,14 and the effectiveness of the image
processing methods depends highly on the information
about the optical characteristics of the display, which is,
however, rarely available to the end user.
There are various methods for assessing the optical
quality of the display; for example, using directional scan-
ning for 2-D15 and 3-D10 displays. In Ref. 8 the authors
propose an extensive list of optical parameters which can be
measured for characterization of autostereoscopic 3-D dis-
plays. In this paper, we aim to identify and measure the
parameters that can be used for visual optimization. Thus,
we are interested in the parameters that are important from
the image-processing point of view, rather than in ones
which describe the optical quality of a 3-D display.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we pro-
pose a model, which considers a multi-view display as an
image-processing channel. The model is used to describe
the typical visual artifacts in signal-processing terms. The
parameters in this model identify which characteristics of
the display are needed in visual optimization algorithms. In
Secs. 3 and 4, we present a simple, yet effective, methodol-
ogy to measure and model these parameters. More specifi-
cally, in Sec. 3, we describe a way to derive the interleaving
topology, and in Sec. 4 we propose a method for finding the
The authors are with Tampere University of Technology, Department of Signal Processing, P.O. 553, Tampere, TRE 33101, Finland;
telephone +358-3-3115-4959, e-mail: atanas.boev@tut.fi.
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angular visibility of each display element by combining
measurement data from several points. Finally, in Sec. 5, we
characterize the properties of the display in the frequency
domain. As a case study, this paper presents measurement
results for 23-in. 3-D display AD built by X3-D-Technolo-
gies GmbH, which is hereafter referred to as X3-D display.
2 Multi-view display as image-processing
channel
Multi-view 3-D displays aim to generate multiple images,
each one seen from a different observation angle. The opti-
cal layer mounted above the screen surface acts as a direc-
tionally selective filter and applies an angular luminance
function to each subpixel of the display. The angle, at which
the angular luminance has its peak value, determines the
optimal observation direction of the subpixel. There are
groups of subpixels with similar angular luminance func-
tions, which are simultaneously visible, thus creating the
illusion of an image which is visible from certain angles and
invisible from others. The number of groups with a similar
angular luminance function determines the number of
views generated by the display.
The interleaving map can be represented as a set of
non-overlapping lattices, where each lattice contains sub-
pixels from a single view only.9 On an image with the full
resolution of the LCD, each of these lattices acts as a rec-
tangular subsampling pattern with a different offset. An
example is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the intersecting dotted
lines mark the position of LCD subpixels; one lattice is
marked with circles and another is marked with crosses. The
horizontal step of the lattice is equal to the width of the
interleaving pattern [denoted with npatt in Fig. 1(a)] and the
vertical step equals to the height of the pattern (denoted
with mopt in the same figure). All the subpixels that appear in
column k1 * npatt and row k2 * mpatt, where k1 and k2 are inte-
gers, belong to a group with equal angular visibility. The sub-
pixels that appear in column k1 * npatt + x (for 0 ≤ x < npatt)
and row k2 * mpatt + y (for 0 ≤ y < mpatt) also belong to a
group with equal angular visibility. It is possible that more
than one of these groups belong to the same view.
A model of a multi-view display as an image-process-
ing chain is shown in Fig. 1(b). We assume that as input we
have v images with full resolution, which have to be mapped
to v views generated by the display. Out of each image, only
subpixels that belong to the corresponding view are used.
This is modeled by a 2-D downsampling operation. Since
the views are spatially multiplexed, each image gets sampled
with different offset, represented by image shift z(x, y),
where x, y are the horizontal and vertical offset. On the dis-
play, the subsampled image is represented in its original
size. The visible subpixels appear either surrounded by
black stripes by the parallax barrier or enlarged by the len-
ticular sheet. This effect is modeled as an upsampling stage,
where the introduced samples are either set to zero, or are
a repetition of the same sample value. Since several groups
of p subpixels can belong to the same view, downsampling
and upsampling in the most general cases, is not performed
on a rectangular grid.
The angular luminance is modeled as a function of the
observation angle. We model the effect of the optical layer
on the brightness of underlying pixels as visibility – the ratio
between the relative brightness of a view and the maximum
brightness of the display as seen from the same angle. The
function f(θ + kv) gives the visibility of view v from observa-
tion angle θ. We refer to such function as horizontal angular
visibility. We assume that the function is the same for all
views, with the peak visibility of each view occurring at dif-
ferent observation angle. With kv we denote the offset of the
function for view v.
Using the proposed model, typical visual artifacts on
multi-view displays can be explained from the signal-proc-
essing point of view. Aliasing occurs if the source images
have not been suitably pre-filtered with an anti-aliasing fil-
ter before downsampling. The design of an anti-aliasing fil-
ter relies on knowledge of the interleaving topology.9,13,14
FIGURE 1 — Model of the optical layer effect as an image processing channel: (a) interleaving map as a set of nonoverlapping lattices
and (b) interleaved image as a weighted sum of sampled images.
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The topology can be derived by finding npatt, mpatt, and all
combinations of x and y that belong to the same view. Ghost
images occur when images with different offset are simulta-
neously visible – this effect can also be regarded as cross-
talk. Cross-talk mitigation algorithms need knowledge of
the angular visibility function,13,19 which is denoted as f(θ +
kv) in our model. Due to the optical layer, the visible parts
of subpixels have a non-rectangular shape16–18 and the gaps
between them are directionally oriented. The presence of
gaps creates effects similar to the ones caused by upsam-
pling in the absence of a post-filter. In sampling and inter-
polation literature, the effect is denoted as “imaging” and
the filters tackling it are known as anti-imaging filters. In the
case of multi-view displays, this effect is best quantified by
analyzing the performance of the display in the frequency
domain.
3 Deriving the interleaving pattern
In some cases, the description of the interleaving pattern is
partially or fully missing in the documentation provided
along with the display. This prompts proposing a methodol-
ogy for deriving the pattern. Our proposed methodology has
four steps – finding the minimal width and height of the
pattern (npatt and npatt in Fig. 1), obtaining the number of
views generated by the display, and finally, deriving the com-
plete interleaving pattern.
Ideally, a view should be visible with maximum bright-
ness from a limited range of observation angles and be invis-
ible from anywhere else. An example of angular visibility of
a view is given in Fig. 2(a), with “visible” and “invisible”
regions marked with “V” and “N,” respectively. We refer to
the ratio between the width of “N” and “V” regions as visi-
bility separation. A group of subpixels with similar angular
visibility has a higher overall N/V ratio than a group where
each subpixel has a different optimal observation point. The
“optimal” interleaving pattern of a 3-D display is one that
separates the subpixels into groups that yield the highest
visibility separation.
In order to study the angular visibility of a subpixel,
one can selectively activate groups of subpixels and perform
an angular scan,5 or use Fourier optics to study a point on
the screen from many angles simultaneously.20 Our approach
is to observe the display from a distance shorter than the
optimal one, utilizing the space invariance of the pattern. In
this approach, the visibility of multiple subpixels as seen in
one camera position is related to the visibility of one sub-
pixel as seen from multiple camera positions. As exemplified
in Fig. 2(b), point “A” observed from close distance is seen
from the same angle as point B observed from the optimal
observation distance at angle θ2. Similarly, point “C” as seen
from a closely positioned camera should have the same visi-
bility as point “B” from observation angle θ2. We refer to
images taken from a closely positioned camera as close shot
images. In the close shot, a horizontal line of the screen is
expected to have visibility proportional to the horizontal
angular visibility of a point from the optimal observation
angle, as seen in Fig. 2(c). The higher the angular visibility
ratio [as seen in Fig. 2(a)] is, the higher is the N/V ratio of
the horizontal line [as seen in Fig. 2(c)]. In our experiments,
the distance between display and camera was 8 cm.
3.1 Finding pattern width
The optimal width of the interleaving pattern is found by
observing a row of subpixels, probing for different pattern
widths, and selecting the set with the highest visibility sepa-
ration.
First, one should take a close shot of a square with a
known size in subpixels and use it to estimate the camera
orientation and to determine the ratio k between display
pixels and pixels in the acquired photograph. This allows
estimating where each photographed subpixel appears on
the photo, regardless of the exact camera placement. The
next step is to activate every n-th subpixel in one row [as
seen in Fig. 3(a)], and take a close shot. As the line consists
of discrete subpixels, the angular visibility of the view would
appear sampled at discrete angles. In order to evaluate the
visibility separation, one should distinguish dark pixels in
the “N” regions masked by the optical layer and dark gaps in
“V” regions caused by inactive subpixels. The width of the
gaps in the “V” zones is proportional to the currently probed
FIGURE 2 — Angular visibility of multi-view display: (a) visibility separation, (b) observation angles when
taking a close shot, and (c) close observation of angular visibility.
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pattern width n. To make the distinction, we apply a maxi-
mum value filter in a horizontal direction using window size
of n * k/3 (k is divided by three to obtain the display ratio
per subpixel).
By probing for various values of n, one can obtain the
visibility separation for interleaving pattern with the corre-
sponding widths. The maximum n is bounded by the expected
number of views: we used 1 < n < 64 in our experiments. A
test image containing lines with different n can be seen in
Fig. 3(a). The same image, as seen on a close shot of the
X3-D display, is in Fig 3(b). The processed image, where
each line is filtered with the corresponding maximum value
filter, is shown in Fig. 3(c). By counting consecutive black
pixels in each row, one can find the minimal n which has the
highest visibility separation. In our experiments, this is
npatt = 8.
3.2 Finding pattern height
The optimal height mpatt of the interleaving pattern can be
found by testing patterns with optimal width npatt and variable
height m. The test image for pattern n × m has subpixels on
every n-th subpixel column and every m-th pixel row lit.
Each row in that image has optimal visibility separation, but
if the optical layer is mounted at a slant, the position of the
“V” zones might differ across the rows. For some values of
m, the optimal observation directions for each row coincide,
making all active subpixels simultaneously visible from cer-
tain observation directions. If one considers the mean
brightness of all visible subpixels, the optimal m is the value
which yields the highest visibility separation for the display
as a whole.
Unfortunately, from a close position the angle from
which the display rows are seen varies in the vertical direc-
tion as well. Thus, from a single close shot it is impossible to
predict whether the optimal observation points of each row
would coincide at some distance. However, most multi-view
displays aim to provide views which spread in the horizontal
direction only.1,7,18 In that case, the angular visibility of the
display should change frequently in the horizontal and less
often in the vertical direction. In the close shot, this corre-
sponds to vertical lines with minimal slant. In order to dis-
tinguish nonvisible from inactive subpixels, one can apply a
FIGURE 3 — Deriving the width of interleaving patten: (a) test image containing lines with different step size, (b) close observation
of the test image, and (c) test image, processed with maximum value filter with coressponding window size.
FIGURE 4 — Deriving the height of the interleaving pattern: top row – close observations of test patterns with
various heigths; bottom row – the same, processed with maximum value filter with corresponding window
size.
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two-dimensional maximum value filter with window size of
(n * k/3) × (m * k), where n, m are the size of the pattern
used in each test. The filtered image with lowest frequency
in the vertical direction corresponds to the optimal size of
the interleaving pattern.
The top row of Fig. 4 shows close shots of different
test patterns on X3-D display, and the bottom row shows the
corresponding processed images. In our measurements, we
used the position of the biggest peak in the 2-D frequency
response to determine the slant of the lines, and found pat-
tern size of 8 × 12 to be the optimal one.
3.3 Number of views
It is possible that a display with interleaving pattern of
npatt × mpatt generates less than npatt ⋅ mpatt views, i.e., there
are subpixels with different coordinates in the pattern which
belong to the same view. This case can be tested by building
a test image using the optimal pattern size with only one
subpixel in the pattern lit, as shown in Fig. 5(a). We refer to
these images as test pattern, followed by the row and col-
umn where the active subpixel is positioned. For example,
test pattern “R4C7" is a test image that consists of a periodic
pattern with size npatt × mpatt, where the subpixel on row 4,
column 7 is lit. The total number of such test-pattern images
is n ⋅ m. If two test patterns contain pixels that belong to the
same view, they would have identical angular visibility and
contribute light to the same regions in the close shot.
The close shots need to be processed with a max value
filter with a window size of (npatt * k/3) × (mpatt * k) as is
done in the previous section. Test patterns with subpixels
which belong to one view should produce slightly different
output since subpixels of those patterns appear on different
coordinates of the display. However, test patterns with dif-
ferent angular visibility should produce noticeably different
results. The norm of difference between two output images
can be used to determine if two test patterns belong to the
same view or not. One can calculate the l2-norm of the dif-
ference between each pair of filtered images, build a histo-
gram of all norms, and find the threshold between “similar”
and “different” norms, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The first group
in the histogram represents differences between “similar”
patterns that belong to the same view.
Close shots of the X3-D display exhibiting some test
patterns and their filtered counterparts are given in Fig. 6.
In this example, subpixels “R4C7" and ”R7C5" were found
to belong to the same view. Test patterns with normalized
difference lower than the threshold were grouped together.
The whole set of 96 test patterns produced 24 distinctive
groups of four patterns each, which means that X3-D display
is able to generate 24 distinctive views. Subpixels, which
belong to the same group, are marked with “x” in Fig. 5(a).
3.4 Interleaving topology
The final step is to assign a view number to each group of
subpixels with similar angular visibility. The order of the
views is arbitrary, but for practical reasons it is preferred
that views with neighboring observation zones have con-
secutive numbers. To enumerate the views in that order, one
should find the visibility zone of each view.
FIGURE 5 — Single-subpixel test patterns: (a) position of subpixel in the pattern (pixels marked with “x” are found
to belong to the same view) and (b) normalized differences between close observations of all test patterns.
FIGURE 6 — Deriving number of views: top row – close observations of
various test patterns; bottom row – the same test patterns after filtering.
Subpixels which belong to the same view produce similar close
observations [the similarity threshold is shown in Fig. 5(b)].
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A set of vmax test images is prepared, where vmax is the
derived number of views. In each test image, all subpixels
belonging to the same view are lit. We refer to these images
as single-view ones. By observing a single-view image on the
display, one can search for an observation position from
which the display is seen with maximal mean brightness.
This position is the optimal observation spot of the corre-
sponding view.
In our experiments, we could identify optimal obser-
vation spots with fuzzy borders, appearing approximately on
a line, in front of the display, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Because
this result is consistent with the measurements of other dis-
plays,5,20 we approximated optimal observation spots to be
equidistant on the line, as marked with “X” in Fig. 7(a). In
our measurements, the distance between the display and
the line was approximately 140 cm.
In our experiments, we enumerate the zones from left
to right, so that middle zone numbers are aligned with the
center of the display. By labeling the subpixels with corre-
sponding numbers, we obtain the interleaving pattern for
X3-D display as shown in Fig. 7(b).
4 Angular visibility of each subpixel
In general, doing an angular scan to obtain the visibility as a
function of the angle requires precise positioning – other-
wise the angular visibility curve is sampled at irregular inter-
vals. In our method, we measure the visibility of each view
at arbitrary points along the optimal observation distance,
and search for a single function that gives the best fit for all
measurements regardless of the observation point.
4.1 Measurements
As a first step, one needs to prepare all the single-view
images that correspond to the views generated by the dis-
play. Then the measurement points have to be selected as
close as possible to the centers of the visibility zones. In our
experiments, 25 measurement points were selected as marked
with “X” in Fig. 7(a). Twenty-four of them are in the visibility
zones of each view, and the last one is in the visibility zone
of the first replica of view 1. Observation point 13 appears
in the center.
The next step is camera calibration. Camera sensitivity
and aperture should be set to a minimum to minimize CCD
noise. Camera exposition should be chosen such that the
maximum pixel value in the shots is under the range in
which camera response gets into saturation. Then the cam-
era response function should be linearized in the fashion
described in Ref. 22. In our experiments, we used 16 gray-
level test images where all pixels were set to values between
0 and 255, with step of 16. All the test images were shot in
a dark room from measurement point 13.
The last step is measuring the angular visibility. One
should prepare vmax single-view images, where vmax is the
number of views generated by the display. Additionally, one
white image with all subpixels set to maximum brightness
and one black image with all subpixels set to zero are
needed. From each observation position the white, black,
and all single-view images should be photographed. The set
of images shot from one point is rectified using the corners
of the display in the white image. For each single-view image,
the mean brightness in the center of the display is measured
and normalized to range from 0 to 1, where 0 is the mean
FIGURE 7 — Deriving the interleaving topology: (a) measurement points in the approximate centers of the optimal observation
spots (view from the top); (b) interleaving pattern for X3-D display.
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brightness measured for the black test image and 1 is the
brightness measured for the white test image.
In our measurements, from each measurement point,
we took 26 shots of the X3-D display, showing the black,
white, and 24 single-view test images. After normalization,
we obtained 25 sets of 24 measurements, indicating the
brightness of each view relative to the full brightness of the
display for each observation position. Because of the nor-
malization, the maximum measured brightness is approxi-
mately the same (close to 0.5) for all angles. We used the
normalized measurement as visibility Sp(v), where v is the
view number and p is the measurement point. The results
for four measurement positions are shown in Fig. 8.
4.2 Modeling angular visibility
If the measurement point is displaced from the center of a
visibility zone, the visibility function gets sampled with an
offset, and the maximum value of that function falls in
between two samples. However, judging by the measure-
ment results in other work,7,20 we assume that the visibility
curve for all observation points can be closely approximated
by the same function, which has its peak occurring in the
optimal observation spot for the corresponding view. We use
τp to denote the offset of the visibility curve. Integer values
of the offset τp correspond to the angular visibility in an
optimal visibility spot, and noninteger values of τp corre-
spond to the angular visibility between spots. Based on this
assumption, one can search for a single function that closely
fits measurements for all positions regardless of possible off-
set τp. We decided to fit a periodized Gaussian function,
(1)
where v = 1, ..., vmax and search for optimal (a, σ) that will
give the minimum fit error in
(2)
where pmax is the total number of measurement points and
vmax is the total number of views.
The resulting Gaussian function for the X3-D display
with a = 0.51, σ = 7.49 is shown in Fig. 9(a), along with
S12(v). By sampling this curve for integer values of v and
τp = v, one can get the visibility of each view for observation
point p. By replacing the view numbers in the interleaving
map with their visibilities, one can obtain the visibility of
each subpixel for observation point p.
Since the visibility curve is the same for all observation
positions, and the optimal observation points are equi-
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FIGURE 8 — Measurement results for X3-D display for measurement points 12 (top left), 6 (top right), 5 (bottom left)
and 1 (bottom right).
FIGURE 9 — Modeling angular visibility: (a) shape of derived Gaussian
curve (G) with measurements for observation point 12 (S12) and (b)
predicted visibility of all elements (G) between observation points 5 and
6, with measurements done in that point ( ).Stp
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spaced, we can assume that the visibility of one view from
different observation points follows the same function as
visibility or different views from one observation point. In
that case, one can estimate the visibility between two opti-
mal observation positions by choosing fractional τp. As an
example, G(v) for τp = 5.5 is shown in Fig. 9 along with
actual measurements performed from an observation point
that lies between points 5 and 6.
5 Performance analysis of a multi-view
display in the frequency domain
Based on the measurements described in the previous sec-
tions, we can determine the visibility of every pixel on the
LCD matrix from an arbitrary observation point. At the
same time, due to the structure of the display, only a fraction
of the pixels will be visible from one observation point
(view). In addition, there are gaps between the visible sub-
pixels in one view. Thus, when visualizing full-size images
(i.e., images with resolution equal to the LCD matrix reso-
lution), there are two effects involved: aliasing due to the
picking up of subpixels on nonrectangular grid and imaging,
due to the presence of gaps. Aliasing can be fully tackled by
an anti-aliasing prefilter. Imaging is usually tackled by an
anti-imaging post-filter. Because the imaging is created by
the physical structure of the display, it is impossible to
impose a post-filter. However, the effect can be partially
mitigated by a pre-filter. In order to determine the proper-
ties of the required 2-D filter, and consequently have the
best possible representation of images on the display (mini-
mizing aliasing, imaging, and ghosting), it is necessary to
determine the performance of the display in the frequency
domain; that is, we have to know which frequency compo-
nents in the image we can keep (ones that will be properly
represented on the screen), and which ones we have to
attenuate (remove) as potential causes of distortions.
Determining the performance of the display in the
frequency domain is challenging. Based on the interleaving
pattern determined in Sec. 3 and the display model given in
Fig. 1(b), one could derive an analytical expression of the
frequency-domain behavior of the display. However, this
theoretical approach does not take into account several
effects occurring on the display. First, the visible subpixels
are not on a rectangular grid (see Sec. 3). Second, every
visible subpixel is seen with a different intensity (see Sec. 4).
Finally, due to the masking effects, the pixels have a nonrec-
tangular shape.16–18 The combination of these effects
creates an intensity distribution map, which alters the
brightness of each image element in a non-linear fashion.
Assuming that we could somehow model all non-linear effects,
the analytical approach would become mathematically very
demanding. Moreover, due to the fact that in the general
case we do not know the exact properties of all parts of the
screen (optical layer, slant of the barrier, thickness, etc.) in
the theoretical approach many tradeoffs would have to be
made, thereby ending with a frequency response that might
or might not describe the display well enough. In order to
achieve a practical solution, it turns out that for deriving the
frequency response of the display, it is much more conven-
ient to use a measurement-based approach, as described in
this section. In the derived frequency response, we will
denote as passband the region in the frequency domain con-
taining frequencies that are properly represented on the
screen. All other regions will be denoted as stopband.
The main idea in the proposed approach is to generate
several images containing signals with various known fre-
quencies, visualize them on the display, and then compare
the output of the display with the input images. We illustrate
the procedure for the X3-D display, but the approach itself
is perfectly applicable for any other multi-view display.
5.1.1 Preparing test images
The first step in measuring the frequency response of the
display is to generate appropriate test images. For this pur-
pose, we prepared several hundred images, each of them
being a pattern of a fixed known frequency. Two of these
images for frequencies (fx, fy) = (0.1, 0.1) and (fx, fy) = (0.2,
–0.3) are shown in Fig. 10 with the corresponding spectra
shown as contour plots in Fig. 11. Here, fx and fy refer to
frequencies along the x and y axis, respectively. The fre-
quencies are normalized to fs/2 = 1, with fs being the sam-
pling frequency. We can see in Fig. 11 that each of these
signals has distinct peaks in the spectra [the peak at (fx, fy) =
(0, 0) is the DC component and should be ignored]. The
motivation for using such images lies in the fact that by
knowing exactly what image we sent to the display, based on
what we see on the display, we can determine the properties
of the display in the frequency domain.
We assume no a priori knowledge about the display
properties. Therefore, the test images must be generated
for all sets of frequencies (fx, fy) with fx ∈ [0, 1] and fy ∈ [–1,
1]. The signals for fx ∈ [–1, 0) and fy ∈ [–1, 1] can be easily
reconstructed by taking into account the symmetry proper-
ties of the spectra of real signals. In order to obtain a precise
frequency response of the display, we have to use a very
dense grid of frequencies. However, a very dense grid
FIGURE 10 — Example of input (test) images: (a) (fx, fy) = (0.1, 0.1) and
(b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
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means a high number of images which, in turn, will require
a lot of measurements. Therefore, we suggest that first a
larger grid is used, e.g., ∆f ≥ 0.1, to roughly determine the
properties of the screen and then repeat the measurement
with a denser grid, e.g., ∆f ≈ 0.01, in the regions around the
edges of the passband. In this paper, for the X3-D display,
we used the step ∆f = 0.025.
5.1.2 Measurements
The second step in measuring the frequency response of the
display is to visualize the above described input images on
the display and take photos of the screen by using a high-
resolution digital camera. The photos were taken from a dis-
tance of ≈40 cm from the screen. Although the distance is
not critical, the camera should not be put too close to the
screen in order to avoid interference between multiple
views. The photos taken by the camera will be hereafter
referred to as output images. As an example, for the input
images shown in Fig. 10, the output images are shown in
Fig. 12 (the images have been enhanced for clarity) with the
corresponding spectra given as contour plots in Fig. 13.
Please note that due to the fact that k, the ratio between
pixels on the display and pixels in the output images, is less
than one, after evaluating the spectra, the frequencies have
to be rescaled by the factor 1/k. This scaling has been
already included in Fig. 13.
Several observations can be made based on these
measurements. First, although each of the input images
contains only a single frequency component, the output im-
ages contain many distinct frequency components. This is
mainly due to the aliasing and imaging effects of the display.
This is modeled in Fig. 13 through down-sampling and up-
sampling blocks.
Second, although there are many high frequency dis-
tortions in the output image due to imaging, which is, in
turn, due to the physical gaps between visible subpixels,
those imaging components are partially suppressed by the
human visual system. Therefore, we are still able to see
properly the input signal on the display as long as the input
signal contains only sufficiently low-frequency components.
This is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b). In the first
figure, the diagonal lines are still seen even if they are heav-
ily broken, but in the second figure, beside the barely visible
diagonal lines from Fig. 10(b), many other lines are also
seen and therefore we cannot properly identify the input
signal.
Third, the display introduces non-linear distortions, as
illustrated in Fig. 14. This figure shows the spectra along the
FIGURE 12 — Example of output images (photos taken from the display):
(a) (fx, fy) = (0.1, 0.1) and (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
FIGURE 11 — Example of input images – Spectra (contour): (a) (fx, fy) =
(0.1, 0.1) and (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
FIGURE 13 — Example of output images – Spectra (contour): (a) (fx, fy) =
(0.1, 0.1) and (b) (fx, fy) = (0.2, –0.3).
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x axis for the input signal (fx, fy) = (0.2, 0) and the corre-
sponding output signal. Although the input signal has only
one spectral component at fx = ±0.2, the output signal also
contains harmonics at fx = ±0.4 that are approximately
6–8 dB lower than the main spectral component.
5.1.3 Evaluating the frequency response
of the display
The third and final step in measuring the frequency response
of the display consists of comparing the spectra of the above
derived input and output images. In order to suppress the
noise in the output image, we threshold the spectrum of
each image to –30 dB below the strongest frequency com-
ponent. This threshold was experimentally chosen for the
X3-D display, but we believe that it can be used for any
other display having an 8-bit image depth.
The criteria for determining if a given frequency com-
ponent passes through the system properly or if it is dis-
torted due to the aliasing and imaging errors was the
following: for every input signal of frequency (fx0, fy0), we
checked if the contributing aliasing/imaging components
contain frequency components that are inside a circle with
radius
(3)
that is, if there are signals with a lower frequency than the
one used at the input. In all cases we ignored the DC com-
ponent. The motivation behind this criterion is two-fold.
First, according to the sampling theory, aliasing will occur
once the input signal is greater than half of the sampling
frequency. The frequency of the aliased component is lower
than the frequency of the signal itself. Therefore, the above
criteria effectively checks whether aliasing occurred or not.
The second motivation lies in the fact that low-frequency
errors (like the ones caused by aliasing) are much more visu-
ally annoying when occurring on the screen than high-fre-
quency ones (e.g., imaging). Consequently, we define the
passband of the display as the region of all test frequencies
which cause no additional frequency components inside
radius r0 and define the stopband everywhere else.
As an example, the magnified versions of Figs. 13(a)
and 13(b) are shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), respectively.
In these figures, only the part containing frequencies
smaller than r0 (represented by the circle) is shown. As seen
from the figures, in the first example there are no spectral
components that are of a lower frequency than the one used
for generating the input image, and therefore the signal of
this frequency would be in the passband. In the second
example, the output image considerably differs from the
one sent to the display due to the aliasing errors. In the
spectral domain this can be noticed by the presence of sev-
eral frequency components that are inside the circle with
radius r0. There is no point in trying to represent images
containing such input frequencies on the display under con-
sideration.
By applying the above criteria to all the used input/
output images, the passband and stopband of the display are
classified as given in Fig. 16(a). In this figure, the passband
is represented by dots. Due to measurement errors, the
passband region is not continuous. It can be easily smooth-
ened by applying a 5 × 5 median filter. The final frequency
response for the X3-D display is shown in Fig. 16(b). As
expected, the frequency response of the display given in
Fig. 16(b) shows that the display is able to represent signals
containing low frequencies. By following our methodology,
one can obtain the passband region for an arbitrary display.
This response can be used for deriving anti-aliasing filters to
be applied to images before visualizing them on the display.
Applying such filters will remove moiré artifacts and make
masking artifacts less visible. An approach for designing
efficient anti-aliasing filters for multi-view displays is dis-
cussed in Ref. 14.
r f fx y0
2 2
0 0
= + ,
FIGURE 14 — Non-linear distortions – Spectra along x-axis for signal
(fx, fy) = (0.2, 0): (a) Input image and (b) output image.
FIGURE 15 — Spectra of output images: (a) (fx0, fy0) = (0.1, 0.1), r0 =
0.14 and (b) (fx0, fy0) = (0.2, –0.3), r0 = 0.36.
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6 Conclusions
In order to understand the reasons for artifacts in multi-
view displays, we modeled the effect of optical layer on the
underlying TFT-LCD image. Based on this model, we
explained the reasons for some common artifacts. We iden-
tified which visual properties of a multi-view display are
needed to design image-processing algorithms for artifact
mitigation – namely, interleaving pattern, angular visibility
of subpixels, and display performance in frequency domain.
We described a methodology for measuring and mod-
eling these parameters, which does not require precisely
positioned laboratory equipment. The methodology is sim-
ple, yet effective, and allows the end user to derive the
number of images needed, the algorithm for interleaving
them, and the pre-filter which would optimize the visual
quality of these images for a given multi-view display.
To exemplify our methodology, we presented meas-
urement results for one multi-view display. The precision of
the model that we derived from the measurements is suffi-
cient for it to be used in visual optimization algorithms.14,19
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ABSTRACT 
We perform comparative analysis of the visual quality of multiple 3D displays – seven portable ones, and a large 3D 
television set. We discuss two groups of parameters that influence the perceived quality of mobile 3D displays. The first 
group is related with the optical parameters of the displays, such as crosstalk or size of sweet spots. The second group 
includes content related parameters, such as objective and subjective comfort disparity range, suitable for a given 
display. We identify eight important parameters to be measured, and for each parameter we present the measurement 
methodology, and give comparative results for each display. Finally, we discuss the possibility of each display to 
visualize downscaled stereoscopic HD content with sufficient visual quality. 
Keywords: portable 3D displays, parallax barrier, lenticular sheet, light guide, HDDP, crosstalk, accommodation-
convergence rivalry, comfort disparity range, subjective quality, downscaled stereoscopic content. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
After the success of “Avatar 3D” movie in late 2009, twenty-eight stereoscopic movies were released in 2010, with 
thirty-six titles expected to come in 2011 1. The large amount of available 3D content encouraged the companies to 
produce 3D capable computers and television sets. In 2011, various models of mobile devices with 3D displays to are 
expected to become available. Examples of currently available devices with 3D displays, include a digital camera and 
photo frame 2 by Fujifilm, a mobile phone by Sharp 3. Novel 3D-capable devices such as a game console by Nintendo 4, 
mobile phones by LG 5 and HTC 6, and a tablet by LG  5  are expected in 2011. 
One unresolved question in the deployment of 3D-enabled mobile devices is whether the available 3D content will be 
suitable for the various mobile 3D displays, and to what extent some post-processing of the content will be needed. In 
order to select 3D display module, the vendors of mobile devices need to know how to compare the visual quality of 
such displays. In order to produce optimized 3D scenes, the content producers need to know what disparity range is 
suitable for a given display. 
There are several studies on estimating the visual quality of 3D displays. Some studies propose analytical derivations 
based on knowledge of display properties 7, 8, 9, other studies measure the optical parameters of the displays 10, 11 or 
perform subjective tests 12, 13, 14. Neither of this approaches is universally applicable, as display properties might not be 
known to the user, optical parameters might not be directly related to the perceived quality, and subjective tests are time 
consuming and expensive. 
In this paper, we perform comparative analysis of the quality of seven portable 3D displays, and one large 3D television 
set. We try to identify the important parameters, which would influence the perceived quality of the display. For each 
parameter, we present the measurement methodology, and make compassion between the results for each display. The 
paper is organized as follows: in the next section we explain the operation principles of 3D displays. In Section 3 we 
discuss sources of visual discomfort specific for handheld 3D displays while in Section 4 we describe the display models 
included in our comparison. In Section 5, display related quality parameters are compared, such as crosstalk, sweet spot 
size, apparent size and resolution at the optimal viewing distance while Section 6 is about content related parameters, 
such as objective and subjective disparity comfort zone. Conclusions are given in Section 7.  
2. MOBILE 3D DISPLAYS – PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
Most mobile 3D displays are autostereoscopic. Autostereoscopic displays can create binocular illusion of depth without 
requiring the observer to wear special glasses. They work by beaming different image towards each eye. Most 
autostereoscopic displays use TFT-LCD matrix for image formation 15, 16. Additional optical filter mounted on top of the 
Multimedia on Mobile Devices 2011; and Multimedia Content Access: Algorithms and Systems V, edited by David Akopian,
Reiner Creutzburg, Cees G. M. Snoek, Nicu Sebe, Lyndon Kennedy, Proc. of SPIE-IS&T Electronic Imaging,
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screen makes the visibility of each TFT element a function of the observation angle. There are three major types of 
optical filters. Displays with lenticular sheet have an array of microlenses which redirects the light, as shown in Figure 
1a. This type of optical layer allows high brightness of the displayed image, but cannot be disabled electronically, thus 
these displays operate in 3D mode only. Parallax barrier works by partially blocking the light traveling in certain 
directions, as depicted in Figure 1b. This type of optical barrier allows less light trough, which results in a darker image, 
but allows the display to switch between “2D” and “3D” mode by turning the barrier on and off. Parallax barrier is the 
most commonly used optical filter in mobile 3D displays. The third approach – lightguide plus retardation film is 
exclusively used in displays produced by 3M. In this approach, the angular visibility of each TFT element can be altered 
by changing the position of the backlight 17. Such displays have two sources of backlight, positioned on both sides of the 
display, as shown in Figure 1c. The images intended for left and right eye are visualized in a temporally-multiplexed 
manner where left and right backlights alternate over time and the content of the TFT elements is changed 
synchronously, thus allowing different image to be visible depending on the observation angle. 
                   
  a) b) c) 
Figure 1. Different techniques for view separation in mobile 3D displays: a) leticular sheet, b) parallax barrier, c) lightguide 
plus retardation layer. 
        
 a) b) 
Figure 2. Views and their observation zones: a) observation zones of one view, b) observer positions for proper stereo 
effect. 
The image visible on the autostereoscopic display from a given angle is called a view 15, 16.  As there is a tradeoff 
between the number of views and the resolution of one view, mobile autostereosopic display usually support two views 
only. These views contain the images intended for left and right eye of the observer, and thus are referred to as the left 
view and the right view. The difference in the horizontal position of an object in each view is called disparity, and it is 
responsible for the binocular illusion of depth. The illusory distance between the object and the display is referred to as 
apparent depth. Horizontal position of the object inside a view is measured as its distance between the object and the left 
edge of that view. Disparity is measured as the difference between the position of the object in the left and in the right 
view. Positive disparity creates the illusion of the object being behind the display, and negative disparity places the 
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object in front of the display. The range of positions from which a view is visible is called visibility zone of that view. A 
photo of the visibility zones of one view of a mobile 3D display is shown in Figure 2a. If a display has two views, their 
visibility zones alternate in horizontal direction. There are multiple positions (called sweet spots), from which an 
observer can perceive proper stereoscopic image as shown in Figure 2b. The procedure of mixing and mapping the 
images of both views to the TFT elements of the display is called interleaving, and the map, which determines if a TFT 
element belongs to the left or right view is known as interleaving map. We refer to interleaving maps, where all TFT 
elements on a row belong to the same view as row-interleaved, and to the ones, where columns of TFT elements belong 
to the same view - as column-interleaved. 
3. SOURCES OF VISUAL DISCOMFORT IN MOBILE AUTOSTEREOSCOPIC 
DISPLAYS 
a. Crosstalk 
The observation zones of the two views are separated by a zone where neither of the views is predominantly visible. 
That region is sometimes referred to as stereo-edge and is shown in Figure 3a. At the sweet spot of a view, that view has 
maximum visibility while the visibility of the other view is suppressed as much as possible. Still, for any observation 
angle part of the light intended for one eye is also visible by the other. This process is usually modeled as inter-channel 
crosstalk and is expressed as the ratio between the luminance of one view to the luminance of the other 10, in 
percentages. The amount of crosstalk depends on the observation angle, and is lowest at the sweet spot of a view and is 
highest in the zone between two sweet spots. Subjective visual quality experiments described by Kooi et al 13 and 
Pastoor 14 suggest that inter-channel crosstalk of 25% is the maximum acceptable in stereoscopic image. 
Correspondingly, we define sweet spot as the area where crosstalk is less than 25%, as marked with gray in Figure 3a. 
The 3D displays are flat, and the observer sees different parts of the screen at a different angle as shown in Figure 3b. 
The positions, from which the same view is seen over the whole surface of the display have rhomboid shape, and are 
known as viewing diamonds 10, 11. In our work we define the sweet spot of a view as the area within the viewing diamond 
where the crosstalk is less than 25%, as marked in gray in Figure 3b. 
       
  a)  b) 
Figure 3. Crosstalk versus angle: a) visibility of each view and amount of crosstalk as function of the angle, b) position of 
the sweet spots. 
b. Pseudoscopy 
Pseudoscopy (reverse stereo) is the situation in which the eyes see the opposite views, i.e. the left eye sees the right 
view, and vice versa. Because of the repetitive order of the observation zones, there are multiple positions where the 
observer can perceive pseudoscopic image. For example, observers at positions marked with “1” and “2” in Figure 4a 
see proper stereo image, while the observer in position “3” experiences pseudoscopy. In pseudoscopic image, the 
binocular depth cues are reversed and the objects intended to appear in front of the display appear behind it and vice 
versa. In most cases this contradicts the depth suggested by other depth cues in the image (shadows, occlusion and 
parallax) and results in disturbing image 18. Between the sweet spots and the areas producing pseudostopic image, there 
are zones with high crosstalk, where 3D effect is not visible – as marked with “X” in Figure 4b. We have found that 
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users of mobile 3D display intuitively change the observation angle in order to avoid zones with high crosstalk, however,  
avoiding pseudoscopic zones requires conscious effort.  
                    
  a)   b) 
Figure 4. Pseudoscopy in mobile 3D displays: a) proper (1 and 2) and wrong (3) positions of the observer, b) zones there 
proper perception is possible. 
c. Aliasing and color bleeding 
Autostereoscopic displays are column-interleaved (neighboring TFT elements in the same row belong to different 
views), thus their horizontal resolution is two times lower that their vertical one. As shown in Figure 5, only half of the 
TFT elements are visible from an observation position. This is equivalent to horizontal downsampling of the image by a 
factor of 2. Stereoscopic images are usually prepared for displays with square pixel aspect ratio and need to be suitably 
pre-filtered before visualized on a 3D display. Otherwise the downsampling performed by the optical filter might create 
aliasing, which manifests itself as Moiré artifacts. Lightguide-based 3D displays make an exception, as they do not 
suffer from spatial aliasing. However, they are susceptible to temporal aliasing artifacts. 
 
  a) b) 
Figure 5. Reasons for color bleeding: a) color balanced interleaving, b) interleaving, causing color misbalance. 
The step size used to interleave TFT elements is a potential source of color bleeding artifacts. The elements of a color 
TFT display are of alternating red, green or blue color, and are also known as sub-pixels. If neighboring sub-pixels from 
the same row are of different color and the display is column interleaved, the color of the visible image becomes 
function of the observation angle. Some autostereoscopic displays are interleaved in a sub-pixel level (neighboring sub-
pixels from the same row belong to a different view) as shown in Figure 5a. In such case for all observation angles the 
number of partially occluded sub-pixels is equally distributed along the three colors. In displays with other interleaving 
step size the amount of visible and partially occluded sub-pixels of certain color might prevail, which introduces color 
tint for some observation angles as exemplified in Figure 5b. These displays have reduced sweet spot width, since the 
optimal observation angle of each color channel is slightly different, and the zone which is optimal for all three colors is 
narrower. In 19 Uehara et al. proposed 3D display with horizontal double-density pixel (HDDP) arrangement, where the 
color of the sub-pixels change along columns, but the view assignment of sub-pixels change along rows. Displays with 
such topology do not exhibit color bleeding between the views. Additionally, because of the double pixel density in 
horizontal direction each view has square pixel aspect ratio which eliminates the most common reason for aliasing. 
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In Figure 6, one can see the difference between displays with different interleaving map, observed from an angle 
between two sweet spots. Both images have visible crosstalk, however, the image in Figure 6a also exhibits color 
bleeding, while the image in Figure 6b exhibits only crosstalk. 
                
   a) b) 
Figure 6. Crosstalk versus color bleeding between views: a) crosstalk with balanced color distribution, b) crosstalk with 
additional color bleeding artifacts. 
d. Factors limiting the disparity range 
The perceived quality of a stereoscopic content is influenced by its maximum and minimum disparity. Content, 
optimized for large 3D display might not be suitable for smaller one or vice versa. There are two factors that influence 
the comfort of perception of content with given disparity range – accommodation-convergence (A/C) rivalry, and 
divergent parallax. 
Human vision uses two oculomotor mechanisms to focus on a 3D object and adapt to its depth. One is convergence, in 
which both eyes perform inward or outward motion in order to bring the projection of the intended object to the foveae 
of both retinas. The other, called accommodation is the ability of each eye to change its focal power, so the projection of 
the object is focused on the retina. These two mechanisms are closely coupled, and the eyes automatically accommodate 
to the distance, suggested by the point of convergence 18. In a natural 3D scene, such coupling increases the speed of 
accommodation and helps the convergence process by blurring the objects in front and behind the convergence point. 
However, on a stereoscopic display the conference and focal distances to an object differ. The distance to the converging 
point is influenced by object disparity, while the focal distance is always equal to the viewing distance, as shown in 
Figure 7a. This difference causes the objects with pronounced apparent depth to be perceived out-of-focus – an effect, 
known as accommodation-convergence (A/C) rivalry. In 20, A. Percival defines the combinations of focal and 
convergence distances, which allow clear vision. On a “focal distance” versus “convergence distance” plot, these 
combinations define so-called zones of clear single vision 21 (see Figure 7b). Beyond these zones, the A/C rivalry 
prevents eyes from converging, causing diplopia (double vision). However, inside the zones of clear single vision the 
observer still might experience A/C rivalry and see objects out of focus. In 22, the authors define so-called Percival’s 
zone of comfort, which is approximately three times narrower than the zone of clear single vision, as shown in Figure 7b. 
Within that zone, A/C rivalry is negligible, which allows comfortable 3D perception 21, 22. Notably, the smaller the focal 
distance is, the more pronounced A/C rivalry is, and smaller differences between focal and convergence distance could 
lead to uncomfortable 3D scene. As a consequence, the range of “comfortable” disparities is more limited for handheld 
3D displays than for displays allowing greater viewing distance.  
The inward and outward motion of the eyes is limited. Eyes can converge at distances ranging from about 5cm in front 
of the head to infinity. The eye muscles do not allow the eyes to look in divergent directions. The maximum disparity 
SPIE-IS&T/ Vol. 7881  78810B-5
  
that can be perceived is limited by the observer’s inter-pupillary distance (IPD). If the disparity is larger, divergent 
parallax occurs, which is a disturbing, or potentially painful, experience 18. This limitation is somewhat less pronounced 
in mobile 3D displays, as the mean IPD of 65mm corresponds to substantial part of the display width, the limits imposed 
by A/C rivalry occur for much lower values. 
     
 a) b) 
Figure 7. Accomodation-convergence rivalry: a) focal and apparent distance to of an object, b) zones of clear single vision 
and Persival’s zones of comfort (adapted from 21). 
4. DISPLAY MODELS UNDER STUDY 
In this work, we compare eight autostereosopic displays. The “HDDP” display is lentucular sheet display with HDDP 
pixel arrangement, produced by NEC LCD 19. The “MI_L” and “MI_P” denote two orientations of a display produced by 
masterImage 23. That display can operate in 3D-landscape and 3D-portrait mode by changing the direction of its parallax 
barrier. In either mode, the interleaving is per pixel. “MI_L” denotes the display operating in landscape mode, and 
“MI_P” – in portrait mode. “FC” is a portable stereoscopic camera produced by Fujifilm and equipped with 3D display 2. 
The “FC” display uses light guide and retardation layer. Fujifilm also produces 3D photo frame which is labeled with 
“FF” in our comparison 2. “SL” is a laptop with autostereoscopic 3D display produced by Sharp 24. “V3D” is a prototype 
of a portable PC with 3D display, which is not in mass production. The “FF”, “SL” and “V3D” displays are all 2D/3D 
switchable, column-interleaved on a sub-pixel level. For comparison, we have included two displays that work with 
polarized glasses. “AL” is a laptop with 3D display, produced by Acer, and “VUON” is large 3D television set with 
HDTV resolution. 
Table 1 – display models under study. 
Model Description Interleaving 
Horizontal 
resolution 
(px) 
Vertical 
resolution 
(px) 
Width 
(cm) 
Height 
(cm) 
HDDP 3.2" display based on the lenticular HDDP technology by 
NEC 
HDDP 427 240 6.9 3.9 
MI_L MB403M0117135 by Master Image (landscape 3D mode) Column-interleaved, per pixel 800 480 9.3 5.6 
MI_P MB403M0117135 by Master Image (protrait 3D mode) Column-interleaved, per pixel 480 800 5.6 9.3 
FC FinePix REAL 3D W1 camera by Fujifilm Light guide 320 240 5.7 4.2 
FF FinePix REAL 3D V1 photo frame by Fujifilm Column-interleaved, per sub-pixel 800 600 16.1 12.1 
SL Sharp AL3DU (with parallax barrier display) Column-interleaved, per sub-pixel 1024 768 30.3 22.8 
V3D Portable computer with 3D display prototype Column-interleaved, per sub-pixel 1024 600 10 5.8 
AL Acer AS5738DG-6165 laptop (polarized glasses) Row interleaved 1366 768 34.3 19.3 
VUON Vuon E465SV 3D TV set by Hyundai (polarized glasses) Row interleaved 1920 1080 91.5 57
5. DISPLAY RELATED PARAMETERS 
a. Minimal crosstalk 
The optical filter is rarely perfect, and even at the optimal observation position of a view there is still some residual 
crosstalk. For example, in the sweet spot of the left view (marked by “1” in Figure 8a and Figure 8b) the light of the 
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right view has some intensity ܫ௠௜௡ . At the same position, the left view is seen with maximum brightness, and has 
intensity ܫ௠௔௫. One way to measure the crosstalk is to put vertical stripes in the left view and horizontal lines in the right 
view as proposed in 25. The lines should consist of alternating black (minimum brightness) and white (maximum 
brightness) regions. In a sweet spot of a view either horizontal or vertical lines would be predominantly visible. From 
everywhere else the screen would appear with a square pattern as exemplified in Figure 8b. The appearance of the 
pattern can be used to identify the sweet spot of a view, and the crosstalk can be measured on a photograph of the 
display. After linearization of the camera response function of the camera making the photo (for example as described in 
26), the crosstalk can be measured by analyzing the brightness of four areas of the pattern as shown in Figure 8c. The 
darkest square in the pattern is where both views contain black pixels. Its intensity is denoted by  ܫ௠௜௡  . The brightest 
part, where both views contain white pixels has intensity denoted by  ܫ௠௔௫. We refer to the view that is meant to be 
visible at the sweet spot where the measurement is done as the current view, and the other – as the other view. The 
intensity where the current view contains white pixels and the other view contains black pixels is denoted as  ܫ௖ . The 
intensity of the part, where the current view has black pixels, and the other view is seen due to crosstalk is denoted as  ܫ௢. 
One should normalize  ܫ஼ and  ܫை in a scale where  ܫ௠௜௡=0 and  ܫ௠௔௫=1, and then measure the crosstalk as the ratio 
between  ܫை and  ܫ஼ in percentage. Altogether, 
  ݔଷ஽ ൌ ூೀିூ೘೔೙ூ಴ିூ೘೔೙ · 100, (1) 
where ݔଷ஽ is the crosstalk. According to 13, ݔଷ஽ ൏ 5% is considered unnoticeable, 10% ൏ ݔଷ஽ ൏ 25% is noticeable, and 
crosstalk of more than 25% is rated as unacceptable. However, two of the displays in our comparison exhibited crosstalk 
higher than 25% - the FC display, which had crosstalk of 35%, and the AL display, which had crosstalk of 28% when 
used with general purpose polarized glasses. Subjectively, the “FC” display suffers from visible ghosting artifacts, but 
for natural content with highly textured areas 3D perception is still possible. Figure 9 gives a visual comparison between 
the amount of minimal crosstalk exhibited by our set of 3D displays and its perceptual impact. 
 
  a)  b)  c) 
Figure 8. Minimal crosstalk: a) angular brightness, b) observation positions, c) visual example of minimal crosstalk. 
 
Figure 9. Minimal crosstalk per display model. 
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b. Optimal, minimal and maximal viewing distance 
Most autostereoscopic displays can be used within a limited range of viewing distances. At one particular distance, TFT 
elements of the display are seen with a maximal brightness, and the visual separation between the views is optimal. This 
distance is called optimal viewing distance (OVD). The range of useful distances is limited by the need that both eyes 
appear inside the corresponding sweet spot. As shown in Figure 10a, the maximum (VDmax) and minimum (VDmin) 
usable distances depend on the IPD of the observer. In this work, we measure the sweet spots size for IPD=65mm. We 
define OVD as the distance, at which the crosstalk measured for each eye is minimal. We define VDmin to be the 
minimum distance, at which the crosstalk in each eye is lower than 25% and VDmax to be the maximum distance viewing 
distance which fulfils the same criterion. In Figure 10b, a graphical comparison between the optimal (long black bars), 
minimal and maximal (short black bars) viewing distances of various 3D displays is shown. The “AL” display uses 
polarized glasses, and its VDmax is beyond the usable observation distance. The VDmin of that display is limited by 
crosstalk visible along the top and bottom parts of the display. As OVD of “AL” display we used its nominal observation 
distance of 60cm. 
            
Figure 10. Optimal (long black bars), minimal and maximal (short black bars) viewing distances per display model. 
Within the same setting, i.e. IPD=65mm and ݔଷ஽ ൏ 25%, we measured the width and height of the sweet spots. The 
width of the sweet spots is measured in the transverse plane. Additionally, we excluded the pseudoscopic areas. The 
width of sweet spots for our set of displays is given in Figure 11a. The wider sweet spots are, the easier it would be for 
the observer to find the proper observation angle. Notably, the “AL” display works for all practical angles. Since the 
“FC” display has high minimal crosstalk, it does not fulfill the ݔଷ஽ ൏ 25% criterion for any observation angle. The 
width of the sweet spot for this display is measured for ݔଷ஽ ൏ 35% instead. The height of the sweet spots is measured in 
the saggital plane and is shown in Figure 11b. Most 3D displays have quite high sweet spots. Notably, the “AL” display, 
which has very wide sweet spot, is very sensitive to the vertical observation angle providing ݔଷ஽ ൏ 25% for vertical 
angles lower than 3 degrees up or down. Again, the “FF” display is measured for for ݔଷ஽ ൏ 35%. 
           
  a) b) 
Figure 11. a) width of sweetspot per display model, b) height of sweet spot per display model. 
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c. Angular size and resolution 
When using a 2D display, the observer is free to choose an observation distance which would give the preferred trade-off 
between pixel density and field of view. This is not the case with 3D displays, which work best at their OVDs. In our 
comparison, we calculate the angle of view (AOV) of the display when observed at its OVD. We calculate the AOV as: 
  ܣܱ ௛ܸ ൌ 2 arctan ௛ଶ ·ை௏஽ , (2) 
 ܣܱ ௪ܸ ൌ 2 arctan ௪ଶ ·ை௏஽, (3) 
where ܣܱ ௛ܸ and ܣܱ ௪ܸ are the horizontal and vertical AOV, ݄ and ݓ are the horizontal and vertical size of the display. 
The calculations for our set of 3D displays are shown in Figure 12a. For comparison, we include the 2D displays used in 
Nokia N900 and Apple iPhone mobile devices. We measure pixel density in cycles per degree (CPD), generated by the 
display at its OVD. Since two pixels (black and white) are needed for one cycle, CPD is equal to the number of pixel 
pairs per centimeter that the display provides.  After equivalent transformation, this is: 
  ܥܲܦ ൌ ܲܲܥܯ · ܱܸܦ · tanሺ0.5°ሻ, (4) 
where PPCM is the pixel density per centimeter for the display. The results are given in Figure 12b. For displays that can 
switch between 2D and 3D modes CPD is given separately for each case. Notably, the “HDDP” and “FC” displays have 
the same resolution in both modes. For comparison, the CPDs of N900 and iPhone are given, calculated for typical 
observation distance of 40cm. The resolution of the human retina for perfect 20/20 vision (50 CPD) is included as well. 
          
  a)  b) 
Figure 12. Angular size and resolution per display model measured at the optimal viewing distance: a) angular size, b) 
resolution in 2D and 3D mode. 
6. CONTENT RELATED PARAMETERS 
a. Objective comfort disparity range 
There is a limit of disparity values that can be present in stereoscopic content in order for that content to be comfortably 
observed on a given stereoscopic display. We refer to that range to as comfort disparity range.  The combined influence 
of A/C rivalry and divergent parallax determines the comfort disparity range of a given display. We calculated the 
disparity range, limited by these two factors for our set of 3D displays. In order to compare with disparity range of 
downscaled HDTV content, we calculated the ratio between the “VUON” display and each of the portable 3D displays. 
The ratios are listed in the second column of Table 2. We calculated the Persival’s zone of comfort for the ODV of each 
display as explained in 21. Then we converted the minimum and maximum apparent distance to disparity: 
 ܦ௠௜௡ ൌ ሺை௏஽ି௟೘೔೙ሻ·ூ௉஽ை௏஽  ; (5) 
  ܦ௠௔௫ ൌ ሺ௟೘ೌೣିை௏஽ሻ·ூ௉஽ை௏஽  ; (6) 
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where ܦ௠௜௡ and ܦ௠௔௫ are the minimum and maximum disparities in centimeters, ݈௠௜௡ and ݈௠௔௫ are the minimum and 
maximum distances to the convergence point, prescribed by the Percival’s zone of comfort, also in centimeters. In our 
calculations, we used IPD=65mm. Using the optimal disparity range for the “VUON” display and the downscaling 
factors, we calculated the disparity range of a downscaled content for each display. Figure 13a gives the comparison 
between disparity range of downscaled content (black bars) and disparity range of display-optimized content (white 
bars), per display model, and disparity given in centimeters. In the figure, one can see that the comfort disparity range of 
all mobile 3D displays is insufficient to accommodate directly downscaled HDTV content. Scaling down stereoscopic 
image and observing it from closer distance increases the influence of A/C rivalry and content becomes uncomfortable to 
observe. However, mobile displays usually have higher pixel density than large TV sets, which results in further 
decreased disparity in centimeters for a given disparity in pixels. In Figure 13b we show comparison between 
downscaled range (black bars) versus optimal range (white bars) per display models, for disparities in pixels. For most 
mobile 3D displays, the additional downscaling caused by the higher pixel density compensates the decreased by A/C 
rivalry comfort disparity range, and allows the mobile display to accommodate the disparity range of a downscaled 
HDTV content. 
            
  a)  b) 
Figure 13. Downscaled (black) and optimal (white) disparity range per model: a) in cm, b) in pixels. 
b. Subjective comfort disparity range 
We have noted that the comfort disparity ranges predicted in Figure 13b do not coincide well with the subjective 
experience. Apparently, there are many additional factors that influence the comfort disparity range of a mobile 3D 
display – such as minimal crosstalk, optical quality, brightness and local contrast of the visualized content, to name a 
few. In order to determine the subjective comfort range of each display we performed small scale subjective test 
involving five observers. We prepared synthetic content with high contrast (white objects on black background) at 
different apparent depths. The participants had to choose the scene with the most pronounced, yet comfortably perceived 
depth range. We calculated the mean maximum and mean minimum value for each display. We used the subjective 
disparity range derived for the “VUON” display along with the downscaling factors, to calculate the disparity range of a 
downscaled 3D HDTV content. In Figure 14 we give a comparison between downscaled (black bars) and subjectively 
optimal (white bars) disparity ranges. In the most cases mobile 3D displays can accommodate downscaled stereoscopic 
HD content, with the exception of the “FC” display which suffers from high crosstalk. In some cases the optimal 
disparity range for a mobile display is sufficiently larger than the range of downscaled HD content. In Table 2 we show 
the relative difference between the two. All displays (except “FF”) provide disparity range overhead, which allows the 
3D HDTV content to be additionally repurposed, in order to increase the disparity range and provide extended range of 
apparent depth. 
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Figure 14, Downscaled (black) and optimal (white) disparity subjective comfort disparity range. 
Table 2 – Rescaling factors and relative differences between optimized and downscaled content per display model. 
Model Rescaling factor (letterbox) Negative disparity range Positive disparity range 
HDDP 0.23 54% more 98% more 
MI_L 0.42 64% more 53.6% more 
MI_P 0.25 64% more 53.6% more 
FC 0.17 48% less -52% less 
FF 0.42 157% more 140% more 
SL 0.53 20% more 12.5% more 
AL 0.71 20% more 12.5% more 
V3D 0.53 20% more 12.5% more 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We discussed operation principles of mobile 3D displays. We listed the sources of visual discomfort and the most 
common artifacts exhibited by these displays. We performed comparative analysis of eight 3D displays, ranging from 
portable autostereoscopic to large stereoscopic television sets. We compared two groups of parameters – display related 
parameters, which describe the ability of a 3D display to faithfully reproduce a 3D scene, and content related parameters, 
which give information if a 3D scene with particular disparity range is suitable for a given stereoscopic display. 
We have found that the properties of mobile 3D displays – such as resolution, optimal viewing distance, size of the 
sweet spot, comfort disparity range – vary a lot between display models, which makes it impossible to extrapolate 
“typical” properties of a mobile 3D display. According to our measurements, all portable 3D displays (except one) can 
accommodate the disparity range of downscaled stereoscopic content. In some cases, the optimal disparity range is 
sufficiently larger, which allows HD content to be additionally repurposed for a portable 3D display, in order to extend 
the apparent depth range of the content. 
Finally, our experiments showed that calculations of the viewing geometry are not sufficient for precise prediction of the 
comfort disparity zone of a 3D display. In a future work we will study the influence of crosstalk and local contrast on the 
comfort disparity range of a given stereoscopic display. 
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ABSTRACT 
Multiview displays suffer from two common artifacts – Moiré, caused by aliasing, and ghosting artifacts caused by 
crosstalk. By measuring the angular brightness function of each TFT element we create so-called brightness mask, which 
allows us to simulate the display output for a given input image. We consider multiview display as image processing 
channel and model the artifacts as distortions of the input signal. We test the channel by using a set of signals with 
various frequency components as input, and analyzing the output in the frequency domain. We derive the so-called 
bandpass region of the display, where the distortions introduced to the input signals are under certain threshold. Then, 
we extend the simulations including input signals with varying disparity, and obtain multiple passbands – one for each 
disparity level. We approximate each passband with a rectangle and store the height and width of that rectangle in a 
table. 
We propose an artifact mitigation framework which can be used for realtime processing of textures with known apparent 
depth. The framework gives the user ability to set so-called “3D-shapness” – a parameter, which controls the trade-off 
between visibility of details and presence of artifacts. The “3D-sharpness parameter determines what level of distortions 
is allowed in the final image, regardless of its disparity. The framework uses the approximated width and height of the 
passband areas in order to design an optimal (for the needed disparity and desired distortion level) anti-aliasing filter. We 
discuss a methodology for filter design, and show example results, based on measurements of an 8-view display. 
Keywords: multiview displays, anti-aliasing filters, optical measurements, Moiré, ghosting artifacts, filter design, 3D-
sharpness 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multiview displays can create stereoscopic 3D effect without requiring the observer to wear specially designed glasses. 
They work by simultaneously visualizing a number of images, each one visible at different angle. Most often, a 
multiview display uses a TFT-LCD matrix for image creation, and an additional optical layer mounted on top, which 
redirects the light created by the TFT elements 1, 2. The visibility of the TFT color components (also known as subpixels) 
becomes a function of the observation angle. From each angle, a group of subpixels is predominantly visible, and forms 
an image. Such image is called a view. If multiple observations of the same scene are properly assigned to the views of a 
multiview display, the stereoscopic 3D effect is created. The process of mapping multiple images to the subpixels of a 
multiview display is known as interleaving, and the map, which defines the correspondence between subpixels and view 
number is known as interleaving map. The interleaving map has the full resolution of the TFT-LCD matrix of the 
display, but most often it can be fully described by a smaller repetitive structure that we refer to as interleaving pattern. 
The design of the optical filter involves a trade-off between number of views, resolution of a view and the quality of 
view reconstruction. Multiview displays are susceptible to a number of visual artifacts 3, but two are the most 
pronounced – Moiré and ghosting 3, 4, 5. Mapping an image to the visible pixels of a view involves subsampling, which 
often happens on a non-rectangular grid. Failing to properly pre-filter the image creates aliasing, which manifests itself 
as Moiré artifacts. The effect is more complicated for objects with pronounced depth. In that case, observations of the 
same object appear in different horizontal position in each view. The horizontal offset between the observations is 
known as disparity. The disparity between the observations in different views creates the stereoscopic illusion of depth. 
In this work, we refer to the illusory distance to the object created by the stereoscopic effect as apparent depth. Positive 
disparity creates apparent depth behind the screen plane, and negative disparity creates apparent depth in front of the 
screen. In order to avoid banding and image flipping artifacts, the observation zones of the views are interspersed, and 
from each observation direction a number of views are simultaneously visible (albeit with different brightness). This 
effect is modeled as crosstalk between the views. The combination of crosstalk and disparity creates horizontally shifted, 
semi-visible replica of visualized object – an effect called ghost images, or ghosting. 
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Moiré artifacts are especially visible in images with high contrast and sharp details – such as text or GUI widgets. In 3D 
scenes, such content can have different apparent depth, for example depth of subtitles is rendered according to depth of 
the rest of the scene. The visibility of distortions varies with the frequency, orientation, and depth of the content. In 
previous work, we proposed a methodology for design of anti-aliasing filters based on the frequency performance of a 
multiview display 6. These filters were optimal for 2D content with no apparent depth. Additionally, we have found that 
the filter that fully suppresses aliasing does not always give the best perceptual quality 7. Some people prefer sharper-
looking images at the expense of some Moiré artifacts. In this work, we extend our methodology towards design of anti-
aliasing filters for content at different disparity levels. We discuss methodology for design of tuneable filters, which 
depend on two parameters – apparent depth and desired sharpness. The sharpness parameter is expressed in terms of 
signal-to-distortion ratio, which we claim to affect the visibility of aliasing in perceptually linear fashion, regardless of 
the apparent depth. Throughout the paper, we give measurement results for an 8-view multiview display as a practical 
example. The display we use for the examples is 23”-Multiview Display AD, produced by Opticality (formely X3D 
Corporation) to which we refer to as the X3D-display 8. 
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we introduce the method for performance analysis in the 
frequency domain, which is used for obtaining the so-called passband region of the display. In Section 3 we study the 
passband region for input signals with varying apparent depth. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of perceived 
distortion, and show how to derive the passband region as a function of the distortion percentage. Then, in Section 5 we 
propose a combination of display measurements and image processing framework, that uses tunable filters for anti-
aliasing of objects with given depth for desired sharpness for a given multiview display. Section 6 explains the design of 
the tunable filters used in this paper. Finally, in Section 7 we give examples for the performance of the filter, optimized 
for the X3D-display. 
2. ESTIMATING THE DISPLAY PERFORMANCE IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
2.1 Multiview display as image processing channel 
Most often, the optical layer has a regular structure, and affects the underlying image in a non-uniform way. Therefore 
image details with certain density and orientation are more prone to distortion than others 12. Notable exception are 
displays with random hole distribution 9 where all textures would be distorted equally despite of their frequency content. 
In order to study how various frequency components get deteriorated by Moiré and ghosting artifacts, we propose a 
model of a multiview display that considers the display as an image processing channel. The model follows the steps of 
rendering 2D texture with given apparent depth on a multiview display. Block diagram of the model is shown in Figure 
1. 
 
Figure 1, model of a multiview display as image processing channel. The model assumes that the input signal is 2D texture 
with known apparent depth. 
The input to the model is a continuous 2D signal – e.g. text, GUI widget or texture patch. The signal is sampled with the 
resolution of the underlying TFT-LCD (in other words, with the resolution of the interleaving map). The next step is 3D 
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warping. In order to render the input signal at given apparent depth, shifted versions of the sampled signal are created 
and assigned to different views. After that, all views are interleaved into one compound image, as it is prescribed by the 
interleaving map of the multiview display. Since the compound image has the same resolution as the interleaving map, 
the interleaving process involves downsampling. From each source image only part of the pixels are included in the 
compound image. The compound image is shown on the TFT-LCD matrix and is transformed by the optical layer. The 
optical layer acts as a mask, which alters the brightness of each underlying TFT element as a function of the angle. In the 
ideal case, the visible image should be replica of the image in one of the views. In the real case, parts of the input image 
are missing, and parts of the images which belong to other views are partially visible. 
2.2 Simulation of the display output 
The interleaving pattern is provided to the end user, for example the pattern of the X3D-display is seen in Figure 2a. 
However, such patterns are often imprecise and deriving it experimentally might give more accurate results. In a 
previous work, we introduced a methodology for deriving the interleaving pattern of a multiview display, and for 
deriving the so-called angular visibility function of each TFT element of that display 10. For X3D-display we found 24 
distinctive groups of TFT elements with equivalent angular visibility, as opposed to 8 views as stated in the manual. 
Hence, one can use the X3D-display with 24 views, albeit with low resolution in each view and high crosstalk between 
the neighboring views.  
    
 a) b) c) 
Figure 2, deriving the visibility mask of X3D-display: a) interleaving pattern, b) measured visibility per group of TFT 
elements, c) visibility pattern, that can be used as weighting mask for simulating the effect of the optical layer. 
One of the commonly measured parameters of a multiview display is the angular brightness of a TFT element, which is 
the brightness of that element as a function of the observation angle. In this work we use so-called angular visibility, 
which is proportional to the angular brightness, but is normalized in the range between 0 and 1, where 1 is the maximum 
brightness of a given TFT element. For example, the angular visibility for the 24 groups of TFT elements as seen 
directly in front of X3D-display is given in Figure 2b. The angular visibility can be directly used as a weighting mask on 
the values of the interleaved image. This allows the appearance of a multiview display to be simulated for given 
interleaved image and observation angle. In our experiments, we simulate X3D-display as having 8 views, as given in 
the display manual, but use the precise weighting mask based on the derived 24 groups of TFT elements with similar 
angular visibility10. The weighting mask is shown in Figure 2c. 
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1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1
2 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09
3 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1
4 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13
5 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25
6 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65
7 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74
8 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66
9 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34
10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14
11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11
12 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1
Column 1 Column 2
Figure 3, simulation of the display output: a) input signal, b) simulated output, c) photograph input signal, visualized on X3D-display. 
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In our experiments, we simulate X3D display as it would be seen directly in front of the screen, at 150cm distance, 
which is the sweet-spot of view number 5. One of our test images can be seen in Figure 3a, and its corresponding 
simulated version can be seen in Figure 3b. For comparison, in Figure 3c we give photograph of the same image, 
visualized on the X3D-display. 
2.3 Performance analysis 
The most important question in connection with a multiview display is related to the proper representation of an image, 
that is, will an image be properly seen on the display or not? In order to answer this, we must determine which signal 
frequencies can be properly represented on the screen. In theory, we could use our knowledge about the interleaving 
pattern and the corresponding brightness (see Figure 2) to derive theoretical expressions that would describe the 
performance of the display in the frequency domain. Unfortunately, this is a mathematically very demanding task. In 
order to simplify the analysis, in this paper we will use the method introduced in 10 that was derived for analyzing the 
display based on a set of images obtained by photographing the display (measurements). From the method point of view, 
it does not matter if the processed image is a photo of the display or is simulated. Since, we can easily simulate the 
output of the display, the performance analysis in this paper becomes straightforward. It should be pointed out that the 
results obtained by simulation and the ones obtained by measurement can considerably differ from each other for a given 
display due to various effects in the display that are not modeled in the simulation. However, for presenting the basic 
concept of tunable filters introduced in this paper, simulation results will be sufficient. For completeness of this paper, 
next, we will briefly describe the method proposed in 10. More detail about the method can be found there. 
In the proposed method all analysis is done in the frequency domain. The method can be summarized by the following 
five steps. First, we prepare an image having a signal of a given frequency ( ௫݂బ, ௬݂బ) with ௫݂బ and ௬݂బ being the 
frequencies of the input signal in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. In this paper, all frequencies are 
normalized to one, with one corresponding to half of the sampling rate. Second, by applying the interleaving pattern and 
the visibility mask we prepare a simulated image (see Section 2.2). Third, we calculate the spectrum of the simulated 
image. We normalize the spectrum towards the input signal, that is, the amplitude of the input frequency component is 
normalized to be zero dB in the evaluated spectrum. Instead of having only peaks at the input signal frequency, due to 
the interleaving pattern, the spectrum of the simulated image has peaks on multiple places. We have found out that from 
the visual quality viewpoint, we are only interested in fequency components that have a lower frequency than the input 
signal 12.This corresponds to frequencies inside a circle with radius 
ݎ଴ ൌ ට ௫݂బଶ ൅ ௬݂బଶ . 
Fourth, we apply a threshold criterion on the spectrum. The threshold level depends on the desired distortion. A lower 
threshold will correspond to tougher requirements on the image, and consequently, on a lower visible image distortion 
on the display. Fifth, after the threshold is applied, we check if there are any sinusoidal components left inside the circle 
with radius r0 beside the DC component. If no, then we conclude that a signal with this particular frequency will be 
properly represented (visible) on the display. We define that this frequency is in the passband of the display. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4. As seen in Figure 4c, there are no frequency components above the threshold in the area of 
interest. Therefore, in Figure 4b we can see the most important features of the input signal. If there are signals present 
inside the circle with radius r0, then the image will be represented on the display with distortion higher than desired. 
Therefore we do not want signals of such frequency in our input signal, that is, we have to filter it out. We will define 
that this frequency is in the stopband of the display. An example is illustrated in Figure 5. As seen in Figure 5c, there are 
peaks inside the radius of interest. Therefore, in Figure 5b the input signal is lost 
By repeating the above described procedure for images with signals of various frequencies in the intervals ௫݂ א ሾെ0, 1ሿ 
and ௬݂ א ሾെ1, 1ሿ, we can determine all frequencies that will be properly represented on the screen, that is, the passband 
of the display. In the case of the X3D-display we estimate the passband as shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the simulated 
passband frequencies are marked with dots and the passband edge is emphasized with the blue line. Please note that the 
passband area presented in this figure (same applies to figures in the following sections) is discrete only due to our 
discrete simulation. We assume that the passband is continuous and covers all frequencies in the area bordered by the 
blue line. This figure tells us which frequency can be present in the input image on order for the image to be properly 
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represented on the screen. In this figure, a threshold of 26dB has been used. As described in 10, this threshold has been 
derived experimentally and it has turned out to be a good choice in practice. 
     
 a) b) c) 
Figure 4, data analysis for signal ௫݂ ൌ 0.1 and ௬݂ ൌ 0.175 (signal in the passband): a) input signal, b) simulated output, c) 
spectrum in the area of interest. 
     
 a) b) c) 
Figure 5, data analysis for signal ௫݂ ൌ 0.2 and ௬݂ ൌ 0.3 (signal in the stopband): a) input signal, b) simulated output, c) 
spectrum in the area of interest. 
 
Figure 6, passband for the X3D-display evaluated based on the simulated data for 26dB threshold . 
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3. FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE VERSUS APPARENT DEPTH 
3.1 Rendering objects with apparent depth 
In a 3D scene, visualized on a multiview display, all objects are actually projected onto the surface of the display. 
However, since such display can visualize different images for a number of observation angles, it is possible to create 
false parallax and illusion of an object appearing in front of, or behind the display surface. Consider the example on 
Figure 7a. If a real object (e.g. the star-shaped mark on the Figure) appears in front of the display, according to the 
observation angle its projections appear on different position on the display (as marked with A, B, C, and D on the same 
Figure). If the multiview display visualizes a scene where the star-shaped object changes its position on the display as a 
function of the observation angle, this creates the impression of a virtual star-shaped object, hovering at apparent 
distance al in front the display, as exemplified in Figure 7a. This allows for a limited head parallax, where the observer 
can look at the scene from different angles. Furthermore, as each eye of the observer sees different view, the parallax of 
the virtual object creates stereoscopic illusion. Since eyes usually appear on horizontal line, and the distance between 
eyes is constant, the projections of the virtual object appear on equal distances on the screen surface as marked with A, 
B, C, D in Figure 7a. This corresponds to the constant disparity d in pixels between the observations of the same object 
in different views. For negative d (horizontal coordinate decreases with view number, as shown in Figure 7b) the object 
appears behind the surface of the display. For positive d the object appears in front of the display. 
     
 a) b) c) 
Figure 7, disparity versus apparent depth: a) projections of a virtual object on the surface of a multiview display, b) position 
of a virtual object in different views, and c) cropping windows used for creating disparity between views. 
3.2 Preparing test images 
In order to study the display passband for test signals with different apparent depth, we rendered 2D test signals with 
different apparent depth. As input, we used test signals with various (known) frequencies ( ௫݂, ௬݂). From each test signal 
we prepared a number of interleaved images with different apparent depth following a two step procedure. First, we 
prepared 8 views from each test image, by cropping the test image at different places as shown in Figure 7c. The 
cropping window for each view is shifted horizontally with an offset ݏ௡ ൌ ݀ · ݊, where ݏ௡ is the offset for the ݊-th view, 
݊ is the view number and d is the targeted disparity. Then we interleaved the views into one interleaved test image. By 
changing the disparity ݀ we simulate the process of putting the test signals at different apparent depths. In our 
experiments ݀ varies between -10 and 10. To each interleaved test image, we applied the weighting mask which 
simulates the effect of the optical layer over the visibility of TFT elements. The weighting mask we used is the one 
derived for the X3D-display, and shown in Figure 2c. 
3.3 Performance analysis for varying disparity 
We applied the procedure described in Section 2.3 on all simulated images (images with various input frequencies and 
disparities) generated as described in the previous section. We used the same threshold criteria as earlier, namely, 26dB. 
In this way we estimated the frequency domain behavior of the display for different disparities. As an example, in Figure 
8a and  Figure 8b we show the display passband for the X3D-display for disparities 5 and 10, respectively. Based on 
these figures and Figure 6 it is obvious that different filters are needed for different disparity levels because the display 
passband has a different shape for different disparities. 
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Figure 8, passband of the X3D-display based on simulated data for 26dB threshold and disparity: a) ݀ ൌ 5, b) ݀ ൌ 10. 
4. FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE VERSUS PERCEIVED CROSSTALK 
4.1 Perception of crosstalk 
Ghosting artifacts are a form of image distortion. An observer labels some of distortion as being ghosting artifacts, if he 
or she is able to recognize repetitive structures and double contours. However, the human visual system (HVS) is not 
especially sensitive to ghosting artifacts in comparison to other structural distortions. HVS is optimized for perceiving 
the structure of the image, and is less sensitive to global contrast or brightness variance 11. Many visual quality metrics 
attempt to assess the perceptual difference by estimating structural distortions of the image 12, 13. The Weber-Fletcher law 
states that perceptibility of a change in stimuli is proportional to the amplitude of the stimuli. The works that assess 
visibility of crosstalk in stereoscopic images in typical observation conditions also measure the crosstalk as percentage 
of the input signal 5. According to 5 the acceptable crosstalk varies between 5% (barely visible) and 30% (barely 
acceptable). We assume that visibility of image distortion is proportional to the visibility of crosstalk. Therefore, image 
distortion of 5% would be barely visible, and 30% distortion would be barely acceptable. 
 
Figure 9, passband of the X3D-display based on simulated data: a) ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 10%, b) ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 30%, c) ݀ ൌ 10; ݐ ൌ
10%, d) ݀ ൌ 10; ݐ ൌ 30%. 
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4.2 Performance analysis for varying distortions 
The perceived distortion values discussed in the previous section are defined in the spatial domain. Since we perform all 
processing in the spectral domain, we will transfer the results of that discussion to the spectral domain. For this purpose, 
we will assume that a distortion of t percentages in the spatial domain corresponds to ݐௗ௕ difference in decibels between 
the input signal and the strongest component inside the circle of interest. The relation between t and ݐௗ௕ is defined by the 
following well known expression: 
ݐௗ௕ ൌ െ20logଵ଴ሺݐ 100ሻ⁄ . 
In the case of the display under consideration, namely the X3D-display, the passband regions for two different disparities 
(0 and 10) and two different distortion values (10% and 30%) are given in Figure 9. This figure nicely illustrates that 
different filters are required for different values of distortion. Moreover, it confirms the observation from Section 3.3 
that different filters are also required for different disparity levels. 
Another important observation to be made here is related to the threshold of 26dB used in Sections 2.3 and 3.3. This 
threshold has been experimentally selected in 10 such that there are no visible (barely visible) distortions. According to 
the discussion in this section, 26dB corresponds to a 5% distortion. According to 5, 5% distortion is not visible. Since 
26dB is also not visible (barely visible), this is an indirect proof that our assumption in this section related to transferring 
the results presented in 5 from spatial to spectral domain is valid. 
5. ARTEFACT MITIGATION FRAMEWORK WITH SHARPNESS CONTROL 
In order to visually optimize video content for a given multiview display, we propose artifact mitigation framework. It 
allows the user to specify the percentage of visible distortion over the original signal. The framework does the necessary 
processing to maintain the distortions within the selected limit, taking into account the display passband for different 
disparity values. It consists of two modules, shown in Figure 10 – offline processing module, where the display is 
measured and real-time processing module, which filters the input image according to its apparent depth and selected 
distortion limits. During the measurements in the offline processing module, one derives the passband of the display for 
a range of disparity values as explained earlier. Each passband can be approximated by a rectangle, for example as 
described in section 6.1 below. The output from the module is stored in two tables. One table contains the height of the 
equivalent passband for various disparity values and levels of distortion, and the other table – the corresponding width of 
the passband.  
 
Figure 10, artifact mitigation framework. 
The realtime processing module uses these two tables to design the optimal filter for the input image. We consider that 
the input to the framework is a 3D scene in image-plus-depth format. Other possible inputs are subtitle track or GUI 
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widgets with known depth. The apparent depth encoded in the scene is then converted to suitable disparity value, 
according to the display size and resolution. The disparity value is used to select the corresponding column in each 
passband table. The user can set the value of the desired distortion level. We refer to this parameter as “3D-sharpness”, 
since it controls the tradeoff between visibilities of details versus visibility of Moiré artifacts. The value of “3D-
sharpness” is used to select the corresponding row of each table. The row and column selection in each table selects a 
cell. The values in the selected cells give the desired vertical and horizontal cutoff frequencies of an anti-aliasing filter. 
These cutoff frequencies are used for designing the filters. We describe one way to design such filter in Section 6.2 
below. The filter is then applied on the input image before 3D warping and interleaving. Such filter mitigates the aliasing 
artifacts for the given disparity level and provides a desired level of “3D-sharpness”. 
6. DESIGN OF TUNEABLE ANTI-ALIASING FILTERS 
6.1 Approximation of equivalent passband 
The passband of a multiviev display for a given disparity and desired “3D-sharpness” has a nonuniform 2D shape (e.g. 
see Figure 9). In order to represent an image on the display properly we have to pre-filter the image with a filter having 
such passband as illustrated in Figure 10. In theory, we could design a 2D filter approximating the desired 2D shape. 
However, in practice, designing 2D filters is considerably more complicated than designing 1D filters and the 
implementation of a 2D filter can be computationally demanding. Therefore, in many cases, the desired 2D filter is 
approximated by two 1D filters, one for the horizontal direction and the other one for the vertical direction. Although, 
such 1D filters are just a rough approximation of the desired 2D shape, in turns out that in most cases this is good 
enough. For example, in our previous work 6, 7, we have shown that visually good results can be achieved by using 
separable 1D filters that approximate the required 2D shape. Another reason why 1D filters are good enough lies in the 
fact that in this paper we introduce the concept of user-tunable filters. Since the user can and will change the bandwidths 
of both filters according to his need, it is not too important to have ‘perfect’ filters. 
   
  (a) (b) 
Figure 11, approximating the desired passband with a rectangle: a) ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 5%, b) ݀ ൌ 10; ݐ ൌ 30%. 
In order to use separable 1D filters, we have to approximate the desired passband shape with a rectangle. There are many 
ways how an arbitrary shape can be approximated with a rectangle. In our case, we will impose following two 
constraints: First, we want that the area covered by the rectangle is equal in size to the original passband area, and, 
second, the ratio between the maximum passband value in horizontal and vertical direction should be preserved. Taking 
these into account, it turns out that the parameters of the rectangle can be evaluated as: 
߱௛ ൌ ଵଶ ට
௫೘
௬೘ ܣ;  ߱௩ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ ට
௬೘
௫೘ ܣ , 
where 2߱௛ and 2߱௩ are the width and height of the rectangle, respectively, ym and xm are the maximum values of the 
passband in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, and A is the passband area. These parameters are illustrated in 
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Figure 11a. Moreover, Figure 11a {Figure 11b} shows the approximations of passband for the X3D-display for disparity 
0 and 5% distortion {disparity 10 and 30% distortion}. As it can be seen, particularly in Figure 11b, approximation is not 
always the best one due to the weird shapes of the desired passband. Nevertheless, as we demonstrate in Section 7, our 
approximation is good enough in practice. Parameters, ߱௛ and ߱௩ derived in the above manner correspond to the 
normalized cutoff frequencies of the two separable 1D filters. 
By performing the approximation for various distortion levels and disparities, we end up with a set of cutoff frequencies 
in horizontal and vertical direction. These frequencies can be stored in a table, in order to be used by the realtime 
processing module as illustrated in Figure 10. It should be pointed out that although in practice, ߱௛ and ߱௩, are 
evaluated for discrete values of disparity and distortion in order to have tables of reasonable size, we can easily 
interpolate for missing values. Linear interpolation has turned out to be satisfactory. 
6.2 Filter design 
For a given disparity and distortion level, based on the desired cutoff frequencies that are derived in a manner described 
in the previous section, we design two 1D filters. For designing each of these filters we used the windowing technique 14. 
The used window was the Kaiser window with ߚ ൌ 2.2. This will result in filters with the first side lobe at 
approximately -30dB. This attenuation has turned out to be high enough in practice (similar conclusion like for distortion 
can be drawn, that is, -30dB corresponds to approximately 3% distortion). The windowing technique has been selected 
due to its simplicity. Since the idea is to design filters in real time based on the user preference and 3D content we need a 
fast design method. 
   
Figure 12, filters designed for the X3D-display for ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 5%: a) magnitude response of the vertical and horizontal 
filter, b) magnitude response of the corresponding 2D filter – contour for -3dB (innermost line), -6dB, and -30dB 
(outermost line). 
As an example, the design of filters for the X3D-display for disparity 0 and 5% distortion is considered. The 
corresponding cutoff frequencies are ߱௛ ൌ 0.291 and ߱௩ ൌ 0.272. The magnitude responses of the designed 1D filters 
are given in Figure 12a. The magnitude (contour) of the corresponding 2D filter is given in Figure 12b. The -6dB level 
corresponds to the desired cutoff frequencies. The order of both filters is ܰ ൌ 24. 
7. RESULTS 
In Figure 13 we show the approximated X3D-display passband for several disparities between 0 and 10. Notably, the 
passband area does decrease monotonically with the increase of the disparity. The outer, red contours represent the 
passband area if distortion levels of 30% are allowed. The inner, blue contours represent the more strict, smaller 
passband area where distortion levels of less than 5% are desirable. One could see, that while the passbands for 30% 
distortion are always bigger than those for 5%, there is no visible relation between the two. Note, that for multiview 
displays with different interleaving pattern and visibility mask the relation between passband area and disparity of the 
image will most probably change.  
Some examples of the effect of the designed anti-aliasing filters can be seen in Figure 14. All images on that figure are 
simulated output of the display as it would be seen directly from the front. The top row of images (Figure 14a-c) are 
rendered with zero disparity, while the bottom row (Figure 14d-f) are rendered with disparity ݀ ൌ 5. Images in the left 
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column are simulated with no pre-filter, and the color banding and Moiré artifacts are clearly visible. Images in the 
center column are prefiltered with the anti-aliasing filter for ݐ ൌ 30% and the corresponding disparity of ݀ ൌ 0 (top) and 
݀ ൌ 5 (bottom). One can see that most artifacts are mitigated, but some residual aliasing is visible. The images in the 
right column are pre-filtered with the anti-aliasing filter for ݐ ൌ 5%, and exhibit even less artifacts, however at the 
expense of texture loss. 
 
Figure 13. passband for disparities ݀ ൌ 0,2,4,6,8,10, for ݐ ൌ 5% (blue), and ݐ ൌ 30% (red). 
 
Figure 14. effect of the designed anti-aliasing filters for different disparity and distortion levels (simulated outputs): (a-c) 
test image with no disparity, a) without pre-filtering, b) pre-filtered with the filter for ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 30%,c) pre-filtered 
with the filter for ݀ ൌ 0; ݐ ൌ 5% (d-e) test image with disparity 5, d) without pre-filtering, e) prefiltered with the filter 
for ݀ ൌ 5; ݐ ൌ 30%, f) pre-filtered with the filter for ݀ ൌ 5; ݐ ൌ 5%. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
We proposed a model of a multiview display which considers the display as an image processing channel. The model 
assumes that the input is in image-plus-depth format. We used measurement data to construct the visibility mask of the 
display, and used it to simulate the output of that channel. We analyzed the distortions, introduced by the channel for test 
images with various frequency components and disparity values. We derived multiple so-called passbands, which define 
combinations of frequency components and disparity values, which pass through the channel with distortions lower than 
the given threshold. We proposed methodology for design of tunable filters, which can be used for realtime anti-aliasing 
of multiview 3D images. Such tunable filters allow the user to select the desired level of “3D-sharpness” and control the 
trade-off between visibility of details and that of artifacts. Finally, we gave some practical results for images, filtered 
with anti-aliasing filters optimized for one 8-view autosterescopic display. 
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ABSTRACT
Abstract – In this paper, we address the problem of anti-aliasing filtering of images to be displayed on auto-
stereoscopic displays. Auto-stereoscopic displays are constructed to create 3D visual effect by no special
glasses but utilizing extra optical layer to cast different images to different directions. The topology of such
layer is a compromise between the number of different views generated and the spatial resolution per view be-
ing fraction of the full 2D spatial resolution. Usually, the compromise is achieved by slanted and non-
rectangular sub-sampling grids causing however corresponding aliasing artefacts. These artefacts are especial-
ly visible and annoying when 2D imagery, such as graphics and text, is to be displayed on auto-stereoscopic
displays. In our work, we design efficient anti-aliasing filters to mitigate this effect. Two classes of filters are
studied for a 3D display case. The first class is the class of non-separable filters, which takes into account the
non-rectangular topology of the particular sub-sampling grid and the effect of inter-view crosstalk, and aims at
suppressing the respective aliasing replicas appearing in non-rectangular positions on the 2D Fourier plane.
The second class is the class of efficient separable 2D filters based on 1D anti-aliasing filter design. We
demonstrate that the latter class results in subjectively higher quality images. Studying this particular case fur-
ther, we design filters for different types of imagery, distinguishing between text and graphics and also be-
tween ‘smooth’ and ‘sharp’ target anti-aliased images. As it is difficult to quantify the results by objective
measures, we illustrate them by visual examples. Subjective inspections have also confirmed the feasibility of
our approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
3D displays aim at delivering the perception of depth (the third dimension). Certain types of 3D displays rec-
reate 3D scenes without requiring the observer to wear special glasses. Such 3D displays are known as auto-
stereoscopic displays, and they work by casting two or more different images each one visible from different
angle. Due to this principle of operation, only a subset of all image pixels is visible from a particular angle.
The visible pixels appear on a non-rectangular grid, and rendering images on this grid requires special anti-
aliasing filters [1], [2].
A 3D display may be used to visualise a combination of 2D and 3D objects, or 2D content only, if 3D con-
tent is not available. In a mixed scene, aliasing artefacts are especially visible in 2D objects [1], [4]. Our work
studies two sets of filters, which can be used for anti-aliasing of such content.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section briefly explains how multi-view displays work, and how
its optical characteristics can be measured and modelled. Results for a particular multi-view display – namely
23" X3D produced by NewSight – are given as example. Sections 3 and 4 present two different approaches in
designing anti-aliasing filters optimized for a specific 3D display. In Section 3, optical measurements of grid
topology and interview crosstalk are used for designing non-separable 2D anti-aliasing filter for the 23" X3D
display, while Section 4 presents an attempt to reproduce the same results using separable filters. Different fil-
ters are proposed for “image” and “text only” 2D content.
Finally, the visual quality and computational intensity of different anti-aliasing filters is compared in Sec-
tion 5. Both simulated images and snapshots of 23" X3D display showing different test images are given as
example.
2. MULTIVIEW DISPLAYS
2.1. Principles of operation
Modern multi-view displays use TFT matrix for image generation [1], [5], [6]. An optical filter is mounted on
the surface of the display as shown in Figure 1a. The filter redistributes the light coming from the TFT to-
wards different horizontal directions.
The set of sub-pixels, visible from given direction form a colour image, also known as a view. The range of
angles, from which a view can be seen, is known as the visibility zone of that view. Usually, the visibility
zones of all views appear in horizontal direction in front of the display, as depicted in Figure 1b.
In order to visualize a scene in 3D, a number of different observations of that scene should be simultane-
ously shown on the 3D display. The process of mapping an image to the sub-pixels corresponding to one view
is called view interleaving or view interdigitation [1]. The map of correspondences between addressable sub-
pixels of the display and the view they belong to is called interdigitation map. Usually the interdigitation map
has repetitive structure, which can be represented by an interdigitation pattern copied multiple times over the
display surface.
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Figure 1. Operation principles of a multi-view display: a) optical filter (view from the top) and b) visi-
bility zones of the views (view from the top)
When 3D object is visualized on a multi-view display with n views, n different observations are interleaved in-
to one compound 3D image. A 2D object, which is not meant to appear floating in front or behind the screen
surface, is represented by n identical observations. In this case, the optical filter can be regarded as a mask,
which partially covers the underlying 2D image.
2.2. NewSight 23" X3D multi-view display
The multi-view display studied in this paper is 23" 3D-Display AD built by X3D-Technologies GmbH. The
display uses 23" TFT monitor with resolution of 1920x1200.  The display area is 495x310mm and the optimal
distance for observing the 3D effect is 1.5m. The X3D display is marketed as 8 view 3D display with interdig-
itation pattern as shown in Figure 2a [7].
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Figure 2. X3D 23" display: a) interdigitation pattern, b) micrograph of the optical filter
The optical filter is called wavelength-selective filter array [5], which works similarly to a parallax barrier –
blocking the light in some directions and passing light in others. The filter array has regular structure, mounted
on the display at a slant of 12.53 degrees, as can be seen from the micrograph in Figure 2b.
Following the interdigitation pattern, one can construct a map of sub-pixels visible from certain angle – for
example the sub-pixels marked with “1” in Figure 3a. For different observation angles the map of visible sub-
pixels is the same, only shifted in horizontal and vertical direction.
2.3. Crosstalk
Multi-view displays suffer from two common artefacts - image flipping, caused by the noticeable transition
between the viewing zones, and picket fence effect, caused by optical filter magnifying the gaps between sub-
pixels. The common practice to mitigate this effect is to broaden the observation angle of each view, thus in-
terspersing the visibility zones [5]. As a result, from a particular angle, a number of views are simultaneously
seen. The view originally intended to be seen is the brightest one, but its neighbouring view are visible as well.
This effect can be regarded as inter-channel crosstalk.
 Methodology for crosstalk estimation and measurement results for 23" X3D were presented in [4]. Based
on these measurements the optical masking pattern is reconstructed as shown in Figure 3b. The masking pat-
tern defines the set of sub-pixels visible on the display from a particular direction, as well as their relative
brightness in the range between 0 (black) to 1 (maximum brightness).
row r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8
a)
row r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b r g b
1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1
2 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09
3 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1
4 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13
5 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25
6 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65
7 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74
8 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66
9 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34
10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.45 0.74 0.55 0.14
11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.66 0.19 0.11
12 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.16 0.65 0.71 0.34 0.12 0.1
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b)
Figure 3. Map of visible sub-pixels from a particular angle: a) without crosstalk, b) with crosstalk
2.4. Aliasing
Selective masking of a 2D image caused by optical filter can be modelled as a sub-sampling on a non-
orthogonal grid. Without pre-filtering this process creates aliasing artefacts.
An example for aliasing artefacts on 23" X3D display is given in Figure 4, where simulated image is shown
next to an actual photograph of the display. The original 2D image can be seen in Figure 20a. Aliasing process
is simulated by using the sub-pixel visibility map from Figure 3a as a mask. The masked image, shown in Fig-
ure 4a exhibits noticeable aliasing artefacts. Alternatively, the 2D image was visualized on the 23" X3D dis-
play and a photo was taken. The photographed image is shown in Figure 4b.
a) b)
Figure 4. Aliasing, caused by optical filter: a) simulated image (fragment) and b) actual photograph of
the X3D display (fragment). The original image used for the experiment is shown in Figure 20a
In multi-view displays aliasing artefacts appear in all types of scenes, but are especially visible in 2D content,
as in 3D images aliasing is somewhat masked by more severe artefacts such as ghosting [1][4]. While most of
content created for multi-view display would be in 3D, there are cases where 2D images would appear on such
display as well. The typical cases include 2D graphics, 2D text and natural 2D images.
In order to eliminate aliasing errors due to the non-orthogonal sub-sampling pattern of the display, in this
paper two different methods for designing anti-aliasing filters have been applied. The first one is based on non-
separable filters and the second one on separable ones. These methods are discussed in detail in the following
two sections.
3. NON-SEPARABLE ANTIALIASING FILTERS
First method for designing anti-aliasing filters is based on the method introduced by Jain and Konrad in [1] (in
the rest of the paper it will be referred to as the JK method). JK method can be used for designing 2D non-
separable anti-aliasing filters for an arbitrary sub-sampling pattern. It is assumed that a 2D image is processed
and correspondingly, the method works best for 2D imagery.
The basic idea of the JK method is to design a 2D filter in such a way that the passband of the filter spans
all frequencies at which the contribution of all alias terms is smaller than the original signal itself. The stop-
band of the filter is assumed to span all other frequencies. This is achieved by the following steps: First, based
on the sub-sampling pattern the position and intensity of all aliasing terms in the 2D frequency domain is esti-
mated. Second, the contribution of these aliasing terms to the overall spectrum of a given image is evaluated.
Instead of using a particular image, an image model is utilized. In [1], the use of a first-order 2D Markov
model is suggested for modelling the image. Third, the passband of the ideal filter is selected as the region
where the spectrum of the signal is greater than the contribution of all aliasing terms. The rational for this is
that all frequencies should be preserved for which the signal is stronger than the aliasing terms. Finally, fourth,
a filter design technique is applied to design the filter itself based on the above determined specifications.
In [1], the JK method has been applied for the 9-view SynthaGram SG202 monitor. In our work, we repro-
duce their approach for the case of the X3D display under consideration. We specifically utilize our measure-
ments of the grid topology and the inter-view crosstalk obtained for that display. We consider two cases:
crosstalk free case and crosstalk-aware case. The first case assumes that the viewer can see, while at an ob-
serving position corresponding to a certain view, pixels belonging to that view only. In the crosstalk-aware
case, it is assumed that the viewer can see, in addition to the pixels from the principal view, also pixels from
the adjacent views.
3.1. Crosstalk-free case
In this case the display is considered ideal, that is no interference between neighbours channels exist. For an
ideal display with n views the viewer sees only 1/n pixels of the display, or, roughly speaking, about 1/n of the
whole brightness. Depending on the sub-sampling patterns, in one view a non-uniformly sampled image is
seen. Based on the known sub-sampling pattern it is possible to estimate which frequencies in the original im-
age have to be suppressed in order to avoid aliasing.
For the X3D display, the sub-sampling patterns for all colors in all views differ only by a shift in the space
domain. There is no difference in the spectral domain. Therefore, in this paper, without loss of generality,
when designing filters, the sub-sampling pattern of the red component for the fourth view has been used. This
sub-sampling pattern is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Sub-sampling pattern for the fourth view. Circles and stars represent the orthogonal grid and
the sub-sampling pattern, respectively.
The JK method is focused on the non-orthogonal sub-sampling of the image for each view. Taking only one
of n points of the image, where n is number of views (n = 8 for the X3D display), a significant change in the
spectrum of the picture occurs. Essentially, this change can be explained with the occurrence of attenuated
replicas of the original spectrum on certain points of the 2D spectral domain. In the well known case of a sam-
pled 1D signal, replications of the original spectrum occur on points, which are equal to the integer multipliers
of the sampling frequency. In the 2D case with non-orthogonal sampling the replicas occur on various posi-
tions depending on the sub-sampling pattern. For the sub-sampling pattern given by Figure 5, the position and
amplitude of the main spectral component and all replicas are shown in Figure 6. The main spectral compo-
nent (baseband spectrum) is located at (fx, fy) = (0, 0). All other peaks represent positions of spectrum replicas.
Figure 6. Spectrum of the sub-sampling pattern for the fourth view.
In order to determine the contribution of all alias terms independent of the image itself, a statistical repre-
sentation of a real image has been used. As in [1], a 2D separable autocorrelation model Ru[m, n] =U|m|U|n| has
been utilized. Here, 0 <U< 1 is the correlation coefficient and is typical chosen in the 0.9-0.99 range. This
model is based on the first-order Markov model as discussed in [1], [9]. The power spectral density of this au-
tocorrelation model is:
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with f0 =(lnU)/(2S) and fx and fy being the normalized frequencies. The power spectral density function for
U= 0.9 is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Power spectrum density function for the used autocorrelation model with U= 0.9.
In terms of classical anti-aliasing theory one should take the original spectra and try to suppress all other rep-
licas in order to obtain an alias-free signal. In practice, this would be too restrictive. Therefore, in the JK
method a different approach is used. The idea is to widen the pass-band of the anti-aliasing filter as much as
possible. This can be done by defining the boundary of the passband as follows: The cut-off frequencies of the
filter are set at points where the amplitude of the original spectrum equals to the sum of all amplitudes of the
spectral replicas. This can be formulated as:
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The variables (fx, fy) represent the spectral coordinates across x and y spectral axis, respectively. Hd is the
desired frequency response of the anti-aliasing filter, ),( iyix [[  are the coordinates along x and y axis at which
the i-th spectral replica occurs and E i is its associated gain. The constant K permits changes in the pass-band
of the filter.  In  this  paper K = 1 has been used. Finally, H is used to eliminate some regions in corners of the
spectrum that due to the used image model could be declared as passbands. In this paper, for all designs,
H= 0.001 has been used.
By evaluating Equation (2), the desired frequency response of the ideal 2D filter Hid(fx, fy) is shown in Fig-
ure 8. For designing a 2D filter approximating this ideal one, the widowing method with the Hamming window
of length N = 49 has been used (for more detail see fwind2 function in Matlab). The impulse response and
the magnitude response of the designed filter are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. As seen on
Figure 3a, only 1/8th of the available pixels are visible in one view. Therefore it is to expect that the passband
area of the filter should be approximately 1/8. However, the passband surface of the filter designed for the one
view case is considerably smaller – 0.037. This proves that assuming crosstalk-free view model is too restric-
tive for the given visibility map. Therefore in the next section the contribution of adjacent views is taken into
account.
Figure 8. Magnitude response of the ideal filter in the one view case.
Figure 9. Impulse response of the filter in the one view case.
Figure 10. Magnitude response (contour) of the filter in the one view case.
3.2. Crosstalk-aware case
In the previous section, it was assumed that in one view only pixels from that view are seen. In practice, as
it has been experimentally observed [1], [4], in addition to pixels from the view under consideration, pixels
from adjacent views are also visible, although with a smaller intensity. For the display under consideration, the
sub-sampling pattern for fourth view with contributions from the adjacent third and fifth view is shown in Fig-
ure 11. It has been measured that the contributions of those three views are, in average, as shown in Table I.
Figure 11. Sub-sampling pattern for the fourth view with contributions from the third and fifth view.
Circles represent the orthogonal grid. Stars (blue), pluses (red) and x (green) are the sub-sampling pat-
terns for fourth, third and fifth view, respectively.
Table I Contributions of individual views to the fourth view
View #3 #4 #5
Amplitude 0.43 1.00 0.43
For this sub-sampling pattern, the spectrum is shown in Figure 12. Again, the term at (fx, fy) = (0, 0) corre-
sponds to the original, non-aliased term. It can be observed that the position of aliasing terms is the same as
for the one view case. However the contribution (amplitude) of each alias component is smaller than in the one
view case. This can be interpreted that due to the crosstalk more of the image is seen in one view and as such
the overall aliasing is smaller.
Figure 12. Spectrum of the sub-sampling pattern for the fourth view with contributions from third and
fifth view.
By applying the same procedure as discussed in the previous section, specifications for the ideal filter can be
determined. This ideal filter is shown in Figure 13. The impulse response and the magnitude response of the
designed filter are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. The passband surface of the ideal filter is
0.068. This is still less than 1/8. It can be concluded that both crosstalk-free and crosstalk-aware filters are too
restrictive (this will be also shown in the example section) and as such they are not performing well in prac-
tice. Moreover, they are computational heavy. Therefore in the next section a separable filter design is pro-
posed that generated filters that are fast and perform well in practice.
Figure 13. Magnitude response of the ideal filter in the crosstalk case.
Figure 14. Impulse response of the filter in the crosstalk case.
Figure 15. Magnitude response (contour) of the filter in the crosstalk case for attenuations 3 dB and 40
dB.
4. SEPARABLE ANTI-ALIASING FILTERS
In this section a method is proposed for designing separable filters for reducing aliasing errors when showing a
2D image on a 3D screen. The motivation of using separable filters is threefold. First, separable filters are, in
principle, easier to design than non-separable 2D filters, second, they are computationally more efficient than
non-separable filters of the same size, and, third, by properly designing these filters (allowing some alias errors
in the image), visually (subjectively) better results are expected than by using the method described in the pre-
vious section.
When using separable filters to filter an image, the image is first filtered in horizontal direction and then, in
some case, in vertical one. This will be referred to as the horizontal and vertical filtering. Parameters related to
horizontal and vertical filters will be denoted by subscript h and v, respectively. Consequently, instead of one
2D filter, two 1D FIR filters have to be designed.
4.1. 1D filter design
There are many methods for designing FIR filters. When selecting a design method to be used in this paper,
following two criteria were taken into account: First, the method has to be fast because many filters had to be
designed in order to choose the best one for the given problem. Second, the filters should have enough attenua-
tion in the stopband in order to suppress aliasing terms. A good candidate satisfying the above two conditions
are FIR filters designed in the least-mean-square (LMS) sense [10]. In this filters the energy of the error in
stopband and passband is minimized. The design problem for an FIR filter with transfer function
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After some mathematical manipulations, the above problem can be rewritten as
cE T  hbQhh2 . (5)
Here, h is the vector containing the filter coefficients, and Q and b are a matrix and a vector that depend only
on the filter order and passband and stopband edges and c is a constant [10]. The energy of the error is mini-
mized for
bQh 1 , (6)
that is, in order to design a filter for a given N, Zp, and Zs, only a system of linear equations has to be solved.
Moreover, the energy in the stopband is minimized, which in turn, minimizes the aliasing error. Therefore,
both of the initial criteria are taken care of.
Due to the non-orthogonal sampling pattern, it is not easy to decide what values for filter order, passband
and stopband edges should be selected. Therefore, subjective experiments have been performed to determine
good values of these parameters. The experiments have been carried out by using following steps:
Step 1. An appropriate image has been selected.
Step 2. The initial filter orders, passband edge and stopband edge were selected as Nh = 30, Zph = 0.8,
Zsh = 0.9, Nv = 30, Zpv = 0.8, Zsv = 0.9. The motivation of choosing these parameters lies in the fact that
the difference between images filtered with such filters and non-filtered images, when seen on the X3D
display, is negligible. As the goal is to improve the images after filtering, this turned out to be a good
starting point.
Step 3. First edges Zph and Zsh and then filter order Nh were reduced until an image of satisfied quality (de-
scribed in more detail in following sections) is achieved. As this parameters influence filtering in the
horizontal direction, only features containing vertical lines (and ones close to vertical) have be consid-
ered during this step. The minimal values for parameters Nh, Zph, and Zsh are considered to be the op-
timal ones.
Step 4. Keeping the horizontal parameters determined in Step 3, repeat Step 3 by reducing parameters Zpv and
Zsv and then filter order Nv. In this case, attention has been paid to horizontal lines and the ones close
to them. Again, the minimal values for parameters Nv, Zpv, and Zsv are considered to be the optimal
ones.
The above procedure has been repeated three times, twice for an image containing various patterns (pat-
terns have been chosen in such a way to emphasize aliasing errors due to the sub-sampling patterns of the dis-
play) and once for text. This is described in the following sections.
4.2. Anti-aliasing of 2D images
For anti-aliasing of 2D images with separable filters, in this paper, two different approaches have been pro-
posed. They will be refereed to as the “smooth” and “sharp” approach and are presented in the following two
sections.
4.2.1. “Smooth” approach
In the “smooth” approach the goal was to design filters that will eliminate all alias components from an image.
The 4-step procedure described in the previous section has been performed on a test image containing various
patterns. The image is shown in Figure 20a. In Steps 3 and 4 of the procedure the parameters have been re-
duced until all aliasing errors have been suppressed. The parameters for the best filters have been listed in Ta-
ble II and the filter magnitude responses are shown in Figure 16. The designed filters have relatively small at-
tenuations, but this has turned out to be sufficient. Higher attenuation only increases the filter order but does
not improve the image.
Table II Parameters for anti-aliasing filters for images – “smooth” approach
Parameters N Zp Zs
Horizontal filter 14 0.22 0.26
Vertical filter 17 0.16 0.20
Figure 16. Magnitude response of the horizontal (red dashed line) and vertical (blue solid line) filter for
the “smooth” design.
Figure 17. Magnitude response (3dB contour) of the equivalent “smooth” (blue line) and “sharp” (red
line) 2D filter.
In order to enable comparison with non-separable filters, in Figure 17 the edges of the passband (3dB
point) of an equivalent 2D filter has been shown. The passband surface of this equivalent filter is 0.033.
4.2.2. “Sharp” approach
In the “sharp” approach the goal was to achieve visually good images. Some aliasing was allowed as long as it
did not degrade the overall perception of the image. Again, the 4-step procedure described in Section 4.1 has
been applied on the image shown in Figure 20a. This time the parameters have been reduced until a ‘good’ im-
age is obtained. This is highly subjective but as it can be seen in the example section, the selected filters do
perform better. The parameters of the best filters are listed in Table III and the filter magnitude responses are
shown in Figure 18. The magnitude response (contour) of the equivalent 2D filter has been shown in Figure
17. The passband surface is 0.107. It can be seen that this filter has much wider passband than the non-
separable ones as well as the one used for “sharp” approach. After filtering an image with these filters, more
details will be preserved but some aliasing will be also visible. However, as it will be illustrated in the example
section the gain in image quality is much higher than the visible errors due to aliasing.
It was noticed that the sub-sampling pattern can be approximated by an orthogonal sampling grid rotated
clockwise by 12.53 degrees. Based on this fact, it is logically to assume that by rotating the image counter-
clockwise by that angle, the sub-sampling pattern would become more regular and as such, more appropriate
for filtering. Therefore, in this paper an attempt has been made to do following: First, the image is rotated by
12.53 degrees counter-clockwise. For this purpose, spline-based rotation approach suggested in [8] has been
used. Second, the rotated image was filtered with filters designed for the “sharp” approach (parameters are
given in Table III). Third, the filtered image has been rotated clockwise by 12.52 degrees. Although, better re-
sults were expected, it turned out that filtering rotated or non-rotated images yield to the same visual result.
This can be seen in Figure 20d and Figure 20e.
Table III Parameters for anti-aliasing filters for images – “sharp” approach
Parameters N Zp Zs
Horizontal filter 22 0.28 0.33
Vertical filter 22 0.38 0.43
Figure 18. Magnitude response of the horizontal (red dashed line) and vertical (blue solid line) filter for
the “sharp” design.
4.3. Anti-aliasing of text
Text  can be considered as  a  special  type of  an image.  Therefore,  same filters  can be applied as  the one dis-
cussed in the previous sections. However, when talking about text, readability is the most important property.
It has been shown that people often find over-sharpened text to have better readability. For that reason it is
better to design a separate filter for processing text as such filter will have even less anti-aliasing properties,
than for example the filters designed in the previous section (“sharp” approach). Moreover, it has been exper-
imentally observed that for text only horizontal filtering is enough. This further simplifies the computational
complexity of anti-aliasing filtering. The first 3 steps (Step 4 is not needed as only horizontal filters are used)
of the procedure described in Section 4.1 have been applied on an image containing only text. The image is
shown in Figure 21a. The parameters for the best filter were selected such that the best readability is achieved.
These parameters are given in Table IV with the magnitude response of the filter based on these parameters
shown in Figure 19. Two points should be emphasized. First, the passband (3 dB edge) occupies 0.285 of the
overall band. This is considerably higher than in the case off all previously introduced filters. Second, the
passband ripple of this filter is quite high (almost 1 dB). Nevertheless, this is not a problem because we are
processing black and white text. Small changes in the brightness are not affecting the readability. Due to the
high passband ripple, smaller filter order can be used.
Table IV Parameters for anti-aliasing filters for text
Parameters N Zp Zs
Horizontal filter 12 0.30 0.35
Figure 19. Magnitude response of the horizontal filter for text.
5. RESULTS
Three typical usage scenarios, which result in 2D content being rendered on a 3D display, were identified.
Three test images were selected to represent the content in each case. Each image was filtered with different
filters, and the results were shown on 23" X3D display and photographed.
The first case is using a 2D graphical user interface to choose or navigate through 3D content. User inter-
faces contain details with high contrast and straight lines, similar to the “2D graphics” image in Figure 20a.
Since the optical filter of 23" X3D is slanted at 12.53 degrees, lines with this orientation are also included in
the image. The second case is 2D subtitles being rendered in a 3D movie. This case is represented by the “2D
text” test image shown in Figure 21. The “2D text” image contains words with different font sizes and is cre-
ated using Wordle [11]. The third case is 2D movie being rendered on a 3D display. This is represented by
full-colour, natural 2D image. The test image “2D photo” used to test this case is from the Kodak Image Da-
tabase 0.
In the “2D graphics” tests,  there are  two groups of  filters  which produce similar  visual  results.  The first
group is filters which remove all aliasing artefacts on expense of over-smoothing the image. The “no cross-
talk” non-separable filter (see Figure 20b) and the “smooth” set of separable filters (Figure 20f) fall in this
group. The other group is filters which produce sharper image, preserve more details, but leave some aliasing
in the image. The “crosstalk aware” non-separable filter (see Figure 20c) and the “sharp” ser of separable fil-
ter (Figures 5d and 5e) are in this category. Notably, there is negligible visual difference when applying sepa-
rable fitters with or without rotation.
In the “2D text” tests, the “text optimized” separable filter produces results with highest readability, as
seen in Figure 21d, outperforming the “no crosstalk” and “crosstalk aware” non-separable filters. Finally, in
the “2D photo” tests the “sharp” set of separable filters produces best visual results, closely followed by the
“crosstalk aware” non-separable filter.
It can be seen from the above figures that visually, the images filtered by the proposed separable filters are
considerably better than the one filtered by the 2D filters. Beside this, filtering images with separable filters is
also more computationally efficient. In order to illustrate this, in Table V the computational complexity for
various filters discussed in this paper are given. As it can be seen, the non-separable filters of size N by N
have complexity proportional to N2, whereas the separable ones of order N have the complexity proportional to
N.
Table V Computational complexity for various filters discussed in this paper. C stands for required
number of multiplication per pixel.
Filter type Filter size C
2D
non-
separable
one view 48 by 48 2304
crosstalk 48 by 48 2304
2D
separable
“smooth” 15 and18 43
“sharp” 23 and23 46
1D text 13 13
6. CONCLUSIONS
Different methodologies for design of anti-aliasing filters for multi-view displays were presented. The filters
were optimized for 2D content, which is most affected by aliasing artefacts. Two separable and three non-
separable anti-aliasing filters were compared for three types of typical 2D content. The effect of the filters was
demonstrated on an actual multi-view 3D display. The results show, that specially optimized separable filters
can produce similar or better visual results that non-separable ones, while requiring much less computational
operations per pixel.
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Figure 20, “2D graphics” test case: a) original image, b)-f) photographs of the display, as follows – b) filtered
with non-separable filter without taking crosstalk into account, c) filtered with non-separable filter taking
crosstalk into account, d) filtered with “sharp” set of separable filters after rotation, e) filtered with “sharp” set
of separable filters without rotation, and f) filtered with “smooth” set of separable filters without rotation
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 21, “2D text” test case: a) original image, , b)-d) photographs of the display as follows – b) fil-
tered with non-separable filter without taking crosstalk into account, c) filtered with non-separable filter
taking crosstalk into account, and d) filtered with set of separable filters optimized for text, without ro-
tation
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 22, “2D photo” test case on multi-view display: a) original images, b)-f) photographs of the dis-
play, as follows – b) without filter, exhibiting crosstalk, c) filtered with non-separable filter without tak-
ing crosstalk into account, d) filtered with non-separable filter taking crosstalk into account, e) filtered
with “sharp” set of separable filters without rotation, and f) filtered with “smooth” set of separable fil-
ters without rotation
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ABSTRACT 
We identify, categorize and simulate artifacts which might occur during delivery stereoscopic video to mobile devices. 
We consider the stages of 3D video delivery dataflow: content creation, conversion to the desired format (multiview or 
source-plus-depth), coding/decoding, transmission, and visualization on 3D display. Human 3D vision works by 
assessing various depth cues – accommodation, binocular depth cues, pictorial cues and motion parallax. As a 
consequence any artifact which modifies these cues impairs the quality of a 3D scene. 
The perceptibility of each artifact can be estimated through subjective tests. The material for such tests needs to contain 
various artifacts with different amounts of impairment. We present a system for simulation of these artifacts. The 
artifacts are organized in groups with similar origins, and each group is simulated by a block in a simulation channel. 
The channel introduces the following groups of artifacts: sensor limitations, geometric distortions caused by camera 
optics, spatial and temporal misalignments between video channels, spatial and temporal artifacts caused by coding, 
transmission losses, and visualization artifacts. For the case of source-plus-depth representation, artifacts caused by 
format conversion are added as well. 
Keywords: mobile 3DTV, mobile 3D video, stereoscopic artifacts, stereoscopic video quality, portable 3D displays 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, most of the building blocks of an end-to-end mobile 3DTV system have reached maturity status. An 
ISO/MPEG multiview encoding standard developed as an amendment to H.264 AVC is being standardized1, 2. Various 
algorithms have been developed for the efficient transmission of video streams over wireless networks1, 3. There are 3D 
displays optimized for a mobile use4, 5, 6. While the core technologies have been developing, there is still much to be done 
to optimize the system to deliver the best possible visual output7, 8. Having a perceptually acceptable and high-quality 3D 
scene on a small display is a challenging task. 
Estimation of the quality is the key factor in design and optimization of any visual content. All quality metrics aim at 
close approximation of the quality as perceived by the user. An ideal quality metric should have the following properties: 
a) perceptual – being related to the way human visual system (HVS) operates, b) objective – providing a numerical 
representation of the quality as perceived by the user, and c) reliable – being able to predict the perceptual quality for 
wide variety of content, as perceived by a large amount of users. Such metric is especially needed for stereoscopic 3D 
video, because stereoscopic artifacts would produce not only visually unpleasant results, but are also known to cause 
eye-strain general discomfort9. The previous works on quality of stereo images10, 11 do not attempt to quantify the typical 
distortions that could occur in stereoscopic video sequence. 
The first step towards objective quality estimation metric is to identify the artifacts, which could occur in various usage 
scenarios. Then, subjective tests should be performed, in which human observers would grade the perceptual quality of a 
variety of content. In this work, we attempt to identify the artifacts, which could occur in a mobile 3DTV system. We 
present a system which allows a set of stereoscopic artifacts to be introduced to a given 3D video, thus ensuring 
repeatability of subjective quality experiments. In the next section, we discuss the “layered” nature of the human 3D 
vision. In chapter 3 we introduce a concept for broadcasting stereo-video over DVB-H channel, and describe which 
stages of such system can introduce artifacts. In section 4, we compare the delivery stages to the “layers” of 3D vision to 
build a classification of stereoscopic artifacts. In section 5 we present a framework for simulation of mobile 3DTV 
artifacts. Finally, section 6 describes the mobile 3DTV artifacts simulated by our framework. 
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2. PERCEPTION OF DEPTH  
The human visual system is a set of separate subsystems, which operate together as a single process. It is known that 
spatial, color and motion information is transmitted to the brain using largely independent neural paths12. Vision in 3D, 
in turn, also consists of different “layers” which provide separate information about depth of the observer scene12, 13. This 
is true both for perception and cognition – on perceptual level there are separate visual mechanisms and neural paths, 
and on cognitive level there are separate families of depth cues, with varying importance from observer to observer12, 14. 
The depth cues used in different layers in human vision are illustrated in Figure 1 and are as follows: 
• Accommodation – This is the ability of the eye to change the optical power of its lens in order to focus on objects 
at various distances. Accommodation is the primary depth cue for very short distances, where an object is hardly 
visible with two eyes. With the distance, the importance of this depth cue quickly decreases. However, the 
information from other depth-assessing systems is unconsciously used to correct the refraction power, to ensure 
clear image of the object being tracked. As a result, a discrepancy between accommodation and binocular depth 
cues leads to so called accommodation-convergence rivalry, which is a major limiting factor for stereoscopic 
displays. 
• Binocular depth cues – These are a consequence of both eyes observing the scene at slightly different angles. The 
mechanism of binocular depth estimation has two parts – vergence and stereopsis. Vergence is the process, in 
which both eyes take a position which minimizes the difference of the visual information projected in both retinae. 
The angle between the eyes is used as a depth cue. With the eyes converged on a point, stereopsis is the process 
which uses the residual disparity of the surrounding area for depth estimation relative to the point of convergence. 
Binocular depth cues are the ones most often associated with “3D cinema”. However, binocular vision is quite 
vulnerable to artifacts – lots of factors can lead to an “unnatural” stereo-pair being presented to the eyes. As HVS is 
not prepared to handle such information, binocular artifacts can lead to nausea and simulator sickness or cyber 
sickness 9. It is worth saying, that around 5% of all people are “stereoscopically latent” and have difficulties 
assessing binocular depth cues11, 13. Such people have a perfect depth perception, but rely mostly on depth cues 
coming from other visual “layers”. 
• Pictorial cues – for longer distances, binocular depth cues become less important, and HVS relies on pictorial cues 
for depth assessment. These are depth cues that can be perceived with a single eye – shadows, perspective lines, 
texture scaling. But even for medium distances, stereoscopically good image can be “ruined” if missing subtle 
pictorial details, and the scene exhibits puppet theatre or cardboard effect artifacts  
• Motion parallax – this is the process in which the changing parallax of a moving object is used for estimating its 
depth and 3D shape. The same mechanism is used by insects, and is commonly known as “insect navigation”15. 
Artifacts in the temporal domain (e.g. motion blur, display persistence) will affect the motion parallax depth cues. 
 
Figure 1, Depth perception as a set of separate visual “layers” 
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Experiments with so-called “random dot stereograms” show that binocular and monocular depth cues are independently 
perceived16. Furthermore, the first binocular cells (cells that react to a stimulus presented to either of the eyes) appear at 
a late stage of the visual pathways – the V1 area of brain cortex. At this stage, only the information extracted separately 
for each eye, is available to the brain for deduction of image disparity12. This observation has led us to the assumption 
that “2D” (monoscopic) and “3D” (stereoscopic) artifacts would be independently perceived17. The planar “2D” artifacts, 
such as noise, ringing, etc, are thoroughly studied in the literature18. Here, we focus on artifacts which affect stereoscopic 
perception. However, due to the “layered” structure of HVS, binocular artifacts might be inherited from other visual 
“layers” – for example, blockiness is a “purely” monoscopic artifact, which still can destroy or modify an important 
binocular depth cue. 
3. ARTIFACTS IN MOBILE 3DTV SYSTEM 
The dictionary describes artifact as “something characteristic of or resulting from a human institution or activity”19. 
Non-natural processes, as is the case of transmitting a 3D scene representation over a communication channel, are source 
of artifacts.  
One case of such transmission is a mobile 3DTV system, where a 3D (usually stereoscopic) video stream is broadcasted 
over the air and received on a portable device. In such system, stereoscopic video content is captured, encoded, 
encapsulated and then broadcast over a DVB-H channel, and is received, decoded and played by a DVB-H enabled 
portable device with autostereoscopic display. The data flow from creation to observation is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2, Data flow of mobile 3DTV content 
The stages of the dataflow can create various artifacts as follows: 
• Creation/capture –three common approaches for 3D video capture. First, such video can be captured by two or 
more synchronized cameras in a multi-camera setting. Second, such content can be created from 2D video applying 
video processing methods. Third, video output can be augmented by depth information captured by another sensor. 
All these approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, and are sources of specific artifacts. Special 
care should be taken when positioning cameras or when selecting rendering parameters. Unnatural correspondences 
between the images in a stereo-pair (i.e. vertical disparity) are source of many types of artifacts11. As perfectly 
parallel camera setup is practically impossible, rectification is an unavoidable pre-processing stage. 
• Representation format – Although there are many different formats for encoding 3D video, three main groups have 
evolved: multiview video, where two or more video streams show the same scene from different viewpoints; video-
plus-depth, where each pixel is augmented with information of its distance from the camera; and dynamic 3D 
meshes, where 3D video is represented by dynamic 3D surface geometry 20. Video-plus-depth format is suitable for 
multiview displays, as it can be used regardless of the number of views a particular screen provides20. On the 
downside, video-plus-depth rendering requires inpainting of occluded areas, which causes disocclusion artifacts. 
This problem has been addressed by using layered depth images (LDI), or multiview video-plus-depth encoding21. 
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If the representation format is different from the one the scene was originally captured, format conversion is 
another source of artifacts. Some artifacts which are common in one format and not possible in another – for 
example in video-plus-depth disocclusion artifacts are common, while vertical parallax does not occur. 
• Coding – there are various coding schemes, which utilize temporal, spatial or inter-channel similarities of a 3D 
video20. Two approaches are most popular for stereo-video – multi-view coding, standardized as an amendment to 
H.264/AVC 1, 2; and 2D video with separate depth channel, which can be compressed using H.264/AVC and stored 
in MPEG container 22, 23. Special care should be taken when algorithms originally designed for single video channel 
are used for stereoscopic video, as important binocular depth-cues may be lost. 
• Transmission – in the case of digital wireless transmission a common problem is burst packet losses24. Resilience 
and error concealment algorithms attempt to mitigate the impact on the video, but if not designed for stereo-video, 
such algorithms might introduce additional artifacts on their own. 
• Visualization – there are many approaches for 3D scene visualization, offering different degree scene 
approximation 25. Each family of 3D displays has its own characteristic artifacts, and the artifacts are often scene 
dependant 7, 11. 
 
 
Figure 3, Artifacts, caused by various stages of content delivery and affecting various “layers” of human depth perception. 
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As a result, stereoscopic artifacts might be created during various stages in the mobile 3DTV content delivery, and might 
affect different “layers” of human 3D vision, as shown in Figure 3. 
4. ARTIFACT CLASSIFICATION 
In 3D video, many causes might lead to unnatural scene representations. For building taxonomy of stereoscopic artifacts, 
we use a top-down approach: first we identify content delivery stages, which might create artifacts, and then we 
speculate if and how these artifacts will affect various stages of human perception of depth. Our classification is 
presented in Table 1. The columns represent the causes for artifacts, coming from different content delivery stages – 
capture, representation, coding, transmission and visualization. The rows are groups of artifacts as they are interpreted 
by the “layers” of human vision – structure, color, motion and binocular. These layers roughly represent the visual 
pathways as they appeared during the successive stages of evolution. By structure we denote the spatial (and color-less) 
vision. It is assumed that during the evolution human vision adapted for assessing the “structure” (contours and texture) 
of images26, and some artifacts manifest themselves as affecting image structure. Color and motion rows represent the 
color and motion vision, accordingly.  As we noted before, all artifacts in the table affect the binocular depth perception. 
However, the row designated with binocular contains artifacts which have meaning only when perceived as a stereo-
pair. In other words, these are artifacts that cannot be perceived with a single eye (e.g. vertical disparity). 
Table 1 – Classification of stereoscopic artifacts 
 
 
The process of artifact mapping is not always straightforward – sometime one stage in the dataflow might cause several 
types of artifacts, while sometimes artifacts created in different stages are perceived in a similar way (e.g. ghosting). 
Following that, the diagram from Figure 3 cannot be easily translated to a flat table. Some artifacts are listed repeatedly, 
while some artifacts groups span across multiple cells. Furthermore, some combinations of rows (causes for artifacts) 
and columns (artifact manifestations) are omitted as unrelated to the usage scenario of mobile 3DTV. 
5. ARTIFACT SIMULATION FRAMEFORK 
Not all of the stereoscopic artifacts are likely to affect a mobile 3DTV system. Some of them are not applicable to 
mobile device due to the technology used (e.g. LCD display, DVB-H transmission). Others cannot be mitigated through 
the means of signal processing, and are usually addressed by content providers and/or display manufacturers. 
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We suggest an artifact simulation channel, which is able to introduce an arbitrary combination of artifacts to a video, 
with controlled amount of impairment for each artifact. Artifacts are organized in groups, which follow the flow of a 
mobile 3D video over a DVB-H channel28. Each group of artifacts corresponds to a specific block of our simulation 
channel as shown in Figure 4. An arbitrary combination of artifacts can be introduced by this channel, but they are 
always introduced in a certain order – i.e. capture artifacts will always be added before transmission ones. 
The first block simulates artifacts caused by sensor limitations. Then, the degraded scene observation is sent to a block 
which simulates geometric distortions as the ones caused by the camera optics. The next two blocks add global spatial 
and temporal differences between the video channels, simulating artifacts caused by multi-camera topology and temporal 
misalignment. The next two blocks simulate spatial and temporal artifacts caused by coding. Then, transmission losses 
are simulated in the encoded scream. For the case of 3D video represented as color video channel augmented with per-
pixel depth information (also known as source-plus-depth video), format conversion artifacts are added. Finally, 
visualization artifacts are added, independent of the position of the observer, or alternatively, for a given observation 
position. 
 
Figure 4, Artifact simulation channel 
Following this concept, we have developed a framework for simulation of mobile 3DTV artifacts. The framework is 
thoroughly described in29. It is organized as a collection of Matlab functions, each one responsible for introducing a 
specific artifact. Additionally, there is a program module, which executes the simulation functions as prescribed by a 
configuration file. The configuration is stored in a text file, which describes the input and output video streams, the set of 
artifacts to be introduced, and the parameters for each artifact. One configuration file can specify a set of artifact 
parameters, which to be applied over several input video files in “batch mode”. 
The framework operates on stereo-video streams (where left and right channel are provided as separate video files) or 
source-plus-depth video streams (where video and depth channel are provided as two separate video files). Video is 
decoded into a set of frames, each frame is processed and the result is encoded in a video stream again. The blocks of the 
framework are shown in Figure 5, and are as follows: 
• GUI – provides two alternative ways to prepare a configuration file – using Microsoft Excel sheet or using Matlab 
GUI. The Excel-based GUI uses VBA-scripting. Alternatively, a configuration file can be prepared using a text 
editor 29. 
• Session manager – opens and parses a set of configuration files.  
• General logic – imports video streams or collections of frames; processes them as described in the configuration 
file; exports video stream or a set of frames. 
• Low level processing – introduces artifacts to a given video by processing each frame separately. While applying 
artifact to one frame, information from other frames or video channels might be used. 
• Database of artifact simulation functions – a set of functions, each one responsible for introducing a specific 
artifact. Most of the functions are implemented on Matlab. Three functions – “2D+Z to multiview conversion”, 
“Multiview to 2D+Z conversion” and “DVB-H packet loss simulation” are implemented as Windows executables, 
and are called as external functions by the framework.  
The next section describes the full list of artifacts, which can be introduced by our framework.  
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Figure 5, Block diagram of the artifact simulation framework 
6. MOBILE 3DTV ARTEFACTS SELECTED FOR SIMULATION 
6.1 Capture artifacts 
The capturing process for mobile 3DTV video is similar to the one for a 3DTV system targeting large displays. One 
thing which separates video broadcast system from video conferencing one is that capture for the former is done off-line 
and non-real-time, and significant processing power might be spent for producing the best output possible. 
We have chosen for simulation the following list of common stereo video capture artifacts: 
• Size and resolution changes – the problem of choosing the proper resolution for capturing of 3D contents is not 
necessarily a simple one. Two problems might arise from content resizing – aliasing and wrong disparity range. 
The perceptual impact of aliasing on stereoscopic video is yet to be studied – if is it going to be masked by 
binocular suppression, or is going to destroy important texture-based binocular ques. Additionally, changing the 
size of a multiview 3D video changes the inter-channel relations as well, which might result in a disparity either too 
small or too large for proper 3D effect. Our framework allows rescaling of video content using various 
interpolation methods. 
• Blur might be caused by low-quality optics or wrong focal setting. In a 2D movie, in most cases small amount of 
blur is permissible. In a binocular setup, predicting how blur will affect quality is more complex task. Depending 
on the case, blur in one channel might go unnoticed, or in rare cases even improve the perceived quality.  
• Motion blur – this is usually caused by capturing in low light conditions. The temporal masking and perception of 
motion blur in stereo video is yet to be studied. 
• Barrel/Pincushion distortion is a geometrical distortion, which affects each camera separately. In multi-camera it 
could cause serious artifacts in stereoscopic image, and induce eye-strain. This is corrected by rectification. These 
artifacts are simulated by applying identical geometric transformation separately to each channel. 
• Keystone distortion affects the geometric relation between two channels. The result is a trapezoidal shape in 
opposite direction in left and right camera inputs. It is mainly caused by camera optics and selected multi-camera 
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topology. The presence of keystone distortion can induce eye-strain or fully break the 3D effect of a stereo video. It 
also will greatly diminish the precision of dense depth estimation algorithms. Image rectification compensates this 
effect. Keystone distortion is introduced by simulation of converging camera setup – namely applying projective 
distortion to each channel, with opposite projection directions. 
• Temporal mismatch occurs when a 3D scene is shot with multiple cameras, which are not shutter-synchronized. As 
a result, the frames in both channels are not shot simultaneously, but with slightly shifted in time. While precise 
time synchronization is of crucial importance for dense depth estimation algorithms, the human visual system can 
tolerate some amount of time mismatch, without diminishing the perceptual quality. We simulate temporal 
mismatch by adding temporal offset to one of the channels. 
• Color mismatch – Some factors (i.e. bright objects with large disparity between cameras) can cause mismatch in 
the colors in the images of a scene captured by different cameras. It is most commonly caused by white balance 
done separately in each camera. Color mismatch is introduced by mimicking automatic white balancing algorithms, 
with selectable illumination parameters. 
• Interlacing – Interlaced video is created by scanning the odd and the even lines of an image sensor separately. 
Interlaced video exhibits specific “jagged-border” artifacts as seen in Figure 6. In 2D video, interlacing overlaps 
consecutive frames in time. As some stereo-video encoding methods involve using of odd and even fields, 
interlacing might also interleave simultaneous frames from different channels. 
• Cardboard effect refers to unnatural flattening of objects in stereoscopic images, as if they were cardboard cut-
outs12. It is believed that the main reason is the field of view of a stereoscopic display being different from the field 
of view of the scene, thus creating inappropriate depth scaling14. In our framework we simulate cardboard effect 
only on video streams represented in source-plus-depth format. However, our framework could be extended to 
simulate cardboard effect in other video formats. 
Additionally, we simulate less common capture artifacts such as noise, vignetting and chromatic aberration. Proper 
simulation of camera noise is a very demanding task, but usually it is dealt separately inside each camera. We included 
noise simulation for the ability to prepare subjective test material where asymmetric amount of noise is present in each 
channel.  
       
  a) b) c) d) 
Figure 6, Example of monoscopic 3D artifacts introduced during capture: a)barrel distortion, b)pincushion distortion, 
c)interlacing and d)color aberration 
 
        
   a) b) c) d) 
Figure 7, Example of stereoscopic 3D artifacts introduced during capture: a),b) stereoscopic pair exhibition color mismatch, 
and c), d) stereoscopic pair with added keystone distortion 
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6.2 Coding artifacts 
While the visibility of coding artifacts is quite well studied for 2D case, the impact on the 3D vision is yet to be 
determined. 
• Transform-caused artifacts come from the transforms and quantization used for compressing the video stream. 
Blocking, mosaic patterns, staircase effect, ringing, and color bleeding artifacts are in this group. All of them are 
well visible, and as overlay structural changes on the image, they might destroy depth cues and even create 
misleading ones. Depth bleeding and depth ringing are artifacts specific for the coding the depth map of a scene, 
and as such, they exist only in source-plus-depth-based 3D video representations. Notably, such artifacts can be 
mitigated by using structural information of the 2D scene. 
• Temporal coding artifacts appear as a result of transform/quantization over time. Temporal inconsistency such as 
mosquito noise is the most common artifact in this group. Artifacts caused by imprecise motion prediction are also 
possible. This group of artifacts can appear both in multi-view and in source-plue-depth 3D video. 
       
 a) b) c) 
        
 c) d) e) 
Figure 8, a)-d) Example of coding artifacts: a) blocking by harsh quantization, b) blocking by edge discontinuities, c) clolr 
bleeding, d)staircase effect, depth bleeding; e) example error pattern of DVB-H channel losses. 
Our framework simulates the following coding artifacts: 
• Blocking by harsh quantization is among the most widely studied distortions in video coding. The most common 
source of the artifact is block-based DCT compression, which involves quantization of the results. This process 
creates a number of image impairments, the most noticeable of which are discontinues at the boundaries of the 
encoded blocks. In our framework, we simulate blocking by harsh quantization by utilizing the DCT block-based 
compression used in JPEG. The results are seen in Figure 8a. Additionally, some authors propose that blocking 
might be considered as several, visually separate artifacts – block-edge discontinuities, color bleeding, blur and 
staircase artifacts18. Our artifact also provides means to simulate these artifacts separately, if needed. 
• Block-edge discontinuities – block-based coding tries to exploit the spatial correlation between pixels in a picture, 
but does not take into account the possible correlation beyond the block borders. One important property of such 
distortion is that the mean intensity of the block remains the same as before. In our framework, we provide an 
option that block-edge discontinuities are simulated separately from block-based DCT artifacts. We simulate block-
edge discontinuities by introducing luminance distortions inside of a block while keeping the mean luminance 
constant, as seen in Figure 8b. 
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• Color bleeding is an artifact caused by harsh quantization of high frequency chrominance coefficients. Since 
chrominance is typically sub-sampled, bleeding can occur beyond the range of a block. Color bleeding is simulated 
by applying different levels of quantization to chrominance and luminance channels, as illustrated in Figure 8c. 
• Staircase effect affects diagonal edges of a picture. The quantization of DCT coefficients results in diagonal lines 
which are almost horizontal or almost vertical, to be represented by a series of blocks. We approximate the effect of 
staircase artifact by selective pixel doubling in horizontal or vertical direction, which produces staircase edges as 
the ones seen in Figure 8c. 
• Cross-distortion is an artifact caused by asymmetrical stereo-video coding. The asymmetry might be both in spatial 
(one channel with lower resolution) or in temporal (one channel having lower frame-rate) domains. The effect of 
spatial or temporal sub-sampling of one channel is not yet thoroughly studied. Asymmetrical coding is applied for 
multi-view video only. 
Additionally, our framework simulates less common coding artifacts which affect videos in image plus depth format – 
depth bleeding and depth smoothing. Depth bleeding is caused by a process similar to the one, which causes color 
bleeding – with the difference that it degrades the depth channel instead of the chrominance. Depth smoothing could be 
caused by asymmetric compression or rescaling of the depth channel. In some cases, depth smoothing might improve the 
quality of an image plus depth video, as it will hide some disocclusion artifacts. 
6.3 Conversion artifacts 
Format conversion artifacts occur during the conversion for a source-plus-depth representation used for broadcast to a 
multiview one as needed by the display. Most common here are disocclusion artifacts, which are more pronounced when 
rendering observations at angles much different from the central observation point, and less pronounced when layered 
depth images are used21. Perspective-stereopsis rivalry occurs if the conversion over-exaggerates the depth levels in the 
depth map. Temporal inconsistency of the depth estimation creates artifacts similar to mosquito and depth ringing. It is 
quite difficult to simulate conversion artifacts separately from the actual process of conversion. Our framework allows 
various types of conversion algorithms and quality settings to be used for introducing of conversion artifacts. 
6.4 Transmission artifacts 
The presence of artifacts generated in the transmission stage depends very much on the coding algorithms used and how 
the decoder copes with the channel errors. In DVB-H transmission most common are burst errors27, which results in 
packet losses distributed in tight groups. In MPEG-4 based encoders packet losses might result in propagating or non-
propagating errors, depending on where the error occurs in respect to the I-frames, and the ratio between I- and P- 
frames. We simulate transmission errors by obtaining error patterns of the DVB-H channel and use them for simulation 
of channel losses as it is done in27. Example DVB-H error pattern is shown in Figure 8e. 
6.5 Visualization artifacts 
Artifacts in visualization of mobile 3DTV are caused by limitations of the display technology used. We expect a mobile 
3DTV system to use 2-view, autostereoscopic display. Such displays use spatial multiplexing of the channels, and the 
visibility of all artifacts depends on the position of the observer. 
Some visualization artifacts are perceived while changing the position in respect to the display.  Such artifacts are angle 
dependant color representation, pseudostereoscopy, picket fence effect, or the unnatural image parallax causing shear 
distortion. Others appear only for some observation angles, as image flipping. The artifacts in this group are difficult to 
simulate, but easy to mitigate for a given position of the observer. 
In our framework, we simulate only artifacts, visible by a static observer: 
• Vertical banding can be regarded as the “static” version of picket fence effect. It is very common for displays with 
parallax barrier, and manifests itself as changes of the intensity across the display – as if dark vertical bands are 
superimposed on the image. Even though it depends on the viewing angle, it is visible from most of the viewing 
angle/observation distance combinations, except for a few observation “sweet spots”. An example of simulated 
vertical banding can be seen in Figure 9a. 
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• Temporal mismatch is a temporal misalignment between the video channels. While during capture such 
misalignment is usually very small, but depending on the decoder, temporal misalignment can increase to several 
seconds. Typical causes are reception problems and rudimentary error concealment. 
• Resolution change– it is possible that a stereo-video stream needs to be rescaled on the receiving device. Rescaling 
can create aliasing and improper disparity, similarly to the effects during capture. Additionally, rescaling during 
visualization might affect (exaggerate or suppress) other artifacts. 
• Cross-talk – display imperfections can cause cross-talk and other forms of inter-channel distortion. Stereo- and 
multiview displays using parallax barrier are particularly vulnerable to crosstalk. Crosstalk is simulated by scaling 
the intensity of a frame in one channel and superimposing it over a frame of the other channel, as seen in Figure 9b. 
   
a) b) 
Figure 9, Example of 3D artifacts introduced in the visualization stage: a) banding artifacts, and b) crosstalk. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We identified which 3D artifacts can occur in a mobile 3DTV system, featuring H.264 AVC type of encoding, DVB-H 
transmission channel and portable autostereoscopic display. We discussed how different stages of mobile 3DTV content 
delivery could affect the subsystems of human 3D vision. We proposed artifact simulation channel which follows the 
natural flow of a mobile 3D video over a DVB-H channel.  
We presented an artifact simulation framework that allows an arbitrary combination of artifacts to be introduced to 3D 
video. Such framework can be used to perform subjective experiments, in which the perceptual quality of various mobile 
3DTV artifacts can be estimated. 
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OPENGL-BASED CONTROL OF SEMI-ACTIVE 3D DISPLAY
ABSTRACT
We present a system for 3D visualisation, which combines “user-tracking” approach, used by displays with steerable optics,
with generation of multiple views, typical for displays with fixed optical filter. Instead of eye-tracking, typical for the “user-
tracking” approach, we propose a less computationally demanding head tracking, based on face detection. We investigate if
the precise delivery of different images to each eye of the observer can be handled by the fixed optics of a multiview 3D
display, and if continuous head parallax can be achieved.
Index Terms— 3DTV, multiview, auto-stereoscopic displays, GPU, OpenGL, 3D visualization, semi-active 3D display
1. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, it was common that observers of any 3D presentation were required to wear specially designed glasses. The
next generation of displays which recently started to gain popularity, can create 3D representation of a scene without the need
of glasses. These are known as autostereoscopic displays [1], [2], [3]. There are a number of taxonomies of 3D displays. A
general one divides them into three basic types:  holographic, volumetric and multiple-image screens [1], [2]. There are two
types of multiple-image screens. The first type works by tracking the observer’s eyes, and utilizes steerable optics to beam
different images towards each eye. The second type uses fixed optics, and beams a number of different images (called
“views”) in different directions; the directions are selected in such way, that the eyes of an observer standing in front of the
screen perceive different images. In [3], S. Pastoor classifies these two types as creating eye-gaze-related image and fixed-
plane image correspondingly. Surman et al. use different taxonomy in [2] – the displays with steerable optics are named
“head position tracking displays”,  while  the  ones  with  fixed  optics  are  designated  simply  as  “multiview displays”. In our
study, we separate multiple-image displays into two general groups in respect to the optics - “active”, which use eye-tracking
and steerable optics, and “passive”, which generate multiple images by means of fixed optics. We propose “semi-active”
solution for a 3D display which combines active tracking with a passive, multiview display. When used by single observer,
combination of less-demanding head tracking and partial view reorganization allows extending of the observation zone. If
more than one user is present, the display operates in passive mode, allowing multiple observers to perceive 3D scene.
In the next section, we discuss the operation principles of autostereoscopic displays, the differences between “active” and
“passive” autostereoscopic displays, as well as advantages and disadvantages of each approach. In Section 3, we present the
general concept and the algorithm behind our “semi-active” 3D display system. Section 4 presents the algorithm used for face
tracking, and Section 5 presents GPU-assisted visualization routine. The test setup and experiment results are presented in
Section 6.
2. AUTOSTEREOSCOPIC DISPLAYS
Most of modern multiview displays use TFT screens for image formation [2-7]. The light generated by the TFT is separated
into multiple directions by the means of special layer additionally mounted on the screen surface, as shown in Fig. 1a. Such
layer is called “optical layer” [4], “lens plate” [3] and “optical filter” [9]. In this study we use the latter term. TFT displays
do not have full-colour pixels. They recreate the full colour range by emitting light though red, green and blue coloured
components (sub-pixels), usually arranged in repetitive vertical stripes. The optical filter mounted on top of the screen also
has repetitive structure, which redirects the light passing through it. The intensity of the light rays passing through the filter
changes as a function of the angle, as if the light is directionally projected [4]. Since sub-pixels appear displaced in respect to
the optical filter, their light is redirected towards different positions, as shown in Fig. 1a. The image, seen on the screen from
a particular direction is said to form a view [3], [4], [9]. As a result, differently coloured components of one pixel belong to
different views. Respectively, the image formed by one view will be combination of colour components (sub-pixels) of
various pixels across the TFT screen. When red, green and blue sub-pixels are visible from the same direction and appear
close to each other, the triplet is perceived as one pixel. Such pixel is a building block of the view seen from that direction,
and is sometimes referred to as “poxel”  [10].  For  every  poxel  there  is  a  certain  angle,  from  which  it  is  perceived  with
maximal brightness – that angle we call optimal observation angle for the poxel. The vector, which starts from the poxel, and
follows the optimal observation angle, is the optimal observation vector for the poxel.
Presently, the majority of autostereoscopic displays follow one of the following two approaches – using active optics,
where two images are beamed in precise directions; and using fixed optics, where large number of images is beamed in fixed
directions, across the observation zone of the display [2]. The “active” 3D displays use steerable optical filter and can
accommodate to the head movement of the user by continuously readjusting the position of the filter in respect to the TFT
screen. Such displays use head-tracking in order to point images precisely to the eyes of the observer. The early models used
invasive tracking, requiring the user to wear optical marker or electronic transmitter. Modern displays with steerable optics
use tracking cameras and eye-tracking software to adjust the position of the views [2], [11]. At least two cameras are used, to
allow estimation of the position of each eye, as shown in Fig.1b. For the proper operation of the display, it is essential that the
combination of software and hardware works in real-time. Typically, such displays create only two views, and are meant for
a single observer [11], but initial steps are done towards development of a multiuser eye-tracking 3D display [2].
In contrary, a multiview 3D display has fixed optics, which creates a many views. For a large number of head positions,
the eyes of an observer fall  into the visibility zones of different views as exemplified in Fig. 1c. As a result,  both eyes can
perceive a scene at different angles, which enables 3D perception without wearing glasses. There are two common types of
optical filters – lenticular sheet [8] which works by refracting the light, and parallax barrier which works by blocking the
light in certain directions. The optimal observation vectors for all poxels of the same view are designed to intersect in a tight
spot in front of the multiview display. From this spot, the view will be perceived with its maximal brightness, and we denote
that spot as being the optimal observation spot of the view. Outside of the optimal observation spot, there is a range of
observation angles, from which a given view is still visible, even though with diminished brightness. We refer that range to
as the visibility zone of a view. In order smooth transition between the visibility zones to be created, and to balance the
horizontal  vs.  vertical  resolution  of  a  view,  the  optical  element  is  often  placed  at  a  slant  over  a  standard  LCD  screen,  as
shown on Fig. 1d. This creates a specific correspondence of the pixels which belong to a certain view and the addressable
sub-pixels of the display. In order to visualize multiple images on a multiview display, the images should be combined and
their pixels reordered, following the configuration of sub-pixels belonging to each view. Such process is called
“interdigitation” or sometimes “interzigging” [3], [12].
As the stereoscopic depth cues are perceived mostly in horizontal direction, the views on a typical multiview screen are
ordered horizontally as well. When moving from left to right in front of the screen, the observation point will fall into the
visibility zone of each view in a consecutive order, as shown in Fig. 1c. When the observation point moves past the visibility
zone of the last view, the first view comes into visibility again, due to the regular structure of the lenticular sheet. Figure 1a
shows two observation angles – 1 and 1’, from which the same set of subpixels is visible. As a result, the full set of views that
is seen in front of the screen is repeated to the sides.
Within given amount of sub-pixels, there is a trade-off between number of views and spatial resolution of a view. As a
result, multiview displays offer lower resolution than the ones with steerable optic.
Even though a multiview display can be observed from wide range of angles, the view repetition limits the freedom to
observe a scene from various angles. As an advantages, a multiview display works equally well for single or multiple
observers, and does not require computationally demanding real-time eye-tracking.
3. SEMI-ACTIVE 3D VISUALISATION APPROACH
As an attempt to combine the ability to present a scene from many different angles of an “active” 3D display, with the lower
computational requirements of a “passive” one, we derive an intermediate, “semi-active” approach for 3D visualization. We
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Figure 1. Autostereoscopic displays: a) Optical filter, separating the image into multiple views; b) “active” 3D display with
steerable optics; c) “passive” multiview 3D display; d) slanted optical filter
suggest that a combination of a multiview display, single camera and less-precise head-tracking is used. The software part of
the system takes care that the observer’s head is “surrounded” by a group of properly rendered views. Once the approximate
position of the observer’s head is found, the precise delivery of different images to the eyes is handled by the (passive)
multiview optics.
As  shown  in  Fig.  1b,  each  view  is  seen  from  a  number  of  observation  spots,  and  the  whole  set  of  visibility  zones  is
repeated on the sides, as depicted in Fig. 1c. If an observer moves laterally in front of the screen, after the visibility zone of
the last view the first view comes in visible again, producing a characteristic “jump” of the 3D image [7]. However, we can
provide a continuous parallax by replacing the views which are not visible with observations of the same 3D scene from new
angles. For example, when the user’s head is positioned as seen in Fig. 2a, the active views are from 1 to 6, and views 1 and 5
are seen by the left and right eyes correspondingly. When the user moves to the position shown in Fig. 2b, views 5 and 6
show the 3D scene at the same angles as before, and view 1 is updated to show the scene at a new angle. In reality, the eyes
of the user fall into neighbouring views, and the view update happens well outside of the eye position. The head tracking has
only to ensure the head of the observer is approximately at the centre of the set of updated views. Unlike the “active” eye-
tracking approach, estimation of the distance between the observer and the display is not needed, as a set of properly rendered
views can provide proper parallax to the eyes in a wide range of head positions. Also, real-time performance of the system is
not necessarily critical, as the user is always “surrounded” by a safe margin of properly rendered views.
However, such approach is hard to be extended for multiple observers. If the eyes of different users fall into two of the
observations zones of the same view, the system cannot render observation of the scene to satisfy both observers. To cope
with this problem, we use two modes of operation. When two or more observers are detected, the system switches into “idle”
mode and the display operates as a passive multiview 3D display. If only one
user is detected, the system switches into “tracking” mode, providing wide
observation parallax to the single observer.
Our software realization has a main routine which uses two modules, as seen
from the block diagram in Fig. 2c. One module is responsible for face detection
and tracking.  Every time it is invoked, it returns either face position of a single
observer or a flag, indicating that more observers are present. The second
module is responsible for the GPU-assisted 3D visualization. Initially, it loads a
scene description in the memory of the graphical accelerator. Each time a view
update is needed, the main routine passes an observation angle to the GPU
module. The module renders the scene at the required observation angles, and
performs the interdigitation needed to replace the corresponding views.
4. FACE DETECTION AND TRACKING
The face detection module has two aims – to detect the number of observers
and, in the case of single observer, to track continuously the position of the face
in relation to the screen. It has two modes of operation, “tracking” and “full
frame scan” as presented in the block diagram in Fig.3a. In order to optimize
the performance, the module works mostly in “tracking mode” and performs
face detection only inside a “tracking window” as shown in Fig.3b. Every time
a face position is estimated, the position of the tracking window is updated, and
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Figure 2. Selective view updating for continuous parallax: a) first position of the user’s head; b) second position of the user’s
head, and c) block diagram of the active 3d visualization algorithm.
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that the subsequent searches are done in a close neighbourhood of the location where face was previously found. On every
20th pass, a “full frame scan” is invoked, in order to check for additional observers. If more than one face is found, or no faces
are found at all, the module returns special “idle “value, and the whole system switches to “idle” state as explained in the
previous section. While in passive more, a “full frame scan” is periodically performed and when exactly one face is found,
the system returns to “active” state.
The face detection module applies a two-stage hybrid technique. First, image areas having colour close to skin colour are
detected and candidate face areas are determined. Second, feature-based face detection is performed in a sliding-window
mode for the candidate areas only.
The skin detection algorithm utilizes two histogram colour models for the skin and non-skin respectively [13]. The
histograms have been calculated using training skin and non-skin images in HSV colour space, for the chrominance channels
(2-D histograms).  A maximum likelihood ratio threshold is used to classify the processed pixel as skin colour pixel or non-
skin colour pixels [14]. Connectivity analysis is carried out to eliminate background pixels and to unite skin-colour pixels.
Thus, face candidate areas are formed and the subsequent face detection is run for these areas only.
The second stage is a feature-based face detection, which operates on the luminance channel of the colour image. It is a
modification of the adaptive boosting algorithm [15], used recently by Viola and Jones [16] for simultaneously finding the
best  set  of  significant  features  of  the  pattern  of  interest  (the  face)  and training  a  suitable  classifier  for  that  pattern.   In  our
modification, optimal atomic decompositions are selected from various dictionaries of anisotropic wavelet packets to provide
an adequate feature extraction [17]. Then, the adaptive boosting algorithm [15] is applied for finding the optimal subset of
atoms. In contrast to the original Voila and Jones’ threshold-type of weak learner, we employ a Bayesian-type of weak
learner. It leads to a final strong classifier being able to place non-convex and even non-closed decision boundaries [17].
The cascade combination of skin-colour detection and Adaboost type of classification makes the whole system very fast and
reliable.
5. GPU-BASED VISUALIZATION
The visualization module handles the rendering, interdigitation and display of a 3D scene. Initially, a group of 3D objects
described using OpenGL is loaded to the memory of the graphical accelerator. When a scene update is needed, the main
routine passes a value to the module, which indicates the approximate angle at which the used is looking at the screen. Since
our screen is uses eight views, the first step of the visualization module prepare eight observations of the scene around the
observation angle of the user. In our case we prepare 4 observations to the left and 3 to the right of the observer. For example,
if the observer is approximately in the visibility zone of view 6, views 2, 3, 4 and 5 should contain observations from virtual
cameras “placed” to the left of the user, as shown in Fig. 4. Accordingly, views 7, 8 and 1 should hold observations from
virtual cameras to the right of the user. All eight observations are rendered and stored in 8 off-screen buffers the graphics
memory. Usually, only 2 or 4 observations need to be updated, and the images stored in the rest of the buffers is reused.
Once all buffers are holding the needed observations, their contents are interdigitized and visualized on the screen. First, a
special masking texture is prepared. The texture has some of its pixels transparent, and acts as a filter, which “passes
through” only the pixels at certain position and colour, and renders everything else black. Since the masks needed for all
views are shifted versions of the same structure, the same texture is positioned over
the images in each buffer, but using the corresponding displacements. The rendered
observation and the texture are blended together using “glBlendFunc” OpenGL
function. The blended observation is sent to the accumulation buffer using glAccum.
As unneeded sub-pixels are rendered black, and the masks used for different views
do not overlap each other, adding new image to the accumulation buffer will only
update the current view, without changing the others. Finally, “glAccumReturn” and
“glutSwapBuffers” are used to send the interdigitized observations to the screen.
6. EXPERIMENTS
First, we calibrated the correspondence between the position of the face of the user
in the image captured by the camera and the observation angle at which the user sees
the display. We prepared eight test images, in which the subpixels belonging to a
certain view were turned on maximal brightness; all other subpixels were turned off.
With that image on the screen, there is a precise point, from which the screen is seen
fully lit. This point is the optimal observation point of the current view. We ask the
user to position his head in the optimal observation point in each view and record
the horizontal position of the face as captured by the camera. Because the system
works with approximate positions, the calibration works for any user of the display.
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Figure 4. Visualization module
Once calibrated, our system is able to provide much wider
observation angle for a 3D scene than usual multiview display.
On a modern computer equipped with GeForce 8800 graphical
accelerator, the system is fast enough to deliver seamless
experience and to work transparently for the user. Figure 5
presents  a  3D scene  as  seen  on  our  display  from two different
observation angles.
Currently our system visualizes only static 3D scenery.
Future work will study the possibility of rendering 3D
animation, as well as the description format suitable for
rendering 3D animation on a “semi-active” 3D display.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We  have  proposed  a  “semi-active”, GPU-based 3D visualization approach which combines the active tracking,
characteristic for 3D displays with steerable optics, with a “passive”, multiview 3D display. Instead of eye tracking, by using
less-computationally demanding head tracking we are able to visualize a 3D scene from a wide range of observation angles.
With moderate computational requirements our system is able to deliver a seamless experience to the end user.
Our  system works  in  two modes  of  operation.  When a  single  user  is  detected  it  operates  in  “tracking”  mode,  enabling
continuous head parallax. If more than one observer is present, the system switches to “idle” mode, providing narrower
freedom of movement, but satisfactory 3D visualization to multiple users.
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ABSTRACT 
In this contribution, we present two GPU-optimized algorithms for displaying the frames of 2D-plus-Z stream on a 
multiview 3D display. We aim at mitigating the cross-talk artifacts, which are inherent for such displays. In our 
approach, a 3D mesh is generated using the given depth map, then textured by the given 2D scene and properly 
interdigitized on the screen. We make use of the GPU built-in libraries to perform these operations in a fast manner. To 
reduce the global crosstalk presence, we investigate two approaches. In the first approach, the 2D image is appropriately 
smoothed before texturing. The smoothing is done in horizontal direction by a 1-D filter bank driven by the given depth 
map. Such smoothing provides the needed anti-aliasing at the same filtering step. In the second approach, we introduce a 
higher number of properly blended virtual views than the display views supported and demonstrate that this is equivalent 
to a smoothing operation. We provide experimental results and discuss the performance and computational complexity of 
the two approaches. While the first approach is more appropriate for higher-resolution displays equipped with newer 
graphical accelerators, the latter approach is more general and suitable for lower-resolution displays and wider range of 
graphic accelerators.  
 Keywords: multiview display, crosstalk mitigation, GPU, visualization, 3D rendering 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Not very long ago, the spectators of a 3D visual presentation were usually required to wear porposely designed glasses, 
in order to perceive the scene in 3D. Recently, advances in display technology allowed the mass-production of screens, 
which could recreate a 3D scene without the need of glasses. Such displays are also known as “autostereoscopic”, as 
initially they provided “left” and “right” images, separately targeted at the corresponding eye of the observer. The later 
generation of autostereoscopic displays is able to reconstruct multiple images of a scene, each seen from different 
observation angle. These are known as “multiview autostereoscopic” displays, and their advantage is that they can 
provide a 3D image to many users simultaneously, without requiring them to stay at a particular “sweet spot”. Overview 
of various types of multiview displays can be found in1,2. It is expected that multiview displays utilizing lenticular sheets 
or parallax barrier will provide the first generation of 3D displays for widespread use2.  
Key factor for the wide adoption of 3D displays is the availability of compatible 3D content. An effective 3D scene 
representation format would need to support a large variety of 3D content creation and 3D visualization methodologies3. 
While there are many different formats for encoding 3D video, they can be divided in three main groups: multiview 
video, where two or more video streams showing the same scene from different viewpoints; Video-plus-depth, where to 
each pixel is augmented with information of its distance from the camera; and dynamic 3D meshes, where 3D video 
represented by dynamic 3D surface geometry4. Video-plus-depth format is suitable for multiview displays, as it can be 
used regardless of the number of views a particular screen provides5,6. Furthermore, video-plus-depth can be efficiently 
compressed5. Recently, MPEG specified a container format for video-plus-depth data, known as MPEG-3 Part 37,8. On 
the downside, video-plus-depth rendering requires interpolation of occluded areas, which may be source of artifacts. This 
is being addressed by using layered depth images (LDI)3 or by multi-video-plus-depth encoding9.  
A straightforward way to represent video-plus-depth is to encode the depth map as a gray scale picture, and place the 2D 
image and its depth map side-by-side. The intensity of each pixel from the depth map represents the depth of the 
corresponding pixel from the 2D image. Such format is sometimes referred to as 2D+Z, and a typical 2D frame looks 
like the one shown in Fig. 1. Due to its simplicity and versatility, we expect that the 2D+Z video format will be widely 
used with the first generation of multiview displays. 
However, visualization of 2D+Z video on a multiview display requires additional computations. Based on the depth map 
provided with the scene, multiple observations should be rendered, and the pixels from these observations should be 
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interleaved in the way required for the display. Furthermore, some multiview displays suffer from additional artifacts, 
which have to be corrected on-the-fly. It is likely, that a device with a 3D display would not only play video, but also 
will support gaming, or at least 3D menu navigation. With graphical accelerators being almost ubiquitous nowadays, we 
expect that many devices, equipped with multiview screens will also include a graphical accelerator (or GPU) of some 
kind. As OpenGL is the industry standard for programming GPUs, it is to be expected that such device is OpenGL-
compatible too. 
This paper studies how 2D+Z video can be rendered on a multiview display using OpenGL coping with cross-talk 
artifacts, inherent for such displays. In the next section, we discuss the principles of work of multiview displays, and the 
typical visual artifacts, created by them. In Section III we explain the reason for crosstalk, being the most severe artifact 
for the screen used in our experiments, and an approach to mitigate it. The following section describes two alternative 
algorithms for crosstalk mitigation that we implemented using OpenGL. Finally, we present the results of the two 
implementations, comparing speed, memory requirements and visual quality. 
 
 
 
Fig.1. An example 2D+Z image 
2. MULTIVIEW DISPLAYS 
2.1 Principles of work 
Multiview autostereoscopic display creates 3D illusion by “casting” different images in different directions. Currently, 
the majority of multiview displays are using TFT screen for image creation10,11,12,13,14,15. Additional optical layer is used 
to redirect the light passing through the LCD. As a result, only a subset of the pixel color components (also known as 
sub-pixels) are seen from certain observation angle. The set of sub-pixels visible from a certain angle forms an image 
also known as a “view”. The area, from which a particular view can be seen, is called the “visibility zone” of that view. 
Since stereoscopic depth cues are perceived mostly in horizontal direction, visibility zones of the views on a typical 
multiview screen are ordered horizontally as shown in Fig. 2a. The angle between the observation zones is designed to 
allow the eyes of an observer staying in front of the screen to perceive different images. Due to the repetitive nature of 
both the TFT and the optical layer, the subpixels of each view are seen from more than one direction, as shown in Fig. 
2b. As a result, when the observer moves past the visibility zone of the last view, the first view comes into visibility 
again. 
Screen
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 a) b) 
Fig.2. Light redirection in multiview displays: a) visibility zones of the views, b) optical layer, redirecting the light of the 
sub-pixels 
In order to visualize multiple images on a multiview display, the images should be combined and their pixels reordered, 
following the configuration of sub-pixels belonging to each view. Such process is called “interdigitation”11,16, or 
sometimes “interzigging”16. When the images contain many observation of the same scene, and they are interdigitized 
properly, the observer is able to perceive the scene in 3D. 
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Early designs of multiview displays had discrete boundaries between the viewing zones11,12. This is the source of two 
common artifacts, found in autostereoscopic displays. One is “image flipping”, caused by the noticeable transition 
between the viewing zones12. Another is “picket fence effect”, also known as “banding” - a moiré-like artifact caused by 
the gaps between subpixels being magnified by the lenticular sheet11. In order to mitigate these effects, some vendors 
intentionally broaden the observation angle of the pixels14, interspersing the viewing zones. It is also speculated, that 
blurring the boundaries between the viewing zones can increase the apparent number of views13,21. In 1996, van Berkel 
proposed an elegant solution to the two problems13. He suggested that a lenticular sheet could be placed at a slant over a 
standard LCD screen, as shown in Fig. 3a. This approach removes the picket fence effect, creates smooth transition 
between the views and at the same time balances the horizontal vs. vertical resolution of a view. Another solution with 
similar effects is “wavelength-selective filter array” proposed by 4D-Vision GmbH in15. Essentially, the filter is a slanted 
parallax barrier which covers the display and defines particular light penetration direction of each subpixel. Depending 
on the observation angle and the distance to the observer, most of the sub-pixels are masked. Only the sub-pixels which 
belong to one view are visible, as it is exemplified in Fig. 3b. 
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 a) b) 
Fig.3. Slanted optical layers: a) slanted lenticular sheet and b) slanted parallax barrier 
2.2 Visual artifacts created by slanted optical layer 
While both solutions – slanted lenticular sheet and slanted parallax barrier – help to reduce banding and image flipping 
artifacts, they also create problems on their own.  Due to the slant, the sub-pixels of a certain view appear on a non-
rectangular grid. Example configuration of sub-pixels forming one view is shown in Fig. 4a. Furthermore, sub-pixels of 
different colors do not appear horizontally adjacent in one view. An area, in which red, green and blue sub-pixels appear 
close to each other, is perceived as single, full-color element of that view. Such element is sometimes referred to as 
“poxel”18. The color components of the newly formed poxel are coming from different addressable pixels which depend 
on the topology of the view. They can be spatially approximated by using different areas of the image, often with non-
rectangular shape.  Figure 4b shows one possible separation of the screen into poxels, if the sub-pixel topology follows 
the one in Fig. 4a. The need to resample onto a non-rectangular grid of a view requires specially designed anti-aliasing 
filters. A methodology for design of such filters has been proposed and thoroughly studied 16, 19. 
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           a) b) 
Fig.4. Topology of a view when using slanted optical layer: a) subpixels which belong to one view and b) areas of the screen 
which contain all three sub-pixel colors. Both are fragments of a repetitive pattern which covers the screen surface. 
The use of slanted optical layer is also responsible for another artifact, called “ghosting”. As sub-pixels have rectangular 
shape, they appear displaced in respect to the center of the slant, as plotted with dashed line in Fig. 4a. Sub-pixels 
belonging to different rows appear with different horizontal shift under slant, and their visibility zones are slightly 
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different. Additionally, some vendors broaden the observation angle of a sub-pixel, in order to create more uniform 
view14. The visibility zones of the neighboring views become interspersed, and any observation spot falls into the 
viewing zones of different views, as shown in Fig. 5a. 
As a result, images which belong to many views are simultaneously visible, even with a single eye, which can be 
regarded as inter-channel crosstalk. The crosstalk manifests itself as multiple contours around object shapes, scattered in 
horizontal direction. A snapshot of a multiview screen exhibiting ghosting artifacts is shown in Fig. 5. While studying an 
8-view 3D display, we found that ghosting is more pronounced and more annoying artifact than aliasing20. The presence 
of crosstalk, especially noticeable on the objects with pronounced depth, can completely destroy the ability to perceive 
these objects in 3D. Other authors also agree that ghosting artifacts hinder the perception of binocular depth cues21. 
   
 a) b) 
Fig.5. Ghosting artifacts: a) interspersed visibility zones and b) snapshot of a multiview screen, as example for ghosting 
artifacts 
3. CROSSTALK MITIGATION 
In a previous study, we proposed a methodology for assessing the crosstalk of an arbitrary screen20. The visibility of each 
view is measured at a number of observation points, placed along an arc, as it is shown in Fig. 6a. The measurements 
allow estimation of the individual contribution of each view to the crosstalk for various observation angles. The plots in 
Fig. 6a and 6b present results obtained measuring the crosstalk of an 8-view auto-stereoscopic screen manufactured by 
X3D Technologies GmbH. When moving the observation point along the arc, the views gradually come into and 
disappear from visibility, as is seen in Fig. 6b. The visibility peaks of each view appear at equal distances, and depending 
on the observation angle, various combinations of views with different intensities are seen on the screen. The surfaces in 
Fig. 6c represent the visibility of different views across the screen surface as measured at one of the observation points. 
As seen on the figure, as one view is predominantly seen, the crosstalk contribution of its neighbors changes both in 
horizontal and vertical directions. 
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Fig.6. Crosstalk measurements: a) observation points, b) visibility of each view across the observation points, c) visibility of 
each view across the screen surface, as measured at one observation point. 
Based on the crosstalk measurement, we are able to simulate the images seen on X3D-23" display from various distances 
and observation angles. For example, let us assume that an observer looks at the screen from the typical observation 
distance of 150cm and has inter-ocular distance of 65mm. Then, the left eye sees predominantly the image in view 
number “3” with and overlaid images from views numbers “2” and “4” with brightness levels as shown in Fig. 7a. 
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Similarly, the picture seen from the right eye is dominated by view “4”, with contributions from other views as seen in 
Fig. 7d. If the object on the screen is rendered at a certain depth, which results in 10 pixels disparity between the images 
in all the view, the image presented to the left eye would look similar to the one in Fig 7b, and the image presented to the 
right eye – as the one in Fig. 7c. The fusion of such stereoscopic pair suggests several possible depth levels, and as result 
is hard to be perceived at any certain depth. 
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 a) b) c) d) 
Fig.7. Crosstalk simulation: a) brightness of the  views as perceived by the left eye, b) the picture, seen by the left eye, c) the 
picture seen by the right eye, and d) brightness of the  views as perceived by the right eye 
Konrad et al propose a pre-compensation algorithm for reducing the crosstalk in stereoscopic displays22. However, their 
approach is not suitable for multiview displays with slanted optical layer. For such case, pre-compensation mitigates the 
effect for a certain observation angle only, while amplifying it for other angles. As multiview display is intended for 
many observers, it is desirable to mitigate the ghosting artifacts for all observation angles simultaneously. In a properly 
formatted 3D scene, observations of any object have horizontal disparity, and ghosting artifacts appear in horizontal 
direction only. In order to mitigate the crosstalk, we propose smoothing all observations in horizontal direction, where 
the level of smoothing depends on the amount of the disparity. For a scene in 2D+Z format, this corresponds to 
smoothing of the 2D image, with level of smoothing depending on the absolute depth values of the pixels. The further 
away from the screen level an object is set to appear, the bigger disparity between its observations would be, and larger 
amount of smoothing would be required. For example, when the same images with the same disparity as in the previous 
example are pre-filtered with smoothing filter in horizontal direction, and then overlaid using the brightness levels from 
Figures 7a and 7d, the result looks as the stereo-pair in Fig. 8. Such pair is much easier to be fused by the observer, and 
results in a flat image, floating approximately 20cm in front of the screen surface. 
 
    
  a) b) 
Fig.8. Horizontally smoothed images, undergoing the same crosstalk as in Fig. 7: a) the result as perceived by the left eye 
and b) the result as perceived by the right eye. 
4. OPENGL BASED IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 Building 3D image from 2D+Z data 
In order to display 2D+Z image on a multiview display, the 2D+Z data should be converted into multiple observations of 
a 3D scene. Typically, this is done in a three step process – first, given the angle of observation the disparity 
corresponding to different depth levels is calculated; then, the pixels in the 2D image are displaced horizontally 
according to the calculated disparity; finally, the pixels which belong to previously hidden parts of the image are 
recovered using interpolation. Recovery of hidden pixels is sometimes called “disocclusion” and various approaches 
exist – depth-level based23, segmentation-based24 and texture-based25.  
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As 3D graphical accelerators are optimized for geometry-related calculations, we decided to utilize GPU as a convenient 
tool for 2D+Z to multi-view conversion. We build dynamic 3D mesh which is modeled by the depth map and uses the 
2D scene as a texture. For each frame, an image of the mesh is rendered from as many observation points as needed for a 
multiview display (Fig. 9). The mesh is build following the “DMesh” algorithm, which is optimized for speed26. 
However, since for video the level of details changes from frame to frame, we had to use mesh with uniform resolution 
of one vertex per pixel. When a 3D accelerator renders a textured mesh, usually liner approximation is used, which 
causes specific “rubber sheet” artifacts24,26. For dealing with these artifacts we smooth the depth map before modeling 
the mesh, a technique proposed in26. 
 
Fig.9. Rendering of multiple observations from 2D+Z image 
Once rendered, each observation should be mapped to the sub-pixels which belong to the corresponding view. In order to 
save memory, our algorithm maps each observation to the final result as soon as it is rendered. The rendering and 
mapping operation is done in a common loop which performs the following steps: 
 The textured mesh is rotated in respect to the “camera”, in order to generate observation of the scene at a certain 
angle 
 The image “seen” through the camera is rendered to an off-screen buffer. The rendering is done in “orthogonal” 
mode, which eliminates perspective scaling of the scene. 
 Second texture is placed over the rendered view. The texture has some of its pixels transparent, and acts as a 
filter, which “passes through” only the pixels at certain position and color, and renders everything else black. 
Furthermore, as the masks for all views are shifted versions of the same structure, we use only one mask, and 
shift it each time a new observation arrives under it. 
 The rendered observation and the texture are blended together using “glBlendFunc” OpenGL function. The 
blending acts as a color filter which leaves only the sub-pixels (certain color components of certain pixels) 
needed for the current view. 
 The blended observation is sent to the accumulation buffer using glAccum. As unneeded sub-pixels are 
rendered black, and the masks used for different views do not overlap each other, adding new image to the 
accumulation buffer will only update the current view, without changing the others. 
The steps above are repeated as many times as many views are needed for the 3D display. Finally, “glAccumReturn” and 
“glutSwapBuffers” are used to send the interdigitized observations to the screen. 
As discussed, in order to mitigate the ghosting artifacts a smoothing operation which varies with the depth should be 
used. Depth of field (DoF) rendering, which aims at blurring the foreground and background, while leaving objects at a 
certain depth “in focus” is a similar problem, which is often solved using OpenGL primitives. The difference in our case 
is that we need to smooth the image only in horizontal direction, instead of both in horizontal and vertical direction as it 
is done for rendering DoF. Three widely-used approaches exist for DoF simulation using OpenGL – pre-filtering, 
scattering and point-based splatting. Pre-filtering works by decomposing the scene into sub-images with different depth 
levels, applying different blur filters, and then blending the sub-images together27.  Scattering is an approach with blends 
together displaced semi-transparent versions of the same image, where displacement depends on the amount of blur 
needed28. If the scene is rotated around a central point, this results in small displacements of objects close to point of 
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rotation, and large – for objects far from that point. Point-based splatting presents the object as a cloud of points without 
connectivity, and the amount of blur is achieved by controlling the diameter of the point29. The last approach produces 
superior quality, but is computationally intensive, and requires different scene representation than mesh. In the next two 
sections we describe two alternative approaches to crosstalk mitigation. The first is similar to pre-filtering, and the 
second is adapted version of the scattering technique. 
4.2 Pre-filtering of the texture 
Our first algorithm for crosstalk mitigation employs pre-filtering of the 2D image, before using it as a texture on the 
mesh. The aim is to apply different amount of smoothing for areas at different depth level. Depth values in the middle of 
the scale will result in objects appearing close to the screen level, and observations of such objects will have small or no 
disparity. In such areas crosstalk is not visible, only an anti-aliasing filter should be applied, as marked with “Filter 1” in 
Fig. 10a. The further away from the depth is from the middle of the scale, the further away the object appears from the 
screen level. Areas with such depth will experience pronounced ghosting artifacts, and should be filtered with more 
restrictive low-pass filters in horizontal direction. 
The algorithm has the following steps, also shown in Fig. 10b: 
 The 2D scene is loaded to the texture memory of the graphics card 
 The depth map is loaded and filtered with low-pass filter in order to mitigate “rubber sheet” artifacts 
 The filtered depth map is used to select the areas of the texture, and each area is filtered using different 
smoothing filter 
 The mesh is updated to reflect the current depth map 
  The texture is applies to the mesh 
 Following the algorithm, described in the previous chapter, multiple observations of the mesh are created and 
interdigitized according to the view topology of the display. The display which we used in the tests required 8 
observations 
          
Scene
(2D)
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(Z)
Load 
texture
Low-pass 
filter
Update 
mesh
Textured mesh
Rotate mesh 8 times
generate all needed observations
Display
Interdigitize
Pre-filter 
texture
Depth
  
  a) b)    
Fig.10. Crosstalk mitigation with pre-filtering: a) filters used for different depth levels and b) block diagram of the 
algorithm. 
The texture is filtered according to the depth levels in a separable manner as seen in Fig. 11a. We use eight filters for the 
whole range of depth values. The depth values are 8 bit, from 0 to 255, and the value 127 represents depth equal to the 
screen level. First, the texture is filtered along the columns by a 1D filter with impulse response h0, which acts as a 
simple anti-aliasing filter. The result is separately filtered eight times along the rows, using 1D filters h0 to h7, resulting 
in eight images with various smoothing in horizontal direction. Eight masks are prepared, passing different range of 
depth values, according to the distance from the screen level (d=127), as shown in Table 1. Each mask is applied to the 
corresponding filtered image, and the result is blended together in the accumulation buffer. As a result, the areas with 
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depth close to the screen level are filtered with h0 in horizontal and vertical direction, which serves as an anti-aliasing 
filter. The areas, which appear further away from the screen level, are filtered with h0 in horizontal direction and other, 
more restrictive low-pass filter in vertical direction, which mitigates aliasing and ghosting artifacts at the same time. For 
filter implementation we use a low level, GPU-optimized library called CUDA30.  
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  a) b) 
Fig.11. Variable smoothing according to the depth level: a) filter bank and area masking used in the algorithm and b) test 
setup for filter selection 
When choosing the filter for a given depth level, we aimed at the shortest filter which would smooth the image just 
enough, that the ghosting artifacts at this level are not visible. As the ability of the human eye to see double edges 
depends on many factors, some of which hard to express in mathematical form, we performed a simple subjective test in 
order to select the optimal filters for our particular 3D display. We created impulse responses with a Gaussian shape with 
lengths from 1 to 50. The sigma of each Gaussian shape was selected such, that the resulting low-pass filter has the 
steepest slope for the given length. We prepared 15 test images, in which the same 2D image, made from tiled images of 
Lena. In the depth map, most of the image is at the screen level, except the central tile, which is rendered at different 
depths, as exemplified in Fig. 11. One test image has its central tile at the screen level, in seven it appears in front, and in 
other seven it appears behind the screen at distances as shown in Table 1. Each test image exhibited various amount of 
aliasing and ghosting artifacts. While observing the screen at the optimal observation distance of 150cm, we tried all 50 
filters on the center tile. The shortest filter, which smoothed image just enough to mitigate the ghosting artifacts, was 
selected as the optimal for that depth range. 
Table 1 – Selection of filters for different depth ranges 
Filter Distance from screen level, 128d  Depth range Filter length Sigma 
h0 16 112..143 3 0.5 
h1 32 96..111, 144..159  5 0.84 
h2 48 80..95, 160..175 7 1.17 
h3 64 64..79, 176..191 11 1.83 
h4 80 48..63, 192..207 15 2.5 
h5 96 32..47,208..223 23 0.26 
h6 112 16..31, 224..239 33 3.84 
h7 128 0..15,240..255 47 7.83 
 
4.3 Using extra observation points 
As an alternative approach, we adapt image scattering technique for crosstalk mitigation, by blending extra observations 
with the ones needed for the multiview display. Around each observation point used in previous approach, we place 
additional observation points at equal angles, grouped as shown in Fig. 12a. The angle between adjacent cameras from 
neighboring groups is the same as the angle between cameras inside a group. The images rendered from a group of 
observation points are blended together in a single image, which is mapped to the subpixels which belong to one view of 
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the screen. The algorithm follows the same steps as before, however the texture is not pre-filtered, and additional 
observations are rendered instead, as illustrated in Fig. 12b.  We use 4 additional observations for each view. Since our 
screen requires 8 views of a scene, 40 observations are rendered, and are blended together in 8 groups of 5 observations. 
The rendering and mapping loop, described in Section 4.1 is modified and uses the following steps: 
 The accumulation buffer is emptied. 
 The textured mesh is rotated in respect to the camera. Now the angle of rotation is five times smaller than 
before. 
 The image “seen” through the camera is rendered to an off-screen buffer in orthogonal mode. 
 A masking texture is placed over the rendered view. The number of the observation is divided by 5, and the 
integer part of the result is used as the number of the mask. This ensures that for the mask for view 1is used for 
first 5 observations, the mask 2 is used for the next 5 observations, and so on. 
 The rendered observation and the texture are blended together using “glBlendFunc”. 
 The blended observation is sent to the accumulation buffer using glAccum. However, now the transparency 
factor is 0.2. This ensures that the first five observations are blended together in the sub-pixels corresponding to 
view 1, the next 5 observations are blended together in view 2, and so on.  
The steps above are repeated five times more than the number of views needed for the 3D display. Finally, 
“glAccumReturn” and “glutSwapBuffers” are used to send the interdigitized observations to the screen. 
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  a) b) 
Fig.12. Crosstalk mitigation with pre-filtering: a) position of the extra observation points in respect to the original ones and 
b) block diagram of the algorithm. 
When an object appears at a given depth, its observations have disparity, corresponding to that depth. As many views are 
seen at the same time, the screen acts as if it is blending these observations, multiplying each one with a given factor. Let 
us assume the disparity between the observations of an object is 20 pixels, and the screen is observed at an angle for 
which the crosstalk coefficients are the same as in Fig. 7a. In that case, the screen acts as a filter which impulse response 
has 20 zeroes between each significant value, and the values are the same as the crosstalk coefficients measured for that 
observation angle. Such impulse response is plotted in Fig. 13a, and the frequency response of the corresponding filter is 
shown in Fig. 13b. As seen from the frequency response, middle and high frequency ripples are passed by the filter cause 
ghosting artifacts. An image, filtered with such a filter is shown in Fig. 14a. When five observations are rendered for 
each view, and the angle between them is five times smaller, the disparity between the images is five times smaller, too. 
If the brightness factor of each image is 0.2, the screen acts as a filter with impulse response as the one given in Fig. 13c. 
The corresponding frequency response is shown in Fig. 14d. An image, filtered with this impulse response (shown in 
Fig. 14b) looks smoother. Still, the image suffers from ghosting artifacts, as seen in the enlarged fragment in Fig. 14c. 
However, when the display is observed from the optimal distance of 150cm, the eye acts as additional low-pass filter, 
and mitigates the additional peaks in the frequency response in Fig. 13d. We experimented with various amount of 
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additional observations, using the setup from Fig. 11b. We found that 5 observations per view are enough to mitigate the 
ghosting artifacts for the maximum depth levels rendered by out algorithm. 
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  a) b) c) d) 
Fig. 13. Crosstalk regarded as a filter: a) combined impulse response of the view visibility and disparity of 20 pixels, b) 
frequency response of the filter with such impulse response, c) impulse response when extra observations are blended 
and d) frequency response when extra observations are blended. 
     
  a) b) c) 
Fig. 14. Images filtered with the impulse responses from Fig. 13: a) crosstalk as a result from disparity of 20 pixels, b) 
result, when blending extra observations and c) enlarged fragment of b), emphasizing the “ringing” artifacts 
5. RESULTS 
5.1 Visual improvements 
For visual comparison of the results, we present three snapshots of our display, showing various test images. The test 
setup from Fig. 11b is used, and the center tile is positioned at the maximum distance in front of the screen, allowed by 
our software. If no crosstalk mitigation is used, the tile exhibits strong ghosting artifacts, as seen in Fig. 15a. When 
looking at the scene with both eyes, it is impossible to perceive the central tile at any particular depth. If the texture is 
pre-filtered (Fig. 15b), the center tile looses details, but is immediately seen as floating approximately at 50cm in front of 
the screen. When using extra observations and without texture pre-filtering (Fig. 15c), the result is virtually 
indistinguishable from the pre-filtered version and yields satisfactory 3D effect. 
5.2 Benchmark results 
We measured the execution times of our algorithms on a GeForce 8800 GPU. Each stage was separately run 256 times, 
and the mean execution time for the main blocks of each algorithm is presented in Table 2. The overall speed in frames 
per second for various image and depth sizes of both approaches is also presented. The texture pre-filtering algorithm run 
faster, but it needs an optimized low-level filtering library, which works only with the latest generation of GPUs. The 
algorithm using extra observations produces comparative speeds using only high level OpenGL functions, and can be 
used with wider range of graphical accelerators. The most time-consuming stage for both approaches is the mesh update. 
We are investigating alternative approaches in mesh updating, which might execute faster. 
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 a) b) c) 
Fig. 15. Snapshots of the display: a) the test image from Fig. 14b rendered without crosstalk mitigation, b) the same test 
image, rendered with texture pre-filtering and c) the same test image, rendered with extra observations 
Table 2 – Execution times and frames per second 
 Algorithm 1: Texture pre-filtering Algorithm 2: Using extra observations 
 Frame size 1920x1200 720x400 640x400 1920x1200 720x400 640x400 
Load texture 0.015sec 0.002sec 0.001sec 0.015sec 0.002sec 0.001sec 
Update mesh 0.464sec 0.057sec 0.052sec 0.464sec 0.057sec 0.052sec 
Filter texture 0.047sec 0.007sec 0.006sec - - - 
Render and interditigize 0.039sec 0.004sec 0.003sec 0.177sec 0.021sec 0.018sec 
Total frames per second 1.77FPS 14.29FPS 16.13FPS 1.52FPS 12.50FPS 14.08FPS 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
We propose two algorithms for GPU-based perceptually optimized rendering of 2D+Z video frames on a multiview 
display. We identify crosstalk as a factor which prevents proper 3D perception, and suggest two alternative approaches 
for mitigating its effects. As a case study, we use crosstalk measurements of an 8-view display to optimize 2D+Z content 
for it. Both algorithms – using texture pre-filtering and using extra observations – improve the depth perception of 
rendered content. We present the time for execution of both algorithms, tested on a GeForce 8800 GPU. The algorithm 
using texture pre-filtering performs faster, while the algorithm using extra observations is applicable to wider range of 
graphical accelerators. 
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CROSSTALK MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY FOR AUTO-STEREOSCOPIC SCREENS
Atanas Boev, Atanas Gotchev and Karen Egiazarian
Institute of Signal Processing, Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland
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ABSTRACT
Autostereoscopic displays utilizing slanted lenticular sheets produce specific artifacts. These artifacts affect the perception
of a 3D scene, and are caused by a process which can be modeled as inter-channel crosstalk. We propose methodology for
measuring such a crosstalk for arbitrary multiview 3D display. The measured data might be used for optimizing multiview
image sets for a given display.
Index Terms— 3DTV, multiview, auto-stereoscopic displays, inter-view crosstalk, crosstalk measurement, slanted
lenticular sheet
1. INTRODUCTION
Stereoscopic 3D-perception is possible when each eye of the observer sees the scene from a slightly different perspective.
There are various approaches to replicate this effect on a raster screen, in order to create the illusion of a real 3D scene
being displayed [1], [2], [3].
Three-dimensional displays which create 3D effect without requiring the observer to wear special glasses are called
autostereoscopic displays. The most popular ones, so called multiview 3D displays, work by simultaneously showing a set of
images (“views”), each one seen from a particular viewing angle along the horizontal direction (Fig 1a) [4]. Such effect is
achieved by adding an optical filter, which alters the propagation direction for the information displayed on the screen. A
number of techniques exist – parallax barriers, spherical and lenticular lenses, the latter being the most common one [1].
Depending on the design parameters, various tradeoffs between screen resolution, number of views and optimal observation
distance exist [1], [2], [3].
From each particular direction, only a part of the screen subpixels is seen (Fig 1b) – the one that contributes to the
corresponding view. This way, it is possible each eye of the observer to see different picture, in order 3D illusion to be
created. Each view is seen from a number of observation positions, and the whole set of views is consecutively repeated
along the horizontal observation axis. The transition between the two outmost views produces several zones of observation,
where double images are seen [4], producing characteristic “jump” in the next set of views. However, we noticed that on
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Figure 1. a) Views on an autostereoscopic screen; b) example set
of subpixels corresponding to a particular view.
Figure 2. Snapshot of “double edges” artifacts on X3D-23”
display. Snapshot is taken from observation point close to the
center of view number 4.
some scenes double images are seen from almost any
observation angle.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In order to balance the horizontal versus vertical resolution of an autostereoscopic displays, a slanted lens array is used [5].
This causes the subpixels of a view to appear on non-rectangular grid as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Specially designed filters
need to be used to prevent the aliasing caused by subsampling on such a grid [6], [7]. Despite antialiasing, we observed
another effect to be much more pronounced – parts of the neighboring views are always seen in the current view. Depending
on the scene, this might produce irritating “double edges” artifacts, which destroy the 3D perception, as seen in Fig. 2.
Due to the slant of the lenticular lenses, the lens elements can not cover the subpixels’ boundaries exactly. A micrograph
photo (Fig. 3a) shows that some subpixels appear only partly in the current view. Furthermore, the center of the lens
element is going to appear arbitrary displaced over a subpixel triplet – this causes the optimal observation point to be
slightly shifted for different pixels of a certain view.  Additionally, some vendors broaden the observation angle of a pixel,
in order to create more uniform view [8]. All these effects cause parts of subpixels that belong to other views to be cast
towards the current view. Additionally, this might introduce coloring artifacts, but this effect is barely visible on a
micrograph photo, as in Fig. 3b, and not at all on a large scale (cf. Fig. 6).
The contribution of other views’ subpixels depends on many production parameters, such as the design of the lenticular
sheet, distance between the sheet and the pixels, and precise placement of the sheet over the screen. Such parameters are
rarely available to the screen users, and might be unavailable even to the vendor – for example some companies sell
lenticular lens sheets separately. Furthermore, the contribution of a single pixel is difficult to be measured, especially from
the optimal observation distance. It is easier to model the process on a larger scale as crosstalk, similarly to the approach in
[3].
Any algorithm that aims to mitigate crosstalk artifacts would need knowledge of the characteristics and amount it. Thus,
there is a need of a measurement methodology which would assess the crosstalk between the views of an arbitrary multiview
3D screen.
3. CROSSTALK MEASUREMENT
3.1. Measurement set-up
The screen we used for the measurements was X3D-23 – 23” 8-view 3D display produced by NewSight GmbH. The screen
was placed in a dark room, various test images were displayed on it, and snapshots were taken, using computer controlled
camera.
3.1.1. Finding the observation points
The camera was set on the same height as the center of the screen. Only the subpixels designated in the manual as
corresponding to a certain view were turned on maximal brightness, all other subpixels were turned off. With that image on
the screen, there was a precise point, from which the screen was seen fully lit. This point was marked as the optimal
observation point of the current view. The process was repeated for all the views, and the optimal observation points were
marked on the floor, with the aid of a laser pointer attached to the tripod. The set of optimal observation points were laying,
at even intervals, on an optimal observation radius, with center on the vertical axis through the middle of the screen. We
designated these points as centers of the corresponding observation windows, and added three additional points between
a) b)
Figure 3. Micrograph photo of a) subpixels under the lenticular
lens and b) rectifying mask
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Figure 4. a) Measurement setup; b) observation points
each two view centers. Since the center of window 4 was straight in front of the screen, this resulted in a total of 33
observation points, point 17 being the center of window 4.
3.1.2. Measurement automation
The snapshots were taken by consumer camera, connected to the computer through a data cable. For automation of the
acquisition process, we used free software called “PhotoPC” available on the Web [9], which operates with a wide range of
photo cameras. It can set the picture acquisition parameters, perform a snapshot, and download the ready image to the
computer. The focus and the aperture were fixed, and the shutter speed was experimentally set to allow good dynamic range
of the photos without saturation. We prepared automated script which displays test images on the screen, takes snapshots,
and optionally calibrates the results to eliminate added light. Then, the script finds the screen on the photo, compensates it
for projective distortion, and performs statistical measurements. Since the acquired images were very smooth, and in order
to eliminate the camera noise, local means on a 16×16 grid over the screen were measured. This resulted in 256 values per
test image. The process was repeated for all test images, after which the camera was moved to the next observation point.
3.1. Measurement of crosstalk versus viewing angle
In order to measure the crosstalk, we decided to measure the individual contribution of each view towards each observation
point. We prepared ten test images. Two images were used for calibration: Imax – with all subpixels of all views set on
maximal brightness; and Imin – with all subpixels of all views turned off. Eight images were used for the measurement – in
each one only the subpixels corresponding to a certain view set on maximal brightness (I1…I8). From each observation
point we took snapshots of each test image, and computed the local means over a 16×16 grid as explained before. The
output was scaled to the range [0..1] by using the formula:
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The final output of the experiments was a 4-D matrix, with dimensions 16×16×8×33, containing contribution
coefficients k along screen horizontal and vertical axes, view number and observation point, respectively. Slices of this
matrix, showing the local means over the screen surface are shown in Fig. 6.
The presence of crosstalk is clearly visible in Fig. 7a, and it is generally similar to crosstalk measurements of another
screen, presented in [3]. The figure shows that for any observation point, the main contribution comes from two
neighboring views, which is also in accordance with [3]. However, Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d demonstrate that it is also needed to
study the crosstalk along the screen surface. For a given observation point, the layer that contributes the most to the
crosstalk, as well as the amount of it, vary along the horizontal and vertical axes of the screen. In addition, our
measurements show that the X3D-23” screen has different (more pronounced) crosstalk than the screen studied in [3].
3.2. Measurement of crosstalk depending on pixel value
The previous experiment measured the contribution of each view, based on maximum pixel values. Next, we decided to
measure the contribution dependence based on pixel values. As shown in Fig. 7a, the most significant contribution for
certain observation point comes from the respective central view and its two closest neighbors. For example, for observation
point 17, we measure the contribution of View 4 (central for this observation point), and its two neighboring views, View 3
and View 5. Such measurements give information what pixel values in the neighboring views will produce the same
apparent brightness as certain pixel value in the central view.
We ran series of measurements, in which all pixels in a certain view were set to a certain value, and the pixels of another
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Figure 5. Measurement automation
a) b) c) d) e)
Figure 6. Crosstalk measurements from observation point 17 –
scaled local means over the screen for each view. a) S3, b) S4, c)
S5, d) S6, e) S7. The values in S1, S2 and S8 are close to zero.
.
view were gradually changed from zero to maximum. Three series of experiments were made, View 3 vs. View 4, View 4
vs. View 3 and View 5 vs. View 3. The results are shown in Fig.8 a), b) and c) respectively. Experimentally, we found that
the measured value y for all measurements is closely approximated as sum of two functions – one depending on
combination of input values ( totalx ) and another depending only on combination of crosstalk coefficients ( totalk ):
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The two functions are logistic and Gaussian functions, respectively:
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The parameters of the Gaussian function are approximated by using totalk :
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Figure 7. Measurement results - contribution of each view: a) for all observation points, measured in the center of the screen, b) towards
observation point 17, c) towards observation point 17, along the horizontal axis, and d) towards observation point 17, along the vertical
axis
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Figure 8. Measurement results – contribution of neighbours depending on pixel value: a) View 3 vs. View 4, b) View 4 vs. View
3 and c) View 5 vs. View 3. Measurements are done from observation point 17, View 4 is the central view.
where 1x , 2x  are the pixel values from the two views, and
1k , 2k  are the corresponding crosstalk coefficients for each
view as measured in the experiment from Section 3.1
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
By design, multiview 3D displays which utilize slanted
lenticular sheet have a certain setback – subpixels which
belong to a certain view are partly seen in the neighboring
views. This effect can be modeled as inter-view crosstalk, and
it introduces annoying artifacts, which are scene dependant,
and may hinder proper 3D perception. The parameters of this
crosstalk are rarely available to the end users, if at all. By
introducing a methodology for crosstalk measurement of arbitrary multiview display, we aim at helping content creators and
end users in optimizing 3D scenes for a given monitor. Future work will study the possibility of adaptive filtration of
multiview image sets, in order to mitigate the effect of crosstalk. Example output of such filter is shown in Fig. 9.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe a system for optimized visualiza-
tion of stereo images on a mobile platform. The system util-
izes a front camera, and face and eye tracking to find the 
position of the observer‟s eyes. Depending on this position, 
the left and right views targeting the corresponding eyes are 
maintained properly based on measured optical characteris-
tics of the used parallax-barrier 3D display.  
An efficient implementation on the OMAP 3430 plat-
form is targeted by splitting the processes of face and eye 
detection between the ARM and DSP cores.  
The final system allows for dynamic switching the dis-
play between 2D and 3D mode and swapping the left and 
right views so to avoid high cross-talk between view chan-
nels and reverse stereo effect.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stereoscopic video content has became more and more 
popular and available in the form of 3D movies for 3D 
movie theatres [1], [2], and through 3D display solutions for 
home [3], [4] and mobile entertainment [5], [6], [7].  
The mobile use of 3D video content is especially challeng-
ing since it requires creating an immersive 3D effect on a 
small display and processing big amount of data in a power-
constrained handheld device. Autostereoscopic displays re-
quiring no special glasses to deliver the 3D effect have been 
considered attractive for mobile 3D devices. Such displays 
however, suffer from 3D artefacts usually related with the 
position and angle the display is observed from. Special im-
age processing methods are needed to prepare the images for 
such displays and to mitigate the corresponding artefacts. In 
this paper, we propose a system, which optimizes the 3D 
imaging to adapt it to the observation angle of the user. The 
system is based on OMAP 3430 and employs front-facing 
camera and face and eye-detection, to find the user‟s position 
and angle with respect to the screen in order to create the 3D 
image accordingly. The paper is organized as follows: First, 
we briefly present the mobile auto-stereoscopic displays, the 
respective artefacts and the particular display we deal with. 
Then, we present the suggested system for optimized visuali-
zation. Section 4 presents the implementation details con-
cerning the face and eye detection module on the OMAP 
platform.  
2. MOBILE 3D DISPLAYS  
There are two important requirements for mobile 3D dis-
play:  to create 3D effect without the need of special glasses, 
and to be able to switch back to “2D mode” when 3D con-
tent is not available. Autostereoscopic displays create 
glasses-free 3D effect by emitting different images towards 
each eye of the observer. In such displays, a standard port-
able TFT display is used to generate the images and an addi-
tional optical filter is used to redirect the light from the pix-
els. Thus, groups of pixels (denoted as view) are seen only 
from a specific angle. For mobile devices, normally watched 
by single observer, two independent views are sufficient for 
satisfactory 3D perception. In order to be shown on a stereo-
scopic display, the images intended for each eye should be 
spatially multiplexed. This process is known as interleaving 
[8], and depends on the parameters of the optical filter. 
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Figure 1. Parallax barrier: a) operation principle and b) 
crosstalk towards the optimal observation angle. 
The most common approach for separating the images 
intended for each eye utilizes a layer called parallax bar-
rier. The barrier blocks the light in certain directions as 
shown in Figure 1a. Two separate views are formed as a 
result. Due to the repetitive structure of the parallax barrier, 
each view is seen from a number of observation angles, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. In order to perceive proper 3D im-
age, the observer should be properly positioned with respect 
to the display (e.g. positions “1” or “2” but not “3” in Fig-
ure 2). 
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Figure 2. Position of the observer in respect to the display: a) 
visibility zones of views and b) position of the user as detected 
by the front facing camera 
The parallax barrier is a cheap technology providing 2D 
backward compatibility through switching off the barrier.  
2.1 Visual artefacts in parallax barrier-based displays 
Crosstalk 
Crosstalk is the effect of mixing the views. It is caused by 
imperfect optical separation of the views. The visual mani-
festation of crosstalk is a double-contoured, “ghost” images 
which significantly reduce the perceived 3D quality. There 
are two causes of crosstalk in parallax barrier-based dis-
plays. First, it arises when the display is observed from a 
position between two observation zones. The visibility of 
each view gradually changes as a function of the observation 
angle, as exemplified in Figure 3. At a certain angle, pixels 
of one view are fully visible, while the pixels of the other 
are fully covered by the parallax barrier. Such optimal ob-
servation angle for view 1 is marked by “I” in Figure 3, 
while the optimal observation angle of view “2” is marked 
by “III” in the same figure. At angle “II”, both views are 
only partially covered by the barrier causing what we call 
inter-zone crosstalk. It reaches minimum at the optimal ob-
servation angle of a view, and maximum on the bisection 
between two neighbouring optimal observation angles. With 
respect to the inter-zone crosstalk, there are “high quality” 
areas, with no noticeable crosstalk (areas “A” and “C” in 
Figure 3b) and “low quality” areas (“B” in Figure 3b), 
where crosstalk prevents from proper 3D perception. 
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  a) b) 
Figure 3. Crosstalk versus observation angle: a) visibility of a 
view as a function of the observation angle and b) “high-
quality” zones with low inter-zone crosstalk 
The second cause for crosstalk is the transparency of the par-
allax barrier. It is usually implemented as a second, not fully 
opaque, LCD layer. Even at an optimal angle, part of the 
light passes through the barrier as illustrated in Figure 1b. 
This amount of minimum crosstalk is always presented in 
view (cf. Figure 3).  
Pseudoscopy 
Regarding Figure 2a, positions “1” and “2” are proper for 
perceiving 3D effect. However, at position “3” in the same 
figure, an observer will see the “left” image with the right 
eye and vice versa, thus perceiving a pseudoscopic image 
(aka reverse stereo). Both the observation zones of the two 
views and the correct and pseudoscopic positions alternate. 
In between each correct or pseudoscopic zone an inter-zone 
crosstalk is perceived as exemplified in Figure 4. Moving 
away from a correct observation (e.g.“C” in Figure 4), the 
observer passes through a zone where high crosstalk is visi-
ble, and then falls into zone with low amount of crosstalk, 
but incorrect (pseudo) stereo (“P” zone). This effect causes 
what is perhaps the biggest inconvenience with parallax bar-
rier-based displays. Most observers have the instinctive abil-
ity to move away from zones where low-quality, ghosting 
impaired image is seen. However, pseudoscopic stereo is not 
immediately perceived as “bad”, which might cause a user to 
stay at an angle maintaining low crosstalk but wrong stereo.  
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Figure 4. “Correct stereo” and “Pseudoscopic stereo” zones as 
function of the observation angle 
2.2 Stereoscopic 3D LCD in our system 
Technical data 
The display model used in our system is Stereoscopic 3D 
LCD MB403M0117135, produced by masterImage [7]. It is 
4.3” WVGA autostereoscopic display with switchable paral-
lax barrier, which can operate in 2D or 3D mode. Addition-
ally, the parallax barrier of the 3D LCD module can be 
switched between “3D horizontal” and “3D vertical” mode, 
thus operating in landscape 3D or portrait 3D mode. Two 
signals, “Chip Select” and “Mode Select” determine the 
mode of the display. The combinations are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 – display modes of 3D LCD module 
CS 
(Chip Select) 
MS 
(Mode Select) 
Display mode 
Low Low 3D Horizontal 
Low High 3D Vertical 
High Low 2D 
High High 2D 
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Artefacts quantified 
We have measured the crosstalk and the angles between the 
observation zones using the methodology in [9], [10]. We 
found the optimal observation distance of the display to be 
42 cm. At the optimal observation distance, the optimal ob-
servation points of each view found are shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Observation points used in measurements 
The angle between two neighbouring optimal observation 
vectors is 9.4°.  The minimum crosstalk is 9%, and it is 
symmetrical with respect to the channels. The results of the 
crosstalk measurements at the optimal observation points of 
both views are shown in Figure 6. 
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  a) b) 
Figure 6. Minimum crosstalk: a) view 2 introduced in view 1 
and b) view 1 introduced in view 2 
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Figure 7. a) Map of “high quality” observation zones with low 
inter-zone crosstalk, b) image seen from area “L”, c) image seen 
from area “X” and d) image seen from area “R” of the map 
By subjective evaluation, we measured the width of the “high 
quality”, ghost artefact-free areas (“A” and “C in Figure 2b). 
A test 3D image was shown on the display, and a front facing 
camera was mounted on the device as shown in Figure 2b. 
An observer assessed the image looking with one eye from 
the optimal observation point of one of the views. Then he 
started moving to the left, till noticeable ghosting was ap-
peared in the image. The position of the pupil was recorded 
by taking a snapshot of the observer‟s eye with the camera. 
The right border of the ghost-free was found in a similar 
manner. The process was repeated for all optimal observation 
points, which resulted in a map of areas where the pupil of 
the observer must reside in order to perceive image with no 
hosting artefacts. The measured map is shown in Figure 7a. 
When the camera operates in VGA resolution, the width of 
ghost-free zones (marked with “W1” in Figure 7) is 20px, 
separated by crosstalk-impaired zones (marked with “W2”) 
of 31px each. Images in Figure 7b, c and d show photos 
taken from zones “L”, “X”, and “R” correspondingly, and 
give example of the inter-zone crosstalk observed in between 
the “high quality” zones. 
3. VISUAL OPTIMIZATION FOR 3D LCD DISPLAY 
We propose a system for visual optimization of stereo im-
agery for an autostereoscopic display. The system is based 
n OMAP 3430 SDP and integrates a 3D LCD module and 
front-mounted camera with VGA resolution. The system 
tracks the position of the observer‟s eyes, and adapts the 
system to avoid three cases of visual discomfort. 
Reverse stereo is avoided by simply flipping the left and 
right channel based on eye detected being at the opposite 
view zone, see Figure 8a. The pseudoscopic regions (marked 
with “P” in Figure 4) are replaced with zones where both 
channels are flipped (marked with “F” in Figure 8a), thus 
allowing correct stereo image to be perceived. 
Ghosting artefacts are avoided by switching the display 
into “2D” mode, in cases when the observer‟s eyes falls into 
area with pronounced crosstalk, where the 3D perception is 
anyway impossible (see in Figure 7a, areas marked by „X‟ 
and Figure 8b). 
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Figure 8. 3D image correction following the position of the ob-
server’s eyes: a) correction for the pseudoscopic regions, and b) 
correction for the regions with inter-zone crosstalk 
Finally, making use of the 3D LCD module ability to 
switch between horizontal 3D and vertical 3D modes, our 
system selects 3D mode and scene orientation according to 
the orientation of the observer‟s eyes, as illustrated in Figure 
9. When the face of the observer is not in horizontal of verti-
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cal direction in respect to the display, 3D effect is not possi-
ble, and thus the system switches the display into 2D mode. 
The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 10. 
It goes through the following stages: 
1. Face detection is attempted four times, each time rotat-
ing the camera image at a right angle. If face is not detected, 
it is possible that the face of the observer is at a wrong angle 
or too far away from the centre of the display. In both cases 
3D perception is not possible, and the system switches the 
display into 2D mode. 
2. If face detection is successful, its direction is stored, and 
eye tracking is performed according to the direction. 
3. The position of the eyes is matched against the map of 
“high quality” observation regions. The map in use is se-
lected to match the direction of the face. 
4. If both eyes are found in the corresponding regions, the 
system switches into 3D mode. If both eyes appear in the 
regions of the opposite view, the system flips the channels 
and switched into 3D mode. If both eyes fall into the obser-
vation zone of the same view, or at least one eye falls in an 
inter-zone crosstalk area, the system switches into 2D mode. 
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Figure 9. Selection of 3D mode and scene orientation according 
to the orientation of the observer’s head 
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Figure 10. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm for visual 
optimization 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
The system is implemented on the OMAP 3430 SDP run-
ning Linux OS (L12.20 baseline release). A parallax-barrier 
auto-stereoscopic display has been integrated to the platform 
[11]. OMAP 3430 is a dual-core processor, which includes 
general purpose ARM core and a TMS320 compatible DSP 
core. The ARM side provides access to C compiler and 
Linux environment, which allows code from existing open 
source libraries to be reused. The ARM side has been used 
for code prototyping while time-critical functions has been 
ported to the DSP in a block-by-block fashion. The dual-
core architecture allows the output of both implementations 
to be compared and simplifies the debugging process. 
The application processing modules have been distributed 
between the ARM and DSP processors as shown in Figure 
11, aiming at an efficient implementation. The ARM side is 
engaged by the Linux OS. It is also responsible for maintain-
ing the camera images, detecting the face and generating the 
stereo views. The DSP is engaged by the computationally-
intensive eye detection algorithm. An effective inter-
processor communication protocol is used through a queued 
mailbox-interrupt mechanism [16].  
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Figure 11. Application flow diagram of DSP and ARM. 
4.1 Face and eye detection 
We have ported an OpenCV realization of face detection 
algorithm by Viola and Jones [17] by modifying the classifi-
ers to use fixed point arithmetic. Our own face detection al-
gorithm is being ported to the OMAP as well. It is based on a 
two-stage hybrid technique, combing skin detection with 
feature-based face detection [12], [13]. In our face detection 
implementation, the search for faces is done for a subset of 
face sizes – limited by the expected facial size of an observer 
within the visual comfort zone for the 3D display. It applies a 
large-to-small scale search strategy, and the search is satisfied 
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by the first face found, thus ensuring that the display mode is 
set appropriately for the closest observer.  
The eye detection is implemented on the DSP core. It de-
tects the two pupils by a Bayesian classifier working on 
Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) features.  
The DT-CWT has been chosen as a low-cost alternative to 
Gabor transform for real-time feature extraction implementa-
tion [14], [15]. The DT-CWT features are formed by a four-
scale DT-CWT applied on a spatial area of 16x16 pixels 
around a landmark., with six differently-oriented sub-bands 
per scale. The resulting twenty four matrices as shown in Fig. 
5 form a landmark jet [14], [15].   
 
Figure 12. DT-CWT based feature jet.  
Two landmark classes are modeled: pupil and non-pupil 
respectively. For modeling a particular landmark class, we 
have trained Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for each sub-
band in the jet, thus leading to 24 models. We have used ut-
most 5 Gaussian components for each slice.  
The positions of the detected eyes are returned back to the 
ARM by the by means of the shared SDRAM. Based on the 
position of the eyes, the stereo images are properly manipu-
lated, as described in the algorithm of Section 3. The view 
rendering is implemented by a direct DMA operation [11].  
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a system for optimizing the image on a 3D 
LCD display module by using eye-tracking and adapting to 
the position of the observer‟s eyes. 
Instead of presenting an improper, low quality stereo-pair, 
our system switches to 3D mode only if the 3D effect is 
guaranteed. The resulting system will deliver 3D image only 
when looked at from a set of observation angles, but will 
avoid confusing the user by showing him low-quality image 
when 3D perception would not be otherwise possible.  
An efficient implementation on the OMAP 3430 platform 
has been targeted by splitting the processes between the 
ARM and DSP cores. The system is part of bigger system for 
playing stereo video content on 3D mobile device.  
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